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1. 0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
 

This report presents the results of an 18 month breadboard 

development program to demonstrate the feasibility and performance of 

critical elements of the Hughes Thematic Mapper (TM). The work was per

formed under Contract NAS 5-20589 dated 29 June 1974 and subsequent 

modifications. The original contract was limited to development of a 40. 6 cm 

version of the earlier 23 cm Multispectral Scanner (MSS) scan mirror assem

bly (SMA). Near the close of this original one year effort the contract was 

modified and extended to permit several new design improvements to be 

made to the torquing control and mirror reversal mechanism. At about the 

same time two additional modifications to the contract were made to permit 

development of a scan line corrector (SLC) and a silicon photodiode array 

(SiPDA). The work on the SMA, SLC, and SiPDA was carried on as separate 

projects which have culminated in demonstration of the desired performance 

at the close of the contract, though not in every detail for every parameter. 

Figure 1-1 depicts the general concept of the Hughes Thematic 

Mapper. The three new elements are called out among the total complement 

of instrument assemblies which are already flight proven. 

A general summary of the program requirements and results is 

presented in the following paragraphs. Subsequent sections are organized 

as essentially autonomous reports of the three projects, each containing its 

own detailed summary. Section 2 presents the details of the design, develop

ment, and test of the SLC. Section 3 presents similar data on the SiPDA and 

Section 4 presents the detailed coverage of the SMA effort. Formal test data 

logs are presented as appendices for each of the assemblies. Further 

details of development and diagnostic testing can be found in the engineering 

log books which are submitted separately from this report. 
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Figure 1-1. Hughes Thematic Mapper optical design concept 
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1. 1 SCAN LINE CORRECTOR
 

The requirement for high scan efficiency in the TM makes it 

necessary to use both the forward and reverse scans of the scan mirror for 

taking data. The MSS sampled its detectors only during the forward scan, 

i. e. , the east to west sweeps of the mapped strip and as such was able to 

achieve 45% scanning efficiency. Successive sweeps then are contiguous 

and collinear. Thematic Mapper is expected to achieve 80% or higher scan 

efficiency so as to minimize the peak data rates, hence the data handling 

difficulties. A large oscillating scan mirror, such as in MSS or larger, is 

limited by inertial forces to moving essentially at constant angular velocity, 

i. e., no fast flyback after scan. This then dictates the use of equal period 

data producing scans alternating in the forward and reverse directions and 

with minimal time spent during reversal. Scanning thus, the alternate 

sweeps are not collinear since the in track motion (north to south) of the 

spacecraft would cause the east-west and west-east sweeps to overlap each 

other at the edges of the swath. A solution to this is provided by a beam 

steering mirror which during scan mirror reversals, snaps torward along 

the spacecraft path by a distance equal to the width of a sweep and then 

slowly moves back to its original position during the scan period. In this 

way the crisscrossing scan mirror sweeps are corrected so that they become 

collinear as portrayed in Figure 2. 1-1. The device which has been developed 

to perform this corrective motion is called a scan line corrector. 

The SLC is composed of a two-mirror assembly which is rotated 

back and forth on a motor driven shaft. This assembly is mounted in the 

converging beam just ahead of the first focus of the telescope. Because the 

total along track deflection of the beam which the SLC performs is just the 

width of one scan of 16 scan lines, or approximately 16 instantaneous fields 

of view (IFOVs), while the scan mirror is sweeping over 6000 IFOVs across 

track, the control precision required of the SLC is several hundred times 

less than that required of the scan mirror assembly. 

The performance of the SLC must be such that it causes less than 

3 microradians of blurring in the image. This is accomplished by mini

mizing the flexibility of its structures, or its susceptibility to vibration, 
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and by maximizing the flatness of its mirrors. The mirror quality in both 

flatness and reflectivity was not a feasibility issue. Vibrational performance 

of this untried mechanism was at issue and during the early phases of testing 

structural stiffening was necessary. The final tests were conducted with a 

mechanism which demonstrated a good margin in structural stiffness. 

The other performance requirements of the SLC related to geometric 

accuracy in the scanning process. Since the SLC moves the beam of focussed 

rays in a direction which is perpendicular to the scan lines, the precision 

of motion in the cross scan direction is critical. The design objective is to 

produce geometric errors of less than 0. 05 IFOV. Motion errors in the 

other direction, i. e., along sweep, are not critical since errors greater 

than one part in 200 would be necessary to create 0. 08 IFOV image error 

and simple analysis of the test data and structural analysis indicates that 

this magnitude of SLC cross scan error is not possible. The requirement 

in the SLC slong scan, or scanner cross sweep direction, is that the syn

chronization with the scan mirror, i. e. , SLC repeatability, and the linearity 

of its angular rate be such that image errors of much less than 0. 1 IFOV 

be maintained. These requirements and the measured values are tabulated 

in Table 1. 1-1 as IFOV spatial error. The error budget, or performance 

requirement, is stated in one sigma values and the measured performance 

is given in worst case values. It is seen that very comfortable margins 

exist in the present design which itself has further room for refinement if 

necessary for instruments of higher precision than TM. 

TABLE 1. 1-1. SLC ROTATIONAL PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 

Geometric Demonstrated in Test, 

Parameter 
Requirement,l1-

IFOVs 
Worst Case Peak, 

IFOVs 

Deviation from linear scan 

Short term 0.035 0.033 

Over Z weeks 0. 100 0.033 

Repeatability 

Scan to scan 0.047 0.016 

Over 30 seconds 0. 100 0.022 
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The critical geometric requirements on the SLC precision were set 

so that errors would not significantly increase the total system geometric 

accuracy when combined with the scan mirror assembly errors. Short term 

one sigma errors were set at approximately one-third to one-half the values 

of like errors in the SMA. 

Scan efficiency of 85% was designed into the device so that it would 

match the expected efficiency of the SMA. The test results showed that a 

linear portion of the SLC scan is available both before and alter the active 

scan period to allow for timing errors. 

The SLC was tested over a range of frequencies from 14 to 19 Hz to 

assure its compatibility with an operating range of 7 to 10 Hz for the SMA 

(SMA produces two scans per cycle). 

1. 2 SILICON PHOTODIODE ARRAY ASSEMBLY 

The resolution and signal-to-noise performance being sought for the 

Thematic Mapper represents substantial improvements over the performance 

obtained in the MSS. When a reasonable increase is made in the size of the 

optics (aperture diameter of 23 cm for MSS to 41 cm for TM) a major 

increase in the number of detectors per spectral band is still required to 

meet the desired TM performance. MSS carried 6 photomultiplier tubes 

for each of its first three spectral bands. In TM, this number would have 

to increase 12 or more per band. Implementation of this would, in turn, 

impose a heavy technical and cost burden on TM. It was recognized by 

NASA, therefore, that an attempt should be made to simplify the detection 

scheme for TM by using photodiode arrays mounted directly on the focal 

plane. The development of low noise, high bandwidth silicon detector arrays 

and demonstration of their feasibility for meeting the TM requirements were 

set as the principal objectives of this breadboard development task. 

The specific performance requirements for the arrays was estab

lished on the basis of results of eariier development of a single hybrid 

detector/preamplifier unit. The best performance achieved in this single 

hybrid detector channel became the design goal for the array. The most 

important performance parameters of the hybrid detector were the frequency 

response and wideband noise. The frequency response after treble boost 
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was flat over the required 50 kHz bandwidth except for a I dB peak at 5 kHz 

and produced 2. 1 millivolts noise in the 109 ohm load resistor over this 

bandwidth. 

Detector arrays were designed to specification and built by two 

vendors: E, G and G and United Detector Technology, Inc. (UDT). A layout 

assembly for the detector arrays and the source follower input stages of the 

preamplifiers was designed and built. On this assembly were mounted Texas 

Instruments (Great Briton affiliate) BF 805 J-FET chips and an array of 

109 ohm load resistors. This hybrid array was then connected to the 

remainder of the preamplifier, located out of the focal plane, which included 

the treble boost circuits and presample filters. The detector arrays included 

24 active elements and 2 inactive (opaque covered) elements for crosstalk 

measurements. The design goals and measured performance are listed in 

Table 1.2-1. 

TABLE 1.2-1. SiPDA PERFORMANCE 

Parameter Design Goal Demonstrated 

Detector Array 
-Dark Current, Amps 3.0 x i0ol1 max 1. 5x 10 

Impedance, ohms 2.0 x 109 min 1010 

Capacitance, picofarads 1.0 1.0 

Responsivity Equal HP 4205 Less than spec 

Stray Responsivity <5%l beyond actmve area Excessive 

Focal Plane Assembly 

Frequency Response Flat to 50 kHz Flat to 50 kHz 
(boosted) 

Wideband Noise, mV 2. 1 2. 3 

Measurements taken with light source focussed inside active area.
 
When array was flooded with light, response from stray capacitance
 
produced uneven frequency response with substantial increase in noise
 
at high frequency end of the band; wideband noise varied from 2. 5 to 
4. 0 mV depending on geometry of circuits tested. 
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In summary, combined effects of excessive stray capacitance due 

to improper design of photomasks and stray capacitances from less than 

optimum circuit board layout produced undesirable noise performance. By 

extensive diagnostic testing, the sources of the problems have been identi

fied. Improved designs and improved measurement methods learned from 

these results are being pursued further on Company funds. From improve

ments in board layout, photonask design and state of the art responsivity, 

the achievement of the desired signal-to-noise and crosstalk performance 

is highly probable. 

1. 3 SCAN MIRROR ASSEMBLY 

The development of a large scale version of the SMA flown on the 

MSS was the initial objective of this contractual effort. The MSS employed 

an elliptical scan mirror 23 cm wide by 35 cm long. The TM mirror 

minimum size was expected to be 41 by 48 cm with a corresponding increase 

in inertial effects on both the instrument and the spacecraft. The goals of 

the development were to construct and demonstrate such a scan mirror 

which operates with sufficient precision to provide the geometric perform

ance increase which the TM should provide over MSS, and also to do so 

without unacceptably distorting the scan mirror figure or other optical 

properties of the TM instrument or other instruments operating on the same 

spacecraft with TM. 

Design, fabrication, and testing of the mirror itself was undertaken 

as the first order of business while development of the mechanical and 

electronic control assemblies was phased so as to be completed when the 

mirror was ready for integration and dynamic testing. This was expected 

to occur 10 months from go-ahead. Meanwhile, the checkout of the mechan

ical and electronic assemblies, as well as an improved MSS SMA test 

facility would be carried out by using a mass and inertial representation of 

the actual mirror. The cruciform "dummy" mirror and its fittings were 

also constructed to the same dimensional tolerances as the flight mirror. 

Its optical and mechanical properties were expected to differ slightly because 

of its lower stiffness to weight ratio compared with the flight mirror. 
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In the eleventh month of the program the simultaneous combination 

of a delay in receipt of the flight type mirror, the unexpected high values of 

jitter experienced with the dummy mirror and the availability of a newly 

proven, Company funded technique for torquing during turnaround with much 

less massive bumpers than the MSS type, presented an opportunity to 

reassess the design of the SMA. Incorporation of the new torquer and 

bumpers offered the possibility of demonstrating a near linear forward and 

reverse scan with very low jitter. NASA chose this course and the SMA 

development was extended six months to permit these performance improve

ments to be demonstrated. 

1. 	3. 1 Scan Mirror Development 

A 23 cm MSS scan mirror scaled up to the 41 cm TM size would 

increase in inertia by somewhat greater than the increase in surface area 

(a factor of 4 in inertia versus 3. 1 in area). The increase in spacecraft 

reaction to this oscillating inertia and the increase in vibration resulting 

from the turnaround impulses going into the support structure, suggested 

that some lighter weight construction should be considered. A brazed 

beryllium eggcrate mirror 51 cm in diameter had been constructed by 

Grant and Kamper of San Diego and had been polished successfully by Perkin 

Elmer. This approach would permit the size growth with only a 50% 

increase in inertia. This eggcrate construction would also be much stiffer 

than the MSS construction, thereby causing mirror surface vibrations to 

damp more quickly. For these reasons this design approach was selected 

over the earlier MSS and other analyzed mirror designs. 

The progress in assembling and polishing the chosen eggcrate design 

was far less than ideal and required a substantial number of corrective 

operations before the mirror was ready for final testing. Although the 

resulting mirror quality was far from perfection at the completion of polish

ing as a result of the extensive rework during manufacturing operations, it 

has performed successfully both optically and mechanically. After exhaus

tive testing for almost a year, often under heavily overstressed conditions, 

it has shown no optical or structural degradation. 
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The principal measure of performance in the mirror isits resistance 

to optical degradation. This can be divided into throughput and image quality 

factors.
 

The main throughput factor is reflectivity. Demonstration of high 

reflectivity with low polarization differential had been demonstrated on the 

MSS and VISSR flight mirrors and was not a feasibility issue. A serviceable 

coating of aluminum with protective overcoating was applied to the polished 

beryllium both for protection and for improved throughput in the bench test 

setup. The aluminum can be removed if the customary silver coating would 

be needed for flight use or flight qualification. 

Image quality factors were clearly at issue for this large oscillating 

mirror. These factors are identifiable as slope errors of various forms, 

each of which contribute to increased blur spot size, or MTF degradation, 

in the instrument. These slope errors can also be equated to errors 

created by an equivalent first mode bend in the mirror with an amplitude 

measured in wavelengths or micrometers. With MSS performance as a 

model, a goal was established for the TM mirror so as to limit this total 

amplitude from all sources to 0. 91 micrometers. The conversionfrom the 

many irregular slope patterns which form on the mirror due to thermal and 

mechanical forces is inexact but does provide a reasonable estimate in 

common terms of how well the mirror performs. The low amplitude, high 

frequency pattern of the core on the surface is better treated as an MTF 

loss. The values in Table 1. 3-1 are converted from the various test data 

found in Section 4. 

When the manufacturing and polishing tolerances were established for 

the TM scan mirror, only the height variation and surface quality parameters 

were specified. This is typically adequate for mirrors with more massive 

surface thickness. A value of 0.5 fringe (0. 14 micrometer) was imposed on 

the polisher. As can be seen in Table 1.2-1, it would have been impractical 

to hold to this value since, with the lightweight characteristics of the TM 

mirror, other errors have predominated. To achieve the most flexibility 

and economy, a better means would be to measure the surface in terms of 

system MTF degradation so that effort is applied on each feature of per

formance in proportion to its effect on total system performance. This is 
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TABLE 1. 3-1. SCAN MIRROR SURFACE ERRORS 

(Heights of Equivalent First Mode Shape in Micrometers) 

Polishing0 

Temperature Temp -±2.8°C ±5.5 0 C ±11°C 

Basic figure after polishing 0. 226 0. 262 0. 294 0. 307 

Dynamics (worst case 0. 127 0. 127 0. 127 0. 127 
during active scan) 

Total 0. 353 0.389 0.421 0.434 

Maximum allowable 0. 910 0.910 0. 910 0.910 

(System MTF degradation due primarily to core print through on 
sample mirror, 0) 

Core print through pattern 0 1.3 3.4 6.2 

especially important if the demonstrated advantages of this new lightweight 

mirror technology are to be applied properly in mirrors of much larger size. 

1.3. 2 Scan Mirror Assembly Performance 

In addition to the mirror contributions to image blur, the scanning 

performance of the SMA must be such as to minimize significant geometric 

errors such as loss of data due to overlap or underlap of scan lines; non

linearities which produce mapping errors and misregistration between 

spectral bands; and repeatability errors which distort the image. Other 

precision features of less critical significance are scan efficiency and oper

ational flexibility. 

1. 3. 2. 1 Operational Flexibility 

The demonstrated SMA design is readily adjustable to permit scan 

frequencies between 5 and 15 Hz with probably a factor 2 greater range above 

and below these values with minor redesign. Scan amplitudes are also 

adjustable from small fractions of the current 185 km swath to values up to 

3 times greater. 
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1. 3. 2. 2 Scan Efficiency 

An original objective of the program was to increase the scan 

efficiency of the MSS SMA design from 45% to 800. The increase to 80% 

with the original breadboard design was marginal with the MSS torquing 

format in which the energy restoration was accomplished by torquing through

out most of the scan period. In this MSS control mode and with the lossy 

MSS type bumpers, the mirror is accelerated on the rescan to a velocity well 

above the average, thereby limiting scan efficiency. With the conversion to 

low loss bumpers and torque during turnaround, forward and reverse scans 

are permitted to run at nearly constant velocity and the efficiency is limited 

only by the turnaround duration. Since turnaround time is an adjustable 

parameter with leaf spring bumpers, SMA scanning efficiency up to 90% is 

possible with the current mission requirement for a 7 Hz scan frequency. 

The breadboard testing at 7 Hz was done at an efficiency of 850 to minimize 

structural resonance unique to the bench setup. This limitation is not 

expected to prevail with the flight support structure. 

1. 3.2.3 Cross Axis Jitter 

Cross axis motion of the mirror which does not repeat on successive 

forward and reverse scans causes overlap or underlap in the imagery. This 

apparent jitter is typically caused by unequal bouncing of the mirror on each 

of its supporting flex pivots. A portion of the measured jitter is also created 

by test set electrical and optical noise which the detector in the laboratory 

test setup interprets as mirror angular motion. 

Prior to the changeover in tee torquer and bumper designs an exten

sive period of diagnostic testing was accomplished in an attempt to reduce 

the vibration-induced jitter. Minimum values obtained during this phase of 

the program were approximately 8 microradians in mirror coordinates. 

With the change to low mass bumpers, which provide a significant increase 

in the coefficient of restitution, much less energy was converted to vibration. 

The jitter was almost immediately reduced to within the measurement 

accuracy of the test setup which is on the order of 1 microradian. The bulk 

of the subsequent effort over the final five months of the program was devoted 

to reducing the along scan repeatability errors to a minimum. 
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1. 3. 2.4 Along Scan Repeatability 

An objective to reduce repeatability errors to a point which would 

obviate the requirement for corrective ground processing was introduced 

along with the redesign for torque while turnaround. This requires that 

each scan line produce an equal number of data samples and, further, that 

equal numbered samples on adjacent lines be aligned within 0. 1 IFOV, or 

4. 25 microradians. With IFOV dwell times on the order of 10 microseconds, 

this meant scan period repeatability errors should be held to I microsecond. 

Absolute achievement of this value has not been demonstrated although 

it can be shown that when measurement errors are removed from the data, 

a I microsecond RMS error in scan to rescan repeatability has been achieved. 

This error results from the integration of the mirror velocity error at start 

of scan and, therefore, reaches this value of time or position error only at 

the end of scan. The average error across the swathis half this value. 

The mechanical noise, which is the principal contributor to this 

error, has been measured independently of the control system noise and has 

been found to be essentially random with gaussian distribution. Its RMS 

value is less than 0. 7 microsecond, or less than 3 microradians in scan 

angle coordinates (0. 07 IFOV). 

The current bumper design may be amenable to improvements which 

will reduce the mechanical noise. The control electronics are also amenable 

to more precise operation by conversion from analog to digital circuits. By 

these approaches, which are being pursued on Company funds, the random 

and some systematic noise sources hopefully will be reduced to peak values 

which are well within the 0. 1 IFOV requirement. 

The tendency of the scan period to drift over periods of minutes to 

weeks is suppressed by the crystal control reference, the phase lock loop 

and the velocity damping controls. Margins in these controls will maintain 

constant line length as mechanical wear and electrical changes occur over 

periods of months to years. 

1. 3. 2. 5 Scan Linearity 

The scan mirror, during the active portion of the scanning cycle, is 

inertially free of all forces except the weak flex pivot torque. This torque 
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modifies an otherwise perfectly linear and repeatable scan motion with a 

slight sinusoidal velocity variation. This has been calculated and measured 

to be +1. 3 and -2.0% from linear. The variation of the MSS mirror was 

somewhat larger and means for removing the error were provided in the 
ground processor. The TM sampling precision and band-to-band registra

tion requirements are such that a means for removing the nonlinearity at 
the source would be desirable. Such means have been developed on an 
earlier IR&D program. The technique is simple, reliable, and uses no 

power or mechanical devices. A torque equal and opposite to the flex pivot 

torque is applied to the mirror by the interaction of permanent magnets 

mounted on both the mirror and the support structure. Using this technique 
residual nonlinearity in the mirror velocity is such as to produce less than 

10 microradians mapping error. This is a factor of 50 less than the uncom

pensated nonlinearity measured on the contract. 

1. 3. 2. 6 Summary of SMA Performance 

Table 1. 3-2 summarizes the significant design objectives and 

measured performance values of the scan mechanism. These are oriented 

essentially to geometric accuracy since the optical characteristics are 

given in Table 1. 3-I. 

TABLE 1. 3-2. SMA PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 

Parameter Design Goal Demonstrated 

Along Scan Repeatability, grad, 

Cross Scan Jitter, grad, rms 

Scan Linearity, grad 

rms 4. 2 

3.0 

±ZIz=0 

4.1 

2.8 

Scan Frequency, Hz 

Scan Efficiency, % 
7 to 

80 

10 5 to 

85 

11 
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2.0 SCAN LINE CORRECTOR 

2. 1 TASK DESCRIPTION 

2. 	 1. 1 Background 

The data rate of the Thematic Mapper can be minimized by maximizing 

the scan efficiency of the sensor. The MSS used an oscillating scan mirror 

which takes data during the forward portion of the cycle only and has a scan

ning efficiency of approximately 45%. By taking data during both the forward 

and reverse scans the scanning efficiency of the Thematic Mapper can be 

increased to approximately 85%. This will simplify the design of the multi

plexer and telemetry channels and will reduce the bandwidth requirements 

of sensor data channels. 

However, when both the forward and reverse scans of an oscillating 

scan mirror are used to take data, traces contiguous at the nadir will under

lap and overlap at mirror reversal due to spacecraft motion along the ground 

track. This effect, grossly exaggerated, is shown in Figure 2. 1-la. 

2. 	 1. 2 SLC Concept 

The underlap and overlap can be removed by the addition of another 

mirror system (a Scan Line Corrector) which produces the correcting motion 

shown in Figure 2. 1-lb resulting in the corrected scan pattern shown in 

Figure 2. 1-1c. The concept of adding a Scan Line Corrector (SLC) to produce 

an increase in scanning efficiency without underlap or overlap was introduced 

during the point design study phase of the Thematic Mapper program. 
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SPACECRAFT TRAVEL 

-ACTIVE SCANS 
-64m 

a) UNCOMPENSATED 

b) CORRECTION FOR ORBITAL MOTION 

j [.TURN-AROUND 8msFOV 

c)COMPENSATED 

Figure 2. 1-!. Scanner ground patterns 
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The SLC generates a sawtooth motion during the active portions of 

the scan mirror cycle (with a fast retrace during scan mirror turnarounds) 

to compensate for spacecraft motion along the ground track and produce 

contiguous, bidirectional scans. The SLC angle/time relationship is shown 

in Figure 2. 1-2. The values of 6SL C are generally less than 1 milliradian. 

2. 1. 3 Development Task 

Due to the untried SLC concept and the rather fast linear motion 

required, a developmental program was instituted. The purpose of this 

program was to demonstrate the feasibility of the SLC concept through 

analysis, design, fabrication and test of an engineering model SLC. 

The SLC design parameters for this development task were chosen 

to cover an amplitude range for 16 to 24 detectors and a frequency range 

for scan mirror frequencies from 7 to 10 Hz. To show that the design 

frequency chosen was not critical, it was decided that it would be best to 

test the SLC over a range of frequencies which would bracket those antici

pated for the Thematic Mapper applications. The task began in April 1975 

and was completed in January 1976. Performance testing was completed 

in December 1975. 

-SCAN PERIOD 
TURNAROUND- LINEAR -

ACTIVE_ 
SCAN 

9S-
 -MIDSCAN 

Figure 2. 1-2. SLC motion. 
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2. 2 RESULTS SUMMARY 

An engineering model of the SLC with control electronics was 

fabricated and extensively tested. The tests results exceeded the design 

goals and indicate that an SLC can be fabricated which will meet its require

ments with substantial margin. A photograph of the SLC is shown in 

2-1. Due to the high cost and long lead time required for theFigure 2. 


procurement of beryllium mirrors and mirror holders, the model SLC was
 

M0 

Figure 2.2-1. Breadboard model SLC (arrows indicate areas 
which required stiffening). 
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built using undersized mirrors mounted in a cylindrical aluminum housing. 

The housing was designed to simulate the inertia of the beryllium flight 

components. The mechanism consisted of an Aeroflex Model TMC20-1P 

moving coil dc torque motor; a cylindrical, mass simulating, aluminum 

mirror housing; and an Aeroflex Model TGIOY-59P tachometer, all supported 

by a pair of Bendix flex pivots. The scan mechanism inertia was measured 

and found to be 117 gm cm as compared to a calculated flight design value 

of 91. 7 gm cm2 . The torque constant of the flex pivots was measured and 

found to be 4. 6 x 107 dyne em/rad as compared to a nominal value of 

5. 0 x 107 dyne cip/rad. The natural frequency of the breadboard scan 

mechanism was found to be 100 Hz. 

When the SLC was first integrated with the control electronics, four 

locations of torsional weakness were discovered in the mechanism which 

caused underdamped oscillations to be produced at scan turnaround. The 

areas of weakness are indicated by the arrows in Figure 2.2-1. One by 

one these areas were strengthened until acceptable performance of the SLC 

was obtained. The motor coil housing was stiffened by the addition of the 

cruciform rib, which can be seen in the photograph, but will be completely 

redesigned for the flight program to maximize stiffness. A sketch showing 

a possible configuration for the motor coil housing is shown in Figure 2. 2-2. 

After the integration of the SLC mechanism and control electronics 

was completed and the operation appeared to be as desired, the SLC was 

tested to determine scan deviation (from linear angular rate), repeatability, 

and jitter at frequencies of 13.0, 14. 2, and 19.0 Hz. An SLC frequency of 

14. 2 Hz corresponds to the present baseline Thematic Mapper scan mirror 

frequency of 7. 1 Hz. 

An oscilloscope photograph of the SLC motion is shown in Figure 2. 2-3. 

The photograph was made by projecting a HeNe laser beam through the SLO 

onto a United Detector Technology position sensitive detector located where 

the focal plane of the Thematic Mapper would be. The photograph was taken 

with the SLC operating at 14. 2 Hz. The oscilloscope time base was adjusted 

such that two cycles of the SLC motion occupied 10 cm of the display. The 

photograph of Figure 2. 2-4 shows one cycle of the SLC motion along with the 
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Motor Coil 

Figure 2. 2-2. ImproVed motor coil housing design. 

output of the tachometer. The vertical calibration of the tachometer trace 

is 50 mv/cm with zero volts corresponding to the dashed graticule line near 

the top of the photograph. The tachometer sensitivity is 60 mv/rad/sec 

which at 564 mrad/sec (the nominal SLC rate) corresponds to 33.84 n-v. 

The variations in the tachometer output are caused primarily by an under

damped flexing of the motor coil housing during retrace and should be 

eliminated to provide an even greater margin of performance than demon

strated by a simple improvement in the motor housing design. The peak 

displacements caused by these rate variations, are quite small because of the 

relatively high frequency at which they occur. 

The scan rate, linearity, repeatability, and jitter results are tabu

lated in'Table 2.2-1 along with the-applicable Thematic Mapper requirements. 

The scan deviation indicates how the SLC performance deviates from a per

fect nominal scan. 
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Figure 2. 2-3. SLC motion
 

Tachometer
 
Signal
 

e 
NTliSLG Motion 

Time 

Figure 2. 2-4. SLC motion and tachometer signal 

The long term rate and position stability were monitored for a period 

of 14 days. The scan rate showed a peak-to-peak variation of 0. 71% during 

that period which corresponds to a scan deviation of 4.4 .irad. During the 

same period the position of the SLC was monitored and the peak-to-peak 

variation of the image in the focal plane was found to be 0. 0018 inch. This 

corresponds to a boresight error of only 18.7 rad, which is negligible. 
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TABLE 2. 2-1. RESULTS SUMMARY
 

Values, arad 

Parameter At 13. 0 Hz At 19. 0 Hz Requirement 

Scan Deviation 

Worst Case, 

1 

0.99 

0.45 

1.40 

0.67 1.5 (1ff) 

Repeatability 

Scan to Scan 

Worst Case, 

1 

Over 30 Seconds 

Worst Case 

0. 66 

0.15 

0.94 

0.47 

0. 12 

0.75 

Z.0 (If) 

6.0 (3a) 

The cross-axis motion of the SLC was not measured during this 

program due to both the difficulty in making the measurement and the rela

tive insensitivity of the optical system to this type of error. For example, 

to produce a cross-axis jitter in the image plane of 2 arad would require a 

differential center shift between the two flex pivots of approximately 2. 5 mm. 

The maximum specified center shift for the flex pivots at a rotation of 

17.5 mrad is 0. 003% of the diameter which in this case is 1. 25 cm. This 

would produce a maximum center shift in each pivot of approximately 38 Jim 
and a differential center shift of at least an order of magnitude less. The 

actual SLC amplitude is less than 1 mrad. 

The results of this development program indicate that the SLC concept 

is sound and that the required motion can be produced with more than sufficient 

accuracy for the Thematic Mapper application. Prior to building an SLC for 

a flight program the mechanical design must be reviewed with particular 

attention given to the stiffness of the components, especially the motor coil 

housing. 
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2. 3 BASELINE SLC DESCRIPTION 

2. 3. 1 Principles of Operation 

2. 3. 1. 1 Fundamentals of SLC Mechanization 

The exclusive purpose of the Scan Line Corrector (SLC) is to correct 

the scan pattern of a bidirectional object space scan system to compensate 

for spacecraft motion along the ground track during the active portion of the 

scan. This function is provided by the motion of a pair of plane parallel 

mirrors located slightly ahead of the telescope focal plane (see Figure 2. 3-1) 

which rotate about a common axis in such a manner as to keep the sensor's 

detectors looking perpendicular to the ground track during each active scan. 

The required motion of the SLC is a sawtooth motion (see Figure 2. 1-2) 

with a frequency of twice the scan mirror frequency. 

A drawing showing a possible flight model configuration of the SLC 

is shown in Figure 2. 3-2. The drive for the SLC is very similar to a galva

nometer movement. A torque generating device, a moving-coil, brushless, 

dc torque motor, is suspended on a shaft by flexure pivots. On the same 

shaft is a tachometer generator to supply rate feedback to the control system 

and a beryllium housing which holds a pair of plane beryllium mirrors which 

deflect the optical rays from the telescope in such a manner as to produce an 

image in the focal plane which is corrected for spacecraft motion. 

A block diagram of the SLC and control electronics is shown in 

Figure 2. 3-3. A triggered function generator produces a waveform that 

defines the shape of the ramp to be followed by the mirror mechanism. The 

generator waveform is summed with the tachometer feedback signal and an 

offset control signal, and together drive a power amplifier which drives the 

torque motor. 

The SLC is synchronized to the main scan mirror by the "end of scan" 

pulses which are generated by the scan monitor. The "end of scan" pulses 

are used to reset the function generator which in turn causes the SLC mirror 

mechanism to retrace. The "end of scan" pulses also initiate a precision 

delay function after which the next ramp function begins. The retrace time 
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Figure Z. 3-1. Thematic Mapper optical system 
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is determined primarily by the natural frequency of the SLC mechanism and 

can be minimized by keeping the inertia low and the torque constant of the 

flexure pivots as high as possible consistent with the torque capabilities of 

the motor. After turnaround, the delay function permits adequate shaft 

jitter settling time before start of scan occurs. 

2. 3. 2 SLC Design Parameters 

The relationship of the SLC motion to the orbital parameters and 

other instrument parameters is as follows: By knowing the orbital altitude, 

a parameter v/h can be calculated. The v/h has the dimensions of radians/ 

second and is the apparent angular grounid rate. This is the rate that the SLC 

is intended to compensate; i. e. , the SLC must produce a rate which in object 

space is equal to v/h. In an instrument using bidirectional scanning, the 

frequency of oscillation of the scan mirror is connected to v/h through the 

relationship 

V = f Zna (1) 
h s 

where 

fs = the scan frequency 

n = the number of detectors per band along track
 

a = the instantaneous field of view
 

The scan frequency (fs) is determined by selecting the number of 

detectors (of the specified field of view) required to meet the signal-to-noise 

requirements of the instrument and calculating the frequency from equation (1). 

The frequency of the SLO motion is equal to Z fs as the SLC must correct for 

the ground motion during both the forward and reverse portions of the scan 

mirror cycle. The amplitude of the SLC motion is determined from the 

following relationship 

(2)Sk-13 
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where 

S= the SLC amplitude in radians in object space 

k = the scanning efficiencyS 

T = the scan mirror period (1/fs) 

It can be seen fromequation (2) that the SLC amplitude is directly 

proportional to the scanning efficiency, i.e. , the SLC must correct for the 

ground rate for only that portion of the scan cycle during which data are 

being taken. From equations (1) and (2), it can be seen that the amplitude 

of the SLC motion is related to na in the following manner 

= k na 

Since the SLC does not view object space directly but looks through the 

instrument telescope, the actual SLC rate and amplitude are a function of 

the telescope focal length and the SLC mirror separation, and can be found 

by using the following equations: 

- v fl 
SLC h "x 

S = k na 

SLC s x 

where 

SLC = the actual SLC rotational rate 

SLC = the actual SLC rotational amplitude 

fl = the telescope focal length 

x = the SLC mirror separation 

A list of parameters which were used to design the developmental 

model of the SLC is included in Table 2. 3--, and a sketch showing the mirror 

spacing and focal plane location is shown in Figure 2. 3-2. A range of scan 

frequencies was chosen which would bracket the anticipated Thematic Mapper 

frequency. The SLC was designed with the ability to operate over this range 
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TABLE 2.3-1. 

Parameter 

Telescope Aperture 

Effective Focal Length 

Relative Aperture 

Orbital Altitude 

Apparent Angular Ground 
Rate 

SLC Scan Rate 

Image Displacement Rate 

Scan Efficiency (SMA) 

Settling Time Before Scan 

Scan Frequency (SMA) 

SLC Frequency 

SLC Duty Cycle 
Time for Active Scan 

19 Hz 


13 Hz 


SLC Rotational Amplitude 

19 Hz 

13 Hz 

Amplitude of Image 
Displacement 

19 Hz 


13 Hz 

SLC DESIGN PARAMETERS
 

Symbol 

D 

EFL 

f/No. 

h 

v/h 

0 SLC 

vd 

k s 

k sy
 
fs 

2 fs 

k + ks sy 
t 

s 

6 SLC = ts SLG 

d = vdt s 

Design Value 

41 cm 

244 cm 

6.0 

717 km 

9.4 mr/sec 

564 mr/sec 

2.29 cm/sec 

0.85
 

0. 06 scan 

6.5 to 9.5 Hz 

13.0 to 19.0 Hz 

0.90 

47. 4 msec 

-69.2 msec 

-26. 7 mrad 

39. 0 mrad 

109 mm 

157 nim 

of frequencies. The settling time was established as a means of relating the 

SLC scan duration to the SMA scan. This ensures that the SLC is moving at 

the desired rate prior to the start of the SMA active scan. 

2. 3. 3 Electronic Design 

A breadboard scan driver was constructed which is similar to a 

computer model described in Section 2. 4. 3, Electronic Analysis. The sys

tem used a tachometer feedback for rate control of the mirror. A linear 
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ramp was generated by a capacitor integrator, and reset at the end of scan. 

The integrator initial condition determined mirror position after retrace. 

Tachometer feedback was separated into positive and negative components, 

amplified, then summed with the linear ramp. This signal was connected to 

a current mode power amplifier which drove the motor. 

Initial testing of this system showed that the mechanical components 

had resonances which were not in phase with the tachometer signal, so that 

they were not controlled. The mechanical components were stiffened to 

eliminate the resonances and tests were made of scan position versus time. 

The testing showed that the system was working well, but had a scan-to-scan 

jitter. This jitter can be seen as variations in the SLC amplitude as shown 

in the photograph of Figure 2. 3-4. The photograph was taken by reflecting a 

laser beam off of an external mirror mounted on the SLC onto a paper target 

and panning a camera across the target with its shutter open. The conical 

motion was generated by the camera. The source of this jitter was traced 

to the integrator which generated the linear ramp signal. A variation in the 

dc level of the integrator was caused by insertion of the initial condition at 

the integrator input. 

The initial condition, or mirror position after retrace, was changed 

to a constant level at the amplifier which sums the ramp and tachometer 

feedback signals. This eliminated the jitter. A photograph showing the 

jitter-free SLC amplitude is shown in Figure 2. 3-5. The difference between 

the start of scan time and a constant is on the order of a microsecond, or 

0.0115 jrad in object space. 

Further testing showed that the system was within specification, but 

that greater margin was desired. A delay was introduced into the tachometer 

feedback, so that'no feedback was applied during a variable period starting 

from the end of scan signal. By adjusting the delay period and tachometer 

gain, it is possible to obtain a near ideal response. Figure 2. 3-6 shows the 

breadboard scan drive in its present configuration. In a form suitable for 

flight use, the elecdtronics would require an average power of approximately 

4. 5 watts. 
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Figure 2. 3-4. SLC scan jitter 
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Figure Z.3-5. Jitter-free SLC motion 
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2.4 SCAN LINE CORRECTOR ANALYSIS 

2. 4. 	1 Structural Analysis 

2.4. 1.1 Summary 

The design for the SLC flight mirror assembly was analyzed to 

determine its structural integrity during retrace inertial loading. The 

analysis procedure was basically to: 1) determine the mass properties of 

the 	yoke, mirrors, and mirror assembly, 2) formulate a three-dimensional 

finite element model of the complete SLC, 3) find the lowest several vibra

tion 	mode shapes and frequencies of the structure, 4) determine the maximum 

angular acceleration of the structure during retrace, 5) calculate the stresses 

and 	displacements inthe structure assuming the maximum angular accelera

tion to be a steady-state acceleration. 

The results of the analysis show that the maximum stress generated 

in the structure during retrace is less than 140 psi. Maximum rotation of 

the lower mirror relative to the upper mirror is 2 grad about the rotation 

axis. The fundamental frequency of vibration is 6200 Hz in a torsional mode 

about the rotation axis. 

The combination of low stress, small displacements, and-high 

fundamental frequency (relative to its scan frequency) indicates the scan line 

corrector is a structurally sound design. 

2.4. 1. 2 Analysis 

The objectives of this analysis were basically twofold: 1) the capability 

of the scan line corrector (SLC) to withstand operational inertial loads needed 

to be determined; 2) the capability of the SLC to maintain mirror alignment 

during operation needed to be determined. The analysis procedure used to 

meet these objectives was basically to do the following. 

1. 	 Calculate the mass properties of the mirrors, yoke, and 
assembled structure. 

2. 	 Using these mass properties, make rough hand calculations 
of the torsional natural frequency. 

3. 	 Formulate a three-dimensional mathematical (finite element)
model of the SLC. 
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4. 	 Determine the lowest several vibration node shapes and 
corresponding frequencies of the model. 

5. 	 Find the maximum instantaneous acceleration of the SLC 
during retrace. 

6. 	 Calculate the displacements and stresses in the SLO model 

assuming the maximum angular acceleration to be steady state. 

7. 	 Evaluate the stress level relative to material strength, and 
evaluate the displacements in terms of mirror alignment and 
distortion. 

8. 	 Select and pair flex pivot supports from Bendix catalog. 

The 	details of this procedure follow. 

2. 4. 	1. 3 Mass Properties 

The detailed mass properties calculations of the mirrors, yoke, and 

assembled SLC are shown in Appendix A. The mass moment of inertia 

calculations are summarized as follows: 

x 10- 6 lb-in. -sec 

Upper Mirror 10.3
 

Lower Mirror 6.9
 

Channel Selection 21.6
 

Mirror Support Plates 0.6
 

Bottom Flange 2.2
 

Top Flange 1. 1
 

Flex Pivot Adapter, Nut 0. 9
 

Flex Pivot Adapter 0.7
 

Total SLC 	 44.3 

Tachometer 2.5
 

Motor 34.4
 

Total 	 81.2 

2.4. 	1.4 Hand Calculations 

Rough hand calculations were made of the torsional fundamental 

frequency. Using first conservatively flexible, then conservatively stiff 

estimates of the torsional stiffness, frequency values of 1700 and 7000 Hz 
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were obtained. A best estimate was made of about 5000 Hz. These 

calculations were made as a rough check on the finite element results, and 

did indeed bracket the final solution. 

2. 4. 1. 5 Mathematical Model of SLC 

The mathematical approach used for the analysis was the finite element 

method. The computer program STARDYNE was utilized. 

The finite element model of the SLC is shown in Figures 2. 4-1 and 

2.4-2. The model assumes linear elasticity and small displacements. The 

yoke is beryllium while the mirrors are nickel (0. 005 inch thick Kanigen) 

plated beryllium. To account for density and modulus differences between 

the nickel and beryllium, cross-sectional area-weighted material properties 

were used for the mirrors. The material properties used for the yoke and 

mirrors were: 

Modulus 
(psi) 

Poisson 
Ratio 

Density 
(lb/in.3 ) 

Yoke (Be) 42. 0E6 0.025 0. 0670 

Mirrors (Be + Ni) 40. 4E6 0.062 0.0108 

The yoke channel sections were modeled by assembling quadrilateral 

thin plate elements (for the web) and beam elements (for the flanges). The 

mirrors were modeled as an assembly of triangular and quadrilateral thin 

plate elements with beams between the rib stiffeners. 

The top of the yoke was considered a fixed boundary since the control 

system prescribed the rotation of the top. Also, the axial stiffness of the 

flex pivots (SLC supports) is high relative to inertial loading in that direction. 

The bottom of the yoke was modeled with very stiff beams connecting the yoke 

channels to a center node (see Figure 2. 4-2). Springs connected to this 

center node approximated the radial stiffness of the bottom flex pivot. Addi

tional springs connected to the nodes at the bottom of the yoke channels 

represented the axial stiffness of the bottom flex pivot. 

A listing of the STARDYNE input for the model is given in Table 2.4- 1. 
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Table 2.4-1. Listing of STARDYNE input for SLC analysis 

START 2221 1
 
PLOT' 1. SC420 -- 

$CAP 11E CORRECTOR ANALYSIS. COMPLETE STRUCTURE.
 
PATI C 1 RERYLLILIP 42.F6 .025 Ct67
 
RATLS 2 1.EB
 
VATLS 3 RE * NI 40.4EF .062 .1r96
 

ENr
 

2 26 3 0.0 -1.6 0.492 0.0 1.6 0.49P 

3 7 0.4 -1.6 0.49P 0.4 1.4 0i.49? 
P& 5P 3 -0.4 -1.f -0.492 -0.4 1. -o.Uqp 
PI 53 3 -1.6 -0.492 0.0 1.9 -0.492 
SC 54 3 0,4 -1.6 -0.492 0.4 1.r -O..qp
 

NODE "7 2. 0a92
 
W~0E -F 1.6
 

NOC P- 2. -. q
 
NODF -0 -0.643 -0.157 .492
 

An 0.76 -3.376 .L92 
4
 

-61i34 - .117 

-C.4
C? *O0q-0. -(oA 

65 0.4 -~ 
Af 	 -I.,

-1.2 
0.576 -1.376 

6~-0.64.3 -r.1&7rA9 
7P 0.576 -1.376 °, g9
 
71 - -G-797 1.597 .192
 
7P 0.69 r.11
 
*1-9-9* - 1.F97
 

- T -1.? 

'l -0.40.4 0.e2,1-.9
 
'P 0.4S.
 

I0 0.4C9 (.1i 
S -a.797 1.597 

E Nr 

RESTS 	 1
 
AE9TG b I

RESTS 	 FF 1
 
RESTS 	 64 1
 

RESTC 	 bj 1
 
RESTS. 	 U4 

I1-qTG 	 11 - 1 
'tETC 14 1
 
RESTS 17 1
 
REqTr 23 1
 
RESTS 	 75 1
 

NEqS 	 26 111111
 

RESTSZ 	 ?7 111111
 
RESTS T11m - -

RESTG 	 =3 111111
 

PRFCT 1 8 1 3 4 3 57 1 1
 
9 16 3 i 6 3 57 1 1
 

27 4 --26 a 31 3 5& 1 *
 
p5 62 30 a 33 A r8 1 1
 

ERECT 53 55- 1 2 2
 
.1 55 2 2 2
 

,3E 55 3 2 2
 
36 55 26 2 2
 
F------ 55-- -- E9 2 2
 
U6 55 30 2 2
 
59 2L 1 2 2
 
4C 30 3 2 2
 

ERECT 	 41 7 63 3 z
 
42 63 34
 

-U5 --	 5-.
'4 66 32
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Table 2 4-i. Listing of STARDYNE input for SLC analysts (Cont) 

45 5 75 
L6 75 23 
47 '8 77
 
LF 77 21
 

99R0P2 1 .fi .19 1.
 
2PPOP2 2 .25 .25 1.5 1.5
 
8PPOP2 5 .06 0r 1.5 1.
 
END
 

7RIAS 1 59 7 10 3 1 . 6 

3 7 5 8 

5 60 
- St 63 62 

7 6A1 64
 
--9 6--f3- t6
 
9 66 67 C4
 

Ir 66 6a P7
 
11 69 34 '7
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15 32 7a 33 
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is 2n 18 21
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23 76 77 75
 

76 78 77
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a778 4 50
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3(. 45 at 4E
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9------- 3 3 3 E 5 1 1
 

17 24 28 3 29 3a 3 31 3 1 1
 
-b 4: :9: 3-t 3---J -- 2 3
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-3*- --- 64 62 In
 
35 6 67 64 a
 

-d b6 ta
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37 9 


64 :--- 62
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-~- 6 70o----- 33 67
 
42 49 74 7! 80
 

. ....- . 7 - -. 76 74 49
 
U3 45 7A 76 -7
 

45 74 22 71 7' 
-- -- 7-- 2e 2P 7' 

47 78 11 2n 76 
- 79 72 18 79 

E£IC 

PACOX 1 2 200C00. 

3 2 200090.
 
2e 2 -"060e , -


P9 2 200CO0.
 

ENEL 

-VOX 55 1 10000. 1l00n00. 
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Z. 4. 1. 6 Fundamental Modes of Vibration 

To determine the sensitivity of the SLC to the dynamic environment, 

the lowest three natural modes of vibration were first determined. Fig

ures 2.4-3, 2.4-4, and 2. 4-5 illustrate these mode shapes. The vibration 

frequencies for the flight mirror assembly were found to be 6300, 6900, and 

8900 Hz. 

2. 4. 1.7 Dynamic Environment 

The dynamic environment seen by the SLC is illustrated by the angular 

position versus time plot shown in Figure 2.4-6. This plot was generated by 

the continuous systems modeling computer program with which the SLC 

control system was analyzed. The program also computes the SLC angular 

acceleration versus time. The maximum angular acceleration of the SLC 
2 

(during retrace) was computed as 18700 radlsec . 

Since the fundamental period (0. 158 msec) is much smaller than the 

period of the excitation during trace (2. 0 msec), a constant angular accelera

tion solution for the SLC response was obtained. The SLC was assumed to 

be subject to inertial loads resulting from 20, 000 rad/sec angular accelera
2tion, somewhat greater than the expected peak of 18700 rad/sec . This 

loading condition imposes conservatively high stresses and displacements 

relative to the actual dynamc case. 

The deformed shape of the SLC under this loading condition is shown 

in Figure 2.4-7. The maximum calculated rotation of the lower mirror 

relative to the upper mirror is 4 pir. Peak stress occurs in the yoke and is 

less than 140 psi. Cross-axis jitter should be small since the maximum off

axis displacement of the mirror centers is less than 1 microinch. 

2. 4. 1. 8 Conclusions 

The scan line corrector appears to be well designed. Its fundamental 

frequency is high, relative to its operational frequency and the maximum 

stress is low. Additionally, the maximum distortion of the structure is 

small, and occurs during retrace. It is therefore concluded that the scan 

line corrector is a structurally sound design. 
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2. 4. 2 	 Optical Analysis 

2. 4. 2. 	1 Optical Considerations 

The system shown in Figure 2.3-1 shows the Scan Line Corrector (SLC) 

and its function within an optical system. The concept chosen represents a 

good balance.of mechanical simplicity and high optical performance. 

Initial SLC design parameters were established as a baseline for 

design. For review, certain parameters critical to the optical analysis 

are stated here. 

Telescope Aperture 40. 6 cm 

Telescope f/No. 6 

IFOV 42. 6 1 r 

Number of Detectors 16 

Array Length 682 jirad (1. 66 mm) 

A model of the SLC system was entered into the POSD optical ray 

trace program for analysis. The model included Ritchey Chretien primary 

optics followed by two mirrors for the scan line corrector, and the image 

plane. Rotation of the SLC mirrors is accomplished by a simple angle change 

in the computer, with results printed for the same image plane. Edge rays 

are traced through the optical system and their crossing point is indicative 

of the focal point. Rays were traced at 0, 4. 4, 8.8, 13, and 18 mrad rota

tion of the SL0 and at object space field angles of 0, 0. 5, and 1. 0 mrad. 

From these rays, most of the optical effects as influenced by the SLC can 

be determined. 

2. 	 4. 2. 2 Amplitude of Motion 

The SLC must create a maximum image motion equal to the array 

length, defined previously as 1. 66 mm. Using the SL dimensions shown in 

Figure 2. 3-2 with a 4 cm mirror separation, the required 1. 66 mm (±0. 83 mm) 

motion is achieved by an SLC rotation of ±20. 05 mr. There is a 60:1 ratio 

of SL rotation to displacement in object space. This 60:1 ratio is also an 

indication of the amount that tolerances are less stringent on the SLC as 

compared to the object plane scan mirror. 
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2. 4. 	2. 3 Out of Focus 

For the scan angle above, the SLC moves the image out of focus by 

7. 6 jim at the extreme end of scan. It would be normal to position a detector 

array midway in this focal range so that the defocus experienced would be 

±3. 8 jim. In terms of energy blur, this would create a spot 0.65 jim in 

diameter or 0. 24 grad in diameter. This blur is insignificant. If it were a 

full order of magnitude worse, it would be of little concern. 

2.4. 	2.4 Line Straightness 

The scan motion created by the SLC projected into object space shows 

no tendency to create curved lines. Using rays 1 mrad off axis, the projected 

line is straight to 0. 008 grad. 

2. 4. 	2.5 Scan Linearity 

The scan motion is linear with SLC rotation. From the first increment 

of SLC rotation (4. 4 mrad) there is an image displacement of 177 jim. At 

8. 8 mrad rotation exactly twice this displacement is desired; at 18 mrad 

rotation, four times the displacement is desired. Calculated values differed 

from the desired displacement by 0.02 jim. This corresponds to an object 

space displacement of 0. 008 rad. 

2. 4.2. 6 Sensitivity of Mirror Alignment 

It was necessary to determine if unusually tight assembly tolerances 

were necessary. The values used for the tilt angles in the computer program 

were altered to simulate a misaligned optical system. Initially an error of 

18 mrad was put on both SLC mirrors such that they remained parallel to 

each other but with the optical axis incident at 0. 8 rad. The resultant scan 

defects were small. In a second test, a tilt error of 18 mrad was imposed 

on two different axes of one SLC mirror. The results can be summarized to 

say: 

1. 	 Defocus by scanning is unaffected by as gross a value as 18 mrad 

misalignment of the mirrors. 

2. 	 Line straightness in object space is 0.24 jirad in the worst case. 

3. 	 Linearity of motion deviates by 0. 016 rad in the worst case. 
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These values would all seem acceptable for flight use. Alignment 

errors should never even approach 18 mrad. 

2.4. 2.7 Surface Flatness 

Suitable operation of the SLC will require that the mirrors be flat. 

Preliminary tolerance check has started with the assumption that no ray 

be deviated from its ideal position by more than 1 grad. This leads to the 

eventual conclusion that the SLC mirrors should have a slope error no 

greater than one fringe/inch on the surface. 

2. 4. 2. 8 Miscellaneous Comments 

The SLC will be quite insensitivie toward introducing jitter in the 

image. Any translation of the SLC mechanism produced no change in image 

position. Internal scan modulation should not be a problem as 1) the image 

motion is very small, and 2) the same optical elements are needed in all 

cases. 

2. 4. 2. 9 Image Rotation 

Properly assembled SLC mirrors will produce no image rotation. If 

the mirrors have a relative displacement a in the direction of SLC rotation, 

the image will rotate by a. ' Misalignments in the other two axes do not produce 

image rotation. 

2.4. 3 Electronic Analysis 

Prior to design of the electronics, the SLC system was modeled using 

the Continuous System Modeling Program. This program is useful for model

ing servomechanisms with the capability of modifying system parameters as 

variables, and furnishes both variables printout and an X-Y plot. A block 

diagram of the SLC simulation is shown in Figure 2. 4-8. A typical X-Y plot 

of mirror position versus time is shown in Figure 2. 4-9. The variables 

printout corresponding to the X-Y plot is shown in Table 2.4-2 for a time 

interval between 150 msec and 162 msec from start. The frequency for this 

example is 20 Hz. The total spring constant is 649 oz-in/rad with an assumed 
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Figure 2. 4-9. SLC angle versus time 
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Table 2. 4-2. Computer output - SLC simulation 

Time Offset 
(sec) Rarnp 

0.150 -. 2.7280 .
 
0.151 .2.692o 

0 151- . .*C566 

0:151 .2.E200 

0.151 -2.5840 

0.151 -2.5480 

0.152 -2.5120 

0.152 -2.4760 

0.152 .2.4400 

0.152 .2.4040 

0.152 ---- 2.3680 

0.153 -2.33e0 

0.155 -2.2960 

0.153 -2.2600 

a.153 -2,2240 

0.153 .2.1880 

0.154 -2.1520--

0.154 -2.1160 

0o.154 -2.C800-

0.154 -2,0440 

0o.15W . 2C080 

0.155 -1.9720 

0.155-- -1.9360 

0.155 -1.9000 

0.155 -1.8640 

0.155 -I.8280 

0.156 -1.7920 

0.156 -1.7560 

0.156 -1.7200 

0.156 -1.6840 

0.156 -1.640-0 

0.157 -1.6120 

0.157 ;1.5760 

0.157 -1.5400 

0.157 1.5040 

0.157 -1.4680 

0.158 -1.4320 

0.158 -1.2960 

0.158-- 1-1600 

0,158 -1.3240 

0.158 -1.2380 

0,159 -1.2520 

0.159 -1.2160 

0.159 -1.1860 

0,159 -1,1440 

0.159 -1.1080 

0.160 -1.0720 

0.160 -1,0360 

0.160 -1.0000 

0,16U -0.9640 

0.160 -0.9280 

0.161 -0,8920 

0.161 -- -0,8560 

0.161 -0.8200 

0.161 -0.700 

0.161 0.7480 

0.162 	 -0.7120 

:182 -0.6760 


Rate 
Feedback Torque Velocity Position 

Signal (tn-ozl (rad/s) (rad) 

0.0000 -6.0622 -3.8710 0.0131 
0.0000 .5.9822 ... ,0722 0.0117 
0,0000 5.902? .5,7635 o,0059 
0,0000 .5.0222 .10.9631 -o.o07 

0.0000 .E.7422 -11.7000 0.0056 
0.0000 -!,6622 .2.0124 0.0032 
0.0000 . 5.5822 .1.9449 0.0008 
0.0000 -5.5022 -11.5u7o -0.0016 
0.0000 -5.4222 .10.P706 -0.0038 
0.0000 .5.3422 -9.9689 ..0*0059 
0.0000 -5.26? -?3.8945 -0.0078 
0.0000 -5.1822 -1.6979 -0.0095 
0.0000 .5.10P2 .6.4268 -0.0109 
0.0000 -E.02P2 -51247 -0.0120 
0.0000 -4.942? -3.8307 -0,0129 
0.0000 .4.8622 -2.5786 -0.0136 
0.0000 - 4.7822 -1.3970 -0.0140 
0.0000 -4.7022 -0.3090 -0.0141 
1.2121 .7.3157 -- .3978 .- 0.0141 
1.7000 -8.32n0 0.5500 -0.0140 
1.8305 .8,531011,6009- -0.0139 
1.8661 -. P.5290 0.6125 -0.018 

-1.8755 .. 4b99 11,6156 -0,0136 
1.8780 -8.3995 0.e164 -0.0135 
1.8786 -8.3170 0.6166 -0.0134 
1.6708 P.2373 0.616e -0.0133 
1.8788 -8.1574 0.6167 -0.0131 
1.8788 _.,.0774 0.6167 -0.0130 
1.8788 .7.9974 0.6167 -0.0129 
1.8780 -7.9173 0.6166 -0.0128 

1.a78......7.8373 (1,6166 -0.0126 
1,8780 .7.7572 0.6166 -0.0125 
1.8787 - -7.6772 0.6166 -0.0124 
1.8787 -7,5972 0.6166 -0.0123 
.18787 - "-7.5171 0.6166 -0.0122 

1,8787 -7.4371 0.6166 -0.0120 
1.8787 .7,3571 0.6166 -0.0119 
1.8767 
1.6787 

-7.2770 
-7.1970 

(1.6166 
0.6166 

-0.0118 
-0.0117 

1.8786 -7.1170 0,6166 -0.0115 
1.5786 -7,039 0.6166 -0,0114 
2.87n6 .6,9560 0.616A -0.0113 
1.87A6 -6,8769 0,.166 -0.0112 
1.8786 ..6.7969 0..166 -0.0110 
1.8786 -6,7168 0.6166 -0.0209 
1,578A .6.6368 0.166 -0,0108 
1.8785 .6.5568 0.6166 .0.0107 
1.6765 -. 6.4767 0,6166 -0.0105 
2.A785 
3.8785 

.6.3967 
-6.3167 

0.616( 
0.L166 

.0,0104 
-0,0103 

1.8785 .6.2367 0.6165 -o0.0102 
1.8785 .6.1566 0.6165 -0.011 
1.8785 -6,076i 0.6165 -0.0099 
1.8785 .5t9966 0.6165 -0,0098 
2.,8785 -5.9166 0.6165 -0.0097 
1.8784 _.5.8365 0.6165 -0,0096 
1.8784 -5.7565 0.6165 -0,0094 
1.8784 - .5.6765 0.6165 .09 
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4 o z - i n 2inertia of 9 x 10 - . sec . With a scan interval of 50 msec, the retrace 

started 0. 8 msec before the first line of printout in this example. The velocity 

is 0. 6167 rad/sec at 156 msec, indicating a small overshoot from the final value 
of 0. 6165 rad/sec at 162 msec. To minimize retrace time, the tachometer feed

back was separated into separate gain values for positive and negative ampli

tudes. This worked well for the computer simulation but was abandoned in favor 

of a delayed tachometer signal during breadboard development. 

2. 5 PERFORMANCE TESTING 

Two types of tests were conducted to verify the performance of the 

SLC. When the mechanical assembly of the mechanism was completed, 

measurements were made to determine that the inertia, torque constant, and 

natural frequency were compatible with the calculated values of the anticipated 

flight model design. After integration with the control electronics, tests 

were conducted to verify that the dynamic performance (including scan rate, 

linearity, scan jitter, and repeatability) was consistent with the requirements 

of the Thematic Mapper instrument. 

2. 5. 1 Mechanical Tests 

The test setup for the mechanical tests is shown in Figure 2. 5-1. 

The SLC was positioned on a rotary table in front of an autocollimator. The 

cross hairs from the focal plane of the autocollimator can be seen being 

projected through the mirrors of the SLC in Figure 2. 5-2. Test mirrors 

were temporarily cemented to both sides of the mirror housing to allow for 

measurement of the angle of rotation of the SLC during these tests. 

The torque constant of the flex pivots was determined by hanging 

known masses from a lever arm of known length, thereby producing a rota

tional torque on the system as shown in Figure 2. 5-3. 

The resultant angular displacement of the SLC was measured by the 

autocollimator. The torque constant was determined at four increments of 

torque in each direction about the rest position. The value of the torque 
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Figure 2. 5-1. Test setup for mechanical tests 

*
 



Figure 2. 5-2. Test setup for mechanical tests 



Figure 2. 5-3. Determination of torque constant 

0@ 



constant was found to be 4. 64 × 107 dyne cm/rad. The nominal value of the 

Bendix flex pivots was 4.97 X 107 dyne cm/rad ± 10%. 

The inertia was determined by mechanically exciting the system and 

observing the natural frequency as indicated by the tachometer output on an 

oscilloscope. The natural frequency was found to be 100 Hz. The inertia 

was then calculated using the following equation: 

I = K = 117.5 gm cm 

)where I = inertia (gin cm z 

K = torque constant (dyne cm/rad) 

T = period of oscillation (sec) 

A photograph of the tachometer output which shows the natural frequency of 

the SLC mechanism is shown in Figure 2. 5-4. 

Tachometer
 
Signal
 

Time (10 msec/cm)
 

Figure 2. 5-4. Determination of natural frequency
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The value of the inertia anticipated for the flight version of the SLC
 

using beryllium mirrors on a beryllium mirror holder was calculated to be
 
292 gm cm . The breadboard model therefore is a fairly good simulation of 

the flight SLC, and should be slightly more difficult to produce the desired 

motion than the flight model, due to its higher inertia. 

The test data for these tests are contained in pages 1 to 13 of the log 

book. 

2.5. 2 Dynamic Performance Tests 

2. 5. 2. 1 Test Setup 

The test setup for the dynamic performance tests is shown in Fig

ure 2. 5-5. From left to right along the front edge of the granite slab are 
the test electronics box, the control electronics box, an HeNe laser (which 

projected a beam of light into the SLC), the SLC, and a linear detector array 

(with amplifiers). 

2.5.2.2 Test Method 

The motion of the SLC mechanism was measured by positioning a 
linear array of regularly spaced silicon detectors behind the SLC in the 

location of the Thematic Mapper focal plane, and projecting a beam of light 
from an HeNe laser through the SLC and onto the detector array. A photo

graph showing a close-up of the laser, the SLC, and the detector array is 

shown in Figure 2. 5-6. The detector array consists of 50, 0.2 x 0. 16 mm 

detectors spaced 0. 038 mmapart as shown in Figure 2.5-7. Since the maxi

mum expected scan amplitude corresponds to a displacement of 1. 57 mm in 

the focal plane, only ten adjacent detectors were connected. The detector 

array was mounted on an x, y, z micrometer stage so it could be accurately 

positioned. As the SLC rotated, the laser beam was scanned along the 

array illuminating the individual diodes sequentially. As the beam crossed 
the edge of each diode, a pulse was generated. 
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Figure 2. 5-5. Test setup for dynamic tests 



Figure 2. 5-6. Laser, SLC, and detector array 
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Figure 2. 5-7. Silicon detector array 



The test electronics box is shown in the left half of Figure 2. 5-8. It has a 

pair of thurnbwheel switches which enable the operator to select the pair of 

detectors between which the time interval is measured. Another set of five 

thumbwheel switches (labeled sample) allows the operator to select the nurt

ber of SLC scans (from 1 to 99, 999) over which the selected time interval 

is measured. The digital display shows the minimum and maximum time 

intervals measured for the selected pair of detectors for the selected number 

of scans. 

The SLC was tested for scan rate, linearity, repeatability, and jitter 

at operating frequencies of 13. 0, 14. 2, and 19. 0 Hz. Data sheets for all 

tests are contained in Appendix B. 

2. 5. 2. 3 Test Procedure. The tests were conducted in the following manner: 

The scan period was set up for the desired frequency using the thumbwheel 

switches on the control electronics box; the offset, gain, and slope controls 

were varied until the tachometer output indicated that the linearity was op

timized. A pair of detectors was selected which spanned as much of the 

active scan as possible and the time interval was measured over five pairs 

of scan cycles to determine that the rate was very close to the desired rate. 

Figure Z. 5-9 shows a photograph of the tachometer output along with the 

pulses from detectors 3 and 10. Detector No. 3 is positioned approximately 

10% of the way into the scan period (the beginning of the active portion of the 

scan). Detector No. 10 is located at the end of the scan. 

A confirmation of the scan amplitude was then made manually, posi

tioning the detector array (using the micrometer adjustment) at varying 

positions from 10% to 90%o throughout the scan and recording the micrometer 

reading. By using the intensified portion of the oscilloscope trace, a given 

detector was accurately positioned at any desired position in the scan. The 

photographs in Figure 2. 5-10 show detector No. 7 at positions of 50% and 99% 

into the scan. The scan amplitude and a rough indication of scan linearity 

could be derived from this information. 
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Figure Z. 5-8. Test electronics and control electronics 



Tachometer
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Detector
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Detector 3 Detector 10
 

Output Output
 

Figure 2. 5-9. Detector signals 

The scan linearity and scan-to-scan repeatability measurements were 

made by dividing the scan amplitude into an integral number of segments, with 

each segment being as close as possible to 0. 2mm, and then positioning by 

micrometer an adjacent pair of detectors so that it spans one segment, and taking 

20 pairs of minimum and maximum time interval measurements at each seg

ment successively. The sample switch on the test box was set at 2 so that 

each data pair gave scan-to-scan repeatability information and the 20 data 

pairs were averaged to find the average scan rate over each segment. 

By seeing how the rate varied, segment by segment, the displacement 

as a function of time was calculated and the deviation from a perfect scan at 

the nominal rate was determined. The photographs of Figure 2. 5-11 show 

detectors 7 and 8 at three different positions in the scan. 

The scan jitter was determined by measuring the time interval be

tween the SLC reset pulse ("end of scan") and the start of scan. This was 

done by setting the first detector thumbwheel to 0 (the 0 on this thumbwheel is 

connected to the SLC reset pulse) and the second detector thumbwheel to 7 

with detector No. 7 positioned at the start of scan (10% into the scan period). 
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Figure 2. 5-10. Detector 7 
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Figure Z. 5-11. Detectors 7 and 8 at various positions in scan 
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The 30-second repeatability was measured by setting the "sample" 

thumbwheel switches on the test electronics box for the number of cycles 

which would occur in a 30-second period (at 14. 2 Hz, the number of samples 

is 426) and noting the peak-to-peak variation in the time interval to cover 

the full scan amplitude. For the 14. 2-Hz case, detectors 3 and 10,were 

used and positioned as shown in Figure Z. 5-9. 

Summaries of the test data taken at the three frequencies are shown 

in Tables 2.5-1 through 2.5-3 and Figures 2.5-12 through 2.5-14. (Each 

Table has a corresponding Figure. ) The complete test data are included in 

Appendix B. 
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Table Z. 5-1. 13 0-Hz data summary 

2f s = 13. 0 Hz 

T = 0.0769 sec 0.9T = 0. 0692 sec 

0. 9 T/7 = 0. 009887 sec (seven equal increments) 

Scan Deviation Data 
Cumulative Nominal Error 

Time Rate Displ Displ Displ A % 
(msec) (in. /sec) (mils) (mils) (mils) (mils) Full Scale 

9.886 0. 905 8. 947 8. 947 8.912 +0. 035 0. 056 

19.771 0.902 8. 917 17.864 17 834 +0.030 0. 048 

29.657 0. 900 8 897 26 761 z6. 751 +0. 010 0. 016 

39 543 0.898 8. 877 35. 638 35.668 -0. 030 0. 048 

49.429 0 900 8.897 44. 535 44.585 -0.050 0. 080 

59. 314 0. 901 8. 907 ' 53. 442 53. 501 -0. 059 0. 094 

69. 200 0. 904 8. 937 62. 379 62. 418 -0. 039 0. 062 

displacement = 62. 379 mils nominal displacement = 62. 418 mils 

average rate = 0.9014 in./sec nominal rate = 0. 902 in./sec 

Repeatability 

Scan to Scan (data from all seven increments) 

Worst Case = 0. 07 msec = 0. 66 pirad 

CT = 0. 016 msec = 0. 15 grad 

30-Second Period (one frame) 

Worst Case = 0. 10 msec = 0. 94 wLrad All angles 
(from 10 runs) referred to 

Worst Case = 0. 67 msec = 0. 63 pLrad object space 
Average (of 10) 

Scan Jitter (Scan to Scan) 

Worst Case = 0. 04 msec = 0. 38 Lrad 

U = 0.021 msec = 0.20 1rad 
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Table 2. 5-Z 14. 2-Hz data summary 

2f s = 14. 236 Hz
 

T = 0. 0702 sec 0. 9T = 0 0632 sec
 

0. 9 T/7 = 0. 009026 sec (seven equal time increments) 

Scan Deviation Data 
Cumulative Nominal Error 

Time Rate Displ Displ Displ A % 
(msec) (in./sec) (mils) (mils) (mils) (mils) Full Scale 

9.031 0.8891 8.030 8. 030 8.146 -0.116 0.20 

18.063 0. 8922 8.058 16. 088 16. 293 -0.205 0.36 

27 094 0. 9004 8. 132 24. 220 24.439 -0.219 0.38 

36. 126 0. 8995 8 124 32. 344 32. 585 -0.241 0.42 

45. 157 0. 8995 8. 124 40. 468 40. 732 -0. 264 0.46 

54. 189 0 8997 8. 126 48. 594 48. 878 -0.284 0. 50 

63.220 0 9016 8. 143 56. 737 57.024 -0.287 0. 50 

displacement = 56. 737 mils nominal displacement = 57. 024 mils 

average rate = 0.8794 n./sec nominal rate = 0. 902 in./sec 

Repeatability 

Scan to Scan (data from all seven increments) 

Worst Case = 0. 07 msec = 0. 66 pLrad 

a = 0. 0114 msec = 0. 11 1 rad 

30-Second Period (one frame) 

Worst Case = 0. 11 msec = 1. 03 prad 

Average (of = 0.07 msec = 0. 66 rad 
10 Worst 
Cases) 

Scan Jitter (Scan to Scan) 

Worst Case = 0. 05 msec= 0.47 arad
 

a = 0. 028 msec = 0.26 pLrad
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Table Z. 5-3. 19 0-Hz data summary 

zf s = 19.0 Hz 

T = 0. 0526 sec 0. 9T = 0. 0474 sec 

0. 9 T/6 = 0. 007895 sec (six equal increments) 

Scan Deviation Data 
Cumulative Nominal Error 

Time Rate Displ Displ Displ A %o 
(insec) (in. /sec) (mils) (mils) (mils) (mils) Full Scale 

7. 985 0.898 7. 089 7. 089 7. 121 -0.032 0. 075 

15.789 0.898 7. 089 14. 178 14.242 -0.064 0. 150 

23.684 0.902 7. 121 21. 299 21.363 -0.064 0. 150 

31.579 0.9025 7. 125 28.424 28.484 -0.060 0.140 

39.474 0.9025 7. 125 35. 549 35. 605 -0.056 0. 131 

47 368 0.900 7. 105 42. 654 42. 726 -0.072 o. 169 

displacement = 42. 654 minls nominal displacement = 42. 726 mils 

average rate = 0.9005 in. /sec nominal rate = 0. 902 in./sec 

Repeatability 

Scan to Scan (data from all six increments)
 

Worst Case = 0. 05 msec = 0. 47 Rirad
 

a' = 0. 013 insec = 0. 12 arad 

30:Second Period (one frame) 

Worst Case = 0.08 msec = 0.75 arad 

Average = 0. 069 msec = 0. 65 arad 
(of 10 Worst 
Cases) 

Scan Jitter (Scan to Scan) 
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3. 0 SILICON PHOTODIODE ARRAY ASSEMBLY
 

3. 1 TASK DESCRIPTION 

3.1.1 	 Purpos 

The purpose of this task was to demonstrate the feasibility of using 

monolithic silicon photodetector diode arrays for satisfying the performance 

requirements of the Thematic Mapper. The application of very low noise, 

high bandwidth silicon arrays in high resolution mechanical scanners had 

not been demonstrated and was therefore determined to be a critical element 

requiring breadboard development prior to a design commitment. It is the 

purpose of this report to briefly review the selected array/preamplifier 

configuration and to summarize all the test results. 

3. 1. 2 	 Background 

The Multispectral Scanner (MSS) which has successfully flown on 

Landsats 1 and 2 measures the reflected solar radiation from earth in four 

spectral bands covering the wavelength region from 0. 5 1m to 1. 1 P1m. The 

first three bands employ six photomultiplier tubes each and the fourth band 

uses six discrete silicon photodiodes. The energy is collected by an array of 

optical fibers in the instrument focal plane and piped to the photomultipliers 

and silicon diodes which due to their large physical size ivere required to be 

packaged 	some distance away. 

The goal of the Thematic Mapper is to provide improved spatial and 

spectral resolution as compared to the performance of the MSS, while pre

serving 	the signal to noise ratio (SIN). It was felt that this could best be 

accomplished by increasing the number of detectors per band (approximately 

16 to 32) and by locating the detectors themselves in the focal plane to 
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eliminate the fiber optics losses and minimize the size and complexity of 

packaging between 64 and 128 discrete detectors. To mount the detectors in 

the telescope focal plane would require the development of monolithic detec

tor arrays and their associated preamplifiers. In the Hughes Thematic 

Mapper baseline design 16 detectors per band have been estimated to meet 

the expected performance requirement. However, this would necessitate the 

development of low noise preamplifiers (approximately 3X better than the 

equivalent MSS performance) with bandwidths of approximately 50 kHz. 

The first step in this development was the evaluation of the design, 

assembly and testing of a single channel hybrid detector/preamplifier which 

had been accomplished on an earlier contract, NAS 5-20528, which supported 

definition studies for an Earth Observation Satellite. This evaluation was 

accomplished during the first half of 1975 and reported in the final report of 

that contract in December 1975. The measured results of that development 

were very favorable with the detector responsivLty being adequate and the 

preamplifier wideband noise (2.1 my rms for a transimpedence amplifier 

with a 109 ohm feedback resistance, 50 kHz) in good agreement with that 

predicted by a computerized noise model. This performance was thereafter 

established as the criterion for the array. The next phase of the development 

was to procure a monolithic silicon detector array and test it with preampli

fiers identical to the one above in a focal plane assembly (FPA). The 

balance of this report will describe the focal plane assembly and the mea

sured test results. 

3.2 RESULTS SUMMARY 

Silicon detector arrays were purchased from EG&G and United Detector 

Technology (UDT) in accordance with SBRC Specification 15483 and SBRC 

Drawing 49788 which are included in Appendix C. Photographs of the EG&G 

and UDT arrays are shown in Figures 3.2-1 and 3. 2-2, respectively. Each 

diode array contained 24 active elements and two opaque elements for the 

measurement of crosstalk. 
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Figure 3. 2-1. EG&G detector array Figure 3. Z-Z. UDT detector array 
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0 
3. 2. 1 Detector Tests 

The diode arrays were tested for leakage current, impedance, 

capacitance, responsivity, and sensitivity contour prior to assembly into the 

FPA. The leakage current, impedance, and capacitance of both the EG&G 

and UDT arrays were well within the specification limits. The responsivities 

of each array were less than the minimum specified value. Attempts by UDT 

to bring up their responsivity with an antireflection (AR) coating were and 

continue to be unsuccessful. The EG&G device was uncoated, and it is 

believed that with a proper AR coating the EG&G device could easily meet 

the specification requirements. As an example of the potential of the 

EG&G array, the responsivity of a discrete EG&G device with a newly 

developed AR coating was measured at SBRC and is plotted in Figure 3. 2-3. 

Both the EG&G and UDT arrays displayed an excessive amount of response 

to photocarriers generated in areas outside of the active area diffusion. The 

major cause of this stray response is due to inadequate masking. The solu

tion to this problem appears to be the addition of an insulating layer over the 

complete array surface, except for the active areas, followed by an opaque 0 
metal mask or absorbing layer. Neither UDT nor EG&G have the capability 

to apply such a mask. Another source of stray response was due to the 

generation of carriers in adjacent active areas which diffused to the detector 

being measured. This was particularly evident in the tests of the EG&G 

array whose adjacent elements were left floating during the crosstalk tests. 

When performing this test on the UDT array, grounding the adjacent elements 

reduced this effect by an order of magnitude. These results are discussed 

later and portrayed in Figures 3. 3-6 and 3.3-7. Biasing the adjacent ele

ments would further reduce the effect to an acceptable level. Although time 

did not allow for the procurement of new devices with improved responsi

tivity patterns during this program it is believed that future array procure

ments can overcome these deficiencies. 

3.2.2 Focal Plane Assembly Tests 

The discussion that follows refers to the anticipated performance of 

the circuit shown in Section 3. 5. Upon completion of the device related tests, 

the EG&G and UDT arrays were assembled into a focal plane concept which 
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included the preamplifier input FETs and the feedback resistors. A 

photograph showing one of the focal plane assemblies mounted in a test 

fixture is shown in Figure 3. 2-4. Five adjacent channels were built up in 

both the UDT and EG&G FPAs as it was felt that all the necessary operational 

information could be determined without the complexity of connecting up all 

of the channels. 

Initially, frequency response tests and spectral noise tests of the 

unboosted preamplifier were conducted on each of the UDT and EG&G arrays. 

Two problems were immediately obvious. The spectral noise at 50 kHz was 

significantly higher than that experienced on the single channel hybrid device. 

The frequency response did not follow a simple 6 dB/octave RC rolloff, but 

was down approximately 8 dB at the corner frequency as determined from 

the eventual 6 dB/octave assymtote. 

After boosting, the response of the FPAs had significant dips in the 

passband at the unboosted corner frequency and the wideband noise was 

significantly greater than the 2. 1 my predicted by the noise model and 

experienced by the single channel hybrid configuration. The increased noise 

and uneven frequency response were both attributed to the FPA layout. 

Attempts were made to separate the effects of the various noise contributors 

and layout restrictions but time did not allow for the design and assembly of 

a new, improved FPA configuration. From experimental investigations on 

this imperfect layout it is believed that by exercising extreme care a layout 

can be generated which, when accompanied by a properly masked diode 

array, will attain the performance desired for the Thematic Mapper 

application. 

3.3 	 DETECTOR TESTS 

The EGG and UDT arrays were checked for the following 

characteristics: 

1) Leakage current 

2) Impedance 
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3) Capacitance
 

4) Responsivity
 

5) Sensitivity contour
 

3.3. 1 Leakage Current and Impedance 

Leakage current and impedance were measured by making a V-I plot 

for each detector site. Plots were made under conditions of total darkness 

and sufficient illumination to produce the approximate Thematic Mapper full 

scale signal current (2. 0 x 10 - 9 A). Results are shown in Figure 3. 3-1 

for dark and Figure 3. 3-2 for illuminated detectors. Figure 3. 3-1 shows 

the dark leakage to be well within the 30 pA allotted and the dark impedance 

to be about Z. 5 X 10110 for both devices. Figure 3.3-2 shows the illuminated 

impedance to be about 101lO for the UDT and slightly greater for EGG. The 

minimum specified impedance was 2. 0 X 1090. 

Although Figures 3. 3-1 and 3.3-Z are taken for single sites, both 

arrays were quite uniform from site to site. 

3. 3. 2 Capacitance 

Capacitance was measured using the circuit of Figure-3; 3-3. The 

1 /2Rf3d frequency was measured with and without the detector connected 

and an input capacitance calculated for each case according to the formula 

CIN = i/ZTRf3d B Results were similar for both arrays. The capacitance 

with the detector was 4. 8 pF and without the detector was 3. 8. This means 

the detector capacitance is about 1 pF which is the maximum specified value. 

This test was made for several values of V the detector reverse bias 

voltage. No change in capacitance was observed. This is probably because 

the junction capacitance is quite small compared to the lead and mask 

capacitance. 

B 

3.3.3 Responsivity 

Responsivity tests were made by comparing an array site to the 

response of a standard calibrated detector under the same conditions of 

illumination. The illuminating source was focused down to a spot 
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approximately 0. 001 inch in diameter. In this way all the energy from the 

illuminating source fell onto the detector surface for both the standard and 

test detectors. The spot size was verified by moving the array horizontally 

0. 001 inch at a time and recording the signal intensity. The distance between 

the half power points on the resulting curve of intensity versus displacement 

was about 0. 0035 inch, indicating that the spot size was small compared to 

the 0. 003 inch detector. Optical filters with 20 nm spectral bandwidths 

were used to measure the responsivity at approximately 100 nm intervals. 

Typical results are plotted in Figure 3. 3-4. The dotted lines show the 

specified average responsivity within given spectral bands. Neither EG&G 

nor UDT met the requirement in any band, although both were confident at 

the start that they could. If the detectors had been masked better, it 

would have been easier to determine the responsivity, because the array 

could have been flooded with a calibrated light source and comparisons to a 

standard detector could have been made on the basis of area. As it is, so 

much light from outside the active area contributes to the signal current that 

it is necessary to use the focused spot which could produce efrors due to 

scattering. 

3. 	 3. 4 Sensitivity Contour 

Sensitivity plots were made using the same focused spot of light. The 

detector array was mounted on an x-y table and intensity was plotted over the 

detector active area and its immediate neighborhood. The plots are shown in 

Figures 3.3-5 and 3. 3-6. In these tests, the output current of the detector 

marked "lead" was monitored. The numbers on the plot are the values of 

current in nA produced when the light spot illuminated the locations of the 

number. Thus, at the beginning of the test, the light is focused onto the 

center 	of the detector being monitored. The value of the output current is 

written 	on the plot in the center of the monitored detector. Then the spot/ 

is moved to the edge or to a point outside the monitored detector and the 

current again recorded. The process is continued until a complete contour 

is obtained. Rough calculations based on these results indicate that if the 
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array were flooded with light, about 20 percent of the signal current would 

be due to stray light falling outside the active area. This of course means a 

1 percent crosstalk specification could not be met. The manufacturers now 

feel that adequate masking is not readily obtained using their available 

technology. The Carlsbad Division of Hughes Aircraft Company is currently 

under contract to SBRC to produce a detector array using multilayer 

processes of the type used in the manufacture of charge coupled devices. 

Excellent masking should be obtained with this device. 
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3.4 FOCAL PLANE ASSEMBLY CONFIGURATION 

3.4.1 Design Requirements 

The primary requirement of the FPA was to provide a means for 

mounting and interconnecting the detector arrays and their associated 

critical preamplifier components (input FET chips and 1090 feedback 

resistors) in an assembly which was a maximum of . 10 inch wide in the 

along scan direction. This dimension was chosen as a reasonable value 

which if increased would make it more difficult to mount five arrays side 

by.side in the telescope focal plane. An additional concern for the FPA 

design was the circuit layout and the choice of materials that would ensure 

a high impedance path between adjacent circuits and between all circuits 

and ground. 

3.4. Z Major Components 

The assembly consists of an aluminum frame which is used to support 

the electronic components and enable the mechanical attachment to an optical 

housing. 

Sapphire amplifier boards with vacuum deposited gold circuitry are 

bonded to each side of the frame to provide the support and wiring for the 

transistor chip, resistor array, silicon diode array, and the output wiring. 

A silver filled epoxy (Epoxy Technology PN EPO-TEK HZOE) was used 

to bond the transistor chip to the amplifier board and provide the electrical 

connection between the gate of the FET and its circuit pad. All other parts 

of the assembly were bonded with an Epoxy Technology insulating material, 

PN EPO-TEK H54. Both materials showed excellent handling, bonding, 

conducting, and insulating properties. 

Figure 3.4-1 shows the circuit layout, components, and wiring. 

Also, the released assembly and detail drawings are listed in Appendix C. 

Figure 3.4-2 indicates a fixture that was designed for assembly and 

test of the SiPDA assembly. 
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3.4.3 Interconnect Wiring 

The wiring between components was accomplished using a Hughes 

pulse bonding instrument, Model HPB 360, which is suitable for thermal 

compression (TC) bonding. One mi diameter gold wire was stitch bonded 

to each component pad to provide the connections. Weld schedules were 

established in all cases on samples supplied by the vendors for this purpose 

to ensure the integrity of each bond. The final weld schedules were such 

that 	the wire would break before the actual bond failed. 

3.4.4 Output Wiring 

The output wiring utilized a round multiconductor cable to facilitate 

the testing of the assembly. 

The ultimate design would use a flat shielded cable that would allow 

several of the assemblies to be stacked side by side. Also, the flat cable 

provides better shielding and reduces crosstalk between adjacent signal 

channels. 

3. 4. 	5 Silicon Photodetector Diode Array 

The 	array shown in Figure 3. 4-3 contains 26 elements for this design 

of which two end elements are used for crosstalk measurements between 

adjacent channels. The detectors are layed out in a staggered geometry to 

provide contiguous scan lines with acceptable crosstalk between adjacent 

detector channels. Future designs may require only 16 active elements 

per assembly plus two crosstalk elements, allowing 8 spare channels. 

Minor changes will be required in the layout in that experience gained 

in the assembly techniques has indicated means for improving the design. 

The changes are as follows: 

1) 	 Two vendors supplied array assemblies for this contract: UDT 
and EG&G. 

2) 	 Assembly personnel at SBRC were able to weld directly to the 
array substrate, therefore eliminating additional jumpers to the 
common substrate. This is desirable for the reason that reli
ability is improved because of fewer weld joints. The change 
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would mean increasing the width of the array substrate to 

provide a more optimum "Fan-Out" of the detector bonding pads 

on its surface. This would be accomplished without increase in 

the overall width of the package. 

The wider array would also facilitate handling. The bonding of 

the array to the support frame and the wiring was otherwise 

suc ce s sful. 

3.4.6 Resistor Array 

The resistor array containing 15 resistive elements of 109 ohms each 

(2 spares) was successfully integrated into the assembly (see Figure 4. 3-3 

for layout). A design change however may be incorporated to increase the 

size of the array for future systems for the following reasons: 

1) To allow a larger centerline spacing between elements. 

2) Provide areas for trimming the resistors to the drawing 

requirements (the delivered resistances were 109 + 100 percent, 

- 50 percent). 

3) To enhance the design so that other vendors will respond for 

procurement. Only one responded for the presentcontract 

(ELTEC). 

4) To facilitate handling and tests because of the larger size. 

5) To allow minimization of undesirable effects due to 

distributed capacitance along the feedback resistor to the 

common substrate and to other resistors. 

3.4.7 Conclusions 

The conceptual studies in this phase of the program have provided 

an insight into the feasibility of the SiPDA assembly. The integration of 

state of the art devices will allow the packaging to be accomplished 

effectively. The density and associated reliability features have been 
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improved by a significant factor over the earlier MSS and VISSR detector 

packaging designs. The completed design integrated with the final mechanical 

configuration shows promise of being a highly reliable and maintainable 

system. A complete set of drawings for the FPA is included in Appendix C. 

3.5 AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

The preamplifier schematic is shown in Figuie 3. 5-1. It is divided 

into three sections: a preamplifier, boost amplifier, and low pass filter. 

A current mode preamplifier is used to reduce electrical crosstalk at the 

input. Because of the close spacing of the detectors within the array, there 

will be some capacitive coupling between adjacent detector output leads. 

The magnitude of a signal coupled across this capacitance at a given 

frequency depends on the magnitude of the source signal and the impedance 

of the sending and receiving modes. Figure 3. 5-Z shows a crosstalk model 

for voltage and current mode circuits. Taking some typical values, 

Cf = .05 pF, Cc = .05 pF, K = 1000, Cin = 5 pF, the model gives 0. 1 percent 

crosstalk in the current mode case and 1 percent in the voltage mode. 

The current mode amplifier frequency response typically extends to 

3 to 5 kHz, using a 1 X 1090 feedback resistor, whereas the voltage mode 

amplifier can roll off as low as 30 Hz. Thus, in the current mode a boost 

factor of about 10 is required instead of 100. 

The preamplifier itself is divided into two parts. The input stage is 

located adjacent to the detector on the focal plane and the remainder is 

located some distance away. This division is made since it is desirable to 

have the preamplifier as close as possible to the detector to minimize pickup 

and input capacitance, but there is not room for the complete preamplifier 

at the detector array. 

The input stage should provide a low output impedance to reduce pickup 

along the cable to the remainder of the preamplifier and should be as simple 

as possible to allow packaging within the immediate neighbbrhood of the 

detector array. Also power dissipation must be minimized so as not to 
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A single FET source follower seemed to satisfy all-these requirements 

best. It has the disadvantage that there will be some second stage degradation 

of the input FET noise voltage. For the circuit shown, there is second stage 

noise generated by the ?n of the differential bipolar pair (0. 70 nv//fHz each) 

and the thermal noise of the two 50n resistors (0. 91 nv//Hz each). This 

gives an rss total of 1. 6Znv//Hz. Since the FET source follower gain is 

typically 0. 9Z, this noise must be multiplied by 1. 08 to refer it to the 

preamplifier input. The result is that the 2. 4 nv/%/Hz FET e is degraded byn 
about 24 percent by the second stage. This is acceptable since e n is not the 

dominant noise source for frequencies below about 200 kHz. The 3-pole 

Butterworth filter at 50 kHz has rolled the noise off almost 40 dB by 200 kHz. 

(See Section 3. 6. 2 for details of noise. ) 

The closed loop frequency response of the detector-preamplifier rolls 

off anywhere between Z and 10 kHz, depending on the particular layout. The 

boost amplifier following the preamp has the transfer function shown in 

Figure 3. 5-1 to provide a rising response to compensate the preamplifier's 

falling response out to 5Z kHz. The combined preamplifier and boost 

amplifier response will then be approximately flat from dc approaching 

50 kHz, down 3 dB at 52 kHz and rolling off at Z0 rB/decade for frequencies 

>>50 kfz. The signal and noise levels are sufficiently high at the preamp 

output that no measurable noise is added due to the boost amplifier. Another 

way to say this is that the signal to noise ratio is determined at the preamplifier 

output and signal and noise are amplified and filtered equally in the following 

stages. 

The LRC filter at the boost amplifier output provides two complex 

conjugate poles which, acting with the 52 kHz real pole in the boost ampli

fier, generate a 3-pole Butterworth filter response at 52 kHz. 
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3.6 AMPLIFIER SIGNAL AND NOISE TESTING
 

Tests of the completed focal plane array indicated two major 

difficulties; the high frequency noise was excessive and the frequency response 

was not such that it could be boosted by means of a simple RC filter to pro

duce a flat response to the desired corner frequency of 52 kHz. Also the 

signal response rolled off much earlier than was expected based on tests of 

the individual detector hybrid circuits completed earlier. 

3.6. 1 Frequency Response Measurements 

Figures 3.6-1 and 3.6-2 show plots of unboosted and boosted frequency 

response for several channels using the UDT detector array connected into 

the focal plane assembly (FPA) package. It is seen that the unboosted 

response is down anywhere from 6 to 8 dB at the corner frequency which 

causes a 3 to 5 dB sag in the boosted response around the unboosted corner 

frequency. The opposite of this effect was observed during the earlier single 

detector hybrid testing where the unboosted response was down only 2 dB at 

the corner, resulting in a +1 dB response in the boosted response at the 

unboosted corner frequency. The effect is attributable to two causes. One 

is stray capacitance from the feedback resistor to ground and to the FET 

source lead acting with the feedback resistor shunt capacitance. The two 

capacitances produce a complex pole pair in the frequency response which 

may have a damping factor greater or less than unity depending on their rela

tive magnitudes. By making further tests with identical components in vari

ous layouts, the dependency of this effect on layout was demonstrated. 

Figure 3. 6-3 shows the response of a UDT detector array from the same lot 

connected in the same circuit, but mounted in a flat planar configuration on a 

sapphire "sunburst" substrate. This layout used a chip feedback registor, 

rather than one of the array resistors. This signal response is down 3 dB 

at the 7 KHz unboosted corner, although it appears to have a small amount of 

sag in the 2 to 5 KHz area. This is probably due to the second of the causes, 

namely detector secondary time constants. A non-ideal detector frequency 

response can be produced if the modulated signal light energy strikes the 

detector chip outside its active area. Thus if several hole-electron pairs 
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Figure 3. 6-3. Signal response improvement using planar layout 

are produced some distance from the junction, a few will diffuse into the 

depletion under the effect of their concentration gradient. This requires 

some time, so that if the number of carriers produced outside the depletion 

region becomes comparable with the number produced inside, then a 

"secondary time constant" in the step response is produced which leads to 

the frequency response shown in Figure 3. 6-4. The dotted lines show the 

curves as they would be if the inactive chip areas were perfectly masked. 

The extent of the spurious response depends on the ratio of exposed inactive 

to active chip area and the incident energy pattern. To determine the pre

sence of absence of this effect, a test setup is being constructed that can focus 

the modulated light intensity into a small spot about the size of the detector. 

Results are not available at the time of this writing, but improvement is 

expected based on the contour plots made earlier on the UDT array. These 

showed about 20 percent of the low frequency signal current was due to energy 

falling outside the active area. It is reasonable to expect that some "destruc

tive interference" due to phase shift would occur at or below 50 kHz. 

To summarize, it is expected that the frequency response problem 

can be solved by careful amplifier layout to reduce stray capacitance and by 

improved detector masking. 
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3. 	6. 2 Noise Model 

The various noise sources are plotted in Figure 3.6-5 for the follow

ing assumed parameters which are worst case specification values: 

Parameter Symbol Value
 

Amplifier Input Noise Voltage en 3nV/q Hz
 

Feedback Resistor Thermal Noise Voltage e r 4.0 5 UV/\--Hz
 

10--16Amplifier Input Noise Current In 6 x A/ Hz 

Input Capacitance Gin 5 pF 

Dielectric Loss Tangent tan b . 003 

Detector Leakage Current 	 ID 30 pA 

(DAMPLIFIER NOISE CURRENT 0 14x10 12amps ASHOT NOISE DARK CURRENT 0 71x10"12 amps 
A AMPLIFIER NOISE VOLTAGE/RF 0 70x10 12 amps []DIELECTRIC NOISE CURRENT 0 16xIO 11amps 

* THERMAL NOISE CURRENT 0 11xO 11 amps 0255 NOISE CURRENT0 22xff1 amps 

4- SHOT NOISE SIGNAL CURRENTO 12xlO1 2 amps 

10000 

10-12
 

-1000 
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< 	 1 
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Figure 3. 6-5 and previous calculations show that for these assumed 

parameters the spectral noise should be up 6 dB about the thermal noise of 

the feedback resistor at 50 KHz. Low frequency (zero signal) noise is 

due primarily to the feedback resistor thermal noise. The high frequency 

noise boost is due to dielectric loss resistance noise current which increases 

with frequency at the rate of 10 dB/decade, and to e n boost which increases 

with frequency at the rate of 20 dB/decade. In the noise model, these two 

components are equal at approximately 200 kHz with the dielectric loss 

resistance noise dominating below 200 kHz. 

3.6.3 Noise Tests 

The various sources in Figure 3.6-5 are shaped by a 3-pole Butter

worth filter at 54 KHz, then sunmed (rss) to form a composite curve. A 

noise integration (neglecting the signal shot noise) shows the wideband noise 

to be about 2. 1 my. Wideband noise tests on the hybrid circuits, reported 

a previous document, agreed well with this calculated value and had a basically 

flat frequency response. All efforts to date have been unsuccessful in dupli

cating this result using the array detectors with the focal plane assembly or 

other modified assemblies. 

Results seem to vary considerably depending on the detector array, 

the channel within the array, and the type of layout. In general there are 

two problems. The first is that each individual channel operating by itself 

is too noisy, and the second is that all the channels operating together 

are even noisier. 

Considering the first problem, although wideband noise measurements 

have been obtained as low as 2. 4 mv on FPA channels, a more typical 

single channel value is 3.3 my. Figures 3. 6-6 and 3. 6-7 show data taken 

on a UDT array channel where the original FPA layout was modified to 

move the source lead away from the feedback resistor. The wideband noise 

in this channel was 2.5 my. The layout modification is shown in Figure 

3.6-8. The idea was to build a channel fairly well removed from the 

others, and to locate the FET source output trace away from the feedback 

resistor. The wideband noise was not bad. The spectral noise is up about 

8 dB above thermal noise at 50 KHz, instead of the desired 6 dB. However, 
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boosted spectral plot (Figure 3. 6-7) shows a sag of about 2. 5 dB at 5 kHz. 

This could be due to detector secondary time constant as mentioned earlier. 

To check the effect of the resistor array (15 resistors on a single 

substrate) and to further isolate the resistor from circuit traces, a discrete 

chip resistor was used in place of one of the array resistors. The individual 

resistor chip was simply glued onto the resistor array and connected as 

shown in Figure 3.6-9. The spectral signal and noise plots, unboosted and 

boosted, are shown in Figures 3.6-10 and 3.6-11. They are not significantly 

different from those of Figures 3.6-6 and 3.6-7, but the wideband noise was 

measured at 3.3 my instead of 2.5. The only explanation for this other 

than measurement error is that a different FET chip was used with the 

discrete resistor. This brought up the possibility that some of the FET 

chips were not meeting the noise specification. More will be said about this 

later. 

To check the effect of the UDT detector in the layout, a Hewlett-

Packard 4205 detector chip was installed in place of the UDT detector 

on a FPA circuit board. The configuration is shown in Figure 3.6-12. 

The unboosted and boosted spectral response is shown in Figures 3.6-13 

and 3.6-14. Noise is about 8.3 dB above thermal noise at 50 KHz and 

the wideband boosted noise is 2. 8 my. The boosted signal response tends 

to peak rather than sag with this detector. The peaking or sagging appears 

to be detector related, based on comparison of this data with that shown 

in Figure 3.6-11.
 

To determine if the FET chips were meeting the noise specification, 

thirteen of them were silver epoxied to a circuit of the type shown in 

Figure 3.6-12, and connections were made using micro-probes. In this 

way there was no possibility of degrading the chip performance as a result 

of bonding the leads to the metalization. According to these measurements, 

about 1/3 of the devices met the noise specification at 50 kHz, and another 

third were slightly (25%) over. A good electrical connection was difficult 

to obtain using the probes because the chip pads are so small, but fairly con

sistent results were obtained with a little practice. 

TI, Ltd. in England was contacted to determine if the chips were 

tested for noise before delivery. Tje answer was that they can test noise 
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of an encased device only. They take a sample lot of about 30 chips from 

each wafer, put them in cans and check the noise. If the 30 are all good, 

the several thousand individual devices on the wafer are considered to be good 

also. 

After learning of this, chips were purchased in TO-18 cans and after 
<checking them on commercial noise measuring equipment for en 2. 4 nv/-

at 50 kHz, the chips were removed from the cans for use on the arrays. The 

technique used was to saw off the header lead upon which the chip is mounted, 

immediately below the chip. The gate contact of the LET is located on the 

bottom of the chip. The source and drain wire bonds, which are made to the 

top of the chip, were left intact. The chip, wires, and lead stub were 

transferred to the test circuit and the lead stub was conductively epoxied to 

the sapphire substrate. The gate connection to the detector and feedback 

resistor was made by bonding to the top of the lead stub (which is larger in 

diameter than the LET chip) and the source and drain leads, still attached to 

the chip were bonded to the test circuit pads. 

Some e tests on the preamplifier circuit were made using an 
"ex-canned" device at the front end. The test circuit is shown in Figure 

3.6-15. The results are shown in Figure 3.6-16. They compare with 

the 3.onv/Vt/iz used in the computer calculation of Figure 3.6-5. 

It was also desired to measure the input capacitance of the preamp 

since this is the major factor in the magnitude of the high frequency noise. 

This was done by making a frequency response test from the noninverting 

bipolar input stage transistor base, as shown in Figure 3. 6-17. Measurements 

were made with and without the detector connected. The results are shown 

in Figures 3.6-18 and 3.6-19. The gain eo/e is nearly unity at very lows 

frequency, then starts to increase due to the effect of Rf and C in. C iis 

determined by the frequency where the low frequency response is up 3 dB. 

= Cin 
2 !ff + 3dB 

Such a calculation yields about 2. 5 pF with the detector and about 1. 5 pF 

without it. These values are for the apparent or unbootstrapped input capa

citance. In determining noise effects, the bootstrapped gate-to-source 
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capacitance C,, of the input FET, typically 2. 2 pF per the data sheet, must 

be added. This brings the total to 4.7 pF, which compares well with the 

5 pF used in the noise model calculation. 

Detector leakage current was also measured and found to be any

where between 5 and 10 pA depending on the array, the site and the 

reverse bias. This is well below the 30 pA used in the calculation. In 

su-nmnary, all the known parameters affecting noise have been tested with 

the exception of the FET Tn and tan6 , the C. loss tangent. The reasonin 

these have not been tested is primarily because it is very difficult to do 

so. The FET T , being specified at 6 x 10- 1 6 A/VHz, is dominated by the 

thermal noise ofRf and by dielectric loss resistance noise above about 
1 KHz. Because a is the shot noise of the gate leakage current, cal

n 

culable by the shot noise formula, it is expected to be flat with frequency. 

At 50 KHz it would be over an order of magnitude below the dominant 

noise source. Since our excessive noise is at high frequencies only, it is 

not expected that i should be causing the problem. 

A high loss tangent could easily be the cause of excess high fre

quency noise. The problem is that the majority of our input is device 

capacitance. The tand of these devices cannot be altered. High quality 

dielectric materials such as sapphire and alumina in the substrates and 

circuit boards have been used wherever there has been a choice. 

3. 6.4 Additional Frequency Response and Noise Measurements 

In making the Cin tests, it became apparent that here was a way to 

make frequency response tests without a detector. After turning up at low 

frequency, the gain e 0 /es (see Figures 3.6-18 and 3.6-19) increases, 

then levels off to a constant value at high frequency. The feedback resistor 

shunt capacitance CfV may be calculated from the frequency at which the 

high frequency gain is down 3 dB. Stated another way, the transimpedance 

frequency response will be flat in the area where the plot of Figure 3.6-18 

is rising, and will fall off at -20 dB/decade in the area where Figure 3.6-18 

is flat. In this way the optical frequency response obtained by illuminating 

the detector may be compared with the electrical frequency response with 

and without the detector. Signal and noise plots may also be made. Figure 

3.6-20 shows the electrical frequency response and spectral noise of a 
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single channel with no detector. The noise is up 5. 5 dB above the signal 

level at 50 kHz. The plot was repeated in Figure 3.6-21 with a UDT detector 

array added. The 50 kHz noise is now up 6. 7 dB. The increase is attributable 

to the 1 pF increase in C. caused by the detector.in 
The plot was repeated again as shown in Figure 3. 6-22, with an 

optical input signal. The noise was the same, but the frequency response 

was down an additional 1.4 dB at 50 kHz, making the "signal-to-noise ratio" 

at 50 kHz 1. 4 dB worse. The noise is 8. 1 dB up, in this case, which is very 

typical of earlier plots with optical inputs. Further testing will determine 

whether a focused light signal will produce a better optical signaliresponse. 

The second noise problem, mentioned earlier, is that a channel 

operating in the neighborhood of other operating channels is noisier than it 

is if its neighbors are turned off. This is particularly noticeable if one of 

the neighbors happens to be excessively noisy. In tests of the original UDT 

FPA, channel 24 exhibited the best noise performance. The wideband noise 

of channel 24 varied from 3. 6 mV with the other channels turned off to 4. 2 mV 

with the other four channels operating. The excess noise was primarily due 

to the adjacent channel (channel 22) as the wideband noise in channel 24 was 

3.7 mV with all channels operating with the exception of channel 22. There 

was some indication that the frequency response of a particular -channel can 

be affected by its neighbors. In the above test, the boost on all 5 channels 

was adjusted so the optical frequency response was down 3 dB at 54 kHz with 

all channels operating. After channel 24's neighbors had been turned off, 

not only did its noise go down, but its frequency response went up. Upon 

readjusting its boost for -3 dB at 54 ktiz, the wideband noise was 2. 9 mY. 

This interaction between channels is related to the layout of the FPA. These 

problems can be largely eliminated by incorporating the following guidelines 

in future layouts. 

1) Greater channel-to-channel spacing to obtain better isolation. 

2) Ground plane shields between traces and ground barriers 
between feedback resistors also to help reduce cross-talk. 

3) Reconfigure ground planes around the feedback resistors 
to improve frequency response. 

4) Include ground planes beneath the FETs to aid in removing 
the heat generated by them. It is undesirable to have a 
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chip temperature over about 50 0 C, because leakage current 
increases to the point where it becomes a significant noise 
contributor. 

(To further aid in reducing the chip temperature, reduction of the drain cur

rent ID has been considered. The penalty for doing this is increased en and 

reduced gm The currently used parameters are specified at ID = 3.0 mA on 

the data sheet, which is the current at which test operations have been con

ducted. At 5 volts the voltage between source and drain of the FET, VD S' 

15 mnW per channel are dissipated. Tests show that if ID were cut in half, 

enwould increase by about 15 percent and the device transconductance gm 

would decrease by about 20 percent. Further study is required to determine 

the effect of this variation on the system performance, but it would seem 

from the plot of Figure 3. 6-5, that en could be increased 15 percent without 

serious degradation. 

3.7 SUMMARY 

Because of time limitation research on the contract has been terminated, 

but work should be continued on refining the design of the arrays and assembly 

packaging to correct problems which now have been clearly identified. Such 

continued work is being carried on by Hughes/SBRC. As of this printing, the 

indications are that the probability of resolving the herein reported dis

crepancies with redesigned hardware is close to unity. 
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4. 0 SCAN MIRROR ASSEMBLY
 

4. 1 TASK DESCRIPTION
 

The Scan Mirror Assembly, SMA, breadboard development was 

undertaken to investigate certain critical design parameters that were known 

to significantly affect the overall TM performance. Design goals for these 

parameters we're defined and the main purpose of the subject program was to 

prove how well these individual goals could be met. It is therefore worth

while delineating these specific critical parameters: 

-a 	 Mirror Fabrication. As a baseline for the TM SMA the 
Multispectral Scanner (MSS) was flight proven. However, the 
MSS mirror is significantly smaller. Increasing the size of 
the MSS mirror while utilizing the same fabrication techniques 
was a possible approach. However there was a strong desire 
to minimize spacecraft momentum transfer effects and this 
suggested a mirror of significantly less inertia than could be 
achieved by the MSS approach. A new, lightweight, brazed 
beryllium mirror structure was proposed' based on a 51 cm 
diameter model which had been successfully built and polished. 
As a design goal it was required that the mirror remain flat 
over a Z0°C temperature range and under the dynamics, of opera
tion. A total flatness goal of 0.9 micrometers was set; however 
a meaningful MTF specification was not defined at the start of 
the program. 

a 	 SMA Line Scan Accuracy. At the beginning of the program the 
SMA was defined to operate with the logic and basic mechanics 
of the MSS SMA. As such it would have a quasi-linear scan in 
one direction (forward) and would have a torqued and quite non
linear scan in the reverse direction. The TM system scans in 
both directions for efficiency, so the non-linear rescan would 
be highly undesirable. A low risk (minimal change to MSS) 
design was the basic program philosophy, and a means for 
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torquing during the turnaround had not yet been demonstrated. 
The along scan repeatability of the MSS was adequate, and the 
goal was to demonstrate equal performance in a larger SMA. 
The measured cross-axis motion of the MSS SMA exceeded the 
TM requirement, but significant improvement could be achieved: 
by careful balancing of the mirror on its flexural pivots, by 
individually matching the shear stiffness of the flexural" 
pivots, and by adjusting the bumpers to create equal and 
opposite forces on the mirror. 

Thus the scope of effort originally consisted of developing a new mirror 

technology and of scaling up an MSS-type SMA to demonstrate along scan 

repeatability and cross -axis motion parameters. Two events came to pass 

which indicated that a basic scope change was desirable. The first of these 

was the completion of an IR&D effort which strongly indicated that a torque

while-turn-around design existed which could be adapted to the TM SMA 

without major changes to the new mirror (which by that time had been fabri

cated and was in the process of being polished). The second event was the 

cross-axis measurements taken on the MSS-type SMA utilizing a dummy mir

ror. These measurements showed that the mass of the MSS-type bumpers 

was causing significant cross-axis motion. The torque-while-turn-around 

concept utilized extremely light bumpers. It was thus proposed to include 

the new torque-while-turn-around concept, to re-build the SIMA appropri

ately and to re-test. The expected pay-off was: reduced cross-axis motion, 

reduced vibration, and a nearly linear scan and rescan. 

With NASA consent and approval, direction was received to stop all 

testing of the MSS-type SMA and to fabricate necessary parts, re-assemble 

and test a torque-while-turn-around TM SM.A. The results of this testing 

are the principal content of this report on the SMA. 

4.2 RESULTS SUMMARY 

The test results demonstrate the feasibility of the SMA and light

weight mirror design concept. The original SMA specification (DS 31649-001) 

contemplated a quasi-linear forward scan (=2 percent) followed by a quite 

non-linear reverse scan. This would require a computer to make the two 

functions equal, linear, and of the same scan length. In the final breadboard 
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configuration the goal was to achieve repeatable along scan registration 

without computer corrections. 

Scan Mirror Assembly Results 

Figure 4. Z-1 presents SMA test results in summary form by compar

ing the original goals, the revised goals and what has been demonstrated by 

test 	or analysis. Each parameter in Figure 4.2-1 is briefly discussed 

below. 

* 	 Scan Frequency. The baseline flight design scan frequency has 
changed from 9. 78 to 7. 1 Hz. The tested design can be operated 
easily between 5 and 11 Hz. As the frequency is increased, 
the energy put in during turn-around must increase. All else 
being equal, this requires lengthening of the torque pulse. Ulti
mately this increase would reduce scan efficiency. For this 
reason, most data was taken at 9.2 Hz to show a healthy margin 
over the requirement. Higher efficiency at frequencies in excess 
of 11 Hz would require more voltage to the torquer or a torquer 
with larger torquing coils. 

* 	 Scan Linearity. The linearity was defined originally as the ratio 
of scan velocity at a particular scan angle divided by the average 
scan velocity over the total scan angle. For a truly torque free 
scan the linearity would be 100 percent by definition. For the 
forward scan of MSS or both scans of the TM, the-predominant 
torque is from the flex pivots. For this program it was orig
inally assumed that the reverse scan would contain the energy 
restoring torque pulse. Thus the original design goal for linearity 
was +3.7/-7 percent (measured from 100 percent) during the 
untorqued scan and :120 percent during the rescan. The actual 
linearity of the TM SMA as tested and computed for a vacuum 
environment was +1.3/-2 percent. This was based upon the 
mirror scan natural frequency, the scan angle and the average 
scan rate as measured. However a device has been built and 
tested on IR&D funds which applies a magnetic torque which 
approximately cancels the flex-pivot restoring torque. By mea
suring the net static torque on the mirror as a function of scan 
angle the in-vacuum linearity can be predicted assuming no sig
nificant eddy-current torques exist in the torquer. From this it 
can be shown that the maximum angular deviation from a truly 
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Achieved 

Parameter 
Original Goal 

(DS 3 1649-001) Present Goal By Test on SMA By Other Means 

Scan Frequency 9. 78 *-0.01Hz 7. 1 Hz Any desired frequency 
between 5 and 11. 0 Hz 
Most tests at 9. 2 Hz to 
show margin 

Scan Linearity 3 
7/-7 0% forward New Definition Not applicable but .o..l <10 rmcroradans 

sct) for avgf2o. 21(=Z0% reverse 8 actual = a linear3 microradians to 1. 3. -2.0% Tested upon IR&Ddevice 
scan) (0. 5 IFOV) 

Along Scan 
Repeatability 
(Object Space) 

4 Lrad RMS with 
"rubber banding" and 
knowledge of fwd/rev.

so=scan functions 

4. 2 irad RMS with-
out 'rubber banding 

un~tons. 0 ,r~dwitherror1.0rad with 

-4 1 arad RMS without 
"rubber banding" 

Analys s of test 
setup errors su g -
gests that the real 

may be one 
half the measured 

processing values 

Cross Scan Error 	 2 1 rad RMS (Mirror) = 3.0 prad RMS in 4. 0 prad RMS worst Approx 1. 0 prad 
(Objective Space 2 x 1 73 = 3. 5 prad in object space case in object space RMS achievable 
Non-nested) object space for 600 with optimum piv

- i rror 2. 0 trad RMS nominal 	 ots an. mirror 
mass 

Scan Amplitude 0 2595 rad 	 -0. 27 radian in test 
setup
 

Scan Efficiency >80% No known change 84. 2% at 7. 1 Hz Note Turn around 
time of 11. 6 ms 

79 6% at 9 2 Hz could be shortened 
someWnat 

Phase Stability 	 Locked to clock within s17 tisec 
5 rnsec 

Start-up Time 	 -30 sec SI0 sec 

Mirror Inertia to i0 231 in. lb,, sec 0. 292 in lbf sec- O 230 in. lbf sec
2 

Cause Less than because of retrofit to calculated with flex 
Z. 5 Microradians 	 mirror pivots on CG and 
SC Motion with magnesium torquer
1000 Slug ft 

z SC mounting plates 
and 0 1297 rad 
Mirror Motion 

Power 	 520 watts -7 watts 

Figure 4. 2-1. Results summary for SMA. 

linear scan can be closely matched to constant earth surface 
scanning rate. This variable angular rate cannot be achieved 
with constant angular rate scanners which scan the earth surface 
at a variable, hence nonlinear rate. 

A device which removes flex pivot restoring torque, was not 
incorporated into the breadboard TM SMA for several reasons: 
(1) its operation had already been demonstrated on an IR&D SMA; 
(2) adding the hardware to the already-built, flight-type mirror 
would be cumbersome from a mechanical design point of view and 
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would not be cost-effective from a knowledge-gathering viewpoint; 
(3) quantitative linearity measurements would require total 
redesign of the test equipment. The appropriate place to incor
porate this device is in the Engineering Model phase, since there 
is no question that the desired degree of scan linearity can be 
obtained; feasibility has been well proven. 

Along Scan Repeatability. The original goal specified in the 
Development Specification was that the expected along scan sepa
ration of two IFOV's on adjacent scan lines and whose object 
space scan angle is identical be less than 1/10 of an IFOV (or< 
4. 2 microradians) when processed and printed by the ground sta
tion. The ground station was assumed to know the times of cross
ing a beginning and end fiducial ground angle and to know the times 
of all video data. The assumed processing technique "rubber
banded" all scans between the start and stop fiducial times to a 
constant, processed scan length. And in addition, it was assumed 
that the basic forward and reverse nominal scan functions of 
mirror angle versus time were known and used in the processing. 
With the implementation of torque-while-turn-around, the require
ment goal was changed to 0.1 IFOV unprocessed. This means
 
that the difference in forward and reverse scan pairs should be
 
less than 4.2 microradians. This goal has essentially been met. 
The measured value of the scan-to-rescan standard deviation is 
about 4. 1 microradians. When scan periods are normalized it 
has been shown that measured data taken on the breadboard SMA 
in a helium tent provides along scan repeatability with an expected 
deviation of less than a microradian in object space. 

* 	 Cross-Scan Error. This is the measure of the deviation in the 
along-track direction. It amounts to overlap and underlap in the 
raster format of the picture; the latter represents a loss of 
data that is not recoverable. The original SMA design goal was 
to keep the rms value of cross-scan error under 3.5 micro-radians 
in object space for a sensor system whose nominal incident-to
reflected scan mirror ray is 60 degrees. This corresponds to a 
rms goal of 2.0 microradians for the cross-scan mirror angle 
itself. The design goal has recently been changed (because of 
system error budgeting and a change in IFOV size) to require that 
the object space cross-scan error be less than 3 microradians, 
rms, independent of sensor/SMA geometry. 

Actual measurements taken on the breadboard SMA indicate that 
cross-axis error is caused by the existence of first-mode, rigid
body motion of the mirror bouncing on the flex-pivots (which are 
springs in shear). To a large extent, however, the cross-axis 
vibration so described is correlated from scan to rescan. To the 
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extent that this motion in the scan and rescan traces nest with 
each other, no cross-axis error exists (except for mapping error 
but this error can be made much less than the specification of 
1/2 IFOV). Measurements show that the true non-nested cross
scan error is a function of the exact scan frequency chosen and 
the particular natural frequency of the mirror (in the first-mode 
motion described), which is presently 320 Hz. The rms value of 
the 	resulting cross-scah error (scan-to-rescan) was measured 
for 	slightly differing scan frequency and found to be between about 
1 and 2.8 microradians (mirror coordinates). This suggests that 
in the flight system, where the SMA period is predetermined 
exactly, the natural first mode frequency should be tuned for best 
cross-axis results. In object space the cross-axis error would 
then be 1.4 and 1.8 microradians rms for a-90 degree and 
60 degree mirror respectively. The worst-case cross-axis 
motion measured near a vibrational resonant peak was 4 micro
radians in mirror coordinates. 

* 	 Scan Amplitude. The required scan amplitude is 0.2595. In 
actual practice all tests have been run with a scan amplitude 
greater than this minimum requirement. The scan amolitude 
for test purposes is the active scan angle and must be less than 
the angle between bumper contacts; this has been assured by 
placing the scan measuring split diodes slightly inside of the angle 
defined by the bumper contacts. It should be pointed out that the 
scan angle is adjustable on the breadboard and scan angles larger 
and smaller by a factor of two are quite feasible. 

* 	 Scan Efficiency. Scan efficiency, for a quasi-linear scan mecha
nism, is simply the percent time spent actively scanning. The 
design goal of the development specification was 80 percent mini
mum (the active forward plus active reverse scans, divided by 
the total mirror period). The turn-around time thus determines 
the scan efficiency once the total period is specified. The turn
around time is defined by the bumper spring length and can be 
adjusted. Once adjusted, the turn-around time is largely inde
pendent of scan frequency. The turn-around time includes all of 
the time spent between active scans (a bit larger than the bumper/ 
mirror contact time). On the test unit the scan efficiency was 
79.6 percent at 9.2 Hz where most of the data on jitter and scan 
repeatability were taken. This corresponds to 84.2 percent at 
7.1 Hz. In an optimized design; the bumper spring length can be 
shortened to decrease the turn-around time and further increase 
scan efficiency, perhaps to 90 percent (estimated). 
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* 	 Phase Stability. The requirement that the phase time lead or lag 
between the control clock and the SMA not change by more than 
5 milliseconds in five years can be easily met with the torque
while-turn-around logic of the breadboard SMA. Changes in 
phase measured over several minutes do not exceed three micro
seconds. Assuming major changes in the electronic or mechani
cal parameters (simulated by significantly varying an electronic 
input) result in phase changes of less than 17 microseconds. It 
should be pointed out, however, that the start of scan should not 
be controlled directly by the master clock, but by an SMA output 
(magnetic bumper pick-off or by the baseline Scan Mirror Moni
tor device). 

o 	 Start Up Time. The MSS SMA does not have a special start logic 
and is self starting. The TM SMA breadboard is not self starting. 
No attempt has been made to put a realistic start-up logic on the 
present breadboard. This is because the present breadboard self 
centers the mirror at rest with its uncompensated flex pivots. 

The 	breadboard is easy to start by applying a momentary voltage 
to the magnetic pick-off circuit (but its rest position is always at 
mid-scan). The actual flight mirror, at rest, may assume any 
position. The proper logic for the flight system would apply a 
small voltage to the torquer to place the mirror in contact with 
one particular bumper. This voltage would persist for 3 to 
7 seconds to insure that the mirror is at rest. Then a fixed
length pulse would be applied to drive the mirror away from the 
bumper. During this start-up sequence, the normal logic would 
be inhibited. At the end of the fixed pulse the logic would be 
freed and the mirror would coast into the opposite bumper. This 
logic was built and demonstrated on the IR&D unit (which had flex
pivot torque compensation). The end result is a simple, reliable 
"SMA-On-Off" switch. 

* 	 Mirror Inertia. The present breadboard mirror (including torquer 
components and counter weights) has unnecessary inertia. This is 
because the redesign of the mirror and bumpers for the torque
while-turn-around set-up changed the location of the center of 
gravity with respect to the flex-pivot axis. Additional counter
weight was required to move the c.g. back onto this axis. In a 
proper redesign the flex-pivots would be slightly relocated, there 
would be no MSS-type bumper cups, the torquer magnetic struc
ture would be lightened and the counterweight would be much 
smaller. There is no problem in meeting the desired inertial goal 
of 0. 231 in-lbs-sec2 with a 600 mirror. 

* 	 Power. The design goal of less than 20 watts drive power was 
based upon what might be achieved with MSS-type logic. In early 
tests of the TM SMA with MSS-type logic about 40 watts were 
required. The torque-while-turn-around concept brings about a 
sharp reduction in power consumption. In recent tests of the SMA 
about 7 watts is used by the drive electronics at 9.2 Hz scan 
frequency. At other operating frequencies the power required is 
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approximately proportional to the square of the operating 

frequency.
 

Scan Mirror Flatness Measurements 

The original specification for mirror quality was in terms of flatness 

over the operating environment. The defined operating environment consists 

of the operating dynamic loads and the temperature range: 20 : 100C. Flat

ness is 	 the largest spacing obtained between a flat plate placed in contact 

with the mirror and the mirror itself. A design goal of 0.9 micrometers, 

maximum, was set. 

A proper criteria for the mirror surface should be based upon an 

assessment of the scan mirror contribution to image blur. The SMA, scan 

line corrector, and optics all contribute to the image blur, and the detector 

geometry and following electronic filters also affect system MTF. Origi

nally a lack of system definition dictated that the above simple flatness cri
teria be used based upon what was thought to be reasonably attainable. In 

addition a requirement was placed upon the polishing vendor that the mirror 

be polished flat to within 1/4 wavelength (X = 0. 6328 micrometers) at the 

polishing temperature of 200C over the clear aperture of the mirror. 

Because of a series of problems that occurred during the fabrication of the 

mirror blank, it proved difficult to obtain this desired flatness. In addition, 

these problems delayed the program to the point where it became necessary 

to accept the mirror in order to complete other tests. The mirror was flat 

to 1/2 wavelength at that point. Subsequent thermal testing showed that over 

±+-20 OF temperature range the peak static flatness error measured was 

0. 	 158 micrometers. This is well within the specified goal. 

The smallest change in flatness that can be discerned by the dynamic 

flatness test is 0. 2 micrometers. Dynamic flatness testing was done at a 

conservatively high scan rate (10 Hz) and no motion was detected. Thus the 

basic requirements, as specified, were met with margin. 

The thermal tests showed a print-through of the mirror blank core 

pattern which appeared as the temperature was raised or lowered from 200C 
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(the polishing temperature). Although the perturbations of the core print 

through are small and within the flatness requirement, the spatial frequency 

is high (3/4 inch core). The slopes could be significant and degrade system 

MTF. The planned test procedure could not handle this case. 

Through analysis the effect of the print through on MTF was bounded, 

but only loosely. Tighter bounding was achieved by a special test procedure. 

This involved a line spread measurement of the sample mirror which showed 

that only a 6 percent degradation will occur at ±100 C from the polishing tem

perature. Experience has now shown that in future manufacture, far less 

aluminum braze alloy need be used and hence less print through will result 

on subsequent mirrors. But even this tested case shows performance that 

exceeds the TM system requirement. There is, therefore, no question 

regarding the ability to achieve sufficient surface quality over the specified 

Z0 ±10oC temperature range. 

4.3 BASELINE SMA DESCRIPTION 

This section describes the logic, mechanics and electronics of the 

breadboard TM SMA. It is largely a functional description of this newly 

developed SMA. 

The original program plan called for building an SMA which adopted 

the logic, electronics, and bumper design of the MSS SMA. Initial develop

mental test on this unit, using a dummy mirror, showed that the cross axis 

error could not be reduced to within the design goal. As discussed in sec

tion 4. 1 the program was redirected towards producing and testing a torque

while-turn-around SMA. It therefore seems inappropriate to describe the 

operation and hardware of the abandoned MSS-type approach. The remainder 

of this section is devoted to a description of the present baseline. 

4.3. 	1 Logic 

A scan mirror assembly requires that periodic torques be applied 

to maintain speed. Bang-bang SMA's can produce very linear and repeat

able bidirectional scanning if, and only if, the torque can be applied 
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during the unused portions of the scans, i.e., the turn-around periods. In 

order to minimize the power requirement, spring "bumpers" are utilized 

to store the mirror's kinetic energy during turn-around. This significantly 

reduces thetorquer's requirementto provide energy. A problem inherent 

with a torque-while-turn-around system is torquer inefficiency. In the 

first place, torque power transferred to the mirror is the product of torque 

and mr'ror speed as indicated in Figure 4.3-1. 

To achieve maximum scan efficiency the turn-around period should 

be as short as possible. But all electromagnetic torquers possess some 

time constant. Thus the steady state torque for a given applied voltage can

not be achieved throughout the torque pulse (as it essentially can when torque 

is applied during an active scan). The requirement that torque be terminated 

prior to the end of turn-around (so as not to offset the active scan) limits 

the duration of the torque pulse further. The power transferred to the mir

ror is degraded by the fact that the mirror speed is far from constant during 

turn-around. Thus for a given size magnetic torquer, the turn-around tor

quer is hampered by time constants and.slow mirror speed. 

To enable a torque-while-turn-around system to work the coefficient 

of restitution of the bumper must be maximized, i.e., the less energy lost 

during turn-around, the less energy must be replaced. In an MSS-type bumper 

the two major causes of energy loss are the mass of the bumpers and the 

larger dampers. Bumper mass subtracts energy in the following manner: 

Initial Mirror Energy prior to Impact - 2 

Since energy is conserved (without dampers) 
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Figure 4. 3-1. Typical torque functions during turn-around. 
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2 ) Im + mr e 2 . 2

2 - 2 

where m and r are the mass and distance from the pivot axis of the bumper 

moving mass. eout is the speed the mirror would leave with if no torque 

pulse were added. Thus the energy lost to the bumper mass is 

++mr 2 

mr out Im )n 

By minimizing the bumper mass, this energy loss is minimized. In 

addition, if no dampers are used which damp the motion of the mirror, 

then no damping loss will occur. In practice the new bumpers provide no 

mirror damping and have such small mass that the energy loss is predomi

nately due to contact friction. This subject is discussed further in the 

mechanics section (Section 4. 3. 2) however for the purpose of explaining 

the logic it is sufficient to state that the coefficient of restitution as a func

tion of e is known and is approximately constant. The mechanical energy 

lost at each bumper contact (turn around) is thus approximately a function 

of the square of the scan rate, 0: 

Im (o1nE) 2 

= 2E lost mechanically 

where e is the coefficient of restitution with no torque input (E= out/6in 

untorqued). Consider now the manner of adding energy to the mirror. 

Figure 4. 3-2 shows the motion as a function of time and in a phase plane. 

The basic stability requirement is that, given a perturbation from stable 

operation, perturbations decay with time. 
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Figure 4. 3-2. SMA motion versus time, and in-phase plane. 

In the general case one needs consider only a single operating cycle. 

Assume that Figure 4. 3-2 shows a steady state operating condition. Then 

if there is a perturbation in 6 (say in the reverse scan), for stable 

operation, the magnitude of this perturbation must be reduced after two 

bumper contacts, i. e. , during the next reverse scan. There is no basic 

stability requirement that 6 forward equal 6 reverse. Since energy is 

lost mechanically at each turn around, energy must be added during at 

least one turn around. If the coefficient of restitution is strictly defined 

as, 

6 out 

bin 

as a corollary to theindependent of whether eniergy is added or not then 

basic stability requirement, 

T B = 1 

where the subscripts denote the top and bottom bumper. This equation 

indicates that the two coefficients need not be equal and, in fact, it is 
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perfectly possible to drive the system on only one turn around while taking 

a passive loss on the other. However since it is desirable to have equal 

scan speeds in each direction, and since it is undesirable to allow a pertur

bation in velocity to propagate for a longer time than necessary, it is best 

that controlled energy be added during both turn arounds. 

in proceeding with the development of the logic, for simplicity, it is 

first assumed that both bumpers act identically, that is ET = EB = 1, 

nominally. Stability can now be viewed on a plot of energy as a function of 

operating speed as shown in Figure 4. 3-3. Using this figure as a guide 

it is instructive to look at the mirror energy taken out by the bumper. It 
is the quadratic function previously discussed, AElost= Imi-n)/2. 

&E TAKEN OUT 

BY THE BUMPER 

Ai
 

A SOME POSSIBLE
AE CHOICE FOR -ATORQUER 

1IF P°R  AE TORQUERI UPPER STABILITY BOUNDARY 

/\ 

/ LOWER STABILITY BOUNDARY 
/ FOR +AE TORQUER

/
 
/
 

SIN 

Figure 4. 3-3. Choosing a stable torquing function. 

If some proper function of in is chosen, as shown in the figure, 

which puts energy in, then the SMAA will operate at the intersection of 

these two functions. Still assuming that these functions are identical for 

top and bottom bumperK, the identical intersection will thus provide 
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6in = 6out = 6forward = 6reverse Now the question of how to choose the 
best input function will be addressed. 

There are two absolute stability boundaries. The lower stability 

boundaryis the tangent to the AE lost curve. This boundary describes a situa

tion in which not enough energy is supplied to keep the SAI- running. The 

upper boundaryis defined such that a A6in (displacement from the nominal 

operating point) causes a net AE so great that 16out - inIin For this 

case a small error would grow without bounds. With a simple speed control 

every input function between these two bounds is stable. The stability 

bounds become closer together only when we consider the noise response 

and the effect of control loops with inherent lags. From a simplistic 

standpoint an upper bound might be that value such that AE net is sufficient 

to reduce the input error (Akin) to zero in one turn around. The problem 

with this is that a control system cannot differentiate between noise and 

error. To reduce noise throughput, the gain should be lowered from this 

simplistic case. Note that the initial upper stability boundary is, by defini

tion, the point of no damping; the case where an error is removed in one 

turn-around corresponds to critical damping; and what is being suggested 

to minimize noise is a slightly over damped case. Before further synthe

sizing a proper energy input function it is necessary to postulate how the 

operating point (crossover of input and loss functions) is established. 

There are two requirements: one is to maintain a constant scan 

rate and the other is to synchronize the total scan cycle to a reference 

clock. Both of these requirements can be done with a phase-lock loop. 

From Figure 4. 3-3 it can be seen that if nothing changed with age, i. e. 

if the input and output functions stayed where they were initially set, a 

constant energy input function could be defined and adjusted to a desired and 

unchanging scan rate, 0d' Figure 4.3-4 describes how a clock can be used
 

to correct for changes that can occur in the input and output functions. 
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Figure 4.3-4. Phase control added to a constant input. 

If the duration of the torque pulse were the control function, a constant value 

of this torque pulse length will produce an input energy function which is 

approximately proportional to scan rate, ein From Figure 4.3-1 this can 

be derived. The power transferred to the mirror is the product of torque 

and mirror speed. Thus for a constant length torque pulse 

AEadded = T6 dt 

where T is the constant torque pulse duration and r starts after a fixed time 

delay following the instant of bumper impact. To a first approximation the 

torque function does not significantly change 8 during the turnaround (E with 

no torque pulse is about 0.975). But 6 = 6in cos wt from Figure 4.3-1. 

Therefore AEadded is proportional to E9n. 
Figure 4.3-4 shows how the phase between the SMA and a reference 

clock can be measured and used to shift the E added function as a function 

of a lead or lag phase error. The logic of the TM SMA is based upon the 

fact that an electromagnetic pick off responds to each instance wherein 
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the mirror makes first contact with the bumper. Thus the time of a fixed 

angle (actually two angles) is measured. This time, or any time corres

ponding to a fixed angle, provides a measure of a series of SMA cycles. 

By comparing this series of events with a reference clock it is easy to 

derive an analog measure of the phase between the clock and the SMA. 

The phase voltage looks like: 

VO TS 

-PHASE 
VOLTS 

SI 	 I I I 

1800 LAG 900 LAG 0 900 LEAD 1800 LEAD 

Notice that a linear phase voltage is developed over a =00 range of 

phase shift between the clock and the SMA. Using this voltage the dura

tion of the torque pulse can be controlled. With reference to 

Figure 4. 3-1 we can write: 

= To +T¢ 

which states that the torque pulse is of constant duration, T0 , if no phase 

error exists, and grows with a gain, , as a linear function of the phase 

error. The net effect of this logic, in Figure 4. 3-4, is to raise the 

level of the input energy function as a quasi-linear function of SMA lag. 

The shape of the input energy function remains unchanged, i. e. , the slope 

with respect to S is unaffected. In closed loop operation, the steady 

state behavior is as follows: 

1. 	 Assume T 0 is picked such that the operating frequency exactly 
matches the clock. Then after start up, the SMA will lock 
to the clock with exactly no phase error. The desired operat
ing or cross-over point, 6 d' is now established. 
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2. 	 Now assume that T,T 6 or the energy lost function drifts to 
slightly different values. The net result is that the energy input 
function will raise or lower to establish exactly the same previous 
value of 6d. The SMA is still locked to the clock but now a 
constant phase error will exist. 

The phase lock loop thus raises and lowers the energy input function by a 

fixed amount to establish a balanced phase error which maintains 6d and also 

maintains the operating frequency of the SMA identical to the clock. The next 

consideration is how to set the limits on the gain T#. 

Since the loop has usable phase limits of ±90' the gain must be large 

enough to produce changes in T which can move the input energy function far 

enough up or down to cover all drifts that can occur in To, T-r , or the energy 

loss function. In practice a term, capture range, can be defined. This is 

the range over which the drive clock can be changed without exceeding a 

±900 phase shift. This range is a direct function of T4. For the operating 

breadboard TM SIMA this range is slightly more than ±I/2 Hz. Thus the 

lower limit on phase gain is that value required to liit long term phase 

shift to less than 900. The upper limit on phase gain is more complicated. 

The phase angle is measured on a stable basis at each instant of 

bumper impact. Phase errors then require a controlled value of T to be 

applied. But on any one measurement there exists noise. In order to pre

cisely lock the SMA frequency without responding to noise, the phase signal 

is filtered in the following manner 

I A Ae -bnb= 
n=l 

n = 1, 2, .. ; 1 is the last impact, 2 is the previous impact, etc. 
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Thus the phase locked loop is less responsive to noise at the expense of 
being slow. However, since no sudden changes in the electronic or 

mechanical parameters are expected to occur, this should present no 

penalty. Unfortunately the lag in the phase loop tends to cause oscillatory 

behavior of 6. 

From Figure 4.3-4 it can be seen that the 6 behavior is related to 

the angle between the input energy and energy lost in the neighborhood of 

the cross-over point, 6 as in the following sketch. 

U GAIN IS THE TANGENT 
OF THIS ANGLE OR 

2 NETGAIN =A 
-A 

A EADDED e 

The operating 6 gain for T = T + Tt4 is rather low since the two energy 

functions do not cross each other at a very steep angle. One is a quadratic 

and the other a positive linear function. In order to see the relationship 
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between 8 gain and phase gain, r6 , a simple frequency domain system is 

shown below. 

K1 ISO GAIN 

K 2 IS PHASE GAIN 

The transfer function is CS/(S 2 + CKIS + CK 2 ) and the denominator is the 

full quadratic of a simple harmonic oscillator. If K 2 is too large with respect 

to K then the transfer function is oscillatory and could be unstable. If K is 

zero (no phase lock) the system is always exponential and is always stable. 

For the case of the TM SMA the value of the 8 gain with a constant -r 

input and no phase control is sufficient to cause stable "open loop" operation. 

However, with the phase control adjusted to provide ±1/2 Hz capture range, 

the system is underdamped and the speed continues to hunt with-rather large 

fluctuations. Thus it can be seen that the upper limit of the phase gain depends 

upon the slope of the input energy function or 8 gain. Thus far the input 

energy function has been described only for the case where -- is independent 

of 6. 
The mirror speed cannot be accurately measured at the instant of 

bumper impact. Yet to use 8 in the control loop requires that it be measured 

with very little error since errors would propagate. Therefore, what is 

implemented is a nearly equivalent measure of time. Figure 4.3-5 shows 

how a ttme is obtained which is strongly related to 6. If tA could be easily 

measured, then 8 at the time of interest, tn, could be closely approximated 

by 8scan/(tn - tA). This would be a rather noise free measurement of 8(tn). 

However, the TM SMA measures only the times of bumper impact, tn, tn-i, 

tn-2 ... etc. The approximation used is 
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Figure 4.3-5. Developing a Variable 6 Gain. 

- t(t 

where 
t is a constant approximation of tbump' 

For small variations in the neighborhood of the operating point it can be shown 

that this is an exact approximation, given that C can be arbitrarily chosen. 

This approximation is, however, sensitive to fluctuations in the turn around 

time which are independent of 6. 0 information is used to rotate the input 

energy function, as shown in Figure 4.3-4, in a clockwise manner about the 

intersection point. A summary of the logic is shown in Figure 4.3-6. A 

pair of electromagnetic pickoffs utilizes the velocity of the leaf spring bumpers 

to measure the instant of mirror/bumper impact. Because of subsequent 

ringing, these pickoffs are followed by a device which measures a threshold 

crossing and then self inhibits for a duration sufficient to insure that ringing 

will not yield further threshold crossings. The two resulting signals are 

combined to form a pulse train of bumper Lmpacts. The state of the pulse 

train determines which of the bumpers was last hit. The pulse train is com

pared with a reference clock for phase and the result filtered. This signal, 
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Fgure 4.3-6. Simplfied logc block dagram. 

prdchetrur uainwhen rmultiplied by a preset butT variable gain, becomes the phase control 

signal. The SMA pulse train is also used to obtain the velocity Control signal 

G6(tn - t._I - tl) 

where 

t I is a constant and equal to the nominal value of tn. - t n_ ! . 

The phase and velocity control bignals are added to a constant (level) to 

produce the torquer duration, T. 
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T= K + G6 (tn - tn_1 - tl) + G (phase error) 

Note T has the value K when the gains and levels are adjusted such that the 

SMA is running at its nominal speed with no 6 or phase error. Should a 

perturbation in speed occur after the bumper impact at tn- the gain, G6, 

will decrease the next pulse length, T, if the speed is high and the converse. 

In concept, the phase control will do very little unless the constant, and preset 

level changes; in which case the phase loop will compensate the level change 

by accepting a balancing phase error. 

The above logic has been described assuming both bumper pairs are 

mechanically and electrically identical, It is also important to show what 

happens when the bumpers are not equal. Consider first unequal coefficients 

of restitution. Then, as discussed previously. 

EAB =-1 

However, GA need not equal eB' although it is an objective in the design 

to make these coefficients mechanically equal. If EA and GB are not equal 

the scan rates will not be equal. 

The second parameter of the turn around is its duration. From 

Figure 4.3-1 it can be seen that each turn around time is primarily a func

tion of the leaf spring constant in torsion about the flex-pivot axis. The 

spring constant of each bumper can be adjusted by adjusting the length of 

the leaf in cantilever and equal turn-arounds are closely approximated. For 

the purposes of the remainder of the logic discussion it will be assumed that 

the sum of the two turn-around times is constant. 

Considering unequal bumper characteristics, Figure 4.3-7 helps to 

explain the system behavior. For stable operation the period, TV must 

nominally be a constant. In addition, it is assumed that TA + TB, the sum 

of the two turn around times, is a constant. Thus, if we define 6B, A as the 

nominal average scan rate going from bumper A to B, and 6A, B conversely, 

we have 
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a constant which states that the total period is constant. From tbis equation 

and the relationship, EB = QA,B/eB, A' one may conclude 

6B,A = (1 + EB)A6 

E B (Tp - TA - TB) 

6A,B = EB eB, A
 

which is to state that if the coefficients are not equal, the scanning rates are 

also unequal and uniquely determined by the coefficients of restitution. Fig

ure 4.3-8 shows such stable operation for the general case wherein the energy 

loss curves for each bumper are different and the constant levels (K) are 

different for each bumper. Two operating speeds result, neither of which is 

at a crossover point. 

From this discussion a number of conclusions can be drawn regard

ing the operation of the basic logic as implemented and tested on this program. 

a 	 Suitable gains, 0G and G6, can be found which when combined with 
a suitable level K wLIll produce a torque while-turn-around time, 
T, which will produce stable operation. 
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AT "B" '-- ETA E (SUBTRACTED AT "A") 

6E ENERGY ADDED BY 
TORQUE PULSE "A" 

Figure 4. 3-8. Stable operation with EB # EAt 

* 	 Stable operation will consist of two speeds (a forward and reverse 
scan speed) which remain fixed if the turn around times remain 
fixed and if the coefficients of restitution remain fixed. 

* 	 If, in addition, the coefficients of restitution are equal, then 
the scan speeds will be identical. 

These conclusions have been born out in all tests performed on this program. 

Before concluding this section it is worthwhile to describe how the logic might 

be improved. Specifically, it would simplify the groundprocessing if both 

scan speeds were forced to be identical and equal to a constant. 

Since the turn around time will vary predominantly with changing 

spring constant and since this is a function of temperature, a constant turn 

around time may be difficult to maintain to the desired level of precision 

passively. If the TM temperature remains within the narrow bounds which 

MSS has experienced, there should be no problem. 

If the two active scan periods are controlled to be equal (but not 

necessarily constant) then ground readout can be at an equal and constant 

rate, forward and reverse, without systematic image blur. If, in addition, 

the scan periods can be held to a constant, then constant readout rate will 
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produce no mapping error. As explained in Section 4. 4. 2, the test 

equipment was not capable of determining if long term drifts exist in the 

turn-around time. They most likely do not, but if they do, then it is pos

sible that the sum of the two active scan periods might drift by as much as 

5 microseconds over a few hours. It will thus be possible to make the indi

vidual scans, forward and reverse, equal to a constant within 5 mcrosec

onds and mapping errors of less than 1/2 IFOV over a frame can be assured. 

This is because the IFOV dwell time will be approximately 10 sec in the 

flight system. 

Nevertheless it is a rather simple matter to make the two scan speeds 

absolutely equal. From Figure 4.3-8 it can be seen that if the two energy 

input functions are moved in level alone in such a way as to cause the cross

over points to occur at identLcal values of 8, EA nll equal EB and 8A, B Will 

equal 6 B, A- Since an active measure of the scan times in both directions is 

possible using the planned scan angle monitor, logic to produce equal scan 

rates is easy to implement. Figure 4.3-9 suggests the implementation 

- - - - - - - - - -BUMPER "A' 

END OF ACTIVE 
SCAN AS MEASUREDBY SCAN ANGLE 

MONITOR-_ ---- BUMPER 

pf - P- FORWARD AND REVERSE ACTIVE

Ht~fH HtSCAN PERIODS 

PHASE SIGNAL 

REF VELOCITY SIGNALPUS 
CLOCKEN
CLOCKz CONSTANT LEVEL TIME=10 MHz 

tp
 

tftrGSCAN SAMPLE& 1+T 1 S0 

MONITOR HOLD 
SWITCH 

ANGLE COUNTER 

CLOSED
 
DURING 
BUMP "B" 

Figure 4.3-9. Suggested logic to provide equal forward and 

reverse scan periods.
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Two counters would measure the active scan period in both directions for each 

cycle. The difference, accurate to about 0.2 microseconds, would be filtered 

with a low pass time constant on the order of 10-50 seconds. This signal 

would then be used on one of the two torque pulses. Since expected system 
drifts are very slow, the long time constant is compatible with the system and 

assures that there is minimal crosstalk between this loop and the phase 

control. 

A "hands-on" equivalent to this control has been accomplished by 
watching two active scan period counters and adjusting one of the two driver 

power supply voltages. This adjustment causes the level of one input energy 

function to raise and lower with respect to the other input. In practice it is 

easy to "hand-control" the two scans such that they are equal to within a 

microsecond.
 

4.3.2 Mechanics of the SMA 

This section describes the SMA mechanical design including: the mirror 
* design and structural analysis; the torquer design; the flex pivots and their 

impact upon performance; the flex pivot compensator and measurements of 

linear scans; the bumper design and analysis of cross-axis motion effects; and 

mechanical measurements which are required for system analysis. 

SMA Mechanical Overview 

Figure 4.3-10 is a sketch of the breadboard SMA indicating the major 

subassemblies. The mirror is mounted to the housing on two flex Divots. 

The housing is anchored to a magnesium fixture. On the housing are two 

bumper holders each of which holds one bumper assembly comprised of two 
bumper springs. The housing also holds the coil subassembly of the torquer. 

The magnet subassembly of the torquer is mounted to the back of the mirror. 

The magnesium fixture is mounted to a granite slab under a set of extender 

blocks. A photograph of the SMA is shown in Figure 4.3- 11. 
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Figure 4.3-10. Sketch of breadboard TM SMA showing 
major subassemblies and supports. 

J0 

Figure 4.3-11. Breadboard SMA.S 
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This breadboard SMA has evolved from the original TM SMA which 
was designed with MSS-type bumpers. In order to minimize the net force on 
the mirror, it was decided to use "end-type" bumper assemblies. This is a 
concept that has been proven to be most ideal and has been selected for the 
flight model. The bumper holders are cantilever fixtures (on the bread

board only) designed to adapt the housing to the bumper assemblies. The 

magnesium fixture was also originally designed to hold the MSS-type SMA. 
Once the end-type bumpers were installed the magnesium fixture required 
additional granite slab clearance, hence the extender blocks. 

In operation the mirror rotates on the flex pivots in a sinusoidal 
fashion with a natural frequency of about 1. 9 Hz. This sinusoidal motion is 
stopped each time a bumper is hit as shown in Figure 4.3-12. The turn 

around motion is the result of the mirror contacting the leaf springs of two 

bumper assemblies, one at each end of the mirror. The turn-around motion 
is also sinusoidal with a duration equal to the half period of a sinusoid whose 
frequency, approximately 60 Hz, is that determined by the mirror inertia 

and effective bumper spring constant. 

NATURAL
 
AMPLITUDE 

/\
8 / ACTUAL
 

l SMA MOTION 

/ 

ACTIVE /
SCAN ANGLE / 

TURN-AROUNDS 


NATURAL MOTION 
OF MIRROR ON 
FLEX PIVOTS
 

Figure 4. 3-12. Scan motion. 
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The linearity of the scan angular velocity is determined by the portion 

of the natural sinusoid that is used for the active scan angle. The center of 

the natural sinusoid is adjusted to be essentially the center of the active scan 

angle. The flight model will also employ a magnetic device which will further 

linearize the scan. This device was developed and proven on an IR&D project. 

The following brief review of the design requirements introduces the 

more detailed description of the SIVIA assemblies. 

The mirror should be of minimal inertia to minimize the purturbations 

to the scanner optics and the spacecraft. Minimum inertia also minimizes 

the electrical drive power since drive power is directly proportional to mir

ror in ertia. The mirror inertia is proportional to the third power of the 

mirror major axis dimension which, in turn, is related to the nominal reflec

tion angle which the mirror provides between nadir and the telescope axis. 

MIRROR 

LOCAL HORIZONTAL 

TO 
EARTH 
NADIR 

The breadboard mirror is 19 inches long corresponding to a 60-degree angle. 

If the telescope axis were horizontal as in MSS, a 90-degree mirror would be 

required which would be 25 inches long.- This would increase the mirror 

inertia by about 130 percent. 

The mirror pivot design should provide a repeatable and nearly linear 

scan. The use of flex-pivots as opposed to bearings does provide truly 

repeatable torques during active scans. 

The mirror should have minimal bending motion as a free body, i.e. , 

it should act as a perfectly rigid body. This can best be achieved by mini

mizing the forces acting on the mirror and by maximizing its stiffness-to

weight ratio. 
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The mirror should have minimum cross-scan (or cross-axis) motion. 

This can be accomplished by minimizing the applied forces which cause cross

axis motion and by providing maximum shear stiffness in the pivot mounts. 

Flex-pivots are inherently flexible in shear as well as in torsion. 

X'-- CROSS 

AXISa 
MOTION 

AXIS OF ROTATION 

> 
e 

' SPRING CONSTANT OF 
- THE PIVOT IN SHEAR 

This in turn requires careful selection of flex pivot design to maximize shear 

stiffness. Since the original breadboard SMA design did not include any fea

ture for balancing out flex pivot torsional force on the mirror, the pivots 

were selected so as to minimize the mirror's natural frequency (-1. 9 Hz) 
in order to maximize scan velocity linearity. The ratio of shear/flexural 

stiffness on Bendix pivots is at least a factor of 3 higher than that achievable 

with designs optimized for minimizing cross-axis mirror motion, but these 

were selected because of proven reliability (lifetime). 
At a given scan frequency and active scan period the product of turn

around-time and torque is a constant and establishes scan efficiency. The 

fraction of total period spent in turn-around determines scan efficiency. The 

breadboard SMA has an adjustable turn-around time. Throughout the program 

effort was made to use no more than 20 percent of the total cycle in turn

around (80 percent minimum scan efficiency). The two forces used to pro

duce turn-around torque should be equal and opposite and the torque profile 

should be as smooth as possible. The smoothest theoretical turn-around 

force would be achieved by a massless bumper spring which would absorb 

zero mirror momentum while reversing the mirror motion. 

The bumper springs should be at rest upon initial impact. This is a 

requirement for along-scan motion repeatability. This requirement states 
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that the springs used for turn-around should be damped in some manner. In 

addition the rest position of the springs should be fixed in space. This 

requires a relatively rigid housing and mounting fixture. 

The torquer should not disturb the motion of the mirror during either 

forward or reverse active scans. Thus the torque energy must be supplied 

durin4 turn-around and the mirror should be mechanically and magnetically 

free of the torquer during active scan. This requires that the corquer sys

tem have as short a time constant as possible (air core coils are therefore 

preferable to iron core coils). 

A method must be provided for sensing the time of bumper impact. 

This is done in the bumper assembly via electromagnetic coils. 

With this overview of the basic SMA mechanical design requirements 

as an introduction, the remainder of this section is devoted to a description 

of the mechanical hardware components. 

Mirror Design and Structural Analysis 

Prior to starting the mirror design, it was determined that there 

were three possible contenders for the mirror substrate configuration; all 

were based upon the use of beryllium since it is a material of high stiffness/ 

weight ratio. These contenders were: the MSS-type design utilizing machined 

solid block; a machined eggcrate with a brazed back face; and a brazed egg

crate assembly design. 

Figure 4.3-13 lists some preliminary estimates for the inertia of the 

bare mirror (without inserts, counterweights, or torquer components 

attached) as a function of design parameters. Three mirror widths were 

used: 16, 15.5 and 15 inches. Where brazed joints were involved, the mass 

of aluminum alloy in 0. 05 inch fillets was included. The construction of 

brazed eggcrate designs starts with individual webbs which are slotted to form 

an eggcrate web assembly. This assembly is brazed between front and back 

sheets to form the final mirror blank. The construction of the machined 
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CONSTRUCTION OF ALL EGGCRATE DESIGNS 

1.5 INCH 
FACE
 
SHEET
 

U VBACK SHEET
0 080" THICK EXCEPT 

7 4 AS NOTED 

CELL SPACING 

WALL CELL FACE SHEET 1160 115.5 1IS0 
CASE MIRROR DESIGN THICKNESS SPACING THICKNESS (IN-LB-SEC 2 ) 

I BRAZED EGGCRATE 0016 075 0100 .180 158 .139 

2 BRAZED EGGCRATE 0016 075 0 075- 158 139 122 

3 BRAZED EGGCRATE 0016 1.00 0.133 228 200 176 

4 BRAZED EGGCRATE 0016 1 00 0100 190 167 146 

5 BRAZED EGGCRATE 0020 075 0 100 0 186 .164 143 

6 BRAZED EGGCRATE 0020 075 0.075" 0.163 .143 .125 

7 BRAZED EGGCRATE 0020 1 00 0.133 0.235 207 .181 

8 BRAZED EGGCRATE 0020 1 00 0 t00 0 196 172 151 

9 MACHINED EGGCRATE 0020 0.75 0100 0190 167 146 

To MACHINED EGGCRATE 0020 075 0 075* 0160 146 128 

11 MACHINED EGGCRATE 0020 100 0133 0.240 .211 .185 

12 MACHINED EGGCRATE 0020 1.00 0100 0200 .176 .154 

13 MSS TYPE 0040 1.50 0150 0245 216 189 

14 MSS TYPE 0040 1 50 0200 0298 262 229 

'BACK SHEET THICKNESS 075 

Fignre 4.3-13. Preliminary mirror inertia estimates. 
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eggcrate starts with a solid blank of approximately the final thickness. The 

eggcrate "holes" are machined out by electro-discharge machining (EDM) 

leaving a face sheet and web structure. The back sheet is then brazed on 

to create a rigid blank. The minimum allowable web width was thought to 

be about 0. 020 inches as limited by this machining technique. EDIVI appeared 

to be the only allowable machining method that would not produce residual 

stresses. The MSS-type design is a simple scale-up of the MSS mirror 

wherein a solid blank is EDM'd from the blank edge, radially inward. 

The two types of eggcrate constructions would each allow a mirror 

of less inertia than could be achieved by the MASS EDM technique. The natu

ral symmetry of the brazed eggcrate strongly influenced its choice because 

of thermal considerations. The chosen design incorporates a 3/4 inch egg

crate pattern with a nominal 0.080 inch front face sheet and a 0.068 inch back 

sheet. 

The brazing alloy used is aluminum-silicon. Due to expected thermal
 

stresses between brazing alloy and the beryllium core material, it was 

decided to limit the brazing alloy to the region of the front and rear sheets 

to minimize possible show- through of the aluminum posts which would 

otherwise connect between front and back optical surfaces. At temperatures 

above or below the polishing temperature the factor of a higher thermal 

expansion of aluminum compared to beryllium was the effect which was to be 

avoided. To facilitate this, "stop flow" holes were put in the core strips 

so that aluminum brazing material would not flow across from front to back 

along the webb nodes. A reduced copy of the mirror blank drawing 

(3439382)is shown in Figure 4.3-14 (sheet 1, 2 and 3). 

The design Lnertia and weight of the bare mirror were estimated 
a 

to be 0.Z17 in-lb-sec and 3.7 pounds. The two inserts on the 16 inch axis 

are for the 3/4 inch diameter flex pivots. The fore-aft location of the flex

pivots was based upon the added weight of an SlSS-type torquer. When fabri

cation started, no definitive weight estimates existed for the new torquer hard

ware which would permit torquing during turnaround. The central insert is 
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Figure 4.3-14. Mirror blank drawing. (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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for the counter weight that is used to achieve final balance. The two inserts 

outboard of center along the major axis serve two purposes: the inboard holes 

accept the magnet assembly of the torquer and the outboard holes were 

designed to accept the bumper cups for the MSS-type bumpers. 

In the next phase of development a slight mirror redesign would elimi

nate the two bumper cup holes and bumper inserts would be added at the ends 

of the major axis. In addition, the flex pivot inserts would be redesigned to 

nominally place the center of gravity on the scan axis. When the new parts 

were added to the original breadboard for testing with the torque-while-turn

around leaf spring bumpers the total weight of the assembly mirror was 

increased to about 7.5 pounds to maintain balance, thus a 3 pound reduction 

would occur with the flight model. 

Prior to PDR a dynamic structural analysis of the mirror was per

formed to check two criteria: stresses must be sufficiently low that fatigue 

and permanent mirror surface quality degradation will not occur; and dynamic 

deformations must be small enough as to not degrade MTF. Preliminary 

stiffness/ineitia calculations showed that the mirror should bend less than 

the MSS mirror and dynamic flatness measurements of the MISS mirror showed 

no deleterious bending. Thus there was significant reason for optimism. 

In an a priori analysis, two areas of uncertainty exist: the exact 

nature of the turn-around forces and the validity of the structural model. In 

the preliminary analysis mentioned above, the turn-around forces were 

assumed to be half-sinusoids. This approximation is exact only for massless 

spring bumpers. The model approximation used was a simple beam. Forces 

were based upon the location of MSS-type bumpers at an operating frequency 

of 9.78 Hz, and an 8 m. s. turn-around time was assumed. 

Results of the analysis indicated that dynamic flatness should be well 

within optical requirements. The analysis recognized that the dynamic deflec

tion of any particular point on the mirror surface woud be defined by the 

equation 

6 A sin wit 
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with A, representing some dynamic factor, A I representing some static 
factor, and w the natural frequency of a particular mode, i, of motion. 

The dynamic factor for half-sine acceleration inputs is a function of the ratio 

ofthe half-sine exciting frequency, we to the natural frequency of the system, 

W' , specifically which has been plotted in Figure 4.3-15. 

We Wn 
- cos 7--

A Z n e.A=Z 

We2 

n 

The following modes of deflection were identified and studied: 

"S1 = Torsion of the mirror about the flex pivot 

82 = First mode bending of mirror due to bumper loads 

63 = First rAode bending of mirror due to a 5 percent imbalance 
in the bumper loads 

64 = Deformation due to torquer (MASS type) and counterweight inertias 

65 = Deformation due to flex pivot shear vibration. 

The total maximum deflection during scan was computed to be 0.7 micro

inches occurring at the mirror end points and resulting in a peak slope 

error of 0. 11 microradian. The simplified model used for the calculations 

was such that the predicted mirror response would be somewhat in error, but 

the magnitudes were so small compared to the allowable dynamic deforma

tions (iZ microinches) that further analysis did not seem warranted at that 

time. 

'There will be no significant deflection in this mode in the flight 
design because the flexpivot torque will be countered by the flex 
pivot compensator (see discussion on page 4-54). 
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Figure 4.3-15. Dynamic amplitude. 
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After assembly, the -mirrorwas tested by optical techniques for 

dynamic flatness (see Section 4. 5) and no deflection within the resolving capa

bility of the instrumentation (8 microinches) was noted. After final testing 

of the SMA, accelerometers were placed on the mirror, running at 10 Hz, 

and two distinct modes of motion were measured. A 330 Hz mode, associated 

with deformation due to vibration of the mirror in shear on the flex pivots, 

was measured with a peak amplitude of 2. 0 microinches compared with a 

0.7 microinch calculated. A 2350 Hz mode, associated with 6 , 63 and 6, 

was measured at 3.5 microinches. This high frequency mode quickly damps 

out during scan while the 330 Hz mode does not. These measured results 

are of significance since they include the important effects of the non

sinusoidal components of the turn-around forces. The effect of bumper mass 

is to create high frequency slapping which, in turn, causes significant 

response (at Z700 Hz for example) that would not be seen in the early struc

tural analysis. Of all of the techniques used to determine dynamic deforma

tion, this last one, based upon accelerometer measurements is the most 

definitive. Thus it can be concluded that the real deformations are signifi

cantly less than 12 microinches which would be required to cause a noticable 

degradation in system MTF. 

The question of peak stresses, however, can be determined by purely 

analytic techniques. Shear stresses were calculated according to beam 
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theory; that is, it was assumed that the mirror was a beam with bumper 

forces acting as shear loads as follows: 

BUMPER FORINERTIA 
FORCES 

V = SHEAR FORCE 

Inertia forces account for the slopes in the shear diagram. Beam equations 

for flexural shear stress were then used to calculate stress for each of two 

extreme conditions. The first condition was based upon the conservative 

assumption that all shear was carried only by the four center core strips. 

Under that assumption, the maximum shear stress would be 300 psi. The 

other (lower) extreme condition was based upon the assumption that all panels 

carried shear equally. Shear stress under that condition would be 55 psi. 

The core strips contain 0. 5 in diameter holes around which higher 

stresses might be expected. Those holes, however, were not present in 

the vicinity of the bumper cups; consequently, 300 psi remained an upper 

limit on shear stress. 

The shear buckling stress for a simply supported plate without holes 

would be 145, 000 psi without correction for plasticity. That value exceeded 

even the 70, 000 psi tensile stress for beryllium, suggesting that core panels 

were probably not susceptible to buckling. 

It should be noted that the actual failure stress would have been 

affected by the presence of holes and by the fact that 45 percent of the lengths 
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of the strips near the mirror edges were actually free rather than simply 
supported as assumed. It was not only dificult but impossible to calculate 
failure strength accurately, but conservative judgement placed that value 
somewhere above 10, 000 psi based upon the above calculation. Consequently, 
even with the beam approximations used in calculating stresses, the margin 

of safety was large enough to inspire a large degree of confidence in the 

design. 

A stress concentration of approximately 600 psi exists in the core 
panels near the counterweight. This is not in an optically critical area on 
the face sheet and also would not pose any problem in fatigue. The magnet 

assembly induces no shear and only small tensile and compressive stresses 
in the core panels thus producing maximum face sheet stresses of about 

20 psi. 

The modification to the stress estimate caused by the new end
mounted bumpers and lower operating frequency will be to reduce all stresses 
somewhat. In the final design an insert will be provided at each end of the 
mirror to pick up the turn-aroond force and distribute them optimally into 
the mirror. 

Torquer Design 

The torquer used on the original breadboard SMA was designed to 
operate with MSS-type logic and bumpers. It had been used earlier on an 
IR&D prototype SMA to aid in the development of new control logic. Fig
ure 4.3-16 is a photograph of the IR&D SMA. The mirror-mounted torquer 
components consist of a mounting plate holding eleven magnet plates. Each 

plate holds two magnets and the end plates contain an iron flux path. The 
support housing-mounted components consist of a mounting plate and ten 

epoxy encapsulated coils. The coils contain no iron and thus permit a short 
time constant for torque buildup. This feature made it possible to retain 
this torquer for use in the later torque-while-turnaround redesign. It has, in 

fact, performed very well in this short torque pulse mode, however, a 
lighter design will be used to further increase stiffness on the next model. 
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Figure 4.3-16. Torquer components shown on 
early IR&D SMA hardware. 

This new design would utilize the same added inertia to the mirror but would 

rearrange the magnetic structure to achieve higher flux density and thus 

higher torque per -watt with a lower time constant. This new design is shown 

in Figure 4.3-17. 

The existing prototype coils and the suggested coils are of identical 

size and construction. However a change in the wire size (holding the total 

wire weight constant) could be utilized to adjust the impedance to the driver. 

At present this impedance has been adjusted by selecting a particular series

paralleled combination of wiring the ten coils. Both designs are capable of 

applying torque in either direction and at all scan angles. Thus these torquers 
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Figure 4.3-17. Suggested redesign of torquer. 

can be used to start the SMA. A comparison between the parameters of the 

existing torquer and the torquer shown in Figure 4.3-17 is as follows: 
Breadboard IRede sign 

Torquer Calculated 

Inch-pounds per Vw 2.54 3.15
 

Flux density in gaps, kilogauss 3. 2 4.8 

Time constant, milliseconds 3. 1 2.4 

Inertia added to mirror, lb-in z 10.4 10.4 

Mass unbalance, lb-in 2.9 2.9 

The effect of the force imbalance created by the torque pulse is negligible.
 

The decreased time constant and increased torque for the same power input
 

would probably reduce the total drive power by at least 30 percent. 

Other torquer designs have been investigated with the goal of reducing 

mirror inertia and torquer time constant. As yet no better design has been 

found. 

Flex Pivot Choice and its Effect Upon Performance 

Because of the along-scan repeatability requirement, no random
 

torque can be allowed during the active scan. This precludes any form of
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bearing except the flex pivot. A flex pivot, however, has two disagreeable 

characteristics: it torques the mirror proportional to angular deflection 

and it is not infinitely rigid in shear. During this program all flex-pivots 

used on the SMA were obtained from the Bendix Corporation. The fatigue 

life of these units has been proven and they were used on the MSS. The 

Bendix design is unique in that they are cylindrical in form factor and tend 

to rotate at an imaginary plane through the center: 

ROTATING HALF 

r--STATIONARY HALF 

They are thus easy to mount in a variety of applications. The disadvantage 

of the design is that supports for the flexure are cantilevered from the 

mounting surface resulting in a loss in shear stiffness. 

Pivots were selected from the following chart abstracted from the 

Bendix catalog: 

Load 

N'ormnal 
Dma Cat. No. 

Wt 
(Oz.) 

Capacity
Pounds 

Vc Vt 

Torsional 
Constant 

Lb-In-Rad - I 
Dia 
(In) 

Length 
(In) 

Mounting
Length 

(In) 

5012-400 0.1312 225 0 225.0 22.0 
3/81 5012-600 0 1216 80.0 113.0 2.75 0.3750 0.600 0 285 

5012-800 0 1136 9 9 31 5 0.331 

5016-400 0 3152 400.0 400.0 52.0 
1/2" 5016-600 0.2928 141.0 200.0 6 50 0 5000 0 800 0.380 

5016-800 0.2704 17.7 56 3 0.813 

5/8" 
5020-400 
5020-600 

0.6144 
0.5696 

625.0 
221 0 

625 0 
312.0 

106.0 
13 3 0.6250 1.000 0.475 

5020-800 0.5280 27.6 87.8 1 69 
5024-400 1.0880 900.0 900 0 182 0 

3/4" 5024-600 1.0080 318.0 450.0 22.8 0.7500 1 200 0.570 

5024-800 0.9344 38 9 127 0 2.85 

5028-400 1.7280 1220.0 1220 0 289.0 
7/8" 5028-600 1.6 431.0 610.0 36.1 0.8750 1.400 0 670 

5028-800 1 485 53.0 172.0 4.44 

5032-400 2.584 1600.0 1600.0 431 0 
1" 5032-600 2.397 566.0 800.0 53.8 1 0000 1.600 0.770 

5032-800 2.221 70 7 225.0 6.73 
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The shear load capacity is measured in two orthogonal directions: Vc puts 

both flexures in compression while Vt puts one flexure in tension and one in 

comp re s sion. 

The first basis of selection was to pick a pivot which would see no 

greater launch stress than the MSS pivot. It was assumed that the MSS and 

TM launch environments would be identical. Therefore it was required that 

V TM Pivot c Mass TM Mirror 
V ASS Pivot- Mass MASS Mirror c 

The second basis of selection was to require that the torsional constant be 

such that the SMA natural frequency would be about Z Hz or less. Pivot num

ber 5024-600 met both requirements. The torsional stiffness results in a 

natural frequency of 1. 88 Hz with the mirror assembly, as built and the shear 

load requirement was met. The shear stiffness of this pivot, as mounted, is 

33, 000 lbs/in for each pivot. 

It is important to consider the effect of the shear constant on cross

axis motion. If we consider the scan mirror to be much stiffer than the 

flex pivot on which it is mounted, the following is a model of the SMA in a 

two dimensional, cross-axis sense: 

M, I 

The two springs of stiffness kI, and k are the flex pivots in shear, and 

lengths 2, and 12 determine the location of the c. g. of the mirror whose mass 

is M and whose inertia is I. The motion of the mirror for this two dimension 

model is a translation, x and a rotation e . The equation of motion in matrix 

form is 
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[[_Jl 21+11jJ kz1	 0 

as a 	force free body (after leaving bumpers). The solution of this equation 

yields two modes of motion. In the first mode both springs compress and 

expand in phase. The natural frequency of this mode is 330 Hz for the SMA 

as built. In this mode the center of gravity tends to move up and down and 

the mirror rotates to the extent that 21k1 does not equal 2k In the second 

mode the compression and expansion of the two springs are out-of-phase 

and 	the mirror tends to move up and down very little but rotates about the 

c. g. The natural frequency of the TM SMA second mode is 1200 Hz. The 

first mode is excited by net forces on the mirror through the c. g. The 

second mode is excited by net torques on the mirror. In a dynamic sense, 

applicable to the SMA, the power spectrum of the forces and torques applied 

determine the magnitude of motion of each mode. However with the real 

SMA the situation is not two dimensional and each pivot contains two dimen

sions of shear. What can be concluded, however, regarding the minimiza

tion of cross-axis motion is the following: 

* 	 For the second mode. Minimize cross-axis torque applied by 
the bumpers. Minimize all forces or torques occurring at high 
frequencies (near the mode natural frequency). Maximize flex 
pivot shear stiffness since, for agiven energy put into the mirror 
in the second mode, the angular deflection is proportional to 
k- 1 / 2 . 

* 	 For the first mode. Balance the mirror and select equal pivots 
to make k1I 1 - k 2 2 = 0. This will tend to straighten the mode 
shape and minimize 0 for a given x (only 0 causes cross-axis 
motion). Minimize the net forces on the mirror, especially at 
mode frequency. Maximize the flex pivot shear stiffness. 

The 	general subject of minimizing cross-axis motion will be discussed further 

in other sections, however with respect to selecting flex pivots it is clear 

that an attempt at matching should be done and it was. A test fixture was 

built that allowed matching the pivots in shear to one percent. However, in 

SMA tests it was found that no significant change in first mode cross-axis 

motion could be achieved by this selection process. The reason is only 
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partially undeL stood but a few facts are clear. In three dimensions the 

shear stiffness at each mirror/housing interface is two dimensional and 

dependent upon the stiffness of the mounting as well as that of the pivot. The 

pivots were matched in one dimension. Selection of pivots on the basis of 

two dimensional shear stiffness is possible (given enough pivots) but probably 

not useful, since a major portion of the loss of stiffness is clearly in the 

mounting technique. 

The other clear fact regarding the relationship of the pivots to cross

axis motion is the desire for increased stiffness. Unfortunately, the ratio 

of shear stiffness to torsional stiffness is fixed for a particular design. Thus 

for Bendix pivots the only way to increase shear stiffness would be to accept 

a higher mirror natural frequency which would degrade the scan linearity. 

(With the new flex pivot compensator, discussed in the next section, it is 

possible to accept a higher torsional stiffness, and thus this is a legitimate 

design parameter.) The Bendix design does possess a poor shear/torsional 

stiffness ratio and this fact was intensely studied. 

A project was undertaken to analyze and test a flex pivot design that 

will have greater shear stiffness than the Bendix pivot with equal torsional 

stiffness and fatigue life. Initial calculations indicated that the cantilevered 

supports of the Bendix flex pivots contribute about half of the loss in stiff

ness. The proposed design was a classical flex pivot where the flexure 

supports are directly mounted (bolted) to the mirror and housing rather than 

clamped as with the Bendix pivots. 

A set of pivots was built with flexures of exactly the same dimension 

as those used by Bendix. Figure 4. 3-18 shows the design drawing. Analysis 

of the "ideal" shear stiffness indicated 490, 000 lbs/in. "Ideal" refers to the 

flexures alone. It was not expected that "ideal"T stiffness could be obtained, 

however, some improvement over the 33, 000 lb/in achieved by the Bendix 

design was expected. 
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Figure 4.3-18. Classical flex pivot built and tested. 

The test set-up consisted of a pair of pivots mounted to a base and 

connected by a rigid bar. A similar set-up was built to test Bendix pivots. 

It was realized that the mounting stiffness of these test set-ups probably 

exceeded that of the TM SMA. The test fixtures were mounted on an Instron 

test machine and force-deflection data taken. The pivots were rotated such 

that both axes (V and V t) could be tested. The test results, shown in 

Figure 4.3-19, indicate that the classical design is at least 2.6 times as 
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BENDIX CLASSICAL 

COMPRESSION~ 
LOADING 

86,000 LetIN 223,000 LB/IN 
EACH PIVOT EACH PIVOT 

BENDIX CLASSICAL 

TENSION 

LOADING 

73.000 LS/IN 200,000 LB/IN 

Figure 4.3-19. Comparable shear stiffness test results. 

stiff as the Bendix design. The difference between the shear stiffness of the 

Bendix pivot, as tested above (73, 000 lb/in) and as mounted in the TM SMrrA 

(33, 000 lb/in) is in the rigidity of the mounting. The equivalent stiffness of 

the present design can be conservatively estimated by assuming that the stiff

ness of the test set-up was infinite. From the sketch 

K1 K2 

TM BENDIX 
MOUNTING PIVOT 
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the mounting stiffness may be calculated 

1 1 1 1 l1 1 

k I k - k t 33,000 k 1 73,000 

to be k I = 60,300 lbs/ln. Now even if no increase could be achieved in the 

stiffness of the mounting then a simple replacement of the classical pivot 

for the Bendix type would yield (with k 3 = 200,000) 

k~k 

k = k3 1 = 46, 000 lbs/in 

or a 40 percent increase in effective shear stiffness. By a reasonable design 

effort directed at increasing the mounting stiffness, it is expected that the 

classical pivot will yield a net increase of 100 percent. This would increase 

the natural frequency of both cross-axis modes and decrease the cross-axis 

angular amplitude for a given energy level by the square root of the stiffness 

increase. However, since most energy inputs tend to decrease with higher 

frequency it is reasonable to expect that this substitution could reduce by 

about a factor of two, the presently measured cross-axis motion. 

Such a substitution could not be made without proof of fatigue life, 

however, it is strongly recommended that such steps be taken prior to final

ization of the flight design. 

A final problem with Bendix flex pivots is the fact that the axis of 

rotation shifts with deflection. This is true for both the Bendix pivot and the 

classical pivot as tested. This shift is shown in Figure 4. 3-20. If two pivots 

behaved identically then no cross-axis motion would result. Unfortunately, 

no two pivots are exactly identical and this causes a repeatable cross-axis 

motion as a function of scan angle. Since it is repeatable no scan-to-scan 

cross-scan error results and forward and reverse scans nest perfectly. How

ever, a mapping error does result. By carefully selecting pivots and by 

rotating the pivots relative to each other in their mounts, this nested cross

axis motion can be minimized. The test log book shows that for one mounting 
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Figure 4. 3- 20. Center shift of common flex pivots. 

arrangement the nested motion was less than 4 microradians. Generally, 

about 20 rnicroradians of the nested motion result from flex pivot center 

shifts. 

Figure 4. 3-21 shows a design for a flex pivot of the classical type 

which will have a imnirnal center shift. It consists of two classical flexure 

pairs mounted such that their center shifts are complementary. 
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Figure 4.3-21. Minimal center shift classical flex pivot. 

However, since the natural center shift is restrained, the compression in 

each flexure is increased (by about 20 percent for the scan angles as large 

as ±50 of mirror motion). Should it prove desirable to reduce built-in 

mapping errors in the cross scan direction, pivots of this type should be 

built and tested. 

The Flex Pivot Compensator 

Scan linearity is defined as the nominal or average scan rate at a 

specific scan angle referenced, in percent, to the average scan rate over 

the entire active scan (half scan only). Thus the linearity of a constant 

speed scan would be 100 percent at all points along the scan angle. Referring 

to Figure 4.3-12 it can be seen that the flex pivot causes a sinusoidal scan

ning motion. At the start of the subject contract a design goal was set to 
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control the linearity to stay between 93.0 and 103.7 percent during the 

forward scan (where no torque occurred). 

As part of the formal measurement program linearity is measured 

with the SMA running in air. These measurements are subject to inaccura

cies of air drag and the uncertainty in placements of position measuring 

diodes (see Test Procedure). 

A more accurate measure of linearity, for pure flex pivot effects 

can be obtained by measuring the mirror natural frequency, w, the total 

object space active scan, es, and the time required to scan, tp, the total 

angle. Assuming that the rest position of the mirror is equidistant between 

start and end of active scan and equidistant between turn-arounds and 

assuming no air drag nor significant residual torquer effects, the following 

sketch can be used to develop an exact measure of linearity: 

NATURAL PERIODIC LOCUS 

ACTUAL SMA 
LOCUSX 

Define: 8= A sn wt where t 0 at crossing 

Then 
TVASAcos Et 
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and we can calculate 	the average scan rate over the active scan angle, 

1 t / 

Aw cos wt dt 
7 f0 A sin (wt /2) 

p/Z= tp/2 = 

But 8 also equals 	 Is/tp, both of which are known. Thus we can solve for 

A. 	 Then the maximum scan speed is 

emax 6 (t = 0) = A w 

and 	the minimum scan speed is 

emin = e (t = tp/2) = Awcos (wtp/2) 

for the TM SMA with end bumpers and running in helium, the following were 

measured: 

t = 0. 043 sec 
p
 

0s = 0. 273 rad (in object space)
 

o = 11.8 rad/sec 

therefore: 

es 0.273 - . rad/sec NOTE: Gs is the object 4 
t 0.043 '" space angle and not

( the mirror angle 

- A sin (ot p/2) 8 (t /2) 
6.35 (0. 0215)

tp/2 	 sin (wo tp/2) sin (11.8 x 0.0215 rad) 

A = 6.35 (0. 0215) _ 6.35 (0. 0215) = 0.544 rad 
sin (0. 254 rad = 14. 5 U) 0.Z5 
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max = A = 0.544 (11.8) = 6.43 rad/sec 

e = Auw coso(wt /2) = 6.43 cos (J1z.5 0 ) = 6.43 (0.968)= 6.22 rad/sec
 
min p
 

Expressed in percent: 

6 = 6.35 rad/sec ± 100% 

max = 6.43 rad/sec = 101.3% 

= 6. 22 rad/sec = 98%
ml 

102 

101 

[ 100 

-1 

99 

98 

0 1/4 1/2 3/4 

ACTIVE SCAN ANGLE 

About the time that the torque-while-turnaround feature was added 

to the breadboard it became apparent that a new goal for scan linearity should 

be established to eliminate the need for ground processing correction to linear

ize the scan. This may require that the actual nominal scan angle should not 

deviate repeatably from a linear scan by more than 21.3 micro radians at any 

along scan location. This is a restriction for the existing flex pivots. The 
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difference between the actual scan angle and the linear scan angle is given 

by 

a e = A sin wt - 6 t 

where 

t is the linear scan angle 

A = 0.54387 rad/sec 

e = 6.3488 rad/sec 

plotting the difference, Ae , against the linear angle 6 t gives the curve 

shown in Figure 4. 3-22, and it can be seen that the departure of 560 micro

radians far exceeds the goal of 21.3 microradians or less. 

As part of an IR&D project a spring compensator was built and tested. 

This device consists of two " ' magnet and armature bars on either end 

of the pivot axis of the mirror as indicated in the following sketch 

ONE SET ON THIS SIDE ALSO 

ARMATURE
 

~~~AAM TU RE PERMENANT MAGN T/~ 

MMAGNET 'E' CORE SOFT IRONI 

The torque produced by the set-up is 

QA
 

a )2
(P 

where A is the motion of the armature over one pole divided by the nominal 

air gap when the armature is centered. P is a dimensionless ratio of air gap 
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BREADBOARD-SMA 
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Figure 4.3-22. Departure of scan from linear. 

length end areas (- 4). Q is dependent upon the strength of the magnet. 

The torque curve is zero at zero deflection and increases with increasing 

deflection in a slightly greater than linear manner. For the test set-up 

(which dhd not have exactly the same characteristics as the breadboard TM 

SMA) the torque curves are shown in Figure 4.3-23. Both the flex pivot 

torque and the Z magnet torque were individually measured. The E magnet 

was adjusted to produce a net torque cross over at the center of scan (a 

natural phenomenon if centering is exact) and at two points near the end of 

scan. The concept is to reduce the net torque at all scan angles and to make 

the average torque as a function of scan angle (measured from the center to 
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Figure 4. 3-23. Torque curve for IR&D magnetic 
compensator set-up. 

one extreme) zero. Since the E magnet torque is non-linear this can only 

be done approximately. It is important to note, however, that as curve 

A of Figure 4. 3-23 increases (increased pivot torsional constant), curve B 

can be increased equally by supplying greater magnetic strength. The per

cent difference in curves A and B will remain constant and thus curve C, 
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the resultant, as directly dependent upon the strength of the flex pivot. There 

is thus a trade-off between linearity and flexural stiffness. 

The conversion from torque-position data to time-rate or time

position as somewhat complex. We start without knowledge of initial mirror 

rate and only know the total angle and total scan time. By numerically or 

graphically integrating the torque-position curve increments of energy are 

obtained. These increments are then divided by half the mirror inertia, 

and the square of an assumed initial rate is added. Then the square root 

of the sums gives a set of rates as function of position. By dividing equal 

increments of angle by these rates unequal increments of time are obtained. 

'When these At's are added up the exact time of the scan is not obtained so 

a new initial rate is chosen and the process as repeated. 

Expressed in algebraic terms, 

w as f(8) 2 + _fT de 

A8At = -

One iteration using an assumed initial rate of 3.333 rad/sec was 

accomplished and the rates tabulated. 

By taking running totals of these At's, and listing beside them the 

running totals of a set of equal Atls which add up to the same half-scan time, 

the difference between these columns wall be the time by which the mirror 

arrives late or early at each value of scan angle. These lead or lag times 

can be multiplied by the appropariate rates to get angular departures from 

linearity. These departures are shown in Figure 4, 3-24. It can'be seen 

that the largest corrected departure is about 23 microradians. A greater 

departure for the same set-up applied to the TM should be expected because 

the natural frequency of the TM mirror is higher. As seen from Fig

ure 4.3-24 the uncompensated object space departure is 230 x 2 = 460 macro

radians compared to 560 microradians for the TM mirror shown in 
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Figure 4. 3-ZZ. However, since building and testing the compensator, a much 

more linear E magnet arrangement has been found. There is a possible 

improvement by about a factor of three in linearity: 

MAGNET 

IT WAS BUILT LIKE THIS AND SHOULD HAVE BEEN LIKE THIS 

The reason for the change is the A in the demoninator of torque equation: 

T = 2 
(P -A ) 

The ceramic magnet material used has a permeability almost equal to air, 

thus an inch of magnetic material is equivalent to an inch air gap. As pre

sently configured, the nominal air gap is 0. 25 inches and the corrective 

motion is ± 0. 187 inches. As a function of scan, A goes from -0.75 to 

+0. 75. The magnet is 0. 5 inches long. With the magnets on the ends of the 

E, A would range between ± 0. 25. In addition, the value of P decreases 

slightly so the maximum torque output is about constant. But the change in 

(P - A ) is much less. The resultant peak net torque can be reduced to 

4/13 of its preset value and thus no problem in meeting the desired 

21.3 microradian maximum perturbation from linearity is foreseen. This 

technique also offers a control of sufficient precision to shape the angular 

scan velocity profile to be nonlinear in a prescribed way so as to result in 

a linear scan rate over the curved earth surface. A perfectly constant 

angular scan rate produces scene displacements in the image of approxi

mately 500 microradians according to a profile which is quite similar to that 

produced by the flex pivots and shown in Figure 4. 3-22, but of opposite 

polarity. 
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Thus far we have assumed that residual torquer forces can still the 

neglected. Such forces will be quite small and will be a linear function of 

scan speed. Therefore if any non-constant scan rate is seen it could easily 

be exactly removed by applying a very small constant current to the torquer 

during active scan. This brings up the more basic problem of quantitative 

knowledge regarding linearity. 

For the breadboard SMA the analytic determination of linearity shown 

in Figure 4.3-ZZ is correct to within a few percent, since flex-pivot torques 

predominate overwhelmingly. But when the flex-pivot forces are essentially 

cancelled by the E magnet, angular linearity based on integration of statically 

measured torques (as in Figure 4.3-24) will no longer be a reliable estimate. 

The present test set, which was deemed adequate to measure the linearity 

requirements initially specified, cannot accurately measure the uprated linear

ity requirements. The test set accuracy is deficient in two ways: neither 

air nor helium sufficiently approximate the zero density of space; the five

diode placement technique does not yield sufficient information and the infor

mation it does yield is in error because of the uncertainty in diode location. 

What will be required is a vacuum chamber test with a laser inter

ferometer and/or a diode placement technique which is insensitive to the 

knowledge of diode separation. One such set-up consists of placing a moving 

pair of split diodes in the path of a reflected laser beam as shown in 

Figure 4.3-25. 

ROTATING ARM 

MIRROR 
SCAN AXIS 

Figure 4. 3-25. Suggested high accuracy 
linearity test set. 
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The set-up consists of an arm which can be rotated about the scan axis and 

fixed at any approximate angle. A laser beam is located such that its 

reflected ray describes a cone about the scan axis. Two diodes on the mov

able arm intercept the reflected conical ray path in a perfect circle. The 

conical scan angle between the two diodes is exactly equal to a specific 

change in scan angle for all positions of the arm. (Actually this is true only 

if the arm length doesn't change and if the mirror surface passes through 

the scan axis., These two anomalies can be corrected by simple mathemati

cal ad3ustment and measurement of the temperature of the arm.) The angle 

between diodes is set approximately equal to 1/20 of the total scan. With the 

SIMA running the arm is approximately positioned at 20 equal scan incre

ments along the total scan and the time of diode pair traversal of the beam 

measured. Not shown in the figure are diodes near the top and bottom of the 

scan used to measure the total scan angle. These diodes need not be accu

rately located, their purpose being to correct for any change in the nominal 

scan rate. The inaccuracy of measuring the time between traversal of two 

diodes has previously been shown to have a standard deviation of less than 

1 microsecond. The procedure for measuring linearity is as follows. 

Define linearity, 

L(O) - (e) 

where 6(e) is the nominal value of e for a scan whose average scan 
rate over the full scan is 8. 

Define T(6)as the average value of the time of traversal of the total 
scan (out board diodes) during the measurement of AT(6) which is 
the average time of traversal of the diode pair on the arm set at a 
particular 8. 

Then even with slow drifts or fluctuations in the scan period 

6 0 T T(8)L(O) = 
- AT(e) T 
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where AT is the average value of AT(O) over the twenty angular 
samples and T is the average value of T(6) over the twenty samples. 

Now plot L(e) against e and piecewise integrate to produce the angu
lar deviation in the nominal scan from a perfectly linear scan. 

Ae(e) = (L(e) - 1) de 

Note that an error in the estimate of AO, the departure from 
linearity can only come from an error in L(e). By definition the 
average value of L(e) is unity so no constant error can exist. 
The most difficult error to detect would be a slope error in L(e). 
If it is required that the maximum allowable error in the know
ledge of L(e) is that which could cause A8(8) to be less than 
2 microradians anywhere (this is sufficiently small compared to 
the desired linearity goal where A8(e) is to be less than 21.3 micro
radians) than from the sketch 

E 1. ( 6 S C A N) ZE R O E R R O R 

IN ESTIMATE OF L (W)
EL (0) 

ZERO ERROR IN 
2 p ESTIMATE OF A8(9) 

= c =FULL SCAN 

we have
 

max EAG(8) = EL(o) .Oscan =>L(e)<4 x 10 x 106 = 0.15 x 10 -3 

2 2 .26 

which states that the maximum allowable error in measuring linearity, 
L(G), should be less than 0.15 x 10-3. The total scan time is about 
44 x 10- 3 seconds, so AT will be about 2 x 10- 3 seconds. AT(6) 
will be measured with fifty consecutive readings, each of which has 
an expected error of less than 0. 1 x 10-6 seconds. Thus the 
expected error in AT(8) will be 0. 1 x io-6/T5-0 or 0. 014 x 10-6 sec
onds. The expected error in L(O) will thus be 
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- 3
sL(6) = 0.014 x 10-6/2 x 10 = 0.007 x 10- 3 

which is a factor of twenty better than the requirement. 

The point of presenting all of this under the subject of flex pivot compensator 
is to show why inclusion of the compensator on the TM breadboard SMA dur

ing this contract would not yield useful data. The test equipment available 

under this contract simply could not measure the improvement. It makes 

more sense to include the compensator after other parameters, such as the 

flex pivot torsional stiffness, are finalized and under a situation where 

vacuum chamber testing can be justified. 

The Bumper Design 

Once it became clear that the MSS-type logic and bumpers would 

be abandoned, the design and location of the new leaf spring bumpers began. 

Test data from the IR&D SMA was used to develop and reduce to practice 

the new logic. The principal constraint was that the mirror had been fabri

cated to the old design. 

Two basic principles were adhered to in the conceptual design of 
'he new bumpers: (1) the bumpers were to have minimum moving mass; 

and (Z) the bumpers would be damped between impacts but no damping would 

be applied to the mirror. The position of the bumpers must be predictably 

fixed during each impact so as to produce accurate impact timing pulses for 

mirror control. 

These two principles guarantee that a minimal amount of mechanical 

energy is removed from the mirror during turn-around and thus ease the 

problem of restoring the lost energy with a short torque pulse. 

An important effect of the first principle is the reduction of high fre

quency forces upon the mirror which cause cross-axis motion. Figure 4.3-26 

presents an analysis of turn-around forces for the TM SMA with MSS type 

bumpers. The ideal case of a massless turn-around spring would produce 

a smooth sinusoidal turn-around force on the mirror whose frequency is a 
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Figure 4.3-26. Turn-around dynamics with MSS-type bumpers. 

function only of the mirror inertia and spring constant of the turn-around 

spring. However, for the case of the MSS-type bumpers, the bumper mass 

is so large that much higher frequency force components exist. The first 

mode natural frequency of the mirror on the flex pivots is about 320 to 330 Hz 

and the second mode is about 1000 to 1200 Hz. It is therefore extremely 

important to reduce all high frequency components of turn-around forces. 

The chosen concept used to achieve the desired goals was a 

single tapered leaf spring backed by a rubber bumper. The tapered leaf 

spring has the property that bending moment at any station along the axis of 

4F 
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the spring is proportional to the distance from the impact force, but the 

spring cross sectional area is also proportional to the same distance. 

Therefore the peak compressive and' tensile stress is. constant at all stations 

(approximately)., Since one of the objectives of the spring design is to mini

mize moving mass and since the energy that the spring must absorb and 

return during turn-around is fixed, this objective is achieved by making the 

peak stress constant throughout the length of the spring. 

The spring need deflect in only one direction during turn-around if 

separate springs are used for each turn-around. This allows placement of 

a damper on one side of the spring which will stop the spring after turn

around but will not damp the motion of the mirror. 

Upon abandoning the MSS-bumper concept, the TM SMA was equipped 

with a dummy mirror which could be quickly fitted with leaf spring bumpers 

to try out the torque-while-turn-around logic on the TM SMA. A sketch 

of this quick adaptation is shown in Figute 4.3-27. This bumper assembly 
FORCE ON MIRROR IS PERPENDICULAR 

TO LINE DRAWN THROUGH FLEX PIVOT 

NYLON BUMPER 

D 
 LEAF SPRING 

SENSOR COIL 

BUMPER MOUNTED 
IN EXISTING 

C UPS 

MIRROR- ! IHOUSING 
DUMMY //NEW HARDWARE 

Figure 4. 3- Z7. Quick adaptation of leaf spring concept 
to the TM SMA with the dummy mirror. 
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(one on each end of the mirror) employs a cylindrical nylon bumper 

mounted on the back of the mirror utilizing the existing cups in the mirror 

which previously contained the mirror mounted, MSS-type bumper parts. 

The leaf springs are arranged in such a manner that relative motion between 

the nylon bumper and the steel spring is minimized during spring deflection 

with the objective of minimizing friction and wear. The placement of the 

bumpers is such that a pair of springs makes contact upon each turn-around. 

This allows a period of almost a full cycle for the rubber dampers to bring 

the spring to rest prior to the next impact. Also shown on the sketch is an 

electromagnetic device whose output closely approximates the velocity of the 

tip of the spring. This device can be used by the logic to measure the time 

of bumper impact. The output of the sensor coil is shown in the sketch 

below: 

~PEFEct SENSOR cOIL 

TURN 

AROUND
 

TIME 

At the start of turn-around the spring velocity quickly approaches 

that of the mirror. There is then a low magnitude extremely high frequency 

(about 45 KHz) ringing of the spring which is quickly damped out by the nylon 

bumper. The motion of the spring is then essentially quiet until the mirror 

leaves the spring. At this point it rings with its natural cantilever fre

quency. Were it not for the existence of the damper, the spring would ring 
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throughout the scan period. However, as seen in the sketch, the motion of 

the spring is reduced to zero in a period about equal to the turn-around time, 

leaving plenty of margin prior to the next impact. It should be pointed out 

that the sketch Indicates that the spring nominal motion is not a perfect 

sinusoid. This is simply because the "gain' of the magnetic assembly is 

low at the start and end of the turn-around, and high in the middle, because 

the leaf-sprlng/coil gap closes with increased deflection. 

Initial data taken on the TM SMA with the dummy mirror and "rear

mounted" bumpers was quite encouraging. Along-scan repeatability appeared 

acceptable, but more important, no second mode motion of the mirror on its 

flex pivots was measurable. Thus a major breakthrough in the reduction of 

cross axis motion had been achieved. However there were several known 

deficiencies in this quick adaptation. As shown in the following sketch the 

net nominal force on the mirror was not zero: 

FLEX PIVOT 

7 MIRROR 

FNET 

To minimize friction, the spring face must be a projection of a line through 

the flex pivot (for this design), thus the two turn-around forces are equal but 

not opposite and a net force on the mirror results. A second deficiency 

in the design is the inability to precisely control the position of the contact 

force in the direction defined by the scan axis: A flat spring contacting a 

cylindrical surface provides an indeterminant point of contact. Lastly, the 

design did not provide for easy adjustment of several parameters. The 
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parameters that might be adjusted (if for no other reason than to 

parametrically understand their effect upon cross-axis motion) are: 

1. Spring constant (spring length) 
2. Simultaneity of contact of a spring pair 
3. Position of the damper to vary the damping time 
4. Position of contact along the scan axis 

Several bumper arrangements were considered for the final breadboard 

configurations with the goal of improving the above known deficiencies. As 

a starting point the choice of simple leaf springs was questioned. The 

motion of the point of contact on the mirror is a large arc about the pivot 

axis. For simple tapered leaf springs, the motion of the point of contact 

is approximately on a circle of radius equal to half the leaf spring length as 

demonstrated in Figure 4. 3-28. Thus the point of contact on the mirror 

moves in a large arc while the point of contact on the spring moves in a 

small arc. These two points cannot be made to traverse the same 

locus. 

Two alternative spring choices are shown in Figure 4.3-29. The 

first of these i-s a Iwishbone"t consisting of two leaf springs. The traversal 

of the point of contact is much more linear for this device but the moving 

mass is greater than for the simple tapered leaf spring. The second approach 

places a coil in a slightly preloaded condition against two cups. This device 

produces a linear travel but again, is relatively massive. In addition, 

there would be some question regarding the repeatability of seating the cups. 

For the breadboard TM SMA with its restriction of an already

fabricated mirror, techniques such as the coil spring device were not real

istic approaches. For reasons of simplicity and to minimize mass it was 

felt that, at this time, the baseline approach of a simple, tapered leaf spring 

should be maintained. The only question remaining was thus, where to mount 

the sprfngs. That is, how far from the flex pivots and how far from the cen

tral plane of the mirror blank they would be mounted. If the contact surface 

on the mirror is parallel to the mirror surface, the normal force of the 
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Figure 4, 3-28. Motion of the original
 
point of contact for any
 

tapered leaf spring.
 

spring (the only force except friction) will be perpendicular to the mirror 

surface and the pair of turn-around forces will be equal and opposite. Thus 

a slight modification of the design of Figure 4. 3-27 as indicated in the 
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MIRROR 

WISHBONE SPRING _ _L_[_ 

COIL SPRING 

Figure 4. 3-29. Alternate springs designated for quasi-linear deflection locai. 

following sketch would cause the net force on the mirror to be zero (except 

for friction): 

MIRROR 

CONTACT SURFACES 
PARALLELTO MIRROR 

This would require a contact radius on the spring to provide point or line con

tact as the spring deflected. There are three reasons why it was felt that 

the contact should be near the mirror end. First, analysis of deflection of 

the mirror showed that there was no great advantage in requiring the forces 

to go through the center of percussion as they did in the MSS and the early 

TM design. Second, end mounting would be extremely attractive for a flight

design since it would allow direct mounting of the bumper assemblies to the 

scanner structure. The scanner structure must be a necessary link in trans

mitting bumper loads and torques to the rest of the optical path and to the 

spacecraft. It thus must be quite rigid to minimize angular errors. To add 
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additional rigid structure behind the mirror would only be required if the 

bumper assemblies are behind the mirror. In addition, placing the bumpers 

at the end of the mirror will tend to minimize the scanner length. ThLrd, 

placing the bumpers at the end of the mirror tends to reduce the forces 

required for turn-around. The torque-time function is independent of length 

and is only dependent upon mirror inertia, scan speed and turn-around-time 

allowed. However the force required is inversely proportional to the lever 

from the pivot axis, and the energy stored in the spring is a constant inde

pendent of this distance. The equivalent moving mass of the bumper is linear 

function of the stored energy since the spring design sizes the mass on the 

basis of an allowable working stress. The rotational inertia of the moving 

bumper mass about the flex pivot axis unqieuly determines the energy loss 

directly to the mass 

( 1 ir r M r inZ1 

= rror Mbumper Mbumperr in 
AE

bumper mass Imirror 2 

but additional energy is lost to friction at the spring/mirror contact point 

AEfriction = IJfwds 

where F is the normal force of one turn-around spring, jis the coefficient 

of friction (0. 2- 0.4) and the integral is over the displaced distance of 

sliding of the contact point. All estimates of these two energy losses indi

cate that for leaf springs the predominate loss is frictional. This loss is 

reduced by reducing the normal force. Maximizing the lever arm of the 

bumper thus reduces the net forces transferred to the scanner, reduces the 

mass of the bumper and thus the components of high frequency ringing which 

disturbs the mirror in cross axis motion, and reduces the energy loss. 
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A proper end-bumper design would place the bumper contact point 

outboard of the mirror to reduce the net size of the bumper assembly and 

to avoid optical occlusion. Thus a final flight configuration would look like: 

_ 40k 
TORQUER
 

OPTICS "CAP 
R 

IBUMPER INSERT 

RAY IN MIRRORi 

However for the already polished mirror it seemed inadvisable to braze or 

bond an insert into the mirror eggcrate structure. For completion of the 

tests it was not required thrat the full optical aperture be available. A simple 

solution, suitable for breadboard purposes, was to glue a stainless steel 

striker plate on to the front and rear mirror surfaces. This resulted in the 

bumper design pictured in Figure 4.3-30 and sketched in Figure 4.3-31. 

This bumper assembly was designed to allow adjustment of several 

parameters. These adjustments, and the general operation of the assembly 

can be best described through the use of Figures 4.3-30 and 4.3-31. The
 

mirror and stainless striker plate are clearly seen in Figure 4.3-30. The
 

striker plate makes contact with the nylon bumper pad (1)*. This pad lessens 

vibration due to contact and provides a rounded surface to maintain a point 

contact during spring deflection. The tapered leaf spring (2) is sandwiched 

between two spring holders (3). The spring constant can be varied by adjust

ing the length of the spring that protrudes from the holders: 

'
 

Parenthetical numbers refer to callouts on Figure 4. 3-31. 
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Figure 4.3-30. TM breadboard SMA 
bumper photo. 

In addition the point of contact of the nylon pad can be moved in and out along 

the major mirror axis by adjusting the position of the ppring holder on the 

channel block (4). A requirement for simultaneity of impact of opposing 

springs (on diagonally opposite ends of the mirror) is met by raising and 

lowering the channel block (4) with respect to orthogonal translator (5). The 

simultaneity adjustment screw (6) raises and lowers the orthogonal trans

lator through the use of two height wedges (7). After this adjustment, four 

accessible from the top of the top spring holder are tightened, clampscrews 

ing the spring tightly in the spring holders and rigidly clamping all of above 

mentioned parts to the orthogonal translator. The orthogonal translator 
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Figure 4.3-31. TM breadboard SMA bumper sketch. 
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adjusts the pad contact point in a direction normal to the mirror major 

axis (along the scan axis) by the use of the orthogonal adjustment screw (8). 

After adjustment four screws (two seen near the ruler in Figure 4.3-30) 

clamp the above parts to the bumper base (9). The silicon -ubber damper 

(10) can be raised and lowered with respect to the leaf spring by a second 

wedge' mechanism through the damper preload adjustment screw (11). This 

allows minimizing the damping effect on the mirror while assuring that the 

spring is fully damped prior to the next mirror contact. The electromag

netic sensor consists of a permanent magnet (12), an iron holder (13), and 

a sensor coil (14). The magnetic path is completed through the steal leaf 

spring and the coil output is a measure of the speed of the spring tip (multi

plied by a variable gain caused by the changing gap). 

The highly adjustable bumper design permitted a variety of design 

sensitivity tests to be made on the breadboard. In the flight model no 

continuously variable adjustments are thought necessary. The orthogonal 

adjustment will not be required at all and cross axis motion will not be 

degraded by normal manufacturing tolerances. But this was not known when 

the breadboard bumper was designed. It is probable that spring length will 

not be adjusted, but for the breadboard, several turn-around times were 

tested. There will be a requirement for an adjustment of impact simultan

eity, however, this would be done with shims which are more difficult to 

adjust but provide a more secure and reliable mount. The damper preload 

adjustment would also probably be done with shims. With all of these adjust

ments out of the way, the sensor assembly will be placed on the other side 

of the leaf spring. This accomplishes two objectives: the iron holder and 

sensor coil would not obstruct the optical path and the magnetic gap would be 

smallest at the instant of impact which increases the signal output. The 

assembly might look like the following sketch: 

I I / SPRING 

PAD 

DAMPER 

SHIMS 

BASE 
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Energy is lost during turnaround in two ways. First, energy is 

transferred from the mirror to the spring mass and left--lost--in the spring 

mass after turnaround. This energy loss is easily calculated and is less 

than 0. 1 percent of mirror energy per turnaround. Second, energy is lost 

in friction at the contact point between the mirror and the spring. This 

energy loss, although not easily calculated, could be as high as 1 percent of 

mirror energy at each turnaround based on measurements made with and 

without lubrication. 

Friction forces affect cross-axis motion since they are of nearly the 

same magnitude as net bumper forces and are of an uncontrollable, erratic 

frequency. This effect of friction is of far greater importance than energy 

loss. Friction forces are expected to be the major contributor to cross 

axis motion. The related problems of contact wear and material selection 

also must be addressed in conjunction with their effects upon friction. 

In order to reduce friction forces, an analysis of bumper contact 

geometry has been developed. The analysis provides a first-order method 

of finding a combination of contact radius and spring angle to provide as 

much rolling and as Little sliding friction as possible. The analysis is of a 

a rotating and translating radius in contact with a rotating and translating 

flat surface. The purpose is to calculate some geometry in which the dis 

tance that the contact point travels on the flat surface will be equal to the 

distance the contact point travels on the round surface. The procedure is 

first-order because it considers only the total distance travelled and does 

not consider the variation in velocity along the way. Examination of the 

numbers developed for the TM design suggests that the effects of ordinary 

fabrication tolerances will exceed the effect of expected velocity variations. 

Therefore the analysis is considered adequate. 

Two geometries are illustrated. The first (Figure 4. 3-32) assumes 

that the flat mirror contact surface and the leaf spring are parallel at initial 

contact. The second (Figure 4.3-33) allows these surfaces to have an angle, 

8 MB between them. 

The analysis is fairly general and may be applied to many conditions 

of rotating and translating radii in constant contact with a rotating and trans

lating flat surface. The mirror and bumper rotation during turnaround at 

maximum spring deflection, E and E, , are calculated based upon the 

dimension of the mirror and bumper, the speed and inertia of the mirror, 
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Figure 4. 3-32. Geometry of spring/mirror 
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should be used remains uncertain. The basic problem is that it is impos

sible to determine exactly when there is slpping and where the point of 
contact sticks. Prom an energy standpoint, and assuming slding friction 
prevails, the natural desire would be to ininmize 4. fds, or to mirmize 

the total travel (on elther surface) of the contact point. An alternative would 
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be to minimize the relative velocity at the contact point when the normal 

force F is largest (a linear function of spring displacement, maximum at 

maximum deflection). For the present breadboard the choice was to mini

mize energy loss and this turned out to be: 0 MB = 0. 

The actual dimensions of the bumper pad were sized under the 

assumption that there would be an initial flattening of the nylon. This phe

nominon is a natural one, was encountered on MSS and on TM with MSS type 

bumpers, and can be reasonably predicted. With a spherical pad a point 

contact exists. This point contact produces infinite stress and thus a flatten

ing yield of the nylon will occur until the stress is reduced, locally, below 

the yield point. 

Photographs of four types of tapered leaf springs are shown in 

Figure 4.3-34. The right-most spring was used with the rear-mounted 

bumper wherein the nylon cylinder was carried on the mirror. The initial 

deformation pattern shows that the forces were not equal along the line con

tact. The first spring from the left was the first one used on the final bread

board. The extremely small deformation of the nylon pad (permanent set) 

is barely visible. The next spring to the right utilized a titanium pad. This 

pad clearly wore rather than yielding to a work-in position. It was tried 

because it would not yield (very much) under the known loads and, if wear 

were not a problem, could be expected to be manufactured to finer tolerances. 

It was an unusable choice. The spring with the large spherical pad was 

designed to allow greater SMIA running speeds. At some time it may prove 

desirable to "life-test" the mirror structure by running the SMA at speeds 

significantly greater than any planned real-life speed. This spring was 

designed for 20 Hz operation. Unfortunately it would not fit the existing 

bumper assembly and cut-outs were required (the notches on either side of 

the spring). Nevertheless this spring has been used at speeds up to 15 Hz. 

The larger bumper pad was used when it was realized that frictional forces 

far out weighed forces due to spring inertia. The larger pad provides a larger 

spherical radius, and as would be expected, less initial yield deformation. 

After two months of testing (averaging about 4 hours per working day) no notic

able change in the initial yield spot was seen. 
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During the final weeks of breadboard testing, two additional button 

were tried to compare friction and wearmaterials, rubber and Delrin AF, 

characteristics. Wear and set were found to be imperceptible on both button 

types, but the rubber appeared to excite the second mode of mirror cross 

axis jitter by a greater amount than any of the other materials. The choice 

with Delrin AF showing awas then narrowed down to nylon and Delrin AF, 

slight advantage over nylon in yield and wear characteristics. 

75-414N 

Figure 4. 3-34. Photos of four leaf spring 
designs used in development. 
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4 3.3 TMv Electronics 

The electronics control system used to implement the previously 

described logic is described by the schematic shown in Figure 4. 3-35. An 

analog timing control has been adapted from an earlier IR&D project for this 

breadboard design. Although the desired performance has been demonstrated 

with this electronic design, considerations of long term stability may make a 

digital processor more desirable for the flight version. However the analog 

approach did offer a very straightforward method of utilizing well-developed 

monolithic op-amps and logic elements. Preliminary implementation con

cepts of the required functions with digital processing have been examined 

and found to offer a direct conversion to digital form of the tested analog 

controls. 

In the analog electronics, mirror timing information is derived from 

magnetic coil pickups that generate a pulse when the mirror contacts the turn

around spring. These pulses are input to voltage comparators ( Q2 1 ) 

whose thresholds are set to eliminate false triggering between turnarounds. 

The leading edge of the comparator outputs triggers monostable oscillators 

(QZ2 QZ3 ) that hold their changed state for a little less than half a scan 

period. In the breadboard electronics, this time has been set at 

30 msec. The function of these one shots is to produce a timing reference 

that has a sharp leading edge and also to inhibit any false triggering that 

might be caused by ringing in the output of the magnetic coil as the mirror 

leaves the spring bumper at the start of scan. Figure 4.3-36 shows the wave

forms for the coil output and resulting processing. Trace Three is the unpro

cessed output of the pickoff coil It is a measure of the leaf spring velocity. 

The ringing of the spring just after the mirror has left turn-around can be 

seen. Also, a stray pick-up between turn arounds caused by the alternate 

turnaround torque pulse can also be seen. Trace Two shows the output of 

the comparator and how it is triggered on the sharp rise of Trace Three. 

, 
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Figure 4.3-36. Channel A pickoff and resulting signals. 

Trace Four is the resulting output of the one-shot, i. e., a pulse which spans 

the complete turiiaround period plus the ringing of the spring thus preventing 

false triggering during this period. The two one-shot outputs (Channel A and 

B) enter a nand gate Q1 (I&Z) that inverts and combines the two pulse trains. 

These outputs also enter Q9 (9&13) to produce the "Mirror Clock" signal 

shown in Trace One. This Mirror Clock signal is compared to the reference 

clock to determine the phase error. 

The leading edge output of the nand Gate Q1 (3) is used to trigger both 

a drive pulse delay monostable, QZ (4) and a drive pulse end monostable, 

QZ (12). With reference to Figure 4.3-5, the drive pulse delay is the fixed 

time between the bumper impact and the start of the applied voltage to the 

torquer. The drive pulse end is that time after bumper impact at which the 

drive voltage is commanded to stop the drive current. The difference of 

these two times is the control variable, T , or drive time. 

Figure 4.3-37 shows, again, the mirror clock at an expanded time 

base as Trace One. And for reference, the coil output is again shown in 

Trace Two. Because of the expanded scale, the ringing is easier to see. 

Trace Three of this scope photo shows the delay pulse waveform relative to 
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Figure 4. 3-37. Producing a drive pulse. 

the coil output. The drive pulse end is not shown, but Trace Four shows how 

the delay pulse, QZ (6) and the drive pulse end Q2 (9, 11) are combined to 

produce the torquer drive on-time pulse whose duration is the control vari

able, T 

The delay pulse from Q2 (6) has a sign (:E) as determined by which 

bumper was last hit. This information is entered at Q1 (12&4) producing the 

drive polarity control Q1 (8). The drive pulse duration Q9 (6) is multiplied 

by the polarity control in the drive polarity generator, Q5 and Q3, thus pro

ducing a drive voltage pulse of proper polarity, Q3 (9, 5). The length of the 

drive pulse delay time is set such that initiation of the torque pulse occurs 

slightly before the point of maximum spring compression, This point is 

optimized to maximize drive efficiency. The absolute setting is not critical. 

The repeatability of this time interval, however, is quite critical. 

The length of the drive pulse width, T , is the controlling element of 

mirror operation. Control circuits that generate error voltages based on 

mirror phase and velocity information are summed with a nominal constant 

voltage input to provide the controlling voltage input to the drive pulse end 

time monostable. The output of this monostable is a rectangular pulse that 
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is initiated by the mirror impact with the spring and terminated at a time set 
by the input voltage and a timing capacitor, CT. For a fixed value of CT' 
the pulse length is inversely proportional to the absolute value of the input 

voltage. The largest input to the control loop summing amplifier (Q10) is 
provided by the constant nominal voltage. With the phase and velocity loops 

switched off, the nominal voltage is set to drive the mirror at the desired 

frequency. The monostable output pulse length is constant in this open loop 

form of operation. In this mode, the mirror exhibits very small scan period 

to scan period differences but drifts significantly over a large number of 

scans. 

Velocity control is implemented by an integrator (Q2) that develops 

a negative ramp function at the output of the summing amplifier. The start 

of this ramp is set by a fixed delay after mirror impact with the spring. 

When summed with the nominal input, the effect of the velocity loop is to 
decrease (or increase) the voltage input to the drive pulse width monostable 
if the mirror runs slower (or faster) than desired. This results in an adjust

ment of the pulse width for the next torque pulse that tends to correct the 
speed of the mirror, thus seeking a constant velocity for each scan. 

The phase control loop provides long term frequency control by refer
encing scan operation to a stable crystal controlled oscillator. In the case of 
the breadboard system, a 16 MHz crystal was usedin conjunction with fre

quency dividers to provide a reference period that was stable to better than 

one part in 10 6. The phase detector section of a phase locked loop integrated 

circuit, 08, is used to generate an error voltage proportional to the difference 

in phase between the mirror clock pulse train and the crystal reference clock. 
A zero error voltage is produced by this circuit when the two clocks are 

90 degrees out of phase. Lead or lag by the mirror clock relative to the ref
erence clock results in a proportional voltage increase or decrease at the 

output of the phase discriminator. The signal is filtered by an RC circuit to 
provide a smooth, noise free average of the phase error as measured over 

past cycles. Gain and offset adjustments are provided for each control loop 

by potentiometers in series with the input to the summing amplifier. 

,Figure 4. 3-38 is a scope photo that shows how the velocity control 
affects the drive pulse length. Trace One is the drive pulse duration, Q9 (6), 
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Figure 4.3-38. Velocity ramp. 

and Trace Three is the mirror clock. Trace Four is a delay pulse created 

by each bumper pulse from the output at Ql (3). This delay pulse thus starts 

when the mirror clock state changes. The delay pulse is created in the inte

grator reset, QlI, and is used to create a ramp which closely approximates 

the free scan time of forward or reverse scan. This ramp is shown in 

Trace Two and is created by QIZ. This ramp voltage is subtracted from the 

constanit input (and phase error input) at the summing amplifier, Q10. Its 

effect is to reduce the voltage out of the summing amplifier if the mirror 

strikes the bumper late and to increase the voltage if the impact is early. A 

late impact implies a slow mirror speed, thus the reduced voltage causes the 

torque drive duration to increase in turn putting extra energy into the mirror. 

The reason that the reset of the ramp is delayed past the drive pulse is that, 

for noise reasons, it is important that the ramp, and total control voltage in 

and out of Q10, not be disturbed during the integration which turns off the 

drive pulse at Q2. 

The actual drive circuitry, Q6, 7 and the following transistors, is a 

current feedback driver. The drive voltage to the torquer coil is either off 

or full on (= a preset drive voltage). Since the drive current slowly lags the 
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drive voltage as a result of the torquer inductance, there is a lag in the 

current rise at the start of the drive pulse. This lagging response is solely 

determined by the impedance and the step voltage input, Vd . However when 

the drive circuit is told to stop, the current feedback provides total opposite 

drive polarity and a step of Z Vd is created. Thus the turn-off response is 

twice as great as the turn-on response. Then as the driver voltage (feedback 

current) approaches zero, the mode of operation is no longer saturated and 

the torquer drive current is held at zero throughout the free scan. 

Since the building of these analog electronics, the requirement that 

the two scan times (forward and reverse) be equal has been analyzed. The 

existing electronics do not do this, nor were they so intended. The present 

analog electronics simply phase lock the mirror clock (SMA cycle) to the 

reference clock in a reasonably noise free manner. The relationship between 

the positive half cycle on the mirror clock (say forward scan) and the reverse 

half cycle is such that they tried to be equal. But small differences in the 

coefficients of restitution and the torquer drive circuitry, if not compensated, 

keep these times from being exactly equal. As explained in Section 4. 3. 1, 

the logic to make the scans equal in duration to within a microsecond or 

better requires digital logic. 

When this requirement for a digital control loop is implemented there 

is no reason for not digitizing the entire logic. The threshold comparators 

would still be analog, but the phase loop, damping or velocity loop, and con

stant input should all be digitized and operated from the same crystal used to 

equalize the scan periods. Since the Scan Angle Monitor, SAM, monitors 

both the scan periods (active forward and reverse half cycles) and provides 

the start time for the multiplexer, it should be the sensor used to establish 

the length of the drive pulse. It is also the best source of damping and phase 

data. A direct conversion to a digital mechanization would be as follows, 

using Figure 4.3-39 as a guide. 

The delay for the start of the ith torquer pulse, T 1 , should be a con

stant and should be measured from the ith bumper impact, tb(i). This 

assures that a given torquer pulse,TZ, will be timed identically with the 

motion of the mirror and bumper to put a consistent amount of energy into 
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Figure 4.3-39. Information for digital logic. 

the mirror. This follows the existing logic except that T would be 

controlled by the digital clock operating at 10 MHz. 

The-torque time, T(i), would be computed digitally based upon the 

reference clock and the extreme in SAM times. The logic would be identical 

to the existing electronics with the addition of equal scan period control. 

Defining 

Error in Period - Ap(i) - [SAM(a) - tSAM(@-l 

- [tSAMi-z) - tSAM (1-3 

Phase Error -=Period(i)= 	time between tSMA(i-I) 

and the reference clock 

state change 
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Scan time damping Error - At . [tSMAil) tSMA(-I)] - C 

where C is the nominal value of tSMA(l) - tSMA(i-I) 

then the control function would be 

T = T + Go (At ) + (e (AP)
2 o 1 I+T~ S error~ I--+Ts 

P p 

where the phase and period errors are filtered values. (Phase is srmilarly 

filtered in the present electronics). 

The net effect of this digital representation of the logic would be, in 

addition to equalizing the scan periods, to reduce errors in the pulse times 

to the control capability of digital electronics based upon a 10 MlHz 

(0. 1 jisecond) clock. Since all of the gains are far less than unity (milli

seconds per unit error equivalent to a millisecond) and since the error times 

are measurable to about a tenth of a microsecond, the total error in T2 would 

be about a tenth of a rncrosecond and predominantly due to quantization. 

Again it should be pointed out that the existing analog electronics was 

built as a design tool. It has served its purpose well and does not contribute 

to any measured errors in along scan repeatability. It has enabled testing 

of the logic and established gain procedures and sensitivity. With the excep

tion of the period control loop, no logic changes are suggested. However, 

with the digital requirement of period control, an all digital system is an 

obvious and easy-to-implement design choice. 
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4.4 SMA PERFORMANCE TESTS AND ANALYSIS 

This section describes and discusses the tests that were performed 

on the breadboard SMA and analyzes the results. The tests performed are 

of two types: formal tests done in compliance with the Test Plan and Test 

Procedure (TP 31891-350), and additional diagnostic tests which allow a 

deeper understanding of the SMA. This section is arranged to follow the 

order or the paragraphs of the test procedure. In this manner each formal 

test will be described and other tests relating to the intent of the formal test 

will be so grouped. Analysis related to individual tests will be placed with 

the relevant tests. 

The formal procedure was used to test the flight-type mirror with 

bumpers mounted on the rear of the mirror. This data is appended. The 

SMA was then modified to include the end-mounted bumpers and all fnrward 

tests were repeated. In general this section will address tests of the latest 

baseline assembly with end-mounted bumpers. 

4.4.1 Test Set-Up Description 

This subsection presents a brief overview of the test station, special 

setups and a definition of terms. Detailed descriptions of the test equipment 

are given in the referenced Test Procedure document. 

Figure 4.4-1 is a photograph of the test set-up on the granite slab. 

Portions of the rack\mounted test-station electronics can be seen at the 

right. The rear of the magnesium holding fixture and a few of the SMA com

ponents are visible. All slab-mounted components have been raised on 

blocks to accommodate the end-mounted bumpers. The laser, which is used 

in measuring all scan parameters, is seen mounted in a rigid housing. It is 

important that all equipment related to angular measurements be rigidly 

mounted to the slab and have low amplitudes of vibration at any of their 

natural mechanical frequencies. Next to the laser is a vertical track with 

three split optical diodes (and their preamps) attached. Using the lens as 

shown, the laser beam is scanned, by reflection off the SMA, across the 

three split diodes (which can be placed anywhere along the scan). The time 

that the laser beam crosses any split diode can be measured to 0. 1 micro

second accuracy. Next to the split diode track is a position sensitive photo 
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Figure 4.4-1. Test setup showing granite slab and related 
equipment. 

diode mounted on an x-y mount. This diode is arranged to be sensitive to 

horizontal displacement of the laser beam and thus measures cross-axis 

motion of the scan mirror. 

The scan mirror assembly electronics is attached to the bumper 

sensor coils through two twisted leads (seen going to the top bumper assem

bly) and to the torquer coil assembly (remaining wire over the magnesium 

housing). The other wires to the SMA electronics go to power supplies and 

to an oscilloscope as shown in Figure 4.4-2. In this figure the helium tent 

is shown in position. The majority of testing was done in an ambient air 

environment with the tent retracted. However certain along-scan measure

ments were degraded by random fluctuations of pressure upon the mirror. 

Pure helium would reduce the atmospheric density by a factor of seven and 

reduce random disturbances to the motion of the mirror along the scan 
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Figure 4.4-2. Test setup showing electronic portion of 

test station. 

direction. It is, at best, only a crude approximation to a vacuum 

environment. 

The position sensitive diode (cross-axis motion) is monitored on the 

rack mounted oscilloscope which is its basic data recorder. 

The split photo diodes, after preamplification to maintain S/N, are 

processed in the split diode electronics shown in the figure. As the laser 

beam crosses a split diode (actually two diodes with a line separation) the 

following signal results: 
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The diode electronics can tell the direction of motion and thus trigger on a 

positive going and negative going zero crossing, separately, enabling one to 

use both directional zero crossing epochs. Counters mounted above the split 

diode electronics count time to 0. 1 microseconds and these times can be 

printed on a paper printer. The printer will print two times at once at a 

rate slightly above 10 Hz. However a significant time must exist in a print 

cycle for resetting. 

An auxiliary set of two counters and a Hewlett Packard computer can 
be used to record and print times in a similar manner and at a greater rate. 

In addition, this computer will store up to one hundred time measurements 

and will process this data. This computer thus yields a quick look at the 

statistical properties of along scan measurements. 

Figure 4.4-3 is representative of a typical scan profile, that is, 

angle vs. time. Several terms used throughout this analysis are defined in 

terms of this figure: 

* 	 Scan Amplitude: The useful portion of the total scan angle is 
defined, for test purposes, as the angle between the two monitor
ing points (split diodes). On the flight configuration these points 
will be monitored with the MSS-type Scan Angle Monitor. 

* 	 Turn Around Time- The time the mirror is in contact with the 
bumper spring at one extreme of the cycle. Since the turn 
around must be accomplished outside the useful portion of the 
scan, some small angle must exist between the monitored angle
and bumper contact. The effective turn around time is therefore 
the total time (A and C in Figure 4.4-3) between active scans. 

* 	 Active Forward and Reverse Scans: Duration B and D are the 
useful scan sequence. For purposes of consistency the forward 
scan is defined as B. 

Tests are performed with either of two basic test set-ups on the slab. 

All along scan measurements utilize the split diode array to measure the 

time of specific angle crossings. The cross-scan set-up utilizes the position 

sensitive diode and a porro (roof) mirror to amplify the cross scan angular 

motion of the scan mirror. 

Two techniques are used for measuring cross axis motion in the 

basic test set up. These are referred to as the "even" and "odd" bounce 

techniques since the laser beam is forced by the porro mirror to make 
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Figure 4.4-3. TM mirror scan profile. 

four bounces off the scan mirror in one case and five bounces in the other. 

These two techniques are diagrammed in Figure 4.4-4. For each bounce 

off of the scan mirror the laser beam rotates through an angle twice as 

large as the cross axis deflection of the mirror. After an odd number of 

bounces, the final reflected beam will swing up and down with the scan angle 

just as though no porro mirror were in the path of the beam. However, with 

an even number of bounces, the reflected beam will not scan up and down as 

the scan mirror rotates but will stay fixed on the detector diode. The detec

tor diode is sensitive to cross axis deflection (and unfortunately also to 

changes in beam intensity). The cross axis deflection, 6, is given by: 

6 = FZNe x 
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Figure 4.4-4. Two setups for measuring cross-axis motion. 

'where 

F = distance between lens and diode (focal length) 

N = number of bounces off of the scan mirror 

ox = cross axis angular motion of the scan mirror 

For our tests N = 4 or 5. This magnification allows the signal to be suffi

ciently greater than the noise to obtain meaningful data. 
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A typical scope record for the even bounce technique shows a 

complete scan. In order to interpret cross axis motion, it is necessary to 

compare amplitudes at the same scan angle in forward and reverse scans. 

Most of the motion shown on the photo is "nested" and does not contribute to 

cross-axis smear. The nested motion does, however, produce mapping 

errors. The nested motion is due to unbalanced behavior of the flex pivots 

and to light power effects such as dirt or scratches on the porro mirror 

(since the detector diode is power sensitive). The even bounce set-up is 

used primarily as a diagnostic tool since it shows the entire scan at a glance. 

The odd bounce photo, as shown in Figure 4.4-4 records the cross

axis deflection at the exact same spatial scan angle on forward and reverse 

scans. This technique gives a direct reading of scan-to-scan cross axis 

motion at one spatial scan angle. It is thus far more accurate (in concept) 

since no nested motion is recorded. However, in order to determine the 

overall quality of cross-axis behavior, the diode must be moved to several 

positions along the scan. Unlike the sketch of Figure 4.4-4, about 50 pairs 

of scans can be recorded on one photo; thus both systematic and random 

behavior can be evaluated. By taking several photos several minutes apart, 

any long term effects can be measured. 

4.4. 2 Scan Frequency and Turn Around Times 

Using the along scan set-up, a diode is adjusted to coincide with the 

point of contact of the mirror with the bumper spring. The formal data (see 

data package I) was taken with a helium atmosphere and with the clock set to 

produce 9.06 Hz (period of 110. 2475 milliseconds which includes 2 scan 

periods and 2 turnaround periods). The total angle between the two diodes, 

as measured from the mirror, was 268 mlliradians. This is slightly larger 

than the requirement of 259.5 to demonstrate a wider choice of scan angles. 

Total Scan Period 

With the SMA and test-set adjusted as above, the total period of the 

SMA was measured by recording the time between positive zero crossings of 

one of the aforementioned diodes. Because of the nature of the phase lock 

loop, the average period will always be identical to the clock. However the 
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period does fluctuate from cycle to cycle. The measured standard deviation 

of this fluctuation in 50 successive cycles was 2.8 microseconds. The mini

mum and maximum periods measured were 110241.2 and 110251.6 micro

seconds 'respectively. 

It shon 1d be pointed out that there is no hard and fast upper or lower 

limit on-scan frequency There is some upper lirfnit at which the spring life, 

as presently designed, would, be degraded. For the existing configuration an 

upper limit of a-round 1-5 Hz causes -the springs to deflect into, and touch the 

sensor coils. This simply means that much higher speeds would require 

adjusting the configuration of the bumper parts. There is no real lower 

limit on the SMA speed. However, as presently configured, frequencies 

that are too low would not deflect the bumper spring fast enough to cross the 

trigger threshold. The present configuration has been operated smoothly 

below 5 Hz. 

Turnaround Period 

With the same test-set up, the turn-around times were measured as 

the time between positive and negative crossing of each of the two split 

diodes. Again using 50 samples the following was measured. 

Turn-around A, 	 average period = 10, 754.9 jas,
 
standard deviation = 1.7 } s
 

Turn-around C, 	 average period = 11, 586.3 pLs
 
standard deviation = Z. 1 pts
 

The above data was measured on 11-7-75. 

The turn-around-time is adjustable by changing the cantilever length 

of the springs. The proper turn-around is that which provides the required 

scan efficiency while not exciting vibrational modes in the mirror on the 

flex pivots or in the supporting structure,. The following chart (Figure 4. 4-5) 

shows the relationship between turn around time and scan efficiency for 

quasi-linear scans as a function of scan frequency. 

Thus if the turnaround times are set in the nominal range of 

8-10 milliseconds, a scan efficiency of 85 percent or better will be obtained 

in the 7 to 9 Hz SMA frequency range. And even in the extreme case of 
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Figure 4.4-5. Scan efficiency versus a function of 
scan frequency and turn-around time. 

11.5 ms turnaround, the scan efficiency would be 79 percent at 9 Hz and 

83.5 percent at 7 Hz. 

Since taking the above data a question arose regarding the long term 

stability of the active forward and reverse scans. Measurements were 

taken that indicated that the total active scan time, within the scan cycle, 

was slowly drifting by several microseconds. As seen in the sketch, the 

total scan time is the sum of the forward and reverse active scan 

periods, tf and tr The total cycle period, Tcycle' must be constant (except. 

for random noise) and equal to the reference clock period. This fact has 

been tested and found true. But the cycle, Tcycle' is equal to the sum of 

the total scan time, tT, and the two turn-around times, tbl and tb2 plus a 

small amount to account for the separation between photodiode and bumper 

pick-off angles. Thus the only way that the total scan time can vary (on a 

long term average) is for the turnaround times to vary. 
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For the above reason the question was first reduced to an attempt at 

determining the fluctuations, if any, that might be occuring in the turn 

around times. In order to test the turn around time a diode is placed near 
the bumper impact angle as shown in the sketch below. 

TIME OF 
SENSOR
 
COILV
 

THRESHOLD
 
CROSSING
 

MIRROR IN CONTACTL_.SUMP ER 

t4 MIRROR FREE OF 

_SPLIT DIODE 

In order to measure possible drifts in the turn-around time, it is not suffi

cient to measure the time between photo-diode crossings, T, alone. As the 
temperature changes, the angle between the photodiode and the bumper may 

well change and thus T might be expected to drift even if tb is constant. 

What is required is a measure of bumper contact, tb The bumper pick-off. 

coil gives a measure of the time of contact, but no equivalent time can be 
measured at the end of contact. By assuming that the split diode (measured 
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on either end of turn-around) can only move up or down with respect to the 

bumper contact angle, the true turn around time should equal tb where 

t b = T -Zt 

A test was run with the reference clock set for a period of 

111009. 1 microseconds. T is measured between diode crossing for 50 con

secut:ve cycles at the same time t is measured between the first crossing of 

the diode and the bumper sensor coil output circuit. Each data point allows 

an average for each measurement and a standard deviation. The error in 

the average can be expected to be much smaller than the standard deviation 

(by a factor of about N-5). By measuring t and T several times over greater 

than a three hour period with the SMA running continuously, the following 

data was produced. 

Turn Around 
T t Time 

Temp (50 Point Avg) mT (50 Points) a-t (T - Zt) 
Time 07 microsec microsec microsec microsec microseconds 

10:35 69.0 12014.6 1.98 536.8 0.35 10,941.8
 

10:36 - 12018.2 1.89 540.6 0.24 10,937.0 

11.00 69.6 12038.9 1.59 553.5 0.18 10,941.9
 

11:15 69.8 12031.0 2.33 550.5 0.76 10,940.0 

12:20 70.0 12058.1 1.62 561.3 0.47 10,935.5
 

12:49 70.0 12051.6 1.01 558.9 0.44 10,935.8
 

1:15 70.1 1Z060.8 3.40 564.6 1.53 10,932.6
 

1:18 - 12074.8 1.73 572.3 0.64 10,930.2 

1.57 70.1 12064.7 1.36 568.1 0.66 10,928.5
 

2:03 - 12078.1 1.63 576.4 0.58 10,925.3 

2:04 - 12080.0 1.50 577.7 0.64 10,924.6 

It is apparent that the temperature, as monitored at the bumper 

assembly did not change by very much. It would appear that the time 

between diode crossings, T, varied by about 65 microseconds over the test 

period. This could, conceivably be due to temperature related motion of the 

diode with respect to the bumper angle. But when the diode-to-bumper time 
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is subtracted from either side of the time, T, the resulting turn-around time 

still appears to vary by about 15 microseconds. The results of this test 

would, if left unquestioned, suggest that the average turnaround times will 

not remain constant and that the nominal total scan period will thus not 

remain constant. 

Such a change in turn-around times could not be explained upon the 

basis of temperature. Then too, any kind of wear would cause a monotonic 

change, which was not the observed case at all. An investigation of MSS 

SMA related space history showed no indication of slowly changing turn

around time. But the above long-term, split diode tests had never been done 

on the MSS. Finally, in January, the diodes and related circuitry were 

brought into question. The exact quantitative nature of the signal output of 

the split diodes is not completely understood. However measurements have 

been taken showing that the short term noise is extremely small. The 

standard deviation of the noise created by measuring a time with two split 

diodes has been shown to be less than 0. 1 microseconds (many samples of 

50 consecutive measurements). The question of long term stability revolves 

around understanding how a split diode measurement could slowly shift or 

drift, The possible explanations are several: the laser power distribution 

within the beam could shift; the angle of the laser could shift with tempera

ture, causing changes in its position when crossing a diode; the diode 

(actually two diodes with a separation) could have temperature dependent 

characteristics; the threshold circuits (one for each direction of diode cross
ing) could shift with time. But rather than determine how the photo diode 

set-up could produce apparent drifts in measurements, a test was devised 

to determine whether or not such a problem existed. 

By running the SiIA in helium, in the closed loop mode, two times 

could be measured whose relationship would show up any diode related drift. 

The following sketch indicates the test. By obtaining the average value of t 

and T (50 data points each) over a long period it is possible to differentiate 

between diode drifts and actual changes in the scan period. Of course the 

average cycle time will, on the average, equal the reference clock, and the 

reference clock must be shown to be constant. 
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If the scan time actually changes, then because of the nature of the 

non-torqued scan, the velocity of scan will change, essentially equally, 

throughout scan. Therefore we can predict results for all possible situations. 

1. 	 If diode No. I drifts, t and T will drift by an equal and correlated 
amount. 

2. 	 If diodes No. 2 or No. 3 drift, t or T will be individually changed. 

3. 	 If the scan period alone is actually changing, then the change in t 
will be less than the change in T by a factor of T/t (about 20.3 
for the actual test) 

The 	following data was taken on 1/14/76 where the bars over t and T 

indicate a 50 measurement average; the SMA was run continuously from 

10:06 AM to 2 30 PM. 

at T T Ref Clock
 
Time of fDay (s) (0As) (Ls) 01s) (s) Notes
 

10 06 2136.0 0.22 43400.2 1.65 111009.1
 
10 10 Z137 8 0.15 43403 5 1.49
 
10-12 2137.3 0.37 43405 6 1 49
 
10.17 2137 2 0.15 43405.6 1 68
 
10 24 2137.0 0.14 43403.7 1.32
 
10 27 2136.9 0.16 43403.7 1.89
 
10:35 2136.2 0.15 43399.8 1.44
 
10:45 2135.8 0.18 43398.8 1.94
 
10:55 2135 9 0.11 43398.1 1.77
 
11.05 2135 4 0. 13 43398.2 1.82 
11.18 2135.4 0.28 43394.7 2.28 111009 1
 
11 30 2135.2 0.44 43395.9 1.85
 
11 40 2134.6 0.73 43396.8 1.41
 
11 50 2134.6 0.27 43396.4 1.77
 
1.20 2131.9 0.79 43395.2 2.58 111009 1
 
1 30 2132.1 0.78 43394.7 2.28 Helium level high in tent. 
1 40 2133 4 0.19 43398.6 2.56 Possible air effect. 
1 50 Z134.3 0.95 43403 6 2.44
 
2 00 2136.0 0.52 43404.7 1.96 	 New helium added. 
2.10 2135.7 0.79 43403.2 2.14
 
2.20 2135.2 0.49 43402 1 1.78 111009.1
 
2 30 2135.0 0.24 43401.5 1.82
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This data is plotted m Figure 4. 4-6. AT is the change in T from its 

first measured value at 10:06 AM. At is a similar curve for the short scan 

segment. If all of the fluctuations in AT were due to changes in initial scan 

velocity, then At should look like AT/Z0. 3 since T is nominally 20.3 times 

as long as t. Thus if all of the fluctuation m AT were attributed to changes 

in scan line length (velocity) there is a 4 microsecond discrepancy in At' It 

must therefore be concluded that some elements of the test setup are fluc

tuating during each scan and are producing apparent (to the controller) changes 

in the turnaround periods over long term. There is also seen in the listed 

data and the plots of Figure 4. 4-6 a direct correlation in the magnitude of 

AT and AT- with the amount of air present in the tent and with the times of 

helium replacement. 

Until a more elaborate test setup incorporating a vacuum chamber 

can be obtained, no definitive statements can be made as to the actual error 

sources responsible for timing errors. 

To be absolutely conservative, at this time, it should be assumed 

that some small, slow variation in turn around times exists. This implies 

that the two active scan periods (forward and reverse) on the breadboard are 

not absolutely equal to a constant. As described in Section 4.3 (see Fig

ure 4.3-6), logic can be added to make the two scans equal to each other 

(nominally within a microsecond). It is desirable that any slow drift over 

tens of seconds in the active scan half cycles not exceed 0. 5 IFOV or 5 micro

seconds. This goal has been reached. It also appears from the above analysis 

of the data on Figure 4. 4-6 that this drift magnitude applies over periods of 

many hours. As more of the diagnostic testing data is analyzed, the sugges

tion increases that almost all of the measured magnitudes of drift are largely 

attributable to test setup error sources and not to the SMA. This anomaly 

has been proven to apply to the MSS SMA laboratory test data since errors 

measured in the laboratory were not found to exist in the data measured 

from the instrument in orbit. 

4.4.3 Start-Up Time 

The logic for mirror start-up on the flight instrument was not 

installed on the breadboard SMA. A simple starter was employed on an IR&D 
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Figure 4.4-6. 
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SrA-but this is not directly applicable to the flight-type system. See 

Section 4.2 subtitled "Start-Up Time" for a description of the baseline 

start-up logic tested elsewhere. 

4.4. 4 Scan Center 

The Development Specification set a design goal that the rest position 

of the mirror be within ±4.3 milliradians of the center angle between the 

two bumpers (or spit-diodes in this case). This was accomplished by adjust

ments during the intial installation of the mirror into the SIvIA The pivot 

holding blocks were loosened, the mirror was positioned and the blocks 

retightened until the above requirement was met. This adjustment assures 

that the torque produced by the flex pivots will be equal in both scan direc

tions thus helping to insure along scan registration for bidirectional scanning. 

4.4.5 	 Scan Linearity 

%The original breadboard design goal for linearity, which is perturbed 

primarily by the flex pivot restoring torque, was to be between +3. 7/-7 per

cent. The precision of the test procedure designed for this purpose was 

entirely adequate, However when it later became an objective to produce 

scans whose angle at any time is no further from a linear angle (e = Ct) than 

±21.3 microradians, that procedure became marginal. The new objective 

can be met with a special test setup within a vacuum chamber which permits 

temperature and air turbulence to be adequately controlled. Since such a 

facility was not available, the originally planned test setup was used. This 

employs three split diodes. 

MIRROR FORWARD 	 TOP DIODE 

MIDDLE DIODE 

BOTTOM DIODE 
REVERSE
 
SCAN 
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This middle diode is individually set at five, near-equally spaced, 

positions between the two end-of-scan diodes. Since linearity is defined as 

the average scan speed at a particular along scan angle expressed as a per

centage of the average speed taken over the entire active scan angle, we may 

write 

L = average value o{ 6(e) scanj 

For the case of the uncompensated flex pivot torque, the scan angle is a 

portion of a sinusoid perturbed by air drag (the formal test was done in air). 

A reasonably good functional form for the mirror position is 

P(x) = Ax 3 + Bx + Cx 

where 

aT = total angle of scan (0. 268 radians in test) 

P(XeOT = scan angle at time of middle diode 

t 2 -t 1
 

S- 3 - 1
t3-tI 

t - t 1 = time between top diode and middle diode for forward scans 

t3 - t I = time between top and bottom diode for forward scans 

The test for forward scans was performed as follows. The two times involved 

in x are measured with the SMA runmng in air at 9.06 Hz. x is measured 

several times at each location of the middle diode (10 measurements were 

used at each diode location. Then all x were least square fitted to the poly

nomial P(x) under the condition P(0) = 0, P(1) = 1 identically. The scan 

speed (non dimensional) is given by 

P (x) = 3Ax2 + ZBx + C 

The routine is repeated for reverse scans where now 
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and is a measure of angle in the same sense. The resulting data is plotted in 

Figure 4.4-7. On the same figure is shown the theoretical value that would 

be obtained in a vacuum. The accuracy of the measuring technique is about 

one percent. 

102 

THEORETICAL IN 

.,/VACUUM BASED UPON 

-(SEE OTHER MEASUREMENTS 
SECT 4.3.2) 

101 .X ,/ x, 

RVS SCAN 

INARMEASURED/7N AIRM +O _,IN\ 

97 

I I L LI
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

% OF TIME MEASURED ALONG FORWARD SCAN 

Figure 4.4-7. Measured linearity in air 
and theoretical linearity (uncompensated) 
in vacuum. 

4.4.6 Scan Amplitude 

The scan amplitude was arbitrarily set at 0. 268 radians which is 

slightly larger than the original requirement of 0. 2595 radians. It should be 
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noted, however, that the basic design is not sensitive to scan amplitude. 

For instance, should it be desirable to double the scan amplitude the net 

effect would be: 

1. 	 A proportional increase in momentum transfer to the space craft, 
e. g., 5 rather than 2. 5 irad spacecraft rigid body motion. 

2. A tendency to create bumper obscuration of the clear aperture. 
This would require a minor redesign to place the mirror/bumper 
contact points slightly behind the mirror front surface: 

SURFACE 

MIRROR 

P 

3. 	 For the same cyclic rate, the scan rate would double and the 
power requirement would quadruple. To maintain the same scan 
efficiency, the turn-around time must remain constant thus 
requiring that greater torque capability be designed into the 
torquer (approximately double). 

4.4.7 Phase and Phase Stability 

The design goal that the phase angle between the driving clock and the 

SMA not change by more than the equivalent of 5 milliseconds over the life of 

the unit is difficult to prove in this program. At an operating frequency of 

7 Hz, 5 milliseconds corresponds to a change in phase angle of about 

12.6 degrees. 

It is possible to measure the time between a clock zero crossing and 

an output of a bumper sensor, this being a measurement of phase. This has 

been done and this measurement watched for several hours. The largest 

noted drift in this parameter was 17 microseconds. This, however, is a 

short term measurement in a parameter which would be expected to change 

measurably only after a very long time. A proper estimate requires an 

analysis based upon the expected changes that might occur in the SMA. Refer 

back to the basic control equation: 

T = T + 06(At) + G (Ad) 
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where: 

T is 	 the duration of the applied voltage which produces the torquer 
pulse. 

Go is 	 the frequency loop gain 

At is 	 the difference between the actual value and nominaL value of the 
time between the two most recent bumper impacts 

Gb is 	 the phase loop gain 

A6 is 	 the error in phase, i.e. the difference between the clock and 
the pulse train created by the bumper impacts. Actually AO' is 
zero when the phase is 900. A PMax is limited by ±90'. 

From measurements taken with the unit running at 7.09 Hz and with 

the lowest available setting of the phase loop gain (G6 = 0.021 ms/deg) the 

equation becomes 

T = Z. 74 + 0.0ZI Ac' (in milliseconds) 

where the frequency loop isgnored because its nomrnal contribution to T is 

zero. For a 5 millisecond change in phase (IZ 6 degrees) to occur, the con

stant term (To = Z. 74 milliseconds) would have had to drift by 9.7 percent. 

Without catastrophic failure, there is no way that this could occur electroni

cally. The constant term is established by a well regulated power supply 

and by a well specified monostable. The other source of change to the con

stant term is the mechanics of the bumper. As presently measured, the 

coefficient of restitution of the bumper is 0. 974 at 7 Hz in Helium. As the 

coefficient of restitution reaches unity, the energy required to be added 

during each bounce and the torquer on time are reduced to zero. A slight 

change in restitution would then cause a very large relative change in the 

torquer time. For the actual case at hand the energy required at each turn 

around is
 

- E)C(1
E = 

where C is a constant and E is the coefficient of restitution. Then 
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dE -2E 2 dE 
E 2 

By measurement it has been shown that a constant extra microsecond of 

torquer-on-time causes a decrease of 40 microseconds of scan time, tp 

That is if 

dT 1 
T 2740 

then 

atp-40 
-- wii be 60,000 (at 7. 0 Hz)- 0p 

or 

d6atP = 
- -0.55-- 0. 55--

t 8 
p 

We now have the relationship between an increased scan speed and its causa

tive increased torque time. Energy can be related to scan speed by 

dE d6
E-

Thus 

dT =0.5 d0 0.55 dE 0 55 2E2 dE 104dE
22 E Z _ 2-EE 

for the measured case wherein E equals 0. 974. For the phase lag not to 

change by more than 5 millisecond at the lowest gain setting (corresponding 

to a change in T of no more than 9. 7 percent) implies that 

dE < 9.706 0. 9% 
E- 10.4 
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The mechanical question thus becomes, will the coefficient of restitution 

change, over a mission lifetime by more than 0.9 percent. 

Over periods of several hours, no significant change in e is measur

able. It has been-predicted that temperature could possibly change e by 

changing the effective spring constant of the tapered leaf spring. However 

no change in Ewas noted when the temperature was changed by 8°F. The 

other possible cause for changing E might be wear of the nylon button contact. 

Significant wear has not been seen in over 1000 hours of operation. The 

following measurement of e is used: 

UPPER SPLIT 
DIODE 

CLOSED
 

LOOP 
DRIVE 
IN HELIUM 
WITH ONE 
TORQUE PULSE I 
DISASLED IOI 

SPLIT DIODE 

IN OUT 

NO TORQUE 

Then coefficient restitution, E, is defined as 

T 
in 

Tout 

where the average of over 50 measurements is used. This result will vary 

depending upon the exact placement of the diodes. If the diodes were both close 

to the bottom bumper, the slowdown effect of helium would be minimized and 

the measurement would depend more upon the mechanical parameters. On the 

other hand, moving the diodes further apart tends to eliminate diode measure

ment noise from the calculation. 

With the diodes moved to extreme poisitions (each near a bumper) the 

following results were measured on the first day after assembly and again 

after the bumper contact points had been worn into their stabilized configura

tion as shown below: 

Date Drive Frequency Tin Tout 

11-7-75 9.06 Hz 44350.3 pLs 43338.7 as 0.97719 

12-18-75 9.00 Hz 43911.3 42832.6 0. 97543 
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The difference in the absolute values of Tin and Tout is not significant, as 
the diode positions had been moved and not re-located exactly. It is also 

known from previous test measurements that E is a function of operating 

frequency such that 

dE =O0O024/Hz 

With this correction factor, the change in E, as measured over the wear-in 

period is about 0. 165 percent. Some additional contact surface wear will 

occur over a full mission lifetime but this is estimated to be small compared 

to the initial wear-in experienced at the time of this measurement. 

To summarize, it is improbable that a 5 millisecond change in the 

phase "angle" will occur because: 

a. 	 With the lowest phase gain possible a 0. 9 percent change in E is 
required to exceed 5 milliseconds and the measured change was 
0. 165 percent after wear-in. 

b. 	 The optimum phase gain setting is not the minimum one but 
rather a factor of two greater (shown later in Section 4.4.10) 
thus requiring twice as large a change in E. 

It should also be pointed out that should a situation present itself (such as a 

mechanical design change) that would cause a slow drift in phase angle, then 

a simple integration in the phase loop would hold the time average phase 

angle identically to zero. 

4.4. 	8 Along Scan Image Displacement Repeatability 

The basic design goal, established in the Development Specification, 

is that adjacent scans (forward and reverse) when processed on the ground, 

conformally map object space with no greater than 4 microradians expected 

error between scans. It is assumed that the total scan angle, 6T' is moni

tored by an MSS-type Scan Angle Monitor that correctly records the time of 

the start and stop of the scan in both directions. It is assumed that the scan 

will be mapped such that one end of the scans (say the start of forward scans 

and the stop of reverse scans will be aligned. The following sketch suggests 

how this nught look when so mapped. 
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The first IFOV, at e = 0, would thus always be perfectly registered for all 

scans. The crosshatched IFOV ate 1 shows some degree of misregistra

tion. The basic goal is that the expected value or standard deviation of 

ei Forward - 81 Reverse rms averaged over all i from 0 to 8 T not exceed 

4 microradians. 

At the beginning of this program it was assumed that torque wo'uld be 

applied during the reverse scan and that the scan functions for each direction 

would be quite dissimilar. It was also assumed that the difference between 

the scanning functions would be systematic and known a priori. With appro

priate processing the nominal forward and reverse scanning functions could 

thus be made to equal identically. In addition it was assumed, based upon 

experience from IMSS, that, after processing for the difference in the scan

ning functions, the remaining random error between scans would be pri

marily due to a single parameter, namely the random error in average scan 
speed (this average is taken over an entire scan). Since data processing 

would be required to compensate the scan functions, this major source of 

statistical error could then be removed by linearly justifying each scan line. 

The following sketch defines the times that were measured for the procedural 

tests to measure along scan repeatability. The raw and unprocessed measure 

of the object space location of a middle diode (8) would be the time between 

start of scan (T 1 for forward scans and T 3 for reverse scans) and the time 

that the middle diode (T 2 ) was crossed. Assuming that the two scanning 

functions were known and that the individual scans were linearly justified 
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T T 2
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 T1
 

based upon the measured time of total scan allows a measureof the randomth 

error for any scan. For forward scans the random 1 error is 

Tf(3) I T3 T ET; i = 1, 3, 5 ... 

I I AVG] 

and for reverse scans
 

er(e) T 
 , 4, 6 ... 

The scans are numbered consecutively where the first is arbitrarily a for

ward scan and the second is a reverse, etc. From these measured statistical 

errors in the forward and reverse scans, the difference or rnusregistration 

between scans can be developed 
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Ae(e)r = eaz(e) - EefI(e) 

ie(0 ee) -- ef3 (e) 

e-(e) 3- = .e 4 (0)-- Edf3 (e) 

- e)(G)4 = er 4 (e) - E(f 5(e) 

Ae (e) 1ODD = Eeri+I (e ) - Eef8(e) 

e(e)1 EVEN = Eeri(e) - Eefi_+ 1(e) 

The expected value of the scan to scan deviation is thus 

N 1/2 

e-6(e) N 
il 

01 where N is large 

This is the quantity that could be tested at several angles, 6, by 

moving the middle diode. Then the expected value over all angles could be 

obtained by rms averaging several measured angles. Because of the linear 

justification m6(8) will be identically zero at 6 = 0 and =e T . 

The procedural tests were based upon the above assumptions but 

were perturbed by two constraints. First the test equipment (borrowed from 

MSS for these tests) was not capable of recording consecutive forward and 

reverse scans at the same time. The mechanical printer simply did not have 

time to reset between print requirements. One could record consecutive 

values of T - T1 and T - T1 for forward scans, and then record a string 

of reverse scan parameters (T1 - T Z and T 1 - T 3). 

The FI-ond perturbation is that it was originally planned to conduct 

all test- in air. This was done, however it was found that the statistical 

_- ffitctuations of air drag swamp the results that would have been obtained in 

vacuum or space. 
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In any case, the procedural test consisted of measuring 0-(Eef(E) and 

-(Eer(e) and then assumed no correlation. 

a-e (e) assumed equal to {(cef()iz + (oFr(e))2} 

This assumption was found to be overly conservative when it was 

later shown that positive autocorrelation exists in scans in each direction 

and positive correlation exists -between forward and reverse scans. The 

measured results of these procedural tests in air are shown in Figure 4.4-8. 

Very little can be concluded from this data, other than the fact that 

air swamps the real noise. It is quite obvious that if no forces act upon the 

rmirror during its free travel, and if the scan function is as linear as it is 

known to be (Figure 4.4-6), then linear justification will reduce the rms 

error at any point to well under a microradian. It has also been shown that 

the noise in measuring the time between two diode crossings is less than 

0. 1 microsecond (see Log Books) which should contribute about a 

14 
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Figure 4.4-8. Results of procedural tests in air of 
along scan repeatability. 
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microradian error. It is therefore clear that these measurements could only 

have meaning if done in a more benign environment than air. 

To test this hypothesis, the worst case of Figure 4.4-8 (forward 

scan) was repeated in a helium tent at e/e T = 0. 46. Fifty values of T 2 - T 1 

and T 3 - T 1 were measured. The results were (see Log Book for data): 

(T 2 - TI) average = 20404.7 }s, STD DEV = 0.93 us 

(T 3 - T,) average = 44277.6 as, STD DEV = 1.808 pLs 

C8f (ee)T = 0.46) = 1.4 Fradians 

which is significantly less than was measured in air. Again it should be 

pointed out that in all probability the true error is smaller than computed 

since at least 1 ± radian can be attributed solely to photodiode measurement 

noise and, although helium is a more benign environment than air, it does 

not approach that of a vacuum. No estimate of what perturbations are caused 

by helium seems possible without actually testing in a vacuum. All that can 

be concluded from the aforementioned testing is that, in a vacuum, the along 

scan repeatability after linear justification would be expected to be better 

than 1. 4 microradians. 

Further procedural-type tests at other angles were not attempted in 

helium because the basic goal had changed. With the design change to torque

while-turn-around operation, the two scan functions were made nearly 

identical. In addition the statistical fluctuation in mirror speed appeared to 

be much less than expected. The new goal was to achieve less than 4 micro

radians rms repeatability with minimal or no processing. 

Prior to testing for torquing in turnaround, a change in the test 

setup was accomplished. Using a Hewlett Packard recording computer full 

forward scans (T 3 - TI) and full reverse scans (T 1 - T 3 ) can be measured 

in succession. In this way, 100 consecutive scans can be recorded by the 

computer (50 forward and 50 reverse). Figure 4. 4-9 is a data sample taken 
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Forward Scans Reverse Scans Scan-to-Scan 
(microseconds) (microseconds) Differences 

(50) (50) (microseconds) 

44008.5 43907.8 100 7 -
44007.9 43908.0 100.5 a 
44006.4 43907.9 100.0 90.8 
44006 3 
44006.6 

48908.1 
43907.3 

98.3 
0Q.0 

9g. 1 
99.7 

e 

44007.7 43908.4 98 2 99.0 So 
44004.6 43908.0 99.7 99 6 o 
44004.4 43904.8 9Q.8 98.9 r 
44006.0 
44007.8 

43908.0
43907.8 

97.498 2 97.896.2 

44008.4 43909.7 98.1 97.1 
44008.6 43909.7 Q8.7 96.0 
44008.1 
44008 4 
44006.3 

43908.9 
43908.7 
43908.8 

99.7 
99.4 
99.6 

97.3
97 6\ 
9Q 5 

o 
S U 

44005.6 43906.9 99.4 101. I - r 

44006.3 
44007.2 
44006.0 

43907.4 
43908.2 
43908.7 

98.2 
o8. 1 
98.5 

99.7 
100.8 
98 5 

0o
0 d 
o 

44006.6 43907.0 99 0 100.8 1 -

44004.3 43907.0 99.6 99.1 
44005.3 43906.7 97.6 97.4 
44006.3 43907 7 97.6 98.3 o .0 
44006.2 43q08.5 97.8 96.5 Z 
44006.8 43909.0 97.2 97.0 
44008.1 43908.7 98.1 97.5 
44007.8 43908.1 100.0 99.0 
44007.1 43907.5 100.3 99.9 
44006.4 43908.6 98.5 99.2 
44004.8 43907.7 98.7 97 4 
44003.7 43906.4 98 4 97.5 
44004.0 43904.5 99.2 98.8 
44005.6 43905.9 q8.1 99.8 
44006.7 43908.2 97.4 100.1 
44009.0 43909.9 96.8 98.3 
44007.3 43909.0 100.0 96.8 
44005.5 43908.5 98.8 97.2 
44006.0 43907.0 98.5 99.4 
44006.9 43907.7 98.3 99.9 
44005.1 43907.6 99.3 99.9 
44006 4 43906.6 98.5 98.5 
44006.7 43908.4 98.0 99.8 
44005.2 43908.0 98.7 99.8 
44007.4 43907.5 97.7 99.9 
44007.4 43908.9 98.5 98.8 
44008 7 43908.9 98.5 98.0 
44008.8 43910.0 98.7 98 4 
44008.0 43909.6 99.2 97.8 
44007.4 43908.7 99.3 98.7 
44007.7 43908.9 98.5 99.0 

1 98.8 

Scan Avg 44006.7 Rescan Avg 43908.0 Avg 98 7 

Scan Std Dev 1.3 Rescan Std Dev 1. 1 Std Dev 1. 1 

Figure 4.4-9. Measurement of 100 consecutive scans. 
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on 11/7/75 with the SMA running in helium at 9. 2 Hz. The first column 

contains scans 2, 4, 6, 8 ... etc. The second column contains scans 1, 3, 

5 ... etc. The last.two columns contain the scan to scan-differences. 

A1 = scan 2 - scan 1 

A2 = scan 2 - scan 3 

A 3 = scan - - scan 4 

etc. 

The standard deviation of the scan differences, 1. 1 microseconds, when 

multiplied by the nominal scan rate of 0.268 rad/0, 044 sec = 6. 1 rad/sec, 

provides the scan-to-scan expected repeatability at the end of forward scan 

or G= ST' Thus 1.1 microseconds corresponds to 6.7 microradians, rms 

at one end of the picture: 

-rf 

NO ERROR 	 6.7 MICRORADIANS 
STANDARD DEVIATION 

Since one must assume that the error is primarily related to a systematic 

error in average scan rate, the average value of the expected scan-to-scan 

error over the entire scan angle would be only half as large or 3.4 micro

radians. The underlying assumptions are, again, that the scan speeds in 

both directions nominally stay the same. 

When this timing error is related to flight operating conditions where 

an IFOV dwell time will be approximately 10 microseconds, the 1. 1 micro

second error, reached only at the end of scan, equates to 0. 11 IFOV. 

It is important to note that Figure 4.4-9 shows a fairly strong posi 

tive correlation between successive scans. The relationship is of the form 

S{ (f)t?~ + ? - P3 r-f r 
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where 

c-At is standard deviation in the scan time differences 

0-tf and a-t = the standard deviations in the forward and reverse 
scan times respectively 

Pf,r is the correlation between forward and reverse scans. 

=If successive scans were totally uncorrelated, pf, r 0, then 

-At= tf)? + (-t)= {(1.3) + (1.l)2 = 1.7 

but in fact, c-At equals only 1.1 which suggests a reasonable degree of posi

tive correlation 

(ctf)2 ± (tr) 2 
- (At) 2 2 (11 22 - 12 

Pf, r = 2\tf r ( 3 (1.3) (1.1) = 0.59-t 

The fact that there is positive correlation simply means that if the speed is 

perturbed in one direction during a scan, then the perturbation will propagate 

but diminish for successive scans. 

This data, was quite encouraging and the major remaining questions 

were how closely could this performance be maintained over long periods 

and at other scan frequencies. The following data summary shows the net 

frequency effect (data taken on 11-7-75) (Tfor and Trev are 50 pt averages) 

SMA Freq. T FORW" atf Trev c-tr -At c-eend 
(Hz) (pLs) (±s) (@s) (Gs) ([Is) (pirad)
 

7 61768 3.2 61603 3. 2 2.3 10.0
 

7.5 56802 Z.0 56645 2.0 1.6 7.5
 

8.0 52469 1.4 52328 1.5 1.4 7.1
 

9.0 45272 1.3 45135 1.2 1.1 6.5 

6.7
9.2 44015 1.5 43908 1.3 1.1 
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From this data it can be concluded that the time deviation will grow 

as the scan time grows, but the scan rate tends to compensate resulting in a 

nearly constant standard deviation in the angular error. The one point at 

7 Hz tends to refute this but it suspected that the electromagnetic pick-up 

was a bit noisy at this low rate. As configured during this test, the pick-up 

flux path was poor and operation below 6.7 Hz was impossible because the 

initial deflection rate of the spring produced insufficient voltage to cross the 

threshold. This problem has since been solved by a minor redesign of the 

bumper assembly. Noise free pulses can now be generated at speeds well 

below 5 Hz. The first attempt to measure scan period repeatability over 

long operating times was inconclusive. Figure 4.4-10 shows data taken on 

11/18/75 over a two hour period. 

Tfor Trev Total Active Scan Time 
(is) (is) a-Tf (Yir a-At per Cycle, Tfor + Trev 

Time 50 pt. avg. 50 pt. avg. (4s) (s) () (s) 

11:00 AM 44640.6 44631.0 1.68 1.48 1.48 89Z71.6 

11.03 44641.3 44634.1 1.39 1.60 1.24 89275.4
 

Data taken at 
11:06:30 44646.1 44632.2 Z2.08 1.68 1.35 89278.3 9.00Hzin 

helium 

11.10 44647.3 44630.3 1.34 1.35 0.98 89277.6 

11.22 44643.0 44627.6 1.89 1.79 1.22 89270.6 

iZ:10 PM 44645.3 44622.0 1.30 1.30 0.98 89267.3 

12:55 44639.8 44611.8 1.69 1.78 1.46 89251.6 

Figure 4.4-10. Extended measurement of forward and
 
reverse scans.
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The data indicates an average scan rate change with time. Over 

two hours time the forward scan period seemed to drift over a +E3.5micro

second range. As previously described (see Figure 4.3-9 and neighboring 

text), the logic does not presently contain a loop to keep the forward scan 

equal to the reverse scan. However the total active scan time (forward plus 

reverse) should remain equal to a constant unless the turn-around-time 

drifts. The data tabulated in Figure 4.4-10 indicates a +5 microsecond 

drift in total active scan time. 

It is because of this apparent drift that the test of turn-around time 

was made on 12/16/75 (see text following Figure 4.4-5). And as a result of 

all such tests, the test to determine if the photo-diode circuits were drifting 

was made (see Figure 4.4-6 and neighboring text). The conclusion reached 

is that the test set-up does drift to the extent that the quantitative constancy 

of the active scan periods can not be determined. Only rough bounds to the 

possible drifts of the forward and reverse scan periods can be estimated. 

It is quite possible that if the scans were forced to be equal (by a control 

loop) that the total drift of any active scan period would be less than a micro

second. it is also possible, but not probable, that the drift of the active scan 

period could be as large as -E5 microseconds after an hour or so. A new test 

set-up should be built during the next program phase to resolve this question. 

The important parameter of scan-to-scan registration, which can be 

evaluated from the aAt data in Figures 4.4-9 and 10, appears to be bounded 

by values of 0. 98 and 1.48 microseconds (at 9.0 - 9.06 Hz). Assuming a 

somewhat conservative figure of 1.4 microsecond as the expected misregis

tration of full scan lines results in an expected value of 4. 1 rnicroradians 

masregistration for any two IFOV's over all scan angles. This is less than 

0.1 IFOV's. An ISS -type Scan Angle Monitor would then permit line-to-line 

justification through on-board or ground processing. This would further 

improve registration by a factor of about three. 
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4.4.9 	 Cross Scan Measurements 

Cross scan motion of the mirror is rotation of the mirror-normal, 

perpendicular to the scan direction. This motion causes an overlap or under

lap of the scan line bundle as it traverses the scanned swath. Cross scan 

motion can be divided into two categories which are defined as "nested" and 

"non-nested. " Nested motion is that which repeats exactly for all forward 

scans and repeats in an inverse sense for all reverse scans. The following 

sketch shows pure nested and non-nested cross axis motioxf of successive 

scan line bundles. 

FORWARD 

- 40.. PERFECTLY NESTED 

REVERSE 

NON-NESTED 
FORWARD UNDERLAP 

The design goal is to keep the rms value of the non-nested cross scan motion 

well below 4 Firadians in object space. The nested mofion is less critical 

since its effect is to create a mapping error which can be as large as 

20 Ft radians. Nested motion, which has been demonstrated to be systematic 

and constant innature, can be removed, therefore, by ground processing 

(if desired). 

The nature and source of non-nested cross axis motion, sometimes 

referred to as cross axis jitter, was briefly introduced in Section 4.3. Z 

wherein it described how first and second mode motion of the mirror on its 

flex pivots provide the major source of this undesirable mirror motion. 

Two types of cross-scan measurement techniques were described in 

Section 4.4. 1. As previously described, the even bounce technique measures 

an entire scan period and shows both nested and non-nested motion. The 

odd bounce technique measures only non-nested motion, but allows measure

ments of several cycles. An example of both types of measurement is shown 

in Figure 4.4-11. 
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Figure 4.4-11. Examples of even and odd bounce
 
cross-scan data. 

The top trace of the even bounce photo shows the output of one of the 

pick-off bumper coils. This signal is used (with a delay) to trigger the scope. 

This photo shows all of the cross scan motion, most of which nests perfectly. 

In, this photo the total nested motion is about 40 kradians or about an IFOV. 

As previously described, it is possible to rotate one flex pivot with respect 

to the other and to thus reduce this systematic motion. In addition it is 

possible to design a flex pivot which has minimal center shift. The cross

scan motion created by the flex pivots is not necessarily monotonic with scan 
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angle, but is a sLmple and unique function of scan angle (once the laser noise, 

mirror dust and detector peculiarities are removed). if the photo trace is 

folded over such that the scan would lie on top of the inverted rescan then the 

following sketch illustrates the result: 

CENTER 
OF TURN 
AROUND 

The low frequency part of the strongly nested result is due to flex pLvot 

center shifts. The higher frequency, but nested motion, is primarily due 

to dirt on the mirror surface and on the surfaces of the porro mirror. The 

position sensitive diode is also power sensitive and thus such dirt results in 

apparent, but imaginary, nested cross-scan motion. A careful analysis of 

such a sketch would indicate some non-nested cross-axis motion. This par

ticular trace indicates a worst case peak forward to reverse scan difference 

of 4 microradians. Because of the power sensitivity of the diode and the 

resulting high frequerqcy nested components of the output, the even bounce 

technique is not a sufficiently accurate way to determine quantitative non

nested motion but is a very useful analytic tool. One can observe where 

along the scan non-nested motion exists; the power spectrum of cross-axis 

motion (with appropriate filters); and how random is the motion in time. 

The odd-bounce technique, exemplified by the lower photo of Fig

ure 4.4-11, is an analytic tool of another sort and is the preferable technique 

for obtaining quantitative estimates of non-nested motion or real jitter. 

Since the diode is temporarily stationary, only one optical path is used 

independent of scan direction. The principal measurement error sources 

are then variations in the laser output and variations caused by air turbulence. 

These variations have been measured with the SMA inoperative and have been 

shown to contribute less than half a microradian of error. The diode must 
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be calibrated for each position, but this calibration then holds for all tests at 

a given detector position. Thus all data taken over a period of time is cali

brated and all deviations are truly non-nested cross-axis motion. By care

fully examining the first spike in each pair of spikes in the lower photo, a 

small cyclic fluctuation in the forward scan, cross axis motion can be mea

sured. The same phenomena can be measured for reverse scans (second 

spike of each pair). This analytic tool allows computation of the randomness 

of cross-axis motion at a given scan location and indicates the coupling of 

vibrational frequencies. The true overlap and underlap can easily be mea

sured for each scan (forward-reverse-forward, etc.) by measuring the 

differences in heights of each pulse pair. 

As planned in the Test Procedure, the odd bounce technique was used 

to measure non-nested cross axis motion at five positions along the complete 

scan. The SMA was operated in air and a minimum of 63 cross-scan differ

ences were measured for each position in the scan. The SMA was operated 

at 9.06 Hz. The results were: 

RMS 
Diode Location Mean Fwd-Rvs Scan-to-Scan 

Along Scan Gross-Scan Motion Motion 
(fraction of full scan) (microradians) (microradians) 

0.009 -0.25 1.16 

0.275 -4.07 4.08
 

0.415 -0.34 0.71 

0.662 -0.90 1.46
 

0.968 1.25 1.56
 

The mean of the above results is the average position of all forward scans 

less the average position of all reverse scans, while the rms of the above 

results is the root-mean-square of the difference between successive scans. 

The following sketch indicates how these results are obtained from a typical 

photo. Thus the mean indicates a systematic and time invariant non-nested 

cross scan motion while the rms value indicates the expected amount of mis

alignment or smearing. The rms value includes random effects and is the 

better indicator of the critical parameter of smear or over/under lap. From 
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this limited data it can be seen that there is a bit less than a microradian of 

random cross axis motion. It appears that there may also be a periodic 

fluctuation in the systematic cross-scan, non-nested motion as a function of 

scan angle. 

For this reason many more data points were taken than required in 

the formal procedure. The position sensitive diode was moved up and down 

in quarter inch increments. Figure 4.4-12 is a plot of this extensive data. 

(The rms value of the differences at each mean position are plotted). From 

MICRORADIANS (MIRROR MOTION) SMA FRED = 906 Hz 
RUNNING IN AIR 
11-675- 11-775 

It I 
i\/ DOATA POINT (\ 

I I '|I J I f I 01SINEWAVE I I I , 

2 I' l" 1 i t 

2/ LI h 

- * INCHES OF DIODE POSITION ALONG SCAN
(53 INCHES FROM MIRROR) 

Figure 4.4-12. Non-nested cross-scan motion in air. 
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this plot it appeared that a sine wave of 4 microradians amplitude could 

fit to the data points. Since the first mode of the mirror on its flex pivots 

was measured for this set-up at 320 Hz an attempt was made to superimpose 

a 320 Hz, 4 iLrad sine wave. As seen in Figure 4.4-12 the fit is quite good. 

This indicates that the major form of non-nested motion is caused by an 

interaction of the mirror natural frequency on its flex pivot supports with the 

drive frequency. That is, the phase of mirror motion is almost constant for 

forward scans and separately constant for reverse scans. The drive frequency 

then determines whether forward cross-axis motion and reverse cross-axis 

motion are in or out of phase (or in between). 

Other data was taken as a function of small variations in drive fre

quency, and the general result was that the peaks of scan-to-rescan cross 

axis motion fluctuated between 1 and 4 microradians. This should be 

expected if Figure 4.4-12 is a worst case drive frequency for a mirror 

natural frequency of 320 Hz. One would expect there to be some point where 

the phase of the cross scan motion of the mirror during forward scans iden

tically equalled the phase during reverse scans. It was found that the maxima 

and minima followed each other, occurring at each 0.3 Hz increase in drive 

frequency. The maxima all tended to be near but never exceeded 4.0 micro

radians. This test was checked between 7 Hz and 13 Hz. There was abso

lutely no monotonic relationship with drive frequency noted within this range. 

Limited testing of this sort was repeated in helium (it being a rather 

difficult and dangerous process to move, adjust and calibrate each diode in a 

helium atmosphere). No significant difference was noted. However one 

interesting phenomena was noted: the phase of the cross axis motion in air 

(causing a worst case) would not produce a worst case phase in helium. The 

exact case of Figure 4.4-12 was repeated in helium with no changes to the 

equipment except the addition of helium. (This data is shown in the log book.) 

Significantly better results were recorded. Apparently the helium atmosphere 

slightly changed the natural first mode frequency of the mirror away from 

320 Hz and the forward and reverse motions tended to cancel. It can be 

concluded that the SMA breadboard as-built, whether operating in helium, 
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air, or vacuum, will have a systematic cross-scan, non-nested motion of 

the form 

est/ xn=Ax sin (n s) E 

where 

is the non-nested motion in radians 

A is 	 a peak amplitude between 0 and 4 kradians 

Es is the scan angle 

6st is the total scan angle (0. 268 rad for our case) 

n is 	 a function of the first mode natural frequency and 
the active scan period and was equal to 
h = 320 x 0.044 = 14 for the case shown 
in Figure 4.4-12 

rms value is less than8xn is random noise whose 
one microradian. 

The expected value of this jitter which contributes to overlap and underlap is 

the rms of this function. For a conservative worst case, the rms value would 

be 2.8 microradians. This value is considered to be the worst rms case for 

several reasons. It is the worst case ever measured on the final baseline as 

tested, and several cases were measured. Measurements were taken before 

the nylon bumpers were worn into their final configuration, during wear-in, 

and after wear-in. In addition, cross axis measurements were taken at 

several adjustments of bumper impact time, bumper location, turn-around 

time, and damper preload setting. Several flex pivots were substituted and 

the mirror counterweight was also completely removed to unbalance the 

system. Cross scan non-nested motion never exceeded 4. 1 microradians 

peak 	or 2.8 microradians rms. 

Now 	because the location of the SMA in the scanner has not been fixed, 

the above reference to cross-scan motion has always been in mirror coordi

nates. However the real requirement is in object space. The following 
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sketch depicts the nominal position of the mirror with respect to the scanner 

and the nadir: 

SMA MI RROR 

-I
 

4NADIR 

The object space cross-scan motion is thus related to mirror motion by 

a 
eobject space e -2emirror Cos 

For the contemplated situations wherein the angle, a, is about 90 degrees, 

the 2.8 microradians rms of mirror motion corresponds to 4.0 rnicroradians 

of object space motion. Should an extreme angle of 60 degrees be chosen, 

the equivalent object space motion would be 4.9 microradians. 

Thus far this discussion has described performance testing and pro

vided a conservative estimate of the cross scan motion that can be expected 

from the breadboard SirIA. The remainder of this section will discuss the 

present limitations that cause cross scan motion with the result that con

servative predictions can be made regarding the predicted performance of 

the flight system. 

Present Limitations 

It had been speculated that bumper/mirror contact friction might be 

a significant source of cross-scan energ. This appeared reasonable since 

frictional forces were expected to have a magnitude of roughly 0. 2-0.3 times 

the normal forces and random in amplitude from impact to impact with a 

power spectrum that includes the first mode natural frequency of 320 Hz. 

To test this hypothesis, cross scan motion was measured before and after 
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the contact surfaces had been lubricated with DuPont Slip Spray. A factor of 

two Improvement in cross-scan motion was observed after lubrication. 

Friction is therefore definitely a major cross-scan energy source. This 

conclusion was further established by the fact that a significant increase in 

cross-scan motion did not occur when the unit was operated on two rather 

than four bumpers which causes a large increase in net normal forces but 

little change in frictional forces. Friction can be further reduced by optimal 

choices in materials and contact configurations. 

Another limitation in the present breadboard was discussed in Sec

tion 4.3.2 with respect to the flex pivots. The Bendix flex pivot is only half 

as stiff in shear as a flex pivot of conventional design. With a conventional 

flex pivot of the same torsional stiffness as the Bendix pivots used in the 

breadboard, the magnitude of the cross-scan deflection would be reduced by 

a factor of the square root of two. 

In addition, the existing mirror mass is about three pounds heavier 

than it should be as a result of the design change to leaf spring late in the 

program. A reduction in mass of this magnitude will significantly increase 

the natural frequency of the first mode motion of the mirror on its pivots. 

Such an increase will also cause a decrease in the cross axis deflection. 

Finally, the existing bumper support structure is cantilevered from 

the holding fixture. This, also, was an add-on design, and although an 

attempt to maximize rigidity was made, the cantilevered supports vibrate 

at a well defined natural frequency of 115 Hz. This caused the selection of 

specific turn-around times which would not excite these cantilevers. In the 

flight design, without the cantilevers, shorter turn-around times could, and 

probably would, have been selected. As the turn-around time shortens, 

normal forces increase but more importantly, the vibration spectrum caused 

by friction shifts upward in frequency away from the first mode mirror fre

quency. Tuning of the first-mode/drive frequency relationship then becomes 

more feasible. 
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Growth Potential for the Flight System 

The nature of the present breadboard test program is such that the 

results obtained should be different from what would be predicted for a flight 

model. 

The scanner support structure when designed will be maximally stiff 

along the axis of the bumper forces. Conversely, the granite slab and the 

280-pound magnesium support fixtures, despite their large mass and intrinsic 

stiffness, could not be arranged so that these properties would counteract the 

bumper loads in an optimal way. In the flight system, the bumper assemblies 

will be directly mounted to the scanner support structure. 

Since the bumper assemblies are directly mounted and not cantilevered, the 

natural frequency of the mount should be at least as high as on the present 

breadboard. In essence, the breadboard with its add-on design for conversion 

to the new bumpers is not particularly rigid. 

The potential for reducing the effect of contact friction has not been 

quantified. The most promising concept appears to involve a slight change in 

contact geometry. The present bumper geometry was chosen to minimize the 

total sliding travel between the mirror and bumper contact points. This 

choice causes the directions of motion of the bumper and mirror contact points 

to be non-colinear when the maximum normal force occurs (at maximum spring 
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MIRROR 

deflection). Since testing it has become apparent that yield or wear in of the 

nylon bumper pad occurs almost solely at the point of maximum deflection. 

Therefore it would appear that a significant decrease in friction would occur 

if the relative geometry were rotated such that less or zero sliding forces 

exist at maximum deflection. It is conservatively felt that improved geometry 

will reduce the frictional energy input to cross-scan motion by a factor of two. 

Reducing the mirror mass by three pounds is a natural expected 
improvement. It is also true that use of conventional flex pivots is a natural 

improvement. The mounting of conventional pivots is easier and there is no 

reason to expect any change in fatigue life. The same fabrication processes 

would be utilized. 

Optimal tuning of the first-mode mirror frequency to the drive fre

quency will involve the selection of flex pivots for shear constant, fine tuning 

of the mirror mass and elimination of atmospheric loads. The potential for 

cross axis motion reduction has been shown to be large, but large improve

ments are not needed at the expense of criticality in the selection and tuning 

process.
 

In summary, test data substantiates a conservative estimate of 

4. 0 microradians rms cross-scan non-nested motion in object space for 

the flight system. Slight changes in design and material selection can be 

conservatively said to offer substantial improvements to these measured 

results. It is felt that 1.0 microradians rms is achievable with a 60-degree 

mirror.
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4.4. 10 System Gains and Gain Margins 

As part of the program a determination of the system gains, time 

delays and gain margins was accomplished. Since this SMA is a time domain 

and not a frequency domain servo, and since certain factors within the gains 

are dependent upon mechanical effects which are difficult to quantify, a pure 

analytic determination of gains was not attempted. Instead, actual test data 

were used to determine the settings of gain parameters and their effects upon 

performance. 

Unlike the MSS SMA, stability is insensitive to gain settings. The 

stability gain margins are huge for the torque-while-turn-around logic. The 

most critical measure of performance is along-scan repeatability. And thus, 

the standard deviation in the active scan half cycle (forward or reverse scans) 

was selected as the measure of performance. The control equation (see Sec

tion 4.3.1 and 4.3.3), 

= K + G6 (AT) + G (6 error) 

describes the terms that were to be determined by test 

K = the nominal torquer drive voltage on-time with no 
the time between the last two bumper impacts and 

error in 
no phase 

error 
GE = the increase in torquer on time for positive error 

in the time between the last two bumper impacts. 
referred to as the damping gain. 

(increase) 
This is 

Gb = the increase in torquer on time (in. s.) for a degree of steady 
phase error between the mirror clock and the reference 
clock. This is the phase loop gain and is positive if the SMA 
tends to lag the reference clock. 

Prior to starting the gain parameter tests a new electronics box was 

fabricated. The main reason for building the new electronics box was that 

the older breadboard was difficult to adjust and difficult to connect to the 

SMA and power supplies. The new electronics was packaged in a chassis 

box with simple connectors. Thus the SMA and power supplies were easy 

to connect and such connection could be made reliably without undesirable 
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ground loops. In addition multi-turn dial potentiometers were installed in 

place of the trimpots which had been used to adjust the gain and levels of 

the constant, K, and the two control loops., 

The first step in gain determination was the establishing of the nomi

nal - or constant, K , as a function of operating drive frequency in helium. 

Figure 4.4-13 is used to reference the required terminology. Each time a 

V INPUT TO DRIVE LENGTH MONOSTABLE 

~TO TORQUE 
V - (t SUMMING DRIVE LENGTH T TO ORUE 

) tAMPLIFIER/MONOSTASLE CIRCUITS 

Figure 4.4-13. Terminology for gain determination. 

gain potentiometer setting is changed, the d. c. level of the loop at 

the input to the summing amplifier changes a small amount. Thus in normal 

operations (with no phase error), these levels must be zeroed in order that 

the input proportional to K contains the entire d.c. input. With this in mind, 

it is possible to obtain the relationship between the K input pot setting, the 

input to the sunming amplifier; the torque drive time, r; and the number K 

(which is nominally equal to the torque drive time); and the drive frequency. 

The following table lists the data taken in open loop operations. 

Drive 
Monostable T, Scan Scan 

K Dial 
Pot Setting 

Input 
(Volts) 

K 
(in s) 

Period 
(rn.s) 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

4.56 5 Ii 3.05 97.1 10 30 
5 00 5.190 2 95 116 4 8 59 

50 5 285 2.88 121.95 8.200 
5 80 5.344 2 82 124 11 8 057 
6.00 5.382 2.80 126.5 7 905 Open Loop 
6.30 5 444 2.74 141.2 7.082 Operaton 
4 70 5 138 3 00 97.9 10.215 Monostable 
5.00 5 191 2.96 99.8 10 020 Capacitor 
5.50 5.287 - 121.95 8.200 at 0 0202 I-1. 
4 30 5.064 3.10 96.3 10 381 
4.00 5.012 3 15 95.88 10 430 
3.50 4.927 3.25 80.50 12.422 
5 32 5.250 2.91 110.7 9 033 
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Each scan period measurement consists of an average of 50 data points. The 

scan frequency is then obtained as the period reciprocal. The data is plotted 

in Figure 4.4-14. It can be seen that the electronic behavior was quite 

stable with time and changing pot settings, however the resulting mirror 

speed was not. 

The next step is the determination of the phase gain, G In closed 

loop operation, the equation to be used is 

T = K + O6 (4 error) 

Where the damping term will be ignored because it contributes nothing when 

operation is steady and it is the steady state gain, G , that will be determined. 

With the clock at 9. 0 Hz and with the phase pot set at zero (this pot is adjust

able from zero to about 9. 5 and produces some gain when set at zero because 

13 
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12 - SCAN FREQ MONOSTABLE INPUT 

KT3.2 

5.30 

11 u
 

z to 
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A ° 
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5.10 
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2.8 - 5.00 " 

7 

2.7 492 I I I I I I I I 
3 4 3.6 3.8 4 0 4.2 4.4 46 4 8 5.0 5,2 5 4 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.4 

K DIAL POT SETTING 

Figure 4.4-14. Open loop measurements. 
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of a shunting resistor), the K dial pot is adjusted to produce zero phase 

error. The pot is read and the drive time measured. At this point 

G dial pot = 0 

K dial pot = 5.52 

T = K + G6 (0) = K = Z.85 m.s. 
0 

The clock is now adjusted upwards until T increases by 0.3 m. s., the phase 

error is no longer zero and read as 14 degrees by comparing the reference 

clock and the mirror pulse train clock on an oscilloscope. The K dial pot is 

now adjusted to reduce the phase error to zero and then the clock is returned 

to produce 9.0 Hz. The phase error is measured as a check and it was, in 

fact 14 degrees. The gain can now be computed 

G AT 0.3 = 0.021 m.s/de
0 A phase 140 

This is the phase gain at G dial pot = 0. A second check was made for a 

Gb dial pot setting of 6. For this case 

G AT _ 0.3 0.035 m.s/deg
= a phase 8.650 

Neither of these measurements are more accurate than about 5 percent. 

As a second technique, the phase loop was opened (so that it could 

not effect the monostable) and the phase loop output, referenced to the mono

stable input, was read when a specific phase error was held by manually 

controlling the frequency with the K dial pot. This allowed measuring the 

phase loop input to the monostable per degree phase error. This was done 

as a function of C dial setting thus producing C in volts/deg for each dial 
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setting. From Figure 4.4-14 the relationship between volts at the monostable 

input to change in T is seen to be 

AT
 
Vinput= i 1m. s/volt 

Thus the above Gd in volts per degree can be converted to Gd in milliseconds 

per degree (in the neighborhood of 9 Hz operation). This is plotted below in 

Figure 4.4-15. Also shown on the plot are the two previously calculated 

check points performed by a completely closed loop test. The check is suf

ficiently accurate for the purpose of determining phase gain margins. 

Finally the G6 gain was determined as a function of its dial pot set

tings. Again by holding the speed of the SMA constant, in open loop operation, 

the output of the damping loop, referenced to the monostable input can be mea

sured as a function of change in the time between bumper impacts. Using the 
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Figure 4.4-15. Phase gain in neighborhood 
of 9 Hz for various gain pot settings. 
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1.1 ms/volt factor previously discussed, the G6 damping gain is plotted 

in Figure 4.4-16. Now the entire equation for drive time can be established, 

given the desired operating speed and the optimum (as yet to be determined) 

gain pot settings. For instance, for 9.0 Hz with the phase pot at 7' and the 

velocity pot at 7 

= 2.95 m.s + 0.10 s/s (At) + 0.03 m.s/deg (4 error) 

where At is in milliseconds and 4 error is in degrees.' Similarly, for 

7.09 Hz with the same gain settings, 

r = 2.74 m.s + 0.10 s/s (At) + 0.03 m.s/deg (6 error) 

The next investigation was to determine the optimum gain settings and 

how sensitive to gain settings is the repeatability of scans. The 9.0 Hz 

04 

03 

Co 

, 
01 

2 4 6 8 10 

DIAL POT SETTING 

Figure 4.4-16. Damping gain in the 
neighborhood of 9 Hz for various 
gain pot settings. 
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operation was used and the standard deviation in the forward scan length was 

computed from a continuous string of 50 scans or more. At least three runs 

were made for each data point and the averages plotted. Figure 4.4-17 shows 
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Figure 4.4-17. Scan repeatability data as a function of phase 
and damping loop gains. 
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the effect of changing both gain settings, one at a time. Sketches (a) through 

(d) indicate that a minimum error in repeatability might be achieved with a 

phase pot set at about 5 on the dial while the damping pot was set at about 7 

Sketch (e) holds the damping pot fixed to indicate the effect of changes in the 

phase gain pot. It would appear from sketch (b) and (c) that if the damping 

pot were set at 7 , then a plus or minus change of I in the phase pot will 

make no noticeable change in along scan repeatability. Sketch (e) indicates 

that changes from the nominal phase setting of 5 could be at least ±1 without 

significance. Figure 4.4-15 shows that at a phase pot setting of 5 a ±1 vari

ation would require a Z0 percent change in electronic drift, while Figure 4.4-16 

shows that a ±1 variation from the optimum would require a 22 percent change 

in the damping loop gain. Obviously the electronic components should not be 

expected to drift by this amount. 

From the above data it can be concluded that gain settings are not 

critical and can be easily selected to ensure significant gain "margin." Elec

tronic drift should not change the performance significantly. To this point, 

the discussion has involved steady state conditions. That is, no noise effects 

have been analyzed and all gains have been assumed, and tested, as constants. 

The damping gain is a constant, however the phase gain is not. As seen in 

Figure 4.3-35, the phase detector (NE 565) contains a filter consisting of a 

3.6K ohm resistor and a 4. 7 gf capacitor (time constant equals 17 m. s. ). 

This filter smooths the phase measurements made at each bumper contact 

such that 

=%(S) = T+O. O7S + 

causing the phase signal to be insensitive to measurement noise. The choice 

of the filter time constant is made by assuring that it is long enough to remove 

noise, while short enough to control drifts that could occur in the electronics. 

In the modified electronics this controlling capacitor was replaced with a bank 

of 5 switched capacitors. Figure 4.4-18 shows the effect of varyingT( on the 

forward scan standard deviation. The conclusion is that the phase filter time 
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Figure 4.4-18. Effect upon scan deviation of phase loop filters.
 

isnot a critical parameter from a noise standpoint. Itwas set at 17 ms
 

for the data presented in Figure 4.4-17.
 

A special test was also performed to determine the transient response
 

to a step K input. The electronics was modified such that a resistor which
 

controlled the nominal input, K, to the summing amplifier was shunted with
 

a resistor and switch.
 

PHASE INPUT 

DAMPING INPUT SUMMING DRIVE 
0AMPLI FI ER MONOSTABLE 1 

CONSTANT INPUT 

REF VOLTAGE 

L..-, . __j - ADDED CIRCUIT 

With the SMA running with the switch open, the active forward scans were 

timed and recorded. With the recorder running, the switch was closed to 

produce an instant step change in K . The resulting record shows the tran

sient behavior of the SMA. Figure 4.4-19 shows the effect of the phase gain. 

It is the phase loop which makes up for any change in the nominal drive time 

and which is responsible for returning the SMA frequency to the drive com

mand of the reference clock. As can be seen in the figure, with the phase 
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Figure 4.4-19. Transient behavior versus phase gain. 

dial pot set at 5 , about 50-60 cycles are required to bring the forward scan 

period back to its original value. With a phase dial pot setting of 9 (a gain 

increase of about 2.4), the scan period is corrected in about 17 cycles. The 

step changes in K were abnormal and only gradual drifts are expected in 

actual operation. 

Figure 4. 4-20 shows the transient behavior as a function of damping 

gain. The damping term can be thought of as a lead correction. Well before 

the phase error has had a chance to build up, the damping (or velocity) loop 

senses the effect of a step change in K . Thus the figure shows that as the 

damping gain is increased the peak excursion is reduced. A comparison 

between Figures 4.4-19 and 4.4-20 shows that the damping loop is far more 
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Figure 4.4-20. Transient behavior
 
versus damping gain. 

powerful than the phase loop early in the disturbances. However, after 

several cycles, the total phase error is significant and the phase loop is the 

predominant controller. As seen in Figure 4.4-20, a large change in damping 

gain (a factor of about 1.4) does not significantly affect the total time required 

to return the forward scan period to its original value. 

Similar plots were made with variations in the phase loop time con

stant, T qp , but, as expected, no significant effect was noted. 
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4.4. 	11 Mechanical Noise and Loop Control of Noise 

It is important to know where in the SMA noise originates and how well 
the logic and electronics suppress the random growth of noise. The following 

sketch is used to aid in the discussion of this question. The most pertinent 

BBUMPER MOTION BUMPER 
RESPONSE OF MIRROR PICKOFF 

TORQUEELECTROINIC LOGIC 
COMMAND -- REFERENCE CLOCK 

effect of noise is random changes in the active scan times. From the sketch 

it can be seen that some noise inputs can theoretically be filtered so as not to 

cause mirror motion perturbations. 

Starting with the control clock, it can be seen that high frequency clock 

noise can be filtered by the phase comparator so as not to affect the torque 

command. Clock drifts, on the other hand, will obviously affect mirror motion 

and thus cannot be allowed. Bumper pick-off noise can be filtered out of the 

phase loop (if it is not strongly auto correlated) but cannot (or at least is not 

in the present logic) be filtered out of the damping loop. For this reason 

measurements were taken of the time between a split diode crossing and the 

bumper coil output. In this test the split diode was regularly located quite 

close to the bumper contact point. The split diode is known to possess mea

surement noise of less than a microsecond rms. The standard deviation of 

the resulting time measurement was measured several times and all values 

were between 0.1 and 0.2 microseconds. The conclusion reached was that the 

uncorrelated noise produced by the bumper sensor coil and threshold circuitry 

is small indeed and would thus not contribute to perturbations of the mirror 

motion. 

There is no reason to believe that the torquer is a source of noise. 

This leaves three noise sources, mechanical bumper noise, noise created by 
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the air or helium atmosphere used to test the SMA, and noise created within 

the electronics.
 

As yet no conclusive technique for separately measuring bumper 

mechanical noise and atmospheric effects has been devised. Tests have 

determined that operation in helium creates smaller scan period fluctuation 

than operation in air. And it has been presupposed that operation in vacuum 

will show further improvements, but the degree of improvement has not 

been determined. 

In order to measure the combined noise created by the bumper 

mechanics and helium atmosphere, a test was devised. Figure 4.4-21 is 

used to describe this test and shows the data taken. The SMA was operated 

in helium at 9.06 Hz. A split diode was located near each bumper such that 

full forward and reverse scan periods could be measured. Torque was not 

applied at one turn-around. That is, a switch on the electronics was installed 

that would cause the logic to torque at the "top" bumper but not at the "bottom" 

as shown in the figure. The split photo diodes were arranged to record Tin 

and Tou t in succession such that for each passive turn-around, the previous 

scan (Tin) and the succeeding scan (Tout) were measured. Fifty such corre

lated data points were recorded and plotted in the figure. 

If no perturbations occured during a turn-around, and if the atmo

sphere (helium) did not affect the scans, then 

T 
Tout En identicallyM 


where E is the nominal coefficient of restitution. The data was processed 
for average values of Tin and Tou t and a linear fit to the data was passed 

through this point (this checked with a slope of E = T in/Tout ). Thus with no 

mechanical or atmospheric perturbations, the data points should all fall on 

this ideal line. The error in Tout by which a data point missed the line was 

i th measured and defined as Ai for the data point. Then the average and 

standard deviation of the As were taken: 

Z= -0.03 microseconds 

uA= 0.74 microseconds 
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Figure 4.4-21. Data used to obtain mechanical noise. 

In addition the standard deviations of T and Tou t were obtained 

aT = 1.4 microsecondsin 

o-T = 1.7 microseconds.out 
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It would be expected that a- Tout would be larger than a- Tin since no 
correction is made during the passive turn-around and the noise created at 

that turn-around would add to the noise of the previous scan. 

The conclusion is that the bumper and atmosphere produce noise 

equivalent to 0.74 microsecond rms measured at the end of a succeeding 

scan. There is no way that the control system can reduce the total noise 

in the system tested below this value since it can only operate upon the 

noise after the succeeding scan. Some of this noise should be due to helium 

and some due to nonoptimum bumper design. With both bumpers operating 

the total system noise should be slightly better than T- T = 1.1 microin 

seconds. (See Figure 4.4-9 showing data taken immediately prior to the 

data of Figure 4.4-20.) 

The last part of the question involves how much noise is created 

within the electronics and how well does the electronics handle the growth 

of the total noise input. The electronics cannot reduce the total noise below 

the real values of mechanical noise. In fact, noise is known to propagate 

through several bounces. Examination of a time plot of a typical series of 

scan period measurements provides some insight as to the possible magni

tude of timing errors created by electronic disturbances. Figure 4.4-2Z is 

such a plot. Successive forward and reverse scan period errors from the 

respective mean periods are plotted from left to right. The first point plotted 

is a forward scan with zero error and the second point is for the following 

reverse scan, etc. It can be seen that the first 44 scan periods (=Z. 5 sec

onds) were reasonably unperturbed with an rms value of less than 0.5 micro

second. Suddenly, a disturbance occurred which initially produced peak 

errors of more than 2 microseconds, reducing to half this value after about 

1 second This data, taken on the final day of testing, clearly suggests the 

introduction of a transient perturbation in the electronics which probably 

involved the drive or laser power or both. 
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4.5 	 MIRROR FABRICATION AND TESTING 

The basic design of the beryllium scan mirror has been previously 

described in Section 4. 3. This section discusses the blank fabrication, 

polishing, and mirror testing. This then leads to the conclusion that the 

new, lightweight construction is suitable for Thematic Mapper over the full 

range of the desired environmental conditions. 

4. 	5. 1 Blank Fabrication 

At the beginning of the program it was anticipated that the blank fab

rication and mirror polishing would be a critical path in the program sched

ule. In order to uncover unforeseen problems early, two additional mirrors 

were fabricated. The first was a small, 15 x Z3 cm sample of the brazed 

beryllium structure. This sample would allow the mirror manufacturer 

(Grant and Kamper of San Diego) an opportunity to try out the brazing tech

niques specified on the mirror blank drawing. In addition this sample would 

allow the polishing vendor (Applied Optics Center of Burlington, Mass. ) 

the same opportunity. Once polished, flatness tests on this sample were 

intended to be performed prior to final assembly and brazing of the flight

type mirror blank. The other additional "mirror" fabricated was the dummy 

mirror which was a beryllium cruciform which could be used for initial SMA 

tests prior to delivery of the flight-type mirror. 

During fabrication of the sample mirror several detail fabrication 

problems were encountered and solved. The sample blank delivery date was 

delayed but it was hoped that the information gathered would aid in fabricating 

the large mirror. The sample mirror was deliberately built with brazed 

eggcrate joints (no stop-flow holes) on one half and unbrazed joints on the 

other half. The object was to see if a "posting" effect would print through 

the mirror surface under temperature cycles. Further processing delays in 

the sample occured at the polishing vendor. Specifically, the time to 

remove material was greater than the vendor anticipated. One result of 

these delays was that the decision to not braze the joints in the eggcrates 

had to be made prior to thermal flatness testing of the sample. 

Interferograms of the sample mirror at various temperatures are 

shown in Figure 4. 5-la through e. The test set-up is shown in Figure 4.5-2. 
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Figure 4.5-Ia. Sample mirror interferograms. 
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Figure 4.5-lb. Sample mirror interferograms. 
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Figure 4. 5-1c. Sample mirror interferograms. 
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Figure 4.5-1d. Sample mirror interferograms. 
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Figure 4.5-4e. Sample mirror interferograms. 
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Figure 4. 5-2. Sample mirror 
thermal flatness test equip
ment setup. 

Conclusions that were reached based upon sample mirror tests and that were 

directly applicable to manufacture of the flight-type mirror were as follows: 

1. Posting due to the brazed eggcrate joints was not evident. 
Therefore either core design can be used without expected 
degradation. 

2. 	 Eggcrate pattern can be expected at high and low tempera
ture extremes. No conclusion as to MTF degradation was 
initially made. 

3. 	 Bending about the mirror minor axis may be due to the 
fact that core nodes were brazed on one side but not on 
the other. Or the cause could be related to the existence 
of an insert in the center of the back face. Thus it was 
not known if the existence of many inserts in the flight
type mirror would cause temperature warpage of the 
figure. 

4. 	 The edge roll off on the sample mirror surface increased 
with temperature perturbations. The same effect should 
be expected on the flight-type mirror. Edge roll could be 
a problem if it extended into the clear aperture. Since 
edge roll on the sample extended 0. 10 inch into the mirror 
face, the planned oversize (0. 1 inch) of the flight mirror 
may be marginally acceptable. 
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These conclusions would have led to building the flight type mirror a 

bit larger to allow greater edge roll outside of the clear aperture, but the 

fabrication cycle was too far downstream to allow this change. No other 

changes would be indicated from these conclusions and the only concern was 

the possible effect upon mirror figure of the inserts. Only subsequent testing 

of the flight-type mirror would prove that the bending problem seen in the 

sample mirror was not due to inserts but rather to the asymmetrical brazing 

of core nodes. 

As the flight-type mirror blank progressed in its fabrication process 

several new problems arose that were not uncovered by the sample mirror. 

There are two ways to achieve the elliptical profile. The parts of the blank 

can be sized prior to brazing, as was done for the sample mirror, or they 

can be assembled in an oversized condition and the entire blank profiled after 

brazing by an EDM "band saw" technique. Because it would require sending 

the blank to a separate vendor for profiling, which would have added to the 

schedule, it was decided to pre-cut the face sheets just as had been done with 

the sample mirror. The basic fabrication plan is shown in Figure 4.5-3. 

This choice was a mistake. In the braze oven all parts must be jigged 

and the assembly weighted to cause tight braze joints between the core and 

the face sheets. Although jigging was a simple matter with the sample mirror 

with its single insert, pre-profiling made jigging much more difficult with the 

large mirror. There were simply no edges upon which to jig. 

During the rear face sheet brazing operation, the insert bosses moved 

from their index positions on the rear face sheet, thus forcing the mirror front 

face sheet out of flat: 

FRONTFACE SHEE 

CORE CORE
 

REAR FACE SHEET ' I -

OVEN FLAT 

PLANNED RESULT 
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Figure 4. 5-3. Flight type mirror
 
blank fabrication plan.
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During the planned second braze operation the rear face sheet is on a flat in 

the oven. Braze flux and alloy foil are placed on the rear face sheet and the 

previously brazed subassembly and all of the remaining inserts are placed on 

top of the rear face sheet. The parts are held in place laterally and weighted 

down from the top. The temperature of brazing is near the yield point of 

beryllium. Thus the result of improper fixturing was to put a 0. 040 inch 

bump in the front face sheet. 

Rather than scrap the part an attempt was made to flatten the face 

sheet by turning it over in the oven and pressing the face sheet against the 

oven flat. (It would have been impossible to have unbrazed all parts and 

started over, since each braze cycle causes the flux and braze alloy to etch 

away (dissolve) beryllium.) This attempt worked to an extent, after several 

oven cycles. The face sheet flatness was brought to within 0.015 inch. 

However, the total of six braze cycles, that it had now been subjected, 

created other problems. Prior to each braze cycle the entire interior was 

flushed with flux. To do otherwise would insure that the alloy would ball-up 
and leave the joints. This repeated application of flux and alloy took its toll 

on the beryllium. The results were voids in some brazed areas and migrated 

braze alloy into some non-braze areas. Several of the core nodes were 

completely brazed between the stop-flow holes. Pitting and etching of the 

exterior of both front and rear face sheets was caused by excessive flow of 

flux and braze alloy during the repeated oven braze cycles and by an unex

pectedly high wetting characteristic on the HP-8 1 face sheet material (not on 

the cross-rolled core strips). 

All of these problems can be substantially alleviated on subsequent 

units by eliminating some of the insert bosses and by leaving the mirror 

blank in a rectangular configuration until after all brazing (followed by an 

EDM profile operation). This makes jigging far simpler and will keep flux 

and braze alloy off the exterior surfaces of both face sheets. 

Upon inspection after the final brazing operation the decision was made 

to proceed with final machining and grinding since the polish vendor thought 

it would be possible to polish the part flat even with the blank fabrication 

discrepancies. During the final grinding operation (performed at Los Angeles 

Gage Corporation), a compromise was required. The front face was already 

too thin to grind to a final print dimension of 0.080 inch. Yet there were 
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several small but deep pits distributed over the mirror surface and a rather 

deep scar along one edge and extending inward about 3/8 inch. Again, these 

were caused by flux and braze alloy. The part was ground to a flat which left 

a few pits and a small (approximately one square inch) remaining edge scar. 

The final front face thickness was between 0.060 and 0.065 inch. The remain

ing print through bump, due to the unseated boss had been removed. 

It was concluded that if this blank could be polished, the few front face 

sheet imperfections would not interfere with the planned tests. Thus this 

imperfect mirror blank might be expected to allow successful completion 

of the remainder of the program. 

In addition, a series of improvements to the fabrication process were 

developed and demonstrated on a small sample by Grant and Kamper. This 

provided assurance that a proper blank could be fabricated with a single oven 

braze cycle. 

4.5.2 Mirror Polishing and Coating 

The slow rate of achieving figure on the sample mirror was repeated 

on the flight-type mirror. Several re-estimates, by A. 0. C., of the polish 

completion date resulted. The slow polish rate was attributed to two factors. 

First, the substrate material seemed to be unusually hard. Apparently 

A.0.C. had not polished the HP-81 beryllium in such large sizes before. 

The material does yield an excellent surface quality and no change in the 

material call-out on future mirrors is warranted. The fact of slow polish 

rate will simply be accepted and planned for. The second problem was the 

existence of severe pitting. These pits tended to break down the edges of 

the polishing lap which, in turn, scratched the mirror and required cyclic 

lap re-fabrication. 

Finally on 11 June HAC was alerted by AOC that the desired figure 

had just about been reached and a HAC representative was sent to AOC to 

check figure and accept the mirror (actually a thermal cycle, re-check, 

coating and buy-off would follow this check of flatness). Unfortunately AOC 

had made an error in the test set-up and procedure and thus thought the 

mirror was flat when, in fact, it was cylindrical. 
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The scan mirror was tested using a Ritchey sphere test set-up and a 

laser interferometer. The equipment layout is shown in Figure 4.5-4. 

The Ritchey test permits the testing of large flat mirrors in an uncollimated 

beam of light. The flat mirror under test is used as a folding mirror in the 

test. To thoroughly test the scan mirror surface in the Ritchey test, the 

mirror's surface flatness is examined with the scan mirror major axis in 

one orientation and then with the scan mirror axis rotated 90 degrees. The 

interferograms shown on the left side of Figure 4.5-5 show the results of 
the Ritchey test. It was determined from these interferograms that there 

was still approximately 2 fringes of concave power along the short axis of 
the mirror. This represents approximately 0.7 wavelength since the test 

set-up makes 2.8 fringes equal to I wavelength. This conversion is due to 

the scan mirror being mounted at 45 degrees with respect to the sphere and 

because the laser light is reflected off the mirror twice. The requirement 

for the scan mirror is +1/4 wavelength over the entire clear aperture of the 

mirror. The test wavelength is 0. 6328 micrometer. 

TM SCAN MIRROR _-

SPHERICAL 
MIRROR 

LASER 
INTERFEROMETER 

Figure 4.5-4. Equipment 
layout for Ritchey test at 
AOC on 11-13 June, 1975. 
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Figure 4.5-5. Ritchey test interferograrns taken at AOC on 11-13 June 1975.
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The mirror had thus been polished to a cylinder rather than a flat, and 

this had occurred because of a procedural error in testing, i.e. , by testing 

the mirror in only one axis with the Ritchey sphere they were inadvertently 

focusing out the astigmatism. Had AGO rotated the mirror they would have 

quickly seen the problem. The test procedure and polishing cycle was 

reviewed and it then appeared that further polishing and proper checking would 

produce a flat mirror. 

However, the mirror was nearly flat and this seemed like a good time 

to test for temperature stability. The mirror drawing requires a post

polishing 980C thermal cycle flatness check. This check, which is a cus

tomary requirement for all metal mirrors, assures flatness over a military

type storage environment and assures stability after hot coating operations. 

The mirror is not required to be flat at 980C, but it is not expected to warp 

due to that exposure. 

The morning after the heat treat a second set of interferograms were 

taken. These pictures are shown on the right side of Figure 4.5-5. The 

interferograms showed how the eggcrate prLnt-thru occurred over the entire 

front surface. The print-thru was more pronounced around the flex pivot 

block labeled TAll in Figure 4.5-5. Print-thru occurred on the back surface 

only in the area of flex pivot 'Ai". After reviewing the post heat treat inter

ferograms, it was decided to put the mirror back into polish. 

At that point it was questioned whether the sample mirror had been 

subjected to this final thermal cycle or not. It was therefore decided to 

perform the test on the sample mirror at HAC. The results indicate that a 

permanent print-thru problem did not occur on the sample mirror after the 

98 C temperature cycle. The nterferograms of the sample mirror at HAC 

were taken using a Fizeau interferometer. No evidence of permanent honey

comb see-thru or increased edge roll off was detected. 

The question of why the sample mirror behaved properly while the 

flight-type mirror warped was paramount. The poor behavior could be blamed 

only upon differences between the two mirrors. One difference is the con

struction. The sample mirror has a thicker face sheet and has been through 

far fewer braze cycles. These braze cycles cause the braze material to etch 

into the face sheet. It is quite probable that the braze material, whose 
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coefficient of thermal expansion is twice that of beryllium, has eaten its way 

well up into the underside of the face sheets. The cure is simply to make 

the flight mirror like the sample, and in fact, future substrate's will be 

limited to one or at most, not more than two braze cycles and a final face 

sheet thickness in excess of 0.080 inch. A second difference between the two 

mirrors is the grinding and polishing history on the flight type mirror caused 

by the braze material and the pits on the face sheet. It is conceivable that 

excessive polishing or grinding forces in conjunction with a thin face sheet 

causes residual stresses which were relieved at 980C. Here again, this 

conforms to the fact that the sample mirror, which was not pitted, did not 

experience a problem due to the 980C cycles. 

The plan of action from this point was thus to obtain a flat mirror, 

reduce the post polish thermal cycle to 38°C and finish the rest of the pro

gram objectives without repeating the 980C thermal cycle. The sample 

mirror was evidence enough that a flight-type mirror could be made to 

withstand a 98 0C thermal cycle. The critical questions at that juncture were 

whether or-not a mirror could be fabricated to the requirement of 1/2 fringe 

and what thermal in-use variations could be tolerated. 

On 19 and 20 June a second HAC representative met with AOC per

sonnel to again go over procedures and the permanent print-through problem 

as well as to assess polishing progress. At that time AOC was confident 

that they could meet the full print requirements for static flatness. However, 

the additional time required for polishing was difficult to quantify. In order 

to accelerate delivery and yet still allow accuracy for dynamic and thermal 

flatness, it was agreed upon to allow a one inch rolled edge around the mirror 

(0. 1 inch per print). This minimizes the amount of material which must be 

removed to attain final flatness and hence delivery time, yet maintains a 

high quality figure over approximately 90 percent of the area for accurate 

test measurements. 

On Z6 June a HAC representative arrived at AOC and inspected 

interferograms which clearly indicated that the mirror was still 1. 2 fringes 

out-of-flat. AOC agreed. 
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The figure of the mirror was essentially flat over the central half of 

the area; the outside half rolled down all the way around. The plan for obtain

ing flatness, was to dish out the center, leaving a toroidal mound near the edge. 

Then the toroidally high area 'would be worked outward. It was decided to 

continue the polishing process but to send interferograms by telecopy machine 

directly to HAG Culver City to allow Hughes concurrence in the progress and 

direction without round trips to Boston. By 9 July 1975 is was clear from the 
interferograms that further progress was not being made. The MLrror was 

not within the 1/2 fringe goal and in fact had a large edge roll (- 1 fringe). 

At this point delivery of the mirror to allow continuation of testing at Hughes 

had become critical. 

It was determined by Hughes that the mirror was satisfactory for the 

purpose of all remaining tests. That is thermal effects could be measured, 

dynamic performance was measurable with the existent figure, and all SMA 

tests could be performed. In addition, although the existent mirror was not 

as flat as could normally be expected for metal mirrors of this size, there. 

were known techniques for easing the polishing problem. Specifically, the 

mirror could be thinly coated with nickel (one or two thousands of electroless 

nickel) and this surface is known to be easier to control than beryllium. Then 

too, a flight mirror would have a significantly thicker face sheet which would 

tend to ease the edge roll-down problem. Lastly, it still had not been 

determined just how flat the mirror must be. Hughes, accordingly, told AOC 

to coat the mirror and the mirror was delivered and put into thermal flatness 

testing on 17 July 1975. 

It should be pointed out that the mirror was coated with aluminum 

rather than silver. This choice was possible since there were no plans to 

test the mirror for qualities of the coating such as reflectivity, absorptivity, 

polarization, scattering, etc. The choice permitted a quick turnaround with 

less risk of damaging the surface. The flight mirror will be silver coated. 

The aluminum coating was sufficient for this program's needs. 

At this point in time the remaining questions outweighed the conclu

sLons. The ability to polish the HP-81 beryllium has been established, but 

the required and achievable figure quality had not. 
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4.5.3 Mirror Testing and Analysis 

The critical tests of flatness were performed in accordance with the 

Test Plan and Test Procedures. The procedures were changed in only two 

ways. (1) Tests were performed in a thermal chamber to enable measure

ment of flatness over the 20 ±10 0 C temperature range, and (2)Tests were 

performed prior to and after bonding operations to check the effect of bonding

induced stresses and gravitational effects of the magnet assembly. 

This was an extensive change in the scope of the static flatness mea

surements compared to the original plan. The need for this change was to 

assure that the cause of the bend down the middle at high and low tempera

tures on the sample mirror would not be present. 

The thermal/static flatness tests were accomplished and reported in 

IDC 72123/87, "Thermal Flatness Test Report" by R.A. Johnson, dated 

6 August 1975; and IDC 72123/113, "Post-Bonding Test Report" by 

R.A. Johnson, dated 23 September 1975. Prior to bonding, the mirror was 

tested using a Tinsley Unequal Path Interferometer at temperatures of 11, 15, 

Z0, Z3, 26, -and 32 0 C. interferograms were taken at each temperature and 

each interferogram was reduced to determine the flatness at each tempera

ture. Two effects were quickly noted. 
' The "bend-down-the-middle seen on the sample mirror was not seen 

in the flight type mirror. This data confirmed the hypothesis that the sample 

mirror behavior of bending down the middle was due to the fact that the sample 

mirror was made with complete braze posting on one side and no braze post

ing on the other. In fact, the overall figure of the mirror behaved quite well 

over the temperature extremes tested (which were slightly greater than the 

20 ±100 C required). The flatness of the flight-type mirror at the polishing 

temperature was not within the 1/2 fringe requirement required by the polish

ing drawing. However, the temperature behavior or change in flatness from 

the figure at 701F was quite good, as shown in the following table 

Peak to Peak Fringes PIVOT
 
Temperature, 0c AT,OF Vertical Horizontal
 

11 -18 045 042 
15 -10 030 005 
20 0 0 0 HORIZONT
 
23 3 020 -005
 
26 8 022 055
 
27 11 025 035 
32 20 005 0 
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After bonding and assembling the torquer magnets to the mirror, the 

mirror was again statically tested at room temperature. The mirror was 

tested with the pivot axis in both a horizontal and vertical mount. No bending 

of the mirror due to bonding was noted. However, the magnet mass caused 

a 1/8 fringe mirror bend when the pivot axis was vertical and a 1 fringe bend 

when the pivot axis was horizontal. This static bending due to gravity is not 

pertinent to flight performance; however, it is an Lndication that inertial 

forces caused by the magnet mass during turn around should be considered 

as a possible cause of any dynamic changes in flatness. 

The second effect of thermal variations was the core pattern that 

could be seen in the interferograms. The perturbation of the surface due to 

the core pattern at temperature extremes is less than 1/8 fringe, which is 

well within the overall flatness requirement. However, due to the high 

spatial frequency of this pattern, the slope errors could conceivably degrade 

the mirror MTF. The interferogram test method cannot be used to evaluate 

the magnitude of the core print through effect upon MTF. 

The first step in understanding the total effect upon MTF of the figure 

errors ind core print through was taken by utilizing an analytic model. This 

was reported in IDC 7212. 1/136, "TM Scan Mirror MTF Degradation Analy

sis" by W. W. Goodridge dated 17 September 1975. The analytic model is 

only as good as the estimate of the surface error used in the model. By 

reading the interferograms one can estimate the figure errors quite well. 

However the core print through errors can only be bounded. This resulted 

in the following estimated bounds on figure and core print through errors. 

Surface Errors in Wavelength at 0. 6328 im 
for flight-type mirror as fabricated. 

Temperature, 0C 

10 16 21 27 32 

Probable Figure Errors 0. 13 0.08 0. 06 0. 11 0. 13 

Pessimistic Figure Errors 0. 26 0. 16 0. 12 0.22 0. 26 

Lower Bound on Core Errors i/Z0 1/40 1/40 1/20 1/16 

Upper Bound on Core Errors 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/8 1/4 
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These estimates were then utilized in the analytic model to produce 

lviTF degradations. The analytic model (developed in the above mentioned 

IDC) separately models the effect upon IMTF of the low spatial frequency fig

ure errors and the high spatial frequency print through errors. For figure 

errors the MTF degradation, T(v), as a function of spatial frequency, v, can 

be expressed 

-(w) (i(1 - lM)
T(v) = e 

where w is the variance of the wavefront errors in wavelength squared, and 

lIi ( v ) is the auto-correlation function of the perturbations expressed as a 

function of spatial frequency. For this particular case where Wc< K/8 and 

the errors have a low spatial frequency content, the transfer function is inde

pendent of the form of the error, and depends only upon the magnitude of the 

wavefront error. Figure 4. 5-6 expresses the MTF of the figure errors for 

various magnitudes of the figure error (X/n) as a function of normalized 

spatial frequency (vn = V/v 0O where v = D/% in cycles/radian). 

10 

X 16)116
xlfl 

09 

X18 

08 	 1/4 

0 	 002 0.04 006 008 

NORMALIZED SPATIAL FREQUENCY, un
 

Figure 4. 5-6. MTF for figure errors. 
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-owever it is the degradation in system IMTF due to scan mirror imperfections 

that needs to be determined rather than scan mirror MTF per se. For a cir

cular aperture the perfect lens ITF in terms of the normalized spatial fre

quency, Vn' is 

-T(V)= cos 1 (vn) - v sin cos- (v) 

Then the degradation factor is T(vn)/T(vn) and this degradation factor for 

figure errors is plotted in Figure 4. 5-7. 

10 

085 0 002 004 006 00 01 

NORMALIZED SPATIAL FREQUENCY, .. 

Figure 4. 5-7. Degradation factors for 
/U figur e errors. 
2U 

An example of the use of this figure is as followvs: For Band 5, the wave

length is 1. 65 rn. From the table, the pessimistic figure error at 32°0G is 

0. 26 wavelengths at 0. 6328 Lir. Therefore the curve selected from Fig

ure 4. 5-7 is 

W=0. 26 x 0. 63Z8 =0 96-X10= I1.65= 0. 99 -- i 0
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The IFOV is 42. 6 microradians and the cut-off frequency is 1/2 (IFOV) or 

11. 7 cycles/mrad. The diffraction cut-off frequency for a 40.6 cm diam

eter aperture is v = D/k = 24Z cycles/m radians at 1. 65 m. By dividing, 

the normalized spatial frequency is obtained, vn = il. 7/242 = 0. 048. 

Therefore Figure 4. 5-7 is entered at w = X/10 and vn = 0. 048 obtaining 

a degradation factor of 0. 98; that is, a loss in IVITF of 2 percent from the 

MTF of a perfect 40. 6 cm diameter aperture. 

Now in addition to the basic figure errors, the print-through of the 

eggcrate pattern must be considered. The degradation factor for the print

through errors and the degradation factor for the figure errors can then be 

multiplied to obtain the total degradation factor for the mirror as a function 

of temperature (factor of 1 implying no degradation). To evaluate the higher 

frequency errors the following equation as developed in "Geometric Versus 

Diffraction Predictions of Properties of a Star Image in the Presence of 

Isotropic Random Wavefront Disturbance, " by i. V. Shack, Technical 

Report 32, Optical Science Center, University of Arizona, 16 September 1968, 

is used: 

2
T~v e-I/Z (Z / c)Z Vnn
T(Vn) = e/(r/c 1 

where here: 

0%0 is the departure, rms, in lens units
 

n is the rms correlation length of the departure
 

v is the angular spatial frequency in cycles/mr
 

D is the optical diameter 

W = ("<w)/x 

X is the optical wavelength 

V = v/(D/X)
 

2c = n/D
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This equation can also be normalized to obtain the factor of IMTF relative 

to a perfect aperture. Then by combining the factor for figure with the fac

tor for the print-through errors, the total expected degradation can be 

obtained. This results in the estimation shown in Figure 4.5-8. 

10 DIFRACTION LIMIT 

Q J OPTIMISTIC 

<UPPER 
BOUND 

0 

or:l


OQ 080 
I-0o
 
2- < PESSIMISTIC 

ELOWER 
BOUND 

0 70 
4.5 10 16 21 27 32 38 

TEMPERATURE, 0 C 

Figure 4.5-8. Upper and lower bound of mirror MTF based upon 
analysis and interferogram data expressed as a function of 
temperature at 12 cycles/mrad. 

Two boundaries are shown. The upper bound (optimistic) is based upon the 

probable figure errors of the mirror (not including edge roll off) and the 

lower bound on core errors as previously tabulated. The lower bound is 

based upon doubling the measured figure errors (pessimistic figure errors 

in the table) and by using the upper bound on the core errors. Three facts 

are clear: The bounded MTF curves are not very close together, The uncer

tainty in the core errors is the largest contributor to the uncertainty in MTF; 

If the pessimistic estimate is used, a very narrow temperature range would 

be permissible. 

In order to get a better estimate of what the true lvTF degradation as 

a function of temperature will be, a second type of test was performed. This 

test set-up is shown in Figure 4. 5-9. The objective of this test is to directly 
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SAMPLE SCAN MIRROR 

F/12 COLLIMATOR UBE PINHOLE (AT COLLIMATOR FOCUSI 

BEAM SPLITTER 
CHArI " FILTERED TUNGSTEN 

THERMAL CHME 3_PROJECTION LAMP 
T (XMEAN =O0 pM) 

__TROPELMINISCAN UNITWITH-
SLIT POS'TION 4PM WIDETRAVELING SLIT 
0 PM PRECISION) PICKOFF 

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE 
IS20 PHOTCATHODE) 

CURRENT *SPECIALLY WIRED TO INTERFACE 

m PORTION OF AMPLIFIER WITH CALCULATOR 

I MIRROR APERTURE 
I EVALUATED 

6" I 
I 

3' DIIA 
VOLTMETER 

E LT 
PLOTTER 

CALCULATOR 

SIDE WITH SIDE WITH 
NO STOP- STOP FLOW DIGITAL 
FLOW HOLES HOLES COUNTER 

(SLIT 

SAMPLE SCAN MIRROR POSITION) 

Figure 4. 5-9. Thematic Mapper sample scan mirror MTF 
measurement setup. 

measure the line spread function of the mirror under the conditions of the 

temperature environment. The technique utilizes a slit scanner. The image 

of a point source, located at the focus of a collimator and after reflection off 

of the mirror under test and reimaged through the collimator and beam split

ter, is scanned with a narrow slit resulting in a line spread function (LSF). 

The MTF is obtained by taking the Fourier Transform of the LSF. Errors 

in the mirror flatness change the LSF and hence the ivITF. In this set-up, 

with the mirror normal to the incident wavefront, surface errors are 

doubled. 

Since the basic objective is to determine how well a flight quality 

mirror will perform with respect to temperature dependent core print-through, 

the test was performed using the sample mirror. The sample mirror was 

manufactured with the proper front face sheet thickness while the flight type 
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mirror has a much thinner than desired front face sheet. Fortunately this 

technique does not require testing the entire surface. The only requirement 

is that the area tested be representative of the-high spatial frequency defor

mations and that there be several cycles of core per diameter of the test 

area. 

The sample mirror was located in a thermal chamber and the LSF 

measured at temperatures between Z10 and 32C. In addition the LSF was 

measured using a reference mirror installed in place of the sample mirror. 

The test set-up automatically plots the LSF, taking Z00 points and plotting 

every other one, as shown in Figure 4.5-10 (for the 210C case). Each data 

point consists of the average of 50 measurements. In this fashion RMS noise 

values were reduced to one point in 5000, and highly repeatable data resulted. 

80 
NUMBER OF 
DATA POINTS 

200 (400 PLOTTED) 

DATA POINT 
SPACING 

4 pM 

60 SAMPLES PER 10 40 OM -

DATA POINT 

SOURCE WIDTH 50 pM 

SLIT WIDTH 4 pM 

z 40 

z 

20 

DISTANCE 0 

-20 

Figure 4.5-10. Measured line spread function ,at 210C. 
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If one visually compares the resulting plotted line spread function at 

210C and 3Z 0C, by overlaying the computer produced curves, a barely dis

cernable skirt spreading can be detected at the higher temperature. However, 

for the required data reduction accuracy, these curves were not used and 

the measured data is used numerically and directly. 

The measured data includes the effect of finite source and slit size 

along with test-set aberrations. However, these were compensated for by 

deconvolving the slit and source width from the measured data (accomplished 

by dividing the resulting measured MTF by the transfer functions of the 

source and slit). Since the frequencies of interest are between approximately 

0. 1 and 0. 7 of the slit cut-off frequency and because of the low noise value 

obtained, accurate estimates of MTF can thus be obtained. The effects of 

set-up aberrations were computed relative to a baseline system with the 

reference mirror installed. 

As discussed previously, performance estimates are derived in 

terms of degradations at angular spatial frequencies below 12 cycles/mrad. 

The system angular frequency in cycles/mrad can be converted to test sta

tion linear spatial frequencies in cycles/mm by dividing by the collimator 

focal length of 914 mm. Thus 1Z cycles/mrad corresponds to 12/(10 - 3 x 

914) = 13 cycles/mm in the test-set. (The slit cut-off frequency is 

18 cycles/mm. ) 

The measured MTF versus mirror temperature is shown in 

Figure 4. 5-11. Please note that the scale of this figure is chosen to illus

trate the MTF at all frequencies involved. Actual data and not this figure, 

were used to compute MTF degradation. The following table expresses the 

mirror MTF as a percentage degradation from the baseline system. Essen

tially these results show that for a properly manufactured mirror substrate, 

such as the sample mirror, there will be a negligible effect caused by core 

print through at temperature extremes (only the higher extreme was tested, 

however, it has been previously demonstrated by interferograms that the 

behavior of print through is nearly symmetrical in both perturbations of 

temperature). This test data confirms that the optimistic upper bound of 

Figure 4. 5-8, which was based upon estimates taken from interferograms is 

essentially correct. Over the design environmental goal of 20 +L10C, all 
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Figure 4. 5-11. Measured MTF versus mirror' tem perature. 



MTF Degradation
 

Spatial Frequency
 

6 cycles/mrad 12 cycles/mrad 

(6.5 cycles/mm at (13 cycles/mm at 
Temperature (°C) test station) test station) 

Z2 0 0 
(baseline system) 

24 0. 2 percent 1. 3 percent 

Z7 0.7 percent 3.4 percent 

32 1. 5 percent 6.2 percent 

data and analysis indicates that the mirror will cause no more than about a 

6 percent degradation in MTF at 1/2 the system cut-off frequency of 

12 cycles/mrad. 

The original mirror manufacturing plan has now been revised based 

upon uncovered problems and measured results. In future fabrication more 

than two braze cycles will not be allowed. Grant and Kamper have suggested 

a lay-up technique allowing only one braze cycle. Total braze alloy will be 

minimized. Mirror profile will be established by EDM after brazing and 

prior to heat treat thereby ensuring ease of jigging and ensuring that no flux 

or braze alloy touch the reflecting surfaces of the mirror blank. In addition 

this will ensure that a blank is fabricated with a nearly constant and flat 

(12 1±m) face sheet. Polishing ease will be increased by ensuring through 

the above mentioned techniques, that no significant pitting exists. The final 

polished surface specification will be changed to reflect angular surface 

departures rather than height departures, thus specifying the figure as it 

relates to MTF. 

In summary, the results based upon tests of the large flight-type 

mirror and of the sample mirror show that brazed beryllium eggcrate 

construction can yield a mirror that meets all TM requirements. In 

addition, this technique has growth potential that should be explored for other 

systems requiring larger, lightweight mirrors. 
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5.0 NEW TECHNOLOGY 

Periodic surveys of the contractual effort have been made throughout 

the period of the contract. These consisted of monthly and quarterly examina

tions of each breadboard assembly and part design, as well as test concepts 

and special test equipment, for evidence of advances in the state of the art. 

The results of these periodic surveys were then reported in the formal 

monthly and quarterly reports. No instance of advanced design qualifying as 
"new technology" was found. 

The underlying theme of the program was to adhere to proven tech

niques and design experience in order to assure a successful demonstration 

of feasibility, and under that guideline such advances were not expected to 

be incurred. As an example, the initial design for the Scan Mirror 

Assembly (SMA) was simply a scale up of the flight proven Multispectral 

Scanner SMA. However, midway through the program, one application of 

advanced technology did occur, but the new design was added to the SMA 

only after it had been proven on an earlier IR&D breadboard development 

project. This involved the application of a design for scan mirror torquing 

in which drive torque is applied as a very short but controlled pulse during 

the period that the mirror is bounding off the scan reversal springs. 

All other techniques such as the Scan Line Corrector mechanism and 

the photodiode arrays were based upon extensive earlier hardware 

implementations. 
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Appendix A
 

MASS PROPERTIES OF SCAN LINE CORRECTOR
 

Reference: SBRC Layout 2792-1, Scan Line Corrector
 



Mass Moment of Inertia Summary
 

Upper Mirror 


Lower Mirror 


Channel Sections 


Mirror Support Plates 


Bottom Flange 


Top Flange 


Flex Pivot Adapter, Nut 


Flex Pivot Adapter 


Total SLC 


Tachometer 


Motor 


Total 


lb-in-sec 2 x 10

10.3
 

6.9
 

21.6
 

0.6
 

2.2
 

1.1
 

0.9
 

0.7
 

44.3
 

2.5
 

34.4
 

81.2
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Ix, ly For Center Rectangles 

The three stiffening rectangular 

plates on the mirror backs 

have dimensions as follows: 

Large Mirror a=.76", b='.24" 

Small Mirror a=.62", b=.19" 

tuba 3 
Iy mb 

12 

A 

Ix = mab 
3 

1
12 

Large Mirror 

Ix 

Ty 

= 

= 

(1.607E-5)(.76)(.24)3 
12 

(1.607E-5)(.24)(.76)3 

12 

= 

= 

1.407E-8 

1.411E-7 
1 

Small Mirror 

Ix = X1.607E-5)(.62)(.19) 312 = 5.695E-956 5 -

Iy = (1.607E-5)(.19)(.62)3 
12 6.064E-8 
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Ix, ly For Simicircular Sections
 

From Roark p.75
 
V
 

Ix, Mir R4 

Ify can be-found by 
 (K I 

noting that ly about 

the axis of a disk is I 

1 2 2 = 4 
T mRf (mR )R 

so one half this value applies to a semicircle 

which we transfer to the cg as 

4 2
ly = 7r mR _ (mltR2 )(.4244R) (Parallel Axis Theorem)
 

4
 
.4244 ) .60528mRly = mR 4( 

Large Mirror (same as Small Mirror)
 

Ix' = miTR 4 = (1.607E-5)(r)(.45) 4 2.587E-7
8 8
 

Ify = .60528 (1.607E-5)(.45)4 3.988E-7
 

A-3
 

http:1.607E-5)(.45
http:1.607E-5)(r)(.45


Ix, ly For Mirrors
 

For Rectangular section
 

mab 2 2
 

= +
(a2 


mba3
Ix-

12 

Large Mirror a=.9, b=1.2 i ) t 

Small MirroT a=.9, '=O.8 H b 

Large Mirror
 

3
 

Ix (l.607E-5)(1.2)(.9)
 
1.172E-6
12 


11
 

ly =1(1.607E-5)(.9)(1.2)(.92+1i 22)=

12= = 3.254E-6
 

Small Mirror
 

Ix (1.607E-5)('8)(.9) 3 
= 7.81E-7 

12

12 = (1.607E-5)(.8)(.9)(.92+.82) 1.398E-6 
12 

A-4 

http:1.607E-5)(.8)(.9)(.92+.82
http:1(1.607E-5)(.9)(1.2)(.92


CG of Mirrors
 

Establish XY global
 

system as shown where
 

the origin is at the 


center of the mirror. 


From symmetry the mirror
 

cg is located as shown
 

some distance Y above the
 

origin.
 

Section 


Main Rectangle 


(Large Mirror) Semicircles(both) 


Support Rectangle(all) 


Support Triangles(all) 


S= EM = 0.0622"EM
 

Section 


Main Rectangle 


(Small Mirror) 	 Semicircles(both) 


Support Rectangles 


Support Triangles 


Y= SM .0645"

EM
 A-5 

Mass 


1.7356E-5 


1.0223E-5 


8.7935E-6 


6.595E-6 


SM=4.297E-5 


Mass 


1.157E-5 


1.0223E-5 


5.679E-6 


4.03E-6 


ZM=3.15E-5 


V 	 -X 

y Mass(y)
 

.030 5.2067E-7
 

.030 3.067E-7
 

-180 1.5828E-6
 

.140 2.638E-7
 

EMj=2.674E-6
 

y. Mass(y)
 

.030 4.571E-7
 

.030 3.067E-7
 

.1555 8.831E-7
 

.123 4.957E-7
 

ZMy=2.032E-6
 



Ix, Ty For Triangular Plates
 

The six triangular supports
 

(three on each end of the 

mirror) on each mirror I 

are approximately identical r.K 
in size with the following 

base and altitude.
 

Large Mirror a=.24", b=.57", c=.19, d=.08
 

Small Mirror a=.19', b=.44", c=.146, d=.063
 

(each mirror):
 

3
 
mba
 

= 
36
 

3
 
mab
=1y 

36
 

Large Mirror
 

IX (1.607E-5)(.57)(.24)3 = 3.5174E-9
 
36
 

36
 

Small Mirror
 

Ix (1.607E-5)(.44)(.19) 3 l.347E-91
36
 

3
 
(1.607E-5)(.19)(.44)
 ly =36 = 7.2248E-9
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Calculation of Mass Per Unit Area (Mirrors-)
 

m mass per unit area
 

Volume of beryllium per unit area
 

is VB = .060"-2t where t is 

thickness of nickel plating.
 

Volume of nickel per unit area
 

is Vw=2t. If PB and p.
 

are the mass densities of Be
 

and Ni, then
 

m = (.060"-2t)p0 + 2 tPN 

2 4 

4
 

(.067 lb/cu in)/(386) = 1.73575E-4 lb-sec 2/inPB 


-lb-sec2/in 4
 (.2853 lb/in 3)/(386) = 7.39E-4PN = 

t = 0.005 inches.
 

m (.060 - 2(.005) 1.7357E-4 + 2(.005)(7.39E-4) 

m = 8.6785E-6 + 7.39E-6 

m - 1.607E-5 lb-sec2in4 mass per unit area 
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Calcuiation of Ix, iy at Mirror CG (Large Mirror)
 

Large Mirror
 

Establishing X-Y origin at cg:
 

Icg = Io + 2M 

Main Rectangle
 

Ty = Iyt 3.254E-6
 

Ix = Ix'+ r 2 = 1.172E-6 + (1.7356E-5)(.032)2 = 1.190E-6 

Simi Circles (both)
 

= 
Iy = Ty' + r 2 M 2(3.988E-7 + (.982)(5.11E-6)) 1.06E-5 

Ix = Ix' + r2M = 2(2.5878E-7 + (.032) 2(5.11E-6))=5.28E-7 

Rectangles (Support)
 

Center Rect. ly = Iy' = 1.411E-7
 

Ix = Ix' + r2M = 1.407E-8 + (.12 - .0022) 2(2.93E-6)
 

= 5.47E-8
 

Combined ly = 2(Iy' + r2M)=2(l.411E-7 + .425 2 (2.93E-6))=l.34E-6 
Outside 2 2 2 
Rectangles Ix - 2(Ix' + r2M)=2(l.407E-8 + (.12 - .0022)2+.425 )A 

(2.93E-6)) = 1.17E-6
 

Triangles
 
22
 

2 Center triangles Iy=2(Iy' + r M)=2(l.984E-8) + .57 2(6.716E-7))
 

= 3.755E-7
 

Ix=2(Ix' +'r 2M)=2(3.517E-9)+ (.0778 2)(6.716E-7)) 

- 1.516E-8 
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Outside triangles Iy=4(Iy' + r2M)=4(l984E-8 + (.4252 +-.522)X
 

=
(6.716Er7)) 1.437E-6
 

Ix=4(Ix' + r2M)=4(3.517E-9 + (.0778 2+ .4252)
 

(6.716E-7)) = 5.155E-7
 

Calculoation Of Ix, Iy At Mirror (Large) CG
 

ZIx = 1.19E-6 + 5.28E-7 + 5.47E-8 + 1.17E-6 + 1.516E-8 + 5.155E-7
 

EIx = 3.47E-6 lb-sec2-in
 

Zy = 3.254E-6 + 1.06E-5 + 1.411E-7 + 1.34E-6 + 3.755E-7 + 1.437E-6
 

Ely = 1.715E-5 lb-sec 2-in
 

Rotation of Mass Moments of Inertia About CG
 

We wish to find the mass moment of inertia about an axis thru
 

the cg that is parallel to the axis of rotation. The relation
 

(Thomson
 

Space Dynamics p.106) for this case is
 

IJ = ( x)21x + (ky)2y 

where Zx and X y are direction cosines. For SLC the angle
 

between the axis is 450 . Therefore
 

1 =1 (Ix + ty)
S 2
 

0.3E-6 lb-in-sec
2
 

I -L (3.47E-6 + 1.71E-5) = 

Translate to Spin Axis 

Ispin = Irot + d2M = l0.3E-6 + 
.012582(4.297E-5)=10.3E-6
 
2
 

lb-in-sec
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Calculation of Ix, ly at Mirror CG (Small Mirror)
 

Small Mirror
 

Establishing X-Y origin at mirror CG:
 

Then lcg = to + d 2M 

Main Rectangle (reflective surface)
 

2
Ix = 7.81E-7 + (.0345) (1.157E-5) 7.948E-7 

ly = Iy= 1.398E-6 

Simicircles (both) 

Ix = 22.588E-7 + .0342 (5.11E-6)]I = 5.30E-7 

y 2[3.988E-7 + .782 (5.11E-6)] 7.02E-6 

Rectangle (Support) 

Center Rect. Ix = (5.69E-9 + .0952(1.89E-6)) = 2.27E-8 

y = 6.064E-8 

Combined Iy = 2(6.064E-8 + .425 2(1.89E-6)) = 8.04E-7 
Outside 

Rectangles Ix = 2(5.69E-9 + (.11782 + .425 2)(.89E-6))=7.47E-7 

Triangles
 

Center Triangles 	 1y=2(7.2248E-9 + .4562(6.7E-7))= 2.94E-7 
1x=2(l.347E-9 + .0592(6.7E-7)) = 7.37E-9 

4 Outside Triangles
 

Iy=4(7.2248E-9 + (.4252 + .4562)(6.7E-7))= 1.07E-6 

Ix-4(l.347E-9 + (.4252 + .0592)(6.7E-7))= 4.99E-7 

Zlx = (.7948 + .530 + .0227 + .747 + .00737 + .499)E-6 2.6E-6 

Ely = (1.398 + 7.02 + .06064 + .804 + .294 + 1.07)E-6) = 1.06E-5 
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Rotate about cg
 

IE = -2 (Ix + ty) = 1(2.6E-6 + 1.06E-5) = 6.62E-6 

Translate to rotation axis 

Ispin = 6.62E-6 + .08768 2(3.15E-5) 6.862E-6 

Mass Moment of Inertia of Yoke
 

Each Channel section has area = .052 

Length = 2.7)VOL = .052(2.7) = .1404in
3 

Weight = (.1404in3)(.067 lb/in 3 ) = .0094068 lb 

Mass = Weight/G = 2.437E-5 lb-sec 2 

in
 

Mass Moment of about rotation axis = Io + r2M
 

For Each Flange 

Icenter of web = Io + r2M = 9.135E-9 + (.712 + .075 ) 4.2E-6 

Ic = 2.15E-6 

Total about center of web 

= 2Ic + Io = 2(2.15E-6) + 6.16E-7 

= 4.916E-6 

Total about eg of cross section 

Icg = Io - R 2X = 4.916E-6 

-. 017 2(2.43E-5) = 4.91E-6 

I about Spin Axis Each Channel Section
 

I = Icg + r2M = 4.91E-6 + .4922(2.43E-5) = 1.08E-5
 

So for both sections the total is 2.16E-5
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Moment of Mirror Support Plates
 

Void = Rectangle + 2 Semicircles 

in 2 bh3 = .6(.5)3 .00625
Rectangle = (0.5)(.6) = .30 

12 12 

Each Semicircle = rR2 = ir(.25)= .1963 in =R = ( 

= .001534 

Total I of Void = .00625 + 2(.001534) = 0.009318 in4 

Solid Parallelogram
 

bh 3 4
=1 -- 1.6(.75)32- .05675 in 4
 
12 12 

.009318 = .04743 in4 
But must subtract Void I = .05675 

3 4
 

Add small support bars -each = 4-(.05)(.75) .00248 in 

12 

mass/area for bars is (.05)(.067) 8.6787E-6 
386 

So I (bar) = (8.6787E-6)(.00248 in 4 ) = 2.157E-8 

mass/area (plate) = (.030)(.067) = 5.2E-6 
386 

I (Plate) = (5.2E-6)(.04743 in 4 ) = 2.4697E-7 

I total = 2.4697E-7 + 2(2.157E-8) = 2.9E-7 

So both plates add to 2(2.9E-7) 5.8E-7
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Top Yoke Termination
 

= .045 in 3
 
Volume = (.2)(.75)(.9) 

Mass = (.045 in 3)(.067 lb/in 3)/386
 

= 7.81E-6
 

Ispin = 1M(a 2 +b 2) =_1(7..31E-6)(.25 2 +.92) = 5.68E-7
 
12 12
 

Plate at Top
 

Vol (.05)(.75)(.75) = .028 

Mass .028(.067)/386 = 4.88E-6 

I = 4.88E-6 (.75+.752)=4.57E-5 

12 

Shaft Boss at Top 

2 3 
Volume = .05(1)(.252) .009817 in 

.Mass = (.0098)(.067)/386 = 1.7E-6 

I = lmr = .5(1.7E-6)(.252) = 5.33E-8 
2 

Bottom Yoke Termination
 

Vol (.15+.05)(.5)(.5) = 0.05
 

Mass (.05)(.067)/(386) = 8.68E-6
 

I =m(a 2+b 2) = 1(8.68E-6)(.5 2+.52) = 2.17E-6
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Flex Pivot Adapter (Bottom)
 

For a hollow cylinder of hieght, h, inner radius, r, outer radius
 

r2 and mass density, p; The mass moment of inertia about the
 

cylinder axis is
 

4
I = 2 ph(r 2 -r 4)

2 2 1
 

r = .25 r = .3125 h = .42 p = 1.73575E-4
2 


4
I = ()(1.7357E-4)(.42)(.3125 .254) = 6.447E-7 

Solid Disk
 

3
 
1= 1 Mr 2 Volume = .19(7)(.252) .0373 in
 

Mass (l.73575E-4)(.0373 in 3 ) = 6.475E-6 

I -
1 (6.475E-6)(.25 2) = 2.02E-7 

2 

Shaft 

Volume = (u)(.0625) 2() = .0123 in 3 

Mass = (1.73575E-4)(.0213) = 2.13E-6
 

1 2
 
I 1(2.13E-6)(.06252) = 4.16E-9
 

Nut I = (1.73575E-4)(.25)(.125 - .0625) 1.56E-8 
2
 

Total = 6.447E-7 + 2.02E-7 + 4.16E-9 + 1.56E-8 = 8.66E-7 

Flex Pivot Adapter (Top) 

= 7 ph(r 4r4 =(1.73575E-4)(.4)(.32 4-.25 4) 7.18E-7 

12 = -(1.73575E-4)(.39)(.125 4-.06254) = 2.43378E-8 
22
 

Itotal = 2.433E-8 + 7.18E-7 7.42E-7
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13. 0-Hz DATA SUMMARY 

Zfs = 13.0Hz 

T = 0. 0769 sec 0.9T = 0. 069Z sec 

T/7 = 0. 009887 sec (seven equal increments) 

Scan Deviation Data 
Cumulative Nominal Error 

Time -Rate Displ Dispi Displ A Va 
(resec) (in./sec) (mils) (mils) (mils)- (mils) -Full Scale 

9.886 0. 905 8. 947 8. 947' 8.912 +0. 030 0. 048 

19. 771 0.902 8.917 17.864 17.834 -0.030 0.048
 

29.657 0.900 8.897 26. 761 26.751 +0. 010 0. 016 

39. 543 0.898 8. 877 35. 638 35. 668 -0. 030 0. 048 

49.429 ' 0 900 8.897 44. 535 44.585 -0.050 0.080 

59.314 0.901 8. 907 53.442 53.501 -0.059 0. 094 

69.200 0.904 8. 937 62. 379 62.4 18 -0. 039 0. 062 

displacement = 62. 379 mils nominal displacerfment = 62.-418 mils 

'average rate = 0.9014 in./sec nominal rate = 0. 902 in./sec 

Repeatability 

Scan to Scan (data from all seven increments) 

Worst Case = 0. 07 msec = 0. 66 pLr
 

a = 0. 016 msec = 0.15 pir
 

30-Second Period (one frame)
 

Worst Case = 0. 10 msec = 0. 94 pLr
 

Average = 0. 067 msec = 0. 63 ptr
 

Scan Jitter (Scan to Scan) 

Worst Case = 0. 04 rnsec = 0. 38 pLr
 

ar = 0. 021 msec = 0.20 pLr
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14. Z-Hz DATA SUMMARY 

2f s = 14. 236 Hz 

T = 0. 0702 sec 0. 9T = 0. 0632 sec 

T/7 = 0. 009026 sec (seven equal time increments) 

Scan Deviation Data 
Cumulative Nominal Error 

Time Rate Dispi Displ Displ LA0 
(msec) (in./sec) (mils) (mils) (mils) .(mils) Full Scale 

9 031 0.8891 8.030 8.030 8. 146 -0.116 0.20 

18.063 0.8922 8.058 16. 088 16. 293 -0.205 0.36 

27.094 0. 9004 8. 132 24.220 24.439 -0.219 0. 38 

36. 126 0.8995 8. 124 32. 344 32. 585 -0.241 0.42 

45. 157 0.8995 8. 124 40. 468 40. 732 -0. 264 0.46 

54. 189 0. 8997 8. 126 48. 594 48. 878 -0. 284 0. 50 

63.220 0. 9016 8. 143 56. 737 57. 024 -0.287 0. 50 

displacement = 56. 737 mils nominal displacement = 37. 024 nmls 

average rate = 0.8794 in./sec nominal rate = 0. 902 in./sec 

Repeatability 

Scan to Scan (data from all seven increments)
 

Worst Case = 0 07 msec = 0. 66 jir
 

ar = 0. 0114 msec = 0. 11 gLr
 

30-Second Period (one frame)
 

Worst Case = 0. 11 msec = 1. 03 Lr
 

Average = 0. 07 msec = 0. 66 ILr
 

Scan Jitter (Scan to Scan) 

Worst Case = 0. 05 msec = 0.47 Ir 

0. 2 6 a = 0. 028 msec = pr 
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19. 0-Hz DATA SUMMARY 

2f s = 19.0 Hz 

T = 0. 0526 sec 0. 9T = 0. 0474 sec
 

T/6 = 0. 007895 sec (six equal increments)
 

Scan Deviation Data 

Cumulative Nominal Error 
Time Rate Displ Displ Displi A 

(msec) (in./sec) (mils) (mils) (rnals) (mils) Full Scale 

7.985 0.898 7.089 7. 089 7.121 -0. 032 0.075 

15.789 0.898 7. 089 14. 178 14.242 -0. 064 0. 150 

23.684 0.902 7.121 21. 299 21.363 -0.064 0.150 

31.579 0.9025 7. 125 28.424 28.484 -0.060 0. 140 

39.474 0.9025 7. 125 35. 549 35.605 -0.056 0. 131 

47.368 0 900 7. 105 42. 654 42. 726 -0.072 0. 169 

displacement = 42. 654 mils nominal displacement = 42. 726 mils 

average rate = 0.9005 n./sec nominal rate = 0. 902 n./sec 
0 

Repeatability 

Scan to Scan (data from all six increments)
 

Worst Case = 0. 05 msec = 0. 47 pLr
 

a = 0.013 msec = 0. 12 [Lr
 

30-Second Period (one frame)
 

Worst Case = 0. 08 msec= 0. 75 pLr
 

Average = 0. 069 msec = 0.65 pLr
 

Scan Jitter (Scan to Scan) 

Worst Case = 0 07 msec = 0. 66 pLr
 

Ca = 0. 028 msec = 0.26 pir
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Appendix C
 

SiPDA MANUFACTURING DATA
 



DRAWING-LIST 

DETECTOR ASSEMBLY 
ILICON PHOTODETECTOR DIODE ARRAY 

(SiPDA) 

NUMBER REVISION TITLE SIZE REMARKS 

49733 

49788 

49807 

A E03691 

B 

A 

RESISTOR ARRAY, DEPOSITED FtLM 

DIODE ARRAY. SILICON PHOTO-
DETECTOR - 26 ELEMENT 

ARTWORK DETAIL, AMP BRD 

D 

2D 

D 

RELEASED 

RELEASED 

RELEASED 

48909 

170373 

A 

A 

AMP BRD - SaPDA 

FRAME ASSYi SiPDA 

D 

D 

RELEASED 

RELEASED 

49812 

70374 A 

DETECTOR ASSEMBLY, SiPDA 

TEST FIXTURE 

2D 

D 

RELEASED 

RELEASED 

15483 A PROCUREMENT SPECIFICATION. 
SILICON PHOTODETECTOR DIODE 
ARRAY 

A RELEASED 

Note: 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE FOR THE 

SiPDA 

Drawings above have been furnished with earlier 
reports. Photo red*d copies will be included 
in the final report. A -

C-'
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.1. SCOPE
 

1.1 	 Scope. This specification defines the minimum technical
 
requirements for the design, fabrication, and testing of a
 
silicon photodetector diode array. The array is used to
 
detect light levels at various wavelengths in-a high-,
 
reliabi-lity spkce application.
 

2. 	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
 

2.1 	 The following documents, of the issue in-effect on the date
 
of request for quotatioh, form a part of this specification to
 
the extent specif-ied herein. If any conflict between this
 

"'document 'and referenced documents- exists, .this document shall
 
take precedence. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Military 

MIL-C-45662A 

STANDARDS 

Military 

- ---MIL-STD-202D 

.. . 
DRAWING.S-

- .M RC 

Specification 

Control Drawing 

SCD 29788 


3.0 	 REQUIREMENTS 


3.1 	 Performance Requirements. 


Calibration System Requirements
 

-Test Methods for Electronic and 

- E ectrical Component Parts 

- . 

Silicon Ph6'odetecfor Diode Array
 
.
 

-- " -" 

-

Each individual photodiode element
 
of the array shall meet the following performance requirements
 
when operated at any reverse-bias voltage between 10 mV and
 
300 mV.
 

a. Responsivity - The minimum responsivity shall be as
 
tabulated here:
 

Wavelength Band (jim) 	 0.5-0.6 0.6-0.7 0.7-0.8 0.8-1.1
 

Band Average Responsivity (A/W) 0.27 0.34 0.39 0.24
 

TITLE 	 SIZE CODE IDENT NO NUMBER 
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b. Dark Resistance - A minimum of 2 x 109 ohm at 25*C (dark
resistance is defined as the slope of the voltage current curv*
 

c. 	Dark Current'- A'maximum of 3 x 10-11A at 250 C.
 

15 	A/Hz1 / 2 
d. Noise-Current - A maximum of 4.5 x 10- at 250 C
for a bandwidth of 2"Hz to 150 kHz. The increase in noise
 
current with temperature shall be less than. 6% per *C.
 

e. Sensitivity Pattern - At and beyond 0.0005 inch outside the 
sensitive area as shown on the drawing, responsivity shall 
be less than 5% of the peak responsivity. Within the 
sensitive area, the responsivity shall be constant within 

f. 	Cross-tall -Ak nonf-illuminated photodiode,element shall '
 
-produce less than 0.5% of the signal,produced by any other
 
illuminated element.
 

g. Capacitance - The total capacitance per element shall be
 
less than lpF.
 

h. Response Time - The photocurrent rise and fall times shall
 
each be 0.5 x 10-6 seconds maximum.
 

3.2 Environmental Requirements. The Photodiode shall operate within
 
specification requirements during or after (as later specified)
 
exposure to the following,environments:,
 

a. 	Temperature: 0 to +450C
 

b. 	-Pidsure -. _Gtond Arnbien? to: 10~ T o rr 

S.. 	BVttriqt~on:_ - z- g'. -5-2000 fit?Simus oida.&: &0 


0.12 inch DA limited
 

- - - rrao : 	 20-50 Hz 0.1 G2 /Hz 
550-80 Hz db/octave-+12 


-9O0Z:000-H -6 db/octave
 

3.3 Mechanical Recuirements- - ----- .... 

a. Dimensions - As specified on SBRC Specification Control
 
Drawing.
 

b. 	Interconnect Pad - To be compatible with 0.001 in. connecting
 
wires of Al or Au, bonded by ultrasonic or thermal compression
 
means.
 

c. 	Optical Mask - If the optional optical mask is used to
 
delineate sensitive area, the layout on the silicon wafer
 
should be compatible with an f/6 optical system.
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d. Cross-talk Test 'Element - One normally processed sensitive 
area, except that it shall be covered by an o'paque layer, 
to serve as a detector for cross-talk from the neighboring 
normal uncovered elements. 

e. Channel Stops Accep able between elements and/or surrounding 

the array to reduce cross-talk or stray sensitivity. 

3.4 General Design Requirements 

3.4.1 Useful Life. The Photodiode shall have a minimum useful life 
Of 36 months which may inclu&e up to 24 months storage. 

-3.4.2 IdentifIcation and Marking. . Eachdevice -package or shipping
container shall be clearly,marked with the manufacturer's name
or registered trademark, and supplier's part number, the 
individual model serial number, and SBRC Specification Control 
Drawing number, and type number. 

3.4.3 Cleanliness. The Photodiode shall have the surfaces clean and 
free of oil, grease, or particle contamination. 

3.4.4 Workmanship. The Photodiode shall not exhibit any of the follow
ing defects except as noted when examined under a magnification 
of 20X: 

0 
a.:Damaged or defective welding. 

b;-Twistedor-defotmed leads or terminfatidns. 

c. Flaking of lead plating or coating. 

dUEvidence-oflburned or offset lead bonds-to wafer. 

4-1vlf1in;e-f weld splash.---_----------_ 

f;:?articles of metal or silicon (including potentially loose 
Prticles)-which exceed 10 micrometers in a major dimension. 

g-LiTtar__ater_soft non-conducting particles which exceed 
"10 micrometers in a major dimension. 

h. A bond whichbas less than 50% placement on the bonding pad. 

i. The maximum allowable number of particles which do not 
exceed 10 micrometersin a major dimension shall be three (3). 
This applies to both types of particles as specified in f. 
and g. above. 
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4. 	 PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
 

4.1 
 Verification Requirements. Devices supplied in conformance to
 
this specification shall meet all requirements specified in
 
Section 3 and 4. The lack of a specific Performance Assurance
 
Provision designated to specific Section 3 requirement shall
 
not relieve the product of meeting that requirement. Verifica
tion will be classified into Acceptance Verifications and
 
Qualification Verifications. Performing Acceptance Verifications
 
shall be 	the responsibility of the supplier, while Qualification
 
will be the responsibility of SBRC.
 

4.1.1 	 Acceptance Verification Data and Test'Procedure. Verification
 
data shall be comprised of complete records of all inspections,
 
analyses, and demonstrations performed by the supplier or his
 
designated'agency. The format for presentation of this data
 
by the supplier shall be submitted to and approved by SBRC.
 
All verification data furnished in accordance with this specifi
cation shal be identified by means of the serial number
 
assigned to the device.
 

Data shall be reported in a manner that will facilitate following
 
the behavior of each specimen from the beginning to the end of
 
each inspection, analysis, or demonstration (test). This shall
 
include explanatory comments which will aid in evaluating any
 
unusual or abnormal events that may have occurred during the
 
demonstrations (tests).
 

Two (2) copies of the Acceptance Verification Data shall be
 
submitted-to-SBRC-with the-component parts.
 

An acceptance test procedure shall be submitted for approval to
 
SBRC at-leistl4:&aiisprior to start of test.
 

4.1.2 	 Part Acceptance. Prior to final acceptance of each deliverable 
- :unit,_SBRC may-perform such verifications-as maybe deemed 

necessary- to cotIrE teacceptance verification- data _furnished
 
by the supplier.
 

4.1.3 	 Acceptance Verifications. Acceptance Verifications are those
 
demonstrations, analyses, and inspections that are imposed on
 
every unit that the supplier builds. The supplier shall certify
 
that the acceptance verifications have been performed and that
 
all units meet the applicable acceptance and performance
 
requirements. Failure to pass any of these verifications will
 
be cause for rejection of the unit involved. A failure analysis
 
shall be performed by the supplier to determine the failure under
 
the complete cognizance of SBRC.
 

4.1.3.1 	 Inspection. A visual/mechanical inspection shall be performed
 
to determine that the following Section 3 requirements have been 
met: 

. .. SIZE CODE IDENT NO NUMBER 
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a. 3.3a Dimensions
 

b. 3.4.2 	Identification and Marking
 

c. 3.4.3 	Cleanliness
 

d. 3.4.4 	Workmanship
 

4.1.3.2 	Analysis. A review of the engineering documents (i.e.,
 
specifications, drawings, schematics, past history records)
 
shall be made to verify the following Section 3 requirements:
 

a. 3.4.1 	Useful Life
 

4.1.3.3 	Acceptance Demonstrations. Demonstrations shall consist of
 
tests used to verify Section 3 requirements. The demonstrations
 
shall be performed by the supplier on 100% of the units and
 
shall consist of functional and environmental tests.
 

4.1.3.3.1 	 Acc'eptance Functional Tests. Functional tests shall be
 
performed at standard test conditions and shall be performed
 
prior to environmental tests.
 

a. 3.1a 	Responsivity
 

b. 3.1b 	Dark Resistance
 

C. 3.1c 	Dark Current
 

d. 3.1d 	Noise Current
 

e. -3.1e Sensitivity Pattern
 

f. 3.If 	Cross-talk
 

g. 3.lg 	Capacitance
 

h. 3.,h 	Response Time
 

4.1.3.3.2 	 Acceptance Environmental Test. Environmental tests shall be
 

performed in the following order and as specified in Table I.
 

a. High Temperature Burn-in
 

b. Temperature Cycling
 

a. Sinusoidal Vibration
 

4.1.3.3.2.1 High Temperature Burn-in. The device shall be burned in for
 
a period of 168112 hours at an ambient temperature of 550C in
 
the dark 	condition, and with 0.3 volts reverse bias applied.
 
Dark current shall be monitored at 0, 24, 96, and 168 hours
 
at laboratory ambient temperature plus or minus 2 hours.
 
The dark current shall not increase by more than 20x10- 1 2 amps
 
from its initial reading. The four hour holding time at each
 
temperature shall be considered a minimum time required at
 
temperature. The requirements, as listed in Table I, Column
 
B, shall be verified.
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4.1.3.3.2.2 Temperature Cvcling, The device shall be placed in a
 
temperature chamber and subjected to the following:
 

Four cycles of 4 hours at each temperature extreme of 00C
 
and +45*C. Start and end temperatures shall be +250C;

changes from one temperature to another shall be made as
 
rapidly as possible.
 

The requirements, as, listed in Table I, Column C, shall
 
be verified.
 

4.1.3.3.2.3 Sinusoidal Vibration. The Photodiode shalt be subjected to
 
the following conditions in each of the three mutually

perpendicular axes:
 

Frequency Range (Hz) Amplitude (W's 0 to peak)
 

5-2000 20.0
 

Amplitude limited to 0.12 inch DA. 
Sweep rate = 2 octaves/
 
minute.
 

The requirements, as listed in Table I, Column D, shall be
 
verified.
 

-4.1.4 Oualification Verifications. TBD.
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TABLE, I
 

ACCEPTANCE FUNCTIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
 

A. Functiona,l
 

B. High Temperature Burn In
 

C. Temperature Cycling
 

D. Sinusoidal Vibration
 

l. Measure and Record Before Test
 

2. Measure and Record During Test
 

3. Measure and Record After Test
 

NOTE: 	 The post-test of one environment may serve as the
 
pre-test of the next environment if no more than
 
72 hours have elapsed.
 

SECTION 3 A B C D
 

REQUIREMENTS 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 23
 

TBD 
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Quality Assurance-Provisions
4.2 


4.2.1 	 Inspection Responsibility. Unless otherwise specified, the
 
manufacturer shall be responsible for the performance of all
 
inspection requirements prior to submission for Santa Barbara
 
Research Center inspection and acceptance. Inspection records
 
of examinations and tests shall be kept complete and shall be
 
available to SBRC. All inspection and test records shall be
 
traceable to each device by means of the serial number (Section
 
3.4.2). The supplier shall maintain an inspection system which
 
meets the intent of the Purchase Order Quality Attachments.
 

4.2.2 	 Accentance and Rejection
 

4.2.2.1 	Acceptance. The manufacturer shall understand that final
 
acceptance of the items covered by this specification is at
 
Santa Barbara Research Center, regardless of whether or not the
 
items are source inspected by SBRC.
 

4.2.2.2 	 Rejection. Any assembly which fails to meet the physical,
 
environmental, and performance requirements of this specification
 
may be rejected and returned to the manufacturer.
 

4.2.3 	 Traceability. The Serial Number (paragraph 3.4.2) shall be
 
supported by records which provide positive information concern
ing traceability of all materials and processes used in the
 
fabrication of each devica.
 

5. 	 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
 

5.1 	 Packaging and Marking. Each device shall be packaged in such
 
a manner as to insure that the device as packaged for transporta
-tion shall see no environments greater than those specified in
 
paragraph 3.2 during all phases of transportation and handling.
 

Both the unit package and the large external shipping container
 
shall be clearly marked with the supplier's name or registered
 
trademark, the supplier's part number, the lot identification or
 
data code, and the individual model serial number.
 

Unit packages which are received by SBRC in a damaged or broken
 
condition will be returned to the supplier as unacceptable.
 
Parts submitted for purposes other than for use, such as failed
 
specimens that are being shipped to SBRC for further study,
 
shall be packaged in accordance with the previous paragraphs but
 
with the 	following additional marking: "FAILED SPECIMENS
 
DO NOT USE."
 

TITLEE CODE 	 [DENT NO NUMSR 
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6. 	 NOTES
 

6.1 
 Definitions
 

6.1.1 	 SBRC. This is to identify the Santa Barbara Research Center,
 
Goleta, California 93017.
 

6.1.2 	 Supplier. This is to identify a manufacturer supplying a
 
specific device being procurred by Santa Barbara Research Center
 
to this specification.
 

6.1.3 	 Operational. Input power applied.
 

6.1.4 	 Non-Operational. No input power applied.
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1.0 	 SCOPE
 

To perform all bonding, welding, assembly and testing
 
functions required to evaluate the integrity of the
 
SIPDA design
 

2.0 	 PROCEDURE
 

Record all information pertinent to the assembly opera
- tions in the text of this procedure. Provide separate
 
copies of the procedure for each SiPDA assembly.
 

NOTE: 	 The sequence of events in the following have been
 
indicated for specific reasons. Variations may
 
occur with the. approval of the cognizant engineer.
 

2.1 	 Kitting. Obtain all items noted in the list of materials
 
of 49812. Record serial numbers.
 

49788, 	26:Element SiPDA
 

Vendor S/N
 

Al S/N A2 SIN
 

49733, Resistor Array
 

49809, Amplifier Board
 

BF805, Transistor Chip 1) 4)
 

2) ___ 5) 

3)
 

-2.2 	 Cleaning
 

2.2.1 	 Clean and inspect all items including fixtures and
 
mounting hardware.
 

2.2.2 	 The SiPDA, Resistor Array, Amplifier Board and
 
Transistor Chips may be cleaned prior to installation
 
to reduce handling. Use only acetone followed by
 

methanol.
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Con all other items using isopropyl alcohol. 

NOTE: Anti-static conditions must be maintained at 
all times. Handle all items after, cleaning 
with clean tools and, white gloves. 

onding 	Operation
 

Place the frame assembly 70373 in the test fixture
 
70374 with the array mounting surface in the number 1
 
"position,(facing uv).
 

Mix a portion of the insulating epoxy H54, 1 gram
 
part A to 2 drops part B. Lightly coat the array
 
mounting surface on the frame and the side wiring
 
surfaces shown on the drawing. (Bond Line .001-.004)
 
Retain the balance for inspection.
 

Record 	the Mix Number
 

C fully place the SiPDA on the frame and locate par
 
the drawing requirements. Note dimensions and marker
 
location. Move the array from side to side to ensure
 
a uniform bond line. Use mylar tape on the ends only
 
to locate during cure cycle.
 

Cure the bonding material at 800C 5 C for 90 minutes.
 

Inspect array location, bonding material and record
 
data.
 

Location: Center line markers within
 

.0945 - .0955 within
 

Bonding Material
 

Repeat steps 2.3.2 thru 2.3.5 for bonding the Al and A2
 
amplifier boards. Place the frame assembly with the
 
a~y in the number 2 position for bonding the Al board;
 
i he number 3 position for bonding the A2 board.
 

NOTE: 	 Align the amplifier board input traces with the
 
array output traces.
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Al A2
 

2.3.7 	 Inspect Alignment
 

Bonding Material
 

2.4 Array to Amplifier Board Connection
 

2.4.1 	 Place the'array or amplifier boards in a position for
 
welding.
 

NOTE: 	 Various welding methods may be used and will be
 
determined by establishing weld schedules. Use
 
spare array samples and amplifier boards for
 
determining these schedules.
 

Record 	sample pull tests
 

2.4.2 Weld 	leads to the array. 

Welding Method 

Time 

Current 

Volts 

Pressure 

Record Data as required:
 

2.4.3 Weld leads to the amplifier board. 

Welding Method 

Time 

Current 

Volts 

Pressure 

Al A2 

2.4.4 Inspect Wire length 

Shorts 

Weld Joints 
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2.5 Test 	Array per test procedure.
 

2.6 Output Wiring
 

2.6.1 	 Remove enough of the outer jacket from the multiconductor
 
cable to allow the wiring of the Al and A2 boards. Separ
ate the wire sets, 5 and 10 conductor, and route to their
 
respective boards per the wiring table. Fit the conductors,
 
cut 	to length, strip and tin (approximately .050 minimum
 
tinned length). Strip, tin and identify each conductor at
 
the opposite end by wire number for subsequent installation
 
on the vector board. Solder in place using minimum solder.
 
Carefully remove all flux residue.
 

NOTE: 1) 	Caution - Solder must not contaminate the
 
weld pads at the end of every other trace.
 
Cover pads with mylar tape if required.
 

2) 	Mylar tape and spot ties may be used to
 
hold the wires in position.
 

Use spare amplifier boards to determine
 
soldering techniques.
 

2.7 Wiring and Component Bonding
 

Caution: 	 Weld pad areas must not be contaminated by
 
bonding materials. Clean immediately if
 
contamination occurs.
 

2.7.1 	 Prepare a portion of the insulating epoxy H54. 1 gram
 
part A to 2 drops part B.
 

Record the 	mix number
 

2.7.2 	 Coat all conductors and solder joints with a thin
 
film of the epoxy.
 

2.7.3 	 Apply a thin film of the mix to the back side of the
 
resistor array 49733. Place the array as shown on
 
the drawing.
 

Retain the 	balance of the bonding material for inspection.
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2.7.4 	 Prepare a portion of the conductive epoxy H20E by
 
weight. Part A = Part B.
 

Record the 	mix number
 

2.7.5 	 Apply a minimum amount to the pad area or to the back of
 
the transistor. Place the transistor locating the orien
tation mark as shown on the drawing. Use minimum pressure
 
on the transistor to reduce the bond line between the chip
 
and the 	pad area.
 

NOTE: 1) 	 A minimum length of .005 at the end of the
 
pad area shall be free of the epoxy for
 
welding purposes.
 

2) 	 Use spare amplifier boards and chips for
 
developing placement techniques and for
 
determining the amount of epoxy.
 

Retain the 	balance of the mix for inspection.
 

2.7.6 	 Cure both residual bonding samples and the assembly at
 
800C + 50C for 90 minutes.
 

2.7.7 	 Inspect and record: Al A2
 

Transistor 	orientation mark
 

Shorts between conductors
 

Bonding 	materials on weld pads
 

H54 H20E
 

Bonding 	Material Samples
 

2.7.8 	 Repeat operations 2.6 thru 2.7.7 for the opposite board.
 
Record data at 2.7.7.
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2.8 Vector Board Wiring
 

2.8.1 	 Prepare the vector board including the flea clips, and
 
mount on the fixture as required. Strip the outer
 
jacket from the free end of the cable leaving the 1.50
 
inch jacketed length specified on th'e drawing. Route
 
the conductors as shown on sheet 1 andwire-per the
 
wiring table.
 

2.8.2 	 Inspection
 

Al A2 	 A3
 

Wiring per Table
 

Shorts
 

2.9 Component Welding
 

2.9.1 	 Weld all connections to the transistors and resistors on
 
the Al and A2, boards. Establish weld schedules using
 
spare components and amplifier boards.
 

Record Data: 


Welding Method
 

Sample Pull Tests
 

Time
 

Current
 

Voltage
 

Pressure
 

2.9.2 	 Inspect 


Amp. Board Transistors Resistors
 

Al 	 A2
 

Source/Drain Wiring
 

Resistor Array
 

Shorts
 

Wire Lengths
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3.0 TEST PER TEST PLAN
 

4.0 POST TEST PROCEDURE
 

-.4.1 	 Conformal Coating
 

4.1.1 	 Prepare a portion of the insulating epoxy H54. 1 gram
 
part A to 2 drops part B. Record the mix number
 

4.1.2 	 Carefully apply a thin film of the mix to all connecting
 
wires to the detector array, transistors and resistors.
 
Coat also all board input traces and used weld pads.

This applies to the A2 board only.
 

Retain the residual bonding material for inspection.
 

Caution: 	 Coat the detector array wires only on the
 
surface adjacent to A2 board.
 

4.1.3 	 Cure the assembly and the residual sample at 800C + 5°o
 
for 90 minutes.
 

4.1.4 	 Inspect Wiring Shorts
 

Bonding Material Sample
 

Bonding Material on
 
Wires and Welds
 

5.0 TEST PER TEST PLAN
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* -':~ 	 EPO -TE K1 
<2:%... , ..YJ 	 O- i 

JL"-., 	 Ins'lating Epoxy . 

NUt ,ER OF COPPO!EUTS 
Two 

NIXING RATIO PARTS BY I4EIGIIT 
- 10Part "A" 


Part "B"(hardener)----------- 1
 

A convenient ray to mix EPO-TEK 1t54 in 
small qtianties is as follows: 
Part "A"------------------ gram
Part "B"(hardener)---------- 2 drops
 

NOTE: 	 Contents of Part "A"has a tendency

to show soeie crystallizAt-lon with ti're. 
To restore to oricinl srooth thiyxotro-
pic consistency place container "A" (with-
out cap) in 1000C orn for 10 minutes. 
Remove from oven, stir thoroughly to get 
a unifn- c- isistency and col to 
room te..xiure aefore adaong Part "S" 
(hardener). 


CURING 	 SCHEDULE 
(Bond line temperature-use anyone 

of the
 

foll1 cng) -

150------------------ 5 minutes 

120C ----------------- 15 minutes 

I00----------------...-30 minutes 

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 

Dielectric Strength---- -40 V/mu 
Dielectric Constant -------- 3.0 

(0megacycle)1 

Volume Resistivity --- 5.0 x 10 is ohm-cm 
Dissipation Factor --------- 0.001 

(Dis Ipation 


LAP SHEAR STREUMTH ------------ 3100 psi
(aluminum to aluminum) 

POT LIFL -- hours 

SHELF LIFE 

One year when stored at room temperature.
Do rOT RIGEAt . 

I 	 EPO-TEK H54 is a two component, unfill
i ed epoxy for bonding or coating appli

ca 
tions where a thin film with high in

sulating resistance is required, parti
cularly at elevated temperatures. Ap
plications for EPO-TEK H54 include bond-


I ing of active and passive components,4 bonding large substrates in IC packages, 

crossovers or coating closely spaced 

EPO-TEK H54 is a 100% solids, soft,
 

smooth tbixotropic paste characterized
 
by outstanding high temperature proper

-- ties and excellent solvent, chemical and
 
moisture resistance. Other important
 

characteristics include a good pot life
 
F Dand fast curing at relatively low temp

eratures. EPO-TEK H54 was designed to
 

be used in the 300oC to 4000 C range for
 
wire bonding operations. 

A unique feature of EPO-TEK H54 is the
 
built-in color indicator when the pro
duct is cured. The color changes from
 

I 	 amber to deep red, depending upon the 
curing conditions. It is normal for 
EPO-TEK H5A to turn a very deep red when 
subjected to wire bonding temperatures. 

EPO-TEK H54 can be applied by brush,
 

J 	 spatula, silk screen, hypodermic needle 
or conmercial dispensing equipment. 

AVAILABILITY:$15 00 per 3 oz trial evaluatlo ki. FOB Watertown. Moss Production price schedule avallablo on request 
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MIXING RATIO PARTS- BY VOLUME (or wt.) !\( n s,,rpodr)..... I 

Mix 	 LOTEd 

tents of Part " " (harden)er tiIIr-L

CURINGSCHEDULE
 
(ar inium bond line temperature) .oo 

175°C ................... ....... 45 seconds
 
150°C........................... 5 minutes 

120*0 ........................... 15 minutes 


8000.....................
9 mintesTWOCOPONENT500C...........................80°0 ......................minues
9
12 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Specific Gravity ......................... 2.6
Color Mix c ofDr Silver- Enght.A.ot 

Cistensy ...Vcrsoft,(moth, thicotroie 1-ast 

1p he.r -.. n.th........... 4 15con s 
Pass Thermal Shock'.- Gold backed silicon chips 

bonded to a gold metpazed ceramic smbstrete 
will pass: 5 cycles from .--62°F to +-125'F 

Bonded Silicon Chis (100 x 100, mit) whenplaced on a 5.00-340 heat column uit. w resist 

a shear force of 16 oz.
THERMAL RESISTANCE. (Junctin to Case) 

TO-18 p. ckage witn ruekel-gold metalhized-20 x 20 
mil chips and bonded v th EPO-TEK Hi20E (2mils thick)minuty

Eutectic Di atach ...... 4.8 to 5.3]C/wttt 
EPO-TEK H20E ... .... 6 7to 70'C/wattELECTRICAL PROPERT:ES 

Volume Resistivity (n,d spScificatior) 
0.00 1 to 0 0004 oh-cm 

SILICON VARACTOR 
2 WEEKS 72 HOURS

NItIL@ No @ 1750 
C, o dedlt o=a.20 o chera i NobsChateg NeoieR atw20 Ia - 3.5 ohms 3.8 ohms 4.5 ohmsBoat 10 = 6V- Oma0V mnx, No change No change 

pCHOTTKn a -t 
C spF (typ @ 200-0 
VtH ERA5V @ 0 a 4.8 V @ 10 

INITIAL o.l) 2 WEEKS 
sest a 

V, O- @ wItn m met2lVz@d12a 
POT LFpE ........ .................. 4 days 
SHELF LIDE 

Two years wh n stored at room tPmperatTre. 
rEVurIGERATION NOT REQUIRED 

SILICO...V...ACTO .	 . .,,. 

I 

, 	 . I i" 

Eercl ui Si EatxA 1In 

hi 

8 
COPARISON G-'CURING RATEOF EPO-TEK HZ:OE 

EPOXY VS A TYPICAL "FAST CURING" 
= 

" 	 --ONE COMPONENT EPOXY, I I ----

' o m o 7 o c 
CURING MWAXIs'TMEJ 

EPO-TEK H20E is a 100% sohacs, two component silver 
I filled epoxy designed specifically for chip bonding in 

microelectronic and optoeleotronie applications.
I EPO-TEK H20E is a very soft, smooth, thixotropi 

paste. The excellent handling characteristics and the
extremely long pot lie at room temperatures for this 

unique two component system is obtained without the 
use of solvents. In addition to the high electrical contheChort esXy 

proven reliability of using a pure silver powder (no
alloys used), EPO-TEK H20E is extremely simple to 
use. The pure sver powder is dispersed in both the 
resin and hardener and the system is desgned so 

that it can be used in a convenient 1:1 mixing ratio 
by volume that is non-critical. In fact the EPO-TEK
H20E is the easiest-to-use two component silver 
lepoxy 	that has ever been developed for the microelectronic industry. 

EPO-TEK H20E is especraly recommended for use in 
high 	speed epoxy chip bonding systems where very 

cures are hghly dpsrable. This cannot be 
obtained wth sungue component systems Because 
EPO-TEK H20E can be cured very rapidly it is an ex
cilent material to use for making fast circuit repairs. 

EPO-TEK H20E can be screen prxted, machine dis
pensed or stamped. 

EPO-TEK H20E0s designed to be used in the 3000 
to 400C range for wire bonding op:ra mions. 

AVAILABILITY: oz 2 price on request. FOS Watertown. Mass. schedule availblen reuesttrial evaluation k Ht. Production prict 

Whn placn an order Please specify whether EPO TEK 1420E Isto be used by volu or we
dve ort. 

t = y Ncn Nc icinII 
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APPENDIX D - DATA PACKAGE 1
 

"PROCEDURAL TEST DATA, SMA WITH END BUMPERS"
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The attached data package contains the data collected and reduced in 

accordance with test procedure TP 31891-350 for the Breadboard Scan 

Mirror Assembly configuration. This consists of a 16 x 19 inch flight type 

mirror and end bumpers. Diagnostic test data on a previous configuration 

using the flight mirror and back-mounted bumpers is discussed in the body of 

the report and is compiled as data package 2, Appendix E. In the course of 

studying mirror performance, it was found that the ambient air significantly 

affects performance. In an attempt to minimize these effects, the scan 

mirror has been operated in a helium filled tent. Certain of the procedural 

tests, however, do not lend themselves to implementation in helium because 

of need for operator interaction with the test setup. Consequently, this data 

package contains data for both conditions, air and helium. The preface dis

cussion of each test will denote the test conditions. 

Several of the tests originally called for by the test procedure such 

as startup time and scan center, are not critical to the present design 

approach and are not included in these tests. 

In addition to the equipment described in Section 3. 0 of the test pro

cedure, a HP98ZOA calculator was used for data collection and partial, 

on-line reduction of the data. 

All of the data collected as part of the formal procedure was taken at 

a nominal scan period of 110. 2475 msec (9. 6 Hz). Notations on data sheets, 

however, indicate 9.2 Hz because the reference frequency was derived from 

a 920 kHz generator in conjunction with a nominal 105 frequency divider. 
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The performance most significantly affected by scan frequency is 

cross axis motion. Data for this parameter as a function of frequency is 

contained in the log books. 

TEST SETUP 

The basic scan pattern and test setup are as described by Figures 1 

and 2 in the test procedure (reproduced in this report). The upper and lower 

split diodes are located to be approximately coincident with bumper impact. 

The electrical output from each split diode is processed to provide a separate 

output for each direction of crossing. These outputs are used to trigger 

electronic counters for period and time interval measurements. 

Commercial pulse generators employed in earlier tests for the 

reference clock were found to have excessive period jitter, that would 

degrade scan repeatability. In order to alleviate this limitation, an HP8660B 

Synthesized Signal Generator was used to provide a variable yet stable fre

quency source of several hundred kilohertz that was then reduced by a 105 

divider to the desired reference frequencies. 

It was determined that the time interval measurement uncertainty for 

the setup was less than 0. Z gsec. This uncertainty was determined by time 

interval measurements made over very short intervals for which scan 

deviations would be a small fraction of a microsecond. 

TEST RESULTS 

Scan Frequency (4. 1. Z)* and Turn Around Time (4. 1. 4) 

Data Sheet A describes the results of measurements of these two 

parameters for operation in helium. The most significant effect of helium 

operation relative to these parameters was a reduction of the scan period 

standard deviation (scan repeatability) by a factor of about Z from air opera

tion. Turnaround time deviation was not affected by the differences between 

air and helium operation as would be expected because of the high decelera

tion and acceleration forces operating during this time. 

*Parenthetical numbers refer to Test Procedure paragraphs. 
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The difference in nominal value of the two turn around times is 

primarily due to differences in the placement of the split diodes relative to 

bumper contact. It is the variation of this value that is of significance. 

Although neither of these parameters is particularly significant by 

itself, the small deviations observed are indicative of highly repeatable 

active scan times, that will be shown directly in subsequent data. 

Scan Linearity (4. 1. 6) 

Scan linearity is defined as the scan speed at a particularly along

scan angle expressed as a percent of the average speed taken over the 

entire active scan angle. A major limitation to the accuracy of this measure

ment lies in the inability, with the existing techniques used, the precisely 

determine the physical dimension between photodiode crossings for the 

several locations of the moveable diode. 

Theoretically, scan linearity is the deviation of a sine wave at the 

mirror's natural frequency over a period of time corresponding to the active 

scan time. A discussion of this factor and computation of theoretical scan 

linearity is contained in the final technical report. 

Figures 9 and 10 of the test procedure (reproduced herein) define the 

position and direction designations used in this measurement. 

Data sheets B, C, and D describe the five moveable diode locations 

used in this measurement and the average partial and full scan times 

measured for each scan direction at each location. 

Data sheet E presents the average partial to full scan time ratios for 

each of these locations and the standard deviation of this ratio for a sampling 

of ten measurements. The raw data used for these computations is contained 

with the data sheets for along scan repeatability. 

The average time interval ratios for each location and direction con

tained in data sheet E and the physical dimension ratio for each location 

are used to compute a cubic polynominal equation that describes the position 

variation as a function of scan time by a least squares fit. This equation is 

then differentiated to provide a description of the relative scan velocity as a 

function of scan time. 
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Data sheet F describes the results of these computations and data 

sheet G presents a plot of relative to average rate scan rate (6) as function 

of scan position for each scan direction. It may be noted that the results 

agree very well with the theoretical analyses (due to the flex pivot centering 

torque) despite the limitations associated with the physical dimension 

measurements. 

Along Scan Repeatability (4. 1. 9) 

This parameter provides a measure of the scan length repeatability 

that would exist subsequent to nornializing partial scans to their associated 

full scan time. As described in Section 4. 1. 9 of the test procedure, the 

value 

T )T )V4 Total__T3 

is evaluated for the data collected at each of the locations used in the linearity 

test. The result of these evaluations is presented in data sheets K, L, and 

M. Attached to each data sheet is the raw scan data, and a computer analysis 

performed on a sampling of ten scans. This data was taken in air. 

Examination of the data tends to indicate greater scan length devia

tions for forward scan elements that occur right after turn around than for 

the reverse scan elements of same length that occur as the scan is approaching 

turn around. It is quite obvious that the existance of air disturbs the along

scan repeatability. (See final report for results in a helium atmosphere.) 

Cross Scan Motion 

The following cross scan motion measurements were obtained with 

the five bounce technique that provides a ten fold magnification of mirror 

cross axis motion. The laser beam traverses a azimuth position sensitive 

detector that produces a pulse amplitude proportional to the distance between 

center and crossing location. A scope photo is taken of the pulses produced 

by a series of these detector crossings. Section 4. 2 of the test procedure 
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provides a detailed description of this technique, including calibration and 

data reduction. 

Data sheets "T" and "W" for five locations (attached) present the 

scope photots, location information, and photo derived data. 
The resultant computations of mean and rms deviations between 

forward and reverse scan position are presented in data sheet "Z". This 

data is then plotted in data sheet "AA". 
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SO~t{ CULV R ,V CALIF. -SCAN MIRROR -- THEMTIC NA FER CULVER ITY, CALIF. 

CODE IDTNO.8257?4VTN. NO N857An 

O80A C$SAFI 72 D-0 



REVERSE - -

FORWARD-

-- o4. 

\ 

RECORD AND RESET 

MERVAL FOR 

1// 

Pc COUNTERR "A 

COUrIE~A 

,-- - - ,-

B 

-

? RECORD BNESET 
TIME INERVAL FOR 

REVERSEVSCAN 

RECORDfING 

Figure 10. Scan Linearity - Timing 

TEST P'ROCEDlURESCAN MIRROR .-

902A CS MAR 72 

-- BREADBOARDTIMIEATIC MAPPER HUGHES AIRCRAFT Co.CULVER CITY, CALIF. 
CODE IDENTHO.82577 

32 
SHNO. REV LTR 

P3I9-531891-35 
NUMSER 



SAMPLE SAMPLE
 

ca 4.1.2.1.4 Total Angi (milliradians) (a) 26( 
4.1.2.2.3 Driving Frequency 7( 

-

4.1.2.2.5 
4.1.2.2.6 
4.1.2.2.T 

Scan Average Period 
Scan Frequency 
Period Deviation (Increased Time)(Max) 

.06 
I , Y2'76S 

IV, I/Ac 

$ (Approx. 102 ms) 
(Approx. 9.78 Hz) 

4.1.2.2.7 Period Deviation (Decreased Time)(Max) 7, JSc 

4.1.2.2.7 Attach Computer Plot to this Sheet 
2 (Deviations) _1__ _ 

t 4.1.2.2.8 Standard Deviation o2. tSe 

tJ 4.1.3.2.4 Start Up Time /4 (Less than 30 Seconds) 

4.1.4.2.4 Turn Around Time "A" (Average) to, i (Approx. 8.0 Ms.) 
4.1.4.2.4 Turn Around Time "C" (Average) /, W% (Approx. 8.0 ms.) 

n n
0 

4 
as 1, 

4.1.4.2.5 
4.. 
4.1.4.2.5
4.1.4.2.6 

"A" 

","
"C', 

Maximum 

Minimum 
Maximum 

tO', f 

?I.C2'77 
11, 

'wltc 

vS 
se4c 

-4t -% 4.1.4.2.6 "0" Minimum l1b S-C, 
On 4.1.4.2.7 Attach Computer Plot to this Sheet 

.1;. (Deviations) 

X-
4.1.4.2.8 Attach Computer Plot to this Sheet 

(Deviations) 

- 4.1.4.2.9 
4.1.4.2.10 

Standard Deviation "A" 
Standard Deviation ' " 

/ 
2 f 

A,&G 
c nc 

< 4.1.5.2.6 Center Scan Angle (mr) (C) 
2 4.1.5.2.6 Center Scan Angle (mr) (Y) 

4.1.-5.2.7 Total Angle Recheck (mr) (a) 

U 

A : Figure 5. Data Sheet - Type "A" 

law" V 

-U 



c ,,.n T~ 0, POOR.°' 

SC Elk PTS 
110248. 

i p7 
i0755. i - .4 

110249A
i10:43.9 

:0,%5 . 9 
10754.9 --

af585 
r5. 

ii- ' lf"9 i 11 _ ,,,. 
M14,. - :0754.9 115 6.2 
11-25 1. t 107.4.5 115 6.4 

-1025 '1. - 10751 i 11586.6 
rIuS 4 : H1159.:' 11587.2 
110251. G 10753.5 115..
110244.4 1075S., li_,oo. 

110 2 1.
1024.2 

S10249.1 
:075 .10752.710752.9 

-, .5. •5 
1158.6

nr58,.9 

110244.- 1075E.qi15-,c -
! ,,i - ! -1589.2 

L 'OM. 
0 02 o.1",7 

4,-14 n- . 

-, -I(-,5-
10752.9

3.' 

' 

-
19. -11589.5: 
11 9 c'7j -

-15,.-z 

[ 1 t 4t5..L10240,
1> 4, ! 0753.391 10753.2-' 

10753.9 8 ..11589.V 

iIs tN-".9= ' ISz':. 
i'-" 11~- - IWl7 . 3.075 1l:4

1153-. 

- - i I I-,_, . c,-, 
0,4. . 1075-2

:0241 9.4 1075.. 1159. 

III dl t- 10754.A 11586.1 
iu '" 10754.3 115S-5.5 

S 1070A 11584. 
Jil24 . ,,'110250.u: 10754.1O754 11584.11524. 

Q024 5 
11 0245 
!1024T7.- 10755.0 

10754.? 
i075 5 t1584.: 

11584.6 
i1584 •.: 

1I2.4 10755.9 11584.6 
10 U5. 10756.u 11584.6 
A024.4 10756.3 11585A 
110246.9 107545. 11585.0 
11'4 4 10756.3 1158.0 

110 4 .4 
i i 2 39IOT6.911584.8

107597.1 11584. 
110250.'3 10757.5 11984.9 
11025 . 10757.6 11584., 

-,,, 10757.1. 11584.A 
11 2 4 ' 10757.8 1 " -
1024T. 10758.0 11583:4 
1MAN 4 10757 I1583.0 
1 [ 11..15 -

I rA STD DE FPEAK SL j VEY 
2:1
 

D-11 



4.1.6.2.1.3 

t 4.1.6.2.1.8 

4.1.6.2.1.9 

4.1.6.2.1.10 

4.1.6.2.1.11 

4.1.6.2.1.12 

4.1.6.2.1.13 

n 4.1.6.2.2.3 

or 0 4.1.6.2.2.8 
mm 

mn t: 4.1.6.2.2.9 

O 1 4.1.6.2.2.10 

- 4.1.6.2.2.11 

4.1.6.2.2.12 

* ,4.1.6.2.2.13 

al 
m 

oI 

SAMPLE SAMPIE 

Ten Hz Clock Signal Frequency (Hz) 

Time for Angle (a) (Average) Forward 9 3 79 00 (ms) 

Time for Angle (f) (Average) Forward .J..2±. i -- (ms) 

Time for Angle (a) (Average) Reverse 13 / 7 (ms) 

Time for Angle (e)(Average) Reverse /N q rg 2 (ms) 

Angle (e) (mr) 

Angle (a) (mr) 

Ten Hz Clock Signal Frequency '- 2 (Hz) 

Time for Angle (a) (Average) Forward' H 7 (ms) 

Time for Angle (E) (Average) Forward / , (ms) 

Time for Angle (a) (Average) Reverse 3 , 7Z (ms) 

Time for Angle (c) (Average) Reverse 16. OO6 (ms) 

Angle (c) '2, 2 (ir) 

Angle (a) ,u(mr) 

Figure 11. Data Sheet - Type B 



SAMPLE SAM 

;d 4.1.6.2.3.3 Ten Hz Clock Signal Frequency 9, 2, (lz) 

4.1.6.2.3.8 Time for Angle (a) (Average) Forward 7.JLtL (is) 

4.1.6.2.3.9 Time for Angle (f) (Average) Forward 1 1,791 7 (ms) 

4.1.6.2.3.10 Time for Angle (c) (Average) Reverse q 3,Y5X /7 (ms) 

4.1.6.2.3.11 Time for Angle (c) (Average) Reverse ,a-132 .. (ms) 

;U4.1.6.2.3.12 Angle (c) JLI. (,r) 

4.1.6.2.3.13 Angle (a) _ -_ __ (mr) 
non 
ocg
rO
-ml 

4.1.6.2.4.3 Ten Hz Clock Signal Frequency _ "2 _ (Hz) 

Mn 4.1.6.2.4.8 Time for Angle (a) (Average) Forward 7-y3-7 1? (ms) 

n 4.1.6.2.4.9 Time for Angle (,) (Average) Forward 6 7 (ms 

0 
4.1.6.2.4.10 Time for Angle (a) (Average) Reverse C 5 6{(/ (ms) 

4.1.6.2.4.11 Time for Angle (c) (Average) Reverse V7k (ins) 
. 4.1.6.2.4.12 Angle ce) (mr) 

M 4.1.6.2.4.13 Angle Ca) -" (r) 
C 
r 
-4 

Figure 12. Data Sheet - Type C 

z 

'0 



g5 

4.1.6.2.5.3 

4.1.6.2.5.8 

4.1.6.2.5.9 

4.1.6.2.5.10 

4.1.6.2.5.11 

4.1.6.2.5.12 

4.1.6.2.5.13 

mmcX 
o n 

X:4 

r 

.an 

z W~ 

7 

p.' 

&Lt " , 

SAMPLE SAMPLE 

Ten Hz Clock Signal Frequency - _ (Hz) 

Time for Angle (a)(Average) Forward '9 2- (ms) 

Time for Angle (c)(Average) Forward , cf i (ms) 

Time for Angle (a)(Average) 9evcrse .. 3, ? 7 -< (mS) 

Time for Angle (<)(Average) Reverse 36 LI U -. (ms) 

Angle (E) (t'Gt16 (mr) 

Angle (a) _ __ _/ (mr) 

Figure 13. Data Sheet - Type "D)" 



-o Attach ten computer generated graphs here. 

= "g Location08 Diode i2 3 4 5 

hi 

g 

_?:: Fwev o,) 

Standard Deviation Values: 

Location 
Diode 

H?%9%' 

1 

0 S~"g 

2 

o,qU g 9I 

3 

b g (%9 

4 

0 ,LrY5 / z-3 

5 

TMM 
Mn 

l l 
ii !: 

-4 4 
-l ,,6 

Fwd 

Rev 

. 

_______ 

0 ( 

z Figure ih. Data Sheet Type "E" 

r 

Z 

a. A 

DO 

-Tw, u 



"tINEAfTY COMPUTRIIDNS 

FOR DATA SET 1 
CFORWfRD>: 

RELATIVE DIODE POSITION- 0.248092 

AVERAGE VALUE= 0.247414 

STANDARD DEVIATION= 1.99571E-5 

ANGLE BEVIATION SCAN TO SCAN 
VS ECAN NUMBER 

-3SIGMA
I ........ 

-21IGMA 
......... 

-ISIGMA
I....I..... 

MEAN
I......... 

+I1SIGMA
I......... 

+2SIGMA
I....... 

+3SIGMA 
............ 

* 

++ 

+ 

++ 

+ 

++ 

+ 

++ 

I ........ ......... I....I..... I......... I......... I....... ............ 

FOR DATA SET 2 

RELATIVE DIODE POSITION= 0.343511 

AVEPAGE VALUE= 0.342656 

STANDARD DEYIATION= 2.37448E-5 

ANGLE DEVIATION SCAN TO SCAN 
VS SCAN NUMBER 

-3SIGMA -2SISMA -SIGMA 
I..........I..........I..........I..........I......... 

* 

+ 

MEAN 

+ 

+ISIGMA 

+ 

+ 

+2SIGMA 
I ........ 

+3SIGMA 
........ 

+ 

--

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

.......... .......... I..........I..........I......... ......... 



FOR DATA SET 3 

,RELATIVE DIODE POSITION= 0.456092 

AVERAGE VRLUE= 0.453628 

STANDARD DEVIATION= 2.00051E-5 

-3sIGMA
I..........I.......... 

-21GM8 

ANGLE DEVIATION SCAN TO $CAN 
V: SCAN NUMBER 

-11ICIMA MEAN +1SIGMA
I.................. I......... 

+2iIGMA
I......... 

+3E IGMR
I........ 

++ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

++ 

FOP DATA SET 4 

RELATIVE DIODE POSITION= 0.614504 

AVERAGE VALUE= 0.609721 
++ 

+ 

!TAMDAPD DEVIATION= 4.e5766E-5 + 

+ 

-3zlIMR 

I..........I.......... 

-2SIGMA 

ANGLE DEVIATION SCAN TO SCAN 

VS :CAM NUMBER 

-I IGMFI MEAN +ISIGMA 

r 

I.................. I......... 

i~c~nctrJ 
+2SIGMR 

I......... 

+3TIGMA 

I........ 



ro 

'OR DAFTR -ET 5 

PELRTIVE DIODE Po:ITION= 0.694656 

RVEPRGE VRLUE= 0.690707 

-TRfiDRPD DEVIRTION= 4.5913OE-5 

Z--IGMR -2-IGMA 

RIGLE DEVIATION CAM 
V- :CAM FUMBEP 

-1-IGMA MEAN 

TO :CArt, 

1:I6MA + -I'3NR +-I3MA 

++ 

++ 

+ 

++ 

+ 

D-1 

D-18 



IHEFiPITY COMPUTRTION'i ,FEVEPEE: 
-:UP DATA :ET I 

nPELATIVE- DIODE POITIO = 0.248092 

A',,'EPAGE 'VALUE= 0.2499,4 , 

-TgItiAPfD DEVIATIOri= . 44974E-6 

" YdrIGLE EVIFTIOH -CA'N TO -i AM 
.. '_ cFr rtlJ. lECP
 

S......... I....... ......... ......... I ..... I ...... I
 

-I

+ 
OF THE+i~cODu3LBI-Tb 

+ qgtCNAL PAGE 1 POOt 
+ 

+ 

I..........I..........I.......... I......... ......... 1......... I........
 

POP DCITA :ET 2 t-v -asc 

P'ELAIII'.E DIODE FO:ITIOr= 0.:4-'11 

:Tqr40[iacr, DE'IITIO= ,_. 4E-E 

.iFII31E tE.'I ET i z,:ri TO :CFII 
"-..,_ U rUMEEP 

Tq'  
-+1 -iIR- I 

I ......... I......... I......... I......... I......... I......... I . D.. 

-4

+*
 

++
 

+
 

+ 

I......I......I......I......I......................D-19
 



FORP DATA ET 3 ( ,sC 

( 
RELATIVE DIODE PI7iITION= 0.45609.
 

=
AVEPAGE VALUE 0.456951
 

:TANDAP] DEVIATION= 4.49774E-6
 

ANGLE DEVIATION CCAN TO -CAN
 
V: --
CAN HUMBEP 

-3:IGMA -2:IGMA -1I IGMA MEAN +1IIGMR +2:IGMA +y_ IMGPA 
I..........I.......... I.................. I....I..... I......... I........
 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

C I....... I......... I......... I......... I......... I.........I ....
 

FOP DATA :ET 4 jzjv-sb 

RELATIVE DIODE POtITIOti= 0.614504
 

AVERAGE VALUE= 0.612987
 

:.TANDRPD DEVIATION= 6.02861E-6
 

AHGLE DEVIATION :CAH TO :CAN
 
V- CA1 HUMBER
 

-B:IM8 -2:IGMA -1:IGMA MEAN +1:IGMA +2:IGM +B:IGMA 
I..........I.......... I.................. I....I..... I......... I........
 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

++
 

+ 

I......... I......... I......... I......... I......... I.........I ....
 

I)-Z 

C 

D-40 



"UP DFITP :ET 5 VCZ5 

PELATI',E 

A.EPRGE 

-T~ir4TIFt 

DIODE FO:ITIOt= C.E?4E56 

11;,LUF = r.E ".4E

BE'IATIO[i= 71441E-6 

CNrILE [IE'.:TITIOrl 

:-rl 

CAri TiO ::PIr 

I TMEFA 

I........i. I----------- ----.-........ 

+j+ 

q--

D 

.++ 

I ............ ....... .I............... I...,.....I..............I . . . . .I. . . . 

D-21 



ArGULAP POSTION = ptX,= 
- -4.26856E-2 >73+ 5.15397E-2 W2+ 0.991146 X 
:CAN PATE = PBOT,X= 

-0.128057 :t2+ 0.103079 <+ 0.991146 

TIME POSITION 


0 0 

0. 05 4. 96808ERE 

0.1 9.95873E-= 

0.15 0.1496e7 

0.2 0.1 9=2?49 
u.-25 0.250341 

0.3 0'. 3Lu0.3 

0.35 0. 351385 
0.4 0.401973 
0.45 1.452563 

U.5 0.503122 

0.55 0.553619 

U.6 0.604022 

U.65 0.654298 

0.7 0.704415 

0.75 0.754343 

0.8 0.804047 

0.95 0.8.53497 

0.9 0.902661 
0. E5 0.951506 
1. A. 

ArM ULRP PO$TION = PX,= 
-4.28176E-2: 3+q,h --

XANliPATE = PDOT,,X = 

:HRN PATE 

0.991146 
0.99598 
1.00017 
1.00373 
1.00664 

-. 00891 
1.01054 
1.01154 
1.01189 
1.0116 
1.01067 
1. 0091 
1.00689 

1. 00404 
1.00055 
0.996423 
0.991653 
0.986242 
0.980191 
0.9735 
0. 966169 A 

6.513?3E-2 :'2+ 0.97768 v -
" 

-0. 128-.4-'5 2+ 0.130275 ',:+0.97766 

TIME PO:ITION 


0 0 
0.05 4.90415E-2 
u.1 9.83766E-2 
U. 15 0. 147973 
0.2 .197799 
0.25 0.247822 

0.3 0.29801 

0.35 0. 348332 
0.4 0.398754 

0.45 0. 449245 
0.5 0.499772 
0.55 0.550304 

0.6 0. 600809 
0.65 0.651254 

0.7 0.701607 
0.75 0.751836 
0.8 0.801909 
0.85 0.851795 

0.9 0,.901459 
0.95 0.950872 
1. 1. 

CAN PATE 

0.97768
 
0.983873,
 
0.E:''942 3 
0.994331
 
0.998597
 
1.00222
 
1.0052 
1.00754
 
1. 00924 
1.01029 
1.0107
 
1.01047
 
1. 0096 
1.00809
 
1. 00593 
1.00313
 
0.99969 
0.995607
 
0.99081 
0.985512 
0.979502 


TP 31891-350 
R VLTR NUMOE
 R
 

D-zaK 



46 1513 

' , .I .. . . .. .. I . . .I.. .,. - . . - - t ' - i . , - ' , ~ ' -

I t t 7 

944 

V7 - - - - t , I 

o . ) - L -

I II-' 

t9[ 

'
1-7 t - K -K K I 

GO" I ---- . . I. . -I.. ..-.... 

ti . 

[1) ,- - - --... --- ---....1- ' .... 

,I .. . . I,. " 

---

-, 

I.. 

/7, 
-

. 

I 

... 

L 

-' 

I 

I 

, 

-

I 

t 

--....-.... 

.. 

-

i 

II 

'-I 

i.. 

4I 

41 

o 

(2 

" - I 

I 

-r--

-

... . .... 

'

... 

06 01!" 9' 

. '-+I---,-

I- i I' 2 

o.q 
0_. 

--....... '... -- +- - .... .. 
_J .l....,. . __I ...I_ 

-.L.IS 
I " 

I . .I .. .L __ 



4.1.9.1.1 

4.1.9.1.1 

W 

4.1.9.1.1 

4.1.9.1.1 

'-iI 4.1.9.1.2 

4.1.9.1.2 

I 

W4.1.9.1.2 

4.1.9.1.2 

ff C 

cr' 

r. 

r70W4.1.9.2.1 

4: m4.1.9.2.1 

4.1.9.1.3 

4.1.9.2.1 

4.1.9.2.1 

4.1.9.2.2 

, 

t i4.1.9.2.2 

4.1.9.2.2 

4.1.9.Z.2 

4.1.9.2.3 

Do 

Average Ratio Value - Forward: 0 . 297 

aVtta : 

o-FM (STD. DEV.): 

Attach Deviation Plot to 

4,oD 
', < , 

this Sheet __Z 

Average Ratio Value - Reverse:. 0 , a q C/ 

6REv = QRRV :.. $2 f7te 

mRRV (STD. DE.): o,7. f ~ J 
Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet. __ 

TOTAL Deviation: §-. Y t 

Average Ratio Value - Forward: &, 3 g 2

?t.>3 j 1 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

_ 

_ _ _ 

T,. (STD. DE.):-6 6 

Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet__ 

Average Ratio Value - Reverse: ,-

V = qREV _ 

OjM (STh. DEV.): /VY 

Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet 

TOTAL Deviation: 6. 

_____/ 

,W e. 

A 4 

__. 

Figure 26. Data Sheet - Type "K" 



REPEATLITY CLCU.LATIONS tFORI,'ARD) FOR DATfA -ET 

RELATIVE DIODE POCITIn= 0.-24y09-
 t 
AVCPAGE ArGLE= 66. 3069 MILLIPADIAt_ 

OTANDARD EEVIATION= 5.3483-E--3 MILLIRADIAN: 

ANGLE DEVIATION 5CAM TO CRNvl CAitl ZIMDEP
 

(FOPIJARD) 

--3: GrlA --2:1rIA -- 131GMNA MEAN +1SIGMA +2IGMP +3:IGMA
 
I......... I..........I.. ......... I......... I......... I......... I........
 

+
+ 

++ 

+++ P" 

+N 
ni" 

......* 0 - I- 0 . 

C CO 'D C CDC,CCC flC CCCCOC ccn o coco 00CCOCC,CM C 0)fTI I Q) CC-'~ CCID ID C:Cli Cr.CC'CC0 II : I.. L'j'' -0 U . .. j lw.Q . w w~~L o..L,. .J w..lhjjl Lo. wI rSj loJI L, . LI,. l.W 0p l W LIIIIIQIIilJ QII... . .. II.I _.. I Jl " w'. k.ILw,'. I." l., W, .Il l .. W lJ 

Aj. 1 -11 Q -- Q., yL,'w -j-i'r6 r .rJ rv-3:OQ -F"IcC -P- J- l. 1 1'fl -2.fr £,jIITJLIiIjc:I r 'lJ QJ I,Q C: 11 kq Ll 'D 'IJ Wi.o c-P L,, "'J'I.:-i Ci:'ro , :o n.11 j cc,. _ -, = , ,, - ,i, . , , , r,, ,-6 J:, rr_I: - LCo L I :r. :T, ILI, 

" . I-j' f yQ-- . W 'L''W L4 I j -- ",- W W-- - r -W WjIl i I JI."IQ W.-..-. ' w-- j ' ui. w -w--1J -- 1' ' - ,' w-

, , ' 0~,.,~ ~ I:, .- , ,a . w',. ru_,_, w.rvu,.' ..- ,nD , - i -D .. ,,-, z ,' ,.a roc,o c,,,-,or,, ,:o - ,.-n ,-n w,-. n ': 'F,cc - '"'q'v'"' ooC-



PEPEA<"'ILITY CALCIJLATIOin: ,PEYEP'_E, FOR DATA EEtr"I
 

RELATIVE DIODE POHITIOt= 0.248092
 

AVEPAGE ANGLE= 66.9592 MILLIPADIAN

-TANDAPD DEVIATION= 9.24399E-4 MILLIPFDIIAN-


ANGLE DEVIATION SCAN TO -CAN
 
v: 	 CAN HUNDEP
 

*PEVEP:E

-3 IGMA - SIGMAI -IIGMA MEAN +IIGMA +2,IGMA +3: IGMAI ........ .I 
 ....I ....... I..... .... I...... ... I.......I........
 

++ 
++ + 

+ 

++
 

+ 

I..........I.......... I.......... I..........I.......... I..........I........
 

f. 	* bCC 5 'a 'a ''C ' r:-~~ 'c a ''m -. a'' 'a .5 i0''i'' 'C "iC 

. -r* 'n .:10n1 'Z : 'c"*n-1ns
- - =0 ' c -nr% 'nC i 'a: ' l ' n 'c c ' 'tL 'ri -f l'n 3 %'rn I 0 i 'i 'p n1" '.c' ' , - ' c~* ' n r i C '11PCa 'nl1n% I'cj' 1 'rc - ' n. '-:' . 

Il'J' J-J t-JO
'J'J LqlL' -c, 	 J- " oJoJiO i j o~CJ- -- nu'CD c-j ., ja_ an o jj. _ . 
| . -' cl yj Co*Col l i icc, yj J~ o[v-,Z r , Ir , ., .T ,1. -J) ')jj ...= "' "rI -q :'j "y, - -- :C. U J* coT Q0i 0-: cc cc, "LO-r cc, ' c -- :, - ,i : J J fl 1:1 C ,1,li- l L , r,,fL 

N,-0 



REPy'xRILITY CALCULATIO3NS (FORWARD) FOR DATA SErI-

RELATIVE DIODE POSITION= 0.343511 

AVERAGE ANGLE= 91.8318 MILLIRADIANS 

'TANDARD DEVIATION= 6.36378E-3 MILLIPADIANS 

ANGLE DEVIATION SCAN TO SCAN 
VS SCAM NUMBER 

(FORWARD) 

-3SIGMA -2SIGMA -ISIGMAI..........I..........I..........I..........I..........I.......... MEAN +ISIGMA +2SIGMA +3SIGMA
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REPE ? ILITY CALCULATIONS(REVERSE) FOR DATA SLet 2
 

RELATIVE DIODE POSITION= 0.343511 

AVERAGE AMGLE= 92.6391 MILLIRADIANS ,.D 

,TARAPD DEVIATION= 1.82186E-3 MILLIRADIANS i 

ANGLE DEVIATION SCAN TO SCAN
 
Vs SCAN NUMBER 0 

,PEVERSE)
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Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet 
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Figure 27. Data Sheet - Type "L' 



PEPEAT(ILITY CALCULATIONS FORWAPRD) FOR DATA SE(T3
 

RELATIVE DIODE POSITION= 0.456092
 

AVEPAGE ANGLE= 121.572 MILLIRADIANS
 
0 

,OTANDARD DEVIATION= 5.36126E-3 MILLIRADIANS.
 

ANGLE DEVIATION SCAN TO SCAN
 
VS SCAN NUMBER 

'FORWARD) Lis 
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fREPE'AiE ITY CALCULATIONS(REVERSE) FOR DATA SET
 

RELATIVE DIODE pOsITIOri= 0.456092
 

AVERAGE RNGLE= 122.463 MILLIRADIANS
 

STANDARD DEVIATION= 1.20537E-3 MILLIRRDIAHS
 

ANGLE DEVIATION SCAN TO SCAN
 
VS 3CRN NUMBER
 

(REVERSE)
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REPEAT?LITY CALCULATION! (FOR6IAR13W FOR fDATA ET/"4 

RELATIVE DIODE POSITION= 0.614504 

AVEPAGE ANGLE= 163.405 MILLIPADIANS 

-TAHEIAPD ]DEYIRTIn= 1.30188E-2 MILLIRADIAN'i 

I"DDV 
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ANGLE DEVIATION SCAN TO _CAN 
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REPEAr"ILITY CALCULATIOMS<REVERSE) FOR DATA SET,-CY
 

RELATIVE DIODE POSITIOII= 0.614504 
 F 
AVERAGE AMGLE= 164.281 MILLIRADIANS
 

STANDARD DEVIATION= 1.61573E-3 MILLIRADIAMS
 

ANGLE DEVIATION SCAN TO SCAN X 
Vs SCAN NUMBER 

"REVERSE) 
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a N 4.1.9.5.1 Average Ratio Value - Forward: 6, 6 V 0 7 

C3 

53 4.1.9.5.2 Average Ratio Value - Reverse:-Oz 

4.1.9.5.2 R = ' (R35-, V"3 -
4.1.9.5.2 R (STD. DRY.): j 0(.- -

4.1.9.5.2 Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet 

0 
-- 4.1.9.5.3 

4.1.9.6.1 
TOTA Deviation: 
Average Standard Deviation: 

q..f?h ? .7 
, e93(t' 

J 

m - 4.1.9.6.2 Attach Plot of Standard Deviation vs Angle. 
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Rg'pclADILITY CALCULATIONS (FIRUARD) FOR DATA ,'T 5 

RELATIVE DIODE POSITIDM= 0.694656
 

AVERAGE ANGLE= 185.109 MILLIRADIANS
 

STANDARD DEVIATIO= 1.23048E-2 MILLIRADIANS
 

ANGLE DEVIATION SCAM TO SCAN
 

. VS SCAN NUMBER
 

(FORbJAR D) 
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REPEATAD(iTY CALCULATIONS(REVERSE) FOR DATA 'ET
 

RELATIVE DIODE POSITION= 0.694656
 V-

AVERAGE ANGLE= 185.837 MILLIRADIAMW
 

STANDAPD DEVIATIOM= 2.04101E-3 MILLIRADINS a
 

AHGLE DEVIATION SCAN TO SCAN
 
VS :CAN NUMBEP


,ePEVERE)
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;REPEATABILITY CALCULATIONS (FORWARD AND REVERSE) 

AVG ST DEV OVER 5 SETS OF DATA IS 8.62674E-3 MILLIRADIANS 
DOES NOT SATISFY REQUIPEMENT 

0
I.......... 

STANDARD DEVIATION OF ANSLE(MICRORRD) 
VS DIODE POSITION (fla-D1)/CD3-l)) 

1 a 3 4
I.......... I .......... I .......... I .......... 

5
I .......... 

6
I 

3 

0 

1OFF SCALE  (X<Y)=( 0.343511 9 6.61943 ) 

+ 

+ 

D OFF SCALE 

OFF-SCALE 

- (X,Y)=( 0.614504 

- CXY)=( 0.694656 

v 13.1186 ) 

v 12.4729) 

D-37 



(23AS0A02w)= t..,.s,/U I ~LOCATVI-o t->.sH 
V.1I. PhIot 11 Photo 02 Photo 113 

2 ,,,.=+,.,,.5w, -.3. /

2 !+. +1.9 -. 3  _._ 

4_ _ +.1 t-'9 -. 7
 
5 ,0 .0 .0 ,0
 
6 -t.7 C +*.
 
7 -,t -1.9 -0-3 + 1,_8 -,3 -).,4 -. I - .5 
9 -.2 - . ,) -.2z - ._ _ _ _ _ 

12 +3 '1.9 -.2 .9 
__ __ -4.3 - 1.4t ,o .0 

14 -.? -. ., .0
 
15 -. 3 -/,1j -j - .5"
 
16 -*2 - .9 -. * ..
 
17 -- k . ..-" .

18 -.3 -jI.g -14- -/,9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

19 .0.0 -3k 14 ___.9_ __ 

20 +. -.2 -. 9 
2+-,z- ,9 -.44 - /. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

22 4t* 1..-.14__ _ __ _ 

23 .0 -W.t 
_ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _24 -. 3 -1.I IA. .
,9 _ _ _ _ _ 

25 -.LJ -. + .r 
_ 

-h *. _________26 -.2 -. 9 -9 - . 

27 -. 3 -1 4 -,2I -. 9 
28 -. 5 -.3 -1.429 3 + I -.3 - 1.4 
30 -t.3 -. Q -. 2 - 9
 
31 + ,5 - -"
 
32 -. - .0 
 .0 
33 -Vy -l.g -0+ .9 
34 -.. 4j 1t +3 __ __ __ 

35 -. 34 - 0 
__ _ 

36 -9_ .9___ 

37
 

38 

39 

40 

Figure 42. Data Sheet Type "W" 

TEST PROCEDURE BREADBOARD HUGHES AIRCRAFTCO.

CAN MIRROR THEMATIC NAPPER CULVER CITY, CALIF. 79 TP 31891-350
 

CODE IDENT NO 82577 SN no REV LTR NUMBER
 

9803A CS MAR 72 D-38 



2 4.2.3.5 Measure angle "c": (ram)
 

4.2.3.5 Measure angle "a": (mm) 

4.2.3.5 Measure distance "": _ _(inches) 

] 'j 4.2.3.5 Measure distance "a":_ 0(inches) 

0 ~~Attach three polaroid photographs to this sheet- ________ 
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VI Photo #1 Photo #2 Photo 1t3 
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0l 
2 

-I.O 
il±.4 

-.9 
.0I 
-1.i 
-.C 
-1. 
I.2 
(.0 

"1.2 
1.1 

-. 
" 

C 
.0 

-/.2 
-. 1 
-110 
-1.0 

-2.3 
3,9 

-.-4.7 
-3.9 
-* 
-3.5 
-3.9 
- .3 
-2.3 
-3.g 
- ,7 
- 3.9 
-14.7 
-. 10 
- .3 
-3.5 
-2.3 
-3.9 
- 4.7 
-'-.3 
zB.7 
- 3.9 

-I~o 
-1.0 
-1.1 
-1,1 
-(.2 
-. 
-,7 
-1.1 
-1.0 
-I0 
-1.1 
-. 9 
-1.2 
-1.2 
-. q 
-
1.0 

-1.1 
-U.2 
-t.0 
I-hi 
-9 

- 3.? 
-3.9 

-. 4.7
- . 
- 4.7 
-3.5 
-2.7 
- '4.3 
- 3.9 
- 3.9 
- 413 
- 3.5 
- lf-7 
- 4.7 
- 3.1 
- 3.5 
- 3.9 
- .31 

4.7 
- 3.9 
- It. 3 

3.5 
24 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

.-

-1 
-. 
"/,I 

-j 
-!. 
--

- .- 7 -G 
- -I.a 
-2.7 -.9 
.- U3 -/.o 

4-.I- 4.3 -1.2 
-0 - 0 

- L.3 -1.1 
- , 7 -1.-I14.3 

3.5-. 

- 3.1 
37- 3.9 

- 3.$ 
- 3.9 
- 4.7 

3,9 
- 4.7 

- 3-5 

33 

34 

35 
36 

-. 6 
"/ 

.I 

2.3,-
-4-3 
- 4.3 

9 ---. 

37 

38 

39 

40 

/' 914f3 
- 77 

9y MtAk--3.97 
'.3 

Figure 42. Data Sheet Type "W" 
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79 

-
REV LTR 

TP 
NUME 

ER 
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:z 

o ' 4.2.3.5 Measure angle "e": 

4.2.3.5 Measure angle "a": 

4.2.3.5 Measure distance "c": 

4.2.3.5 Measure distance "a": 

Attach three polaroid photographs to 

_nch 

this sheet: ________ 

(m) 

m) 

l(in.ch

nch 

fl 

-_. - , 

--

,.- ... 

"*_--. 

. . - -

n
.a 

--- t- wL 

*. .. d.-m 

,.UL 1 T ~ 
I4 

r. . 

_-,
 



T~vLOCA-TW Z ,
 

0 4 1036 
3 +.42 z 5 

I 
21,9 

-QD-Z 
.2. , 

D -44
 



t,!7)nz~to 

- P17 



43 IIt I oAjYt ~ib 

VIut Photo di Photo #2 Photo 13 

__-_2_ . 4JiA' 4:j !e -,2 - ._ __ _ 

2 .0 ffZ..zI 
3 .0 00
 
4 J +' i.f -1_ _ _ 
 _ _ _5 .

__ _ _ -_ _ _ _ -_ ,___ -. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

10 -. -2 - ,_ 

3 .o.0 -. '-.

14 -. , -. -. -. _
 

15 - - --2 - .?
 

10 -,6 -6. -. . { 
21 .0 c' qA _ _ __ _ _ _ 

19 .0 .0 .0 ,1 I 
20 -, .9 .0 '0
16 -,3 .. - 1.3 -.3 - 3 .?._ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
 

22 -. .9 -, - 14
 
23 -* -. 4-. -. 9 

27z..±4 - - ,_ 
28 * .'' "____-_,_" ti 
29 
0 

25 
26 

.Z 

.00
-,4 
-. 1 

- !. 
- .? 

.0 
-. 
-. t 
-.2 

.0 
-. 4 

- I.S 
- .9 . 

32 -.- -. 9 
32 -- Eg -

33 -S-. 
29 0 0 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

35 .0 .3.. 39 
36 tj '9 
34 

MR -.2 - *2D-.~46 

Figure 42. Data Sheet Type "WI' 

ITEST PROCEDURPE BREADBOARD HUGHES AIRCRAFTC 
SCAN MIRROR THEMATIC RAPPER 

CODE IDEJr NO.82577 
79VE~ 

SNO 
-
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IE 
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~~ L=7,JlE] E04.2.3.5 EEDDWDWn
Xeasure anl 


CI4.2.3.5 Measure angle "a";: (nn) 117 7P 

4.2.3.5 Measure distance "0": __ _[7777-1777(inchc 

4.2.3.5 Measure distance "a": (.niche
 

0 Attach three polaroid photographs to this sheet: 
 _ ,
IZEDDE~f; 

Lir--EEE-]
.... ,iflD -

- "r L _ L .all LLEZD-W 

• G i- - I- - 7 - W 

-- 'D.. ...-. 1- W, J
 



ZcSA-T,ovi #1 I-6-yg 

D-4.2%8
0 

&.21".).z3 . 

D-48
 



40' 

VOLTS ,:Fs 4)4 0LEVPF I) C-

* To ~ .+4)ih/m.4) 



-(247,9A/vf02 -L>V)4'-2eiAo/AI

I! .. Iz L~cAT,'AY#3 
_ 

V. I", III Photo 02 Photo ."3 

2_-4 - - 2.0 "-, - 1.0 

5 .0 + -.2 -. 0 
6 .0 .0 -., -2.0 
7 -.2 -l'0 -. 3 -1.1 
8 

10 
10 

4-2.0 

2 
-. 

-. 
-. 
-2. 

tlS 
0*0J 

.o 
-, ,_" 
2.0 

__________ 

12 
13 

-I 
'.' 

+ 
t 

. 
1. 

.-.
-. 3 

2. 
- 11,5 

14 .0 .0 -.3 - 1.L7 
15 - L4 -2.0 -. )- . 
16 5-.5 -
17 -- 2.0 .o .0 

i8 -, -2.0 .0 .0 
19 

20 .. 
- /-. o 

0 
_2 

-23 
-. 
-S 

_7 

_

21 .p .0 -. -1.O 
22 - -r4 -2.0 

23 2 -O -. 31. 
24 -,4 -5. -

25 -:2 - o -,2 -1.0 
26 -. 5 -2.5 -,. + -5 
27 
28 

-. 4 
.0 

-2.0 
.0 

-. 2 
-

- 1.0 
- 2.4 

29 .Q +1O -.2 1.0 
30 -, t.5 -. 3 -1. . 
31 -. 3 -1.5 , 
32 -. , 
33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

Figure 42. Data Sheet Type "Wi 

'TEST PROCEDURE BREADBOARD HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO.
SCAN MIRROR TWEMATIC NAPPER CULVER CITY, CALIF. 7 RAODE 72 IDEHT NO. 82577 fl1-5O
 

. 9803A CS MAR 72 1)-50 



4.2.3.5 Measure angle "4": (hrm) 

4.2.3.5 Measure angle "a": (mm) 

4.2.3.5 Measure distance T ,I ,: (inches) 

4.2.3.5 Measure distance "a": (inches) v3 

Attach three polaroid photographs to this sheet:
 

-. 

ILI 

t:,FJ
 



TI. PCATIDM 

Tupevs gCrw
o~~ eh.T1 g 1 ,t 

3 3'3 45 

10 -35 -. 7 



Cr 

Lw
7 

tO TV 

(,16. .. .
 

K;74 

J1 

I 



- - ----- AICCA-7-7S"
 

V,I.. Photo el Photo 02 Photo 03 

2 
3 

4 
5 

tIJ-#. lo4.4 

.q'24,

.3 

. 

-."Z 
+72.9 

. 

.+ 

.7 

.7 

. 

+ 4 
+2. / 

-2-,_ 

2.5 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

7 

__ _ 

-Z 

tI .-,If 

. 

.0 
.1-

.6 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

9 
10 

11 
12 
13 

14 
15 

16 

17 
18 
19 
20 

.0 

.if 

1,L 

.57 

!,4 
'0 

-j-Iq4 

+. 
+3 
.tf 
.S 

.0 

-t17
2.!1 
17 

-r ..-
.7 
0 

t .4 
- 1.3 
1.7 

-r 2.1 

.5 
5 

-+ 
.4 
.7 
.2 

,3 
.3 

.9 
. 

T Lt 
2.1 

*-2,1 
2.5." 

+ 3.

+ 2.9 
t .9 

' 1.3 
* 1.3 

I 7 
+ 3.4 

_______ 

22 

23 

24 

25 

+._____.7 
'tI~. 

-j-f 
.0 .0 

.5 t 
2±__________ 
.2+ 
. . 

2.-1 

.t 

26 

27 

+. 

'.3 
-s 

T 1.3 
*2 

.3 
t 

- 1.3 
_ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 

28 

29 

30 

31 
32 

33 

+.4 
*-7 

.0 
+' 1 

+ 1.7 
'2.9 
2.14-_,_____"_" 

-, 
.0 
t 

.6 
, 

.g 

.3 
2 .6 

. 

* 

2-.5 
3.!t 
2.5 
.7 

/.3 
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 

34 . .4 , 4 .4 

35 2 +2& 4______2.L 

37 

38 
.- .19 3.q- _ _ _ _ _ _ 

39 

40 

Figure 42. Data Sheet Type "W" 

TEST PROCEDURE 
SCANMIRROR 

BREADBOARD 
THEMATIC 14APPER 

HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO. 
CULVER CITY, CALIF. 79 

T 

9803A CS MAR 72 
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o 4.2.3.5 Measure angle "c0: _ ___________ 	 (nnl) 

LIIE E IfI14.2.3.5 Measure angle ""____________(an) TA-mnm F1 
4.2.3.5 Measure distance "__(inch 	 17777 

,4.2.3.5 	 Measure distance "a": _ (inch
 

Attach three polaroid photographs to this sheet: ______
 

0 

0 

C 
C 

-_j_____C~ ______ __________E]___1 

_- -!Ii E-D? --	 ii
J' 


z 11 
r7=== 	 I I 



5- o- -.2$ 

B- -3.1+t-.62 

D-56 



ope 6.,e-/seA- ,,rbI--?vovr 

17 CA TI +41__
+.I ". 
 1 



CROSS-SCAN COMPUTATIONS: 

FOR DATA SET i L5 0 5 

PELATIVE DIODE POSITION = 9.15493E-3 

MEAN DEVIATION =-0.a46667 MICRORADIANt 

PM' DEVIATION = 1.16362 MICPORDIAV 

FOP DATA :ET 2 

RELATIVE DIODE POSITION = 0.274648 

MEAN DEVIATION =-4.01667 MICPOPADIRNS 

PME DEVIATION = 4.08318 MICPOPADIANC 

FOP DATA 'ET 3 

RELATIVE DIODE POEITION = 0.415493 

MEAN DEVIATION =-0.34 MICPOPADIRtIS 

PM: DEVIIT ON = 0.703799 MICPOPAfDIAN 

FOR DATA :ET 4 

PELATIVE DIODE POSITION = 0.66197P 

MEAN DEVIATION =-0.9 MICPORADIAHZ
 

RMS DEVIATION = 1.46629 MICPOPADIAN! 

FOP DATA CET 5 

PELATIVE DIODE POSITION = 0.96831 

MEAN DEVIATION = 1.24667 MICPORADIANS 

PMi DEVIATION = 1.55799 MICROPADIANR 

'0~ ~ ~ -0 40'0 't 0 '0 '0 ' 

4* c40S c4I? I II' SB'A-' I HUHUARCAT "4 4 4 c4 l c4 4j 

POEDUR BREA}EIA0 CULVrR CITY, CALIF. 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT Co0f

87 2 31891-iso 

IEIDET C.82577 SEV LR NUMOtEH 

D-58 



t1 

13 

RMS DEVIATION FORWARD TO REVERSE (MICRORAIAMS) 
YS DIODE POSITION ,,D2-D1)'(D3-D1) 

2 3 
SI........I.......I........I..................I 

+ 

n OFF SCALE - CXPY)=( 0.274648 , 4.08318 

"-,U 

°A, 

( 

O4 

-



DELTA 11: 2 03-fEC-75
 

100 5,14.2
 
110 .13-3.9,5.:9.4,13.75
 
120 30
 
130 -. 5,.5,. 9 .910,-.91.9--1.4-.9,-,.5,1.4,1.Q4_9-1.4,..9. 
13 . -1.9-1.4, 0-.5-.9-,90--1.4.-1.9,-.9,-1.4.-.5,1.4, 1.4 
140 30150 -4. 3,-2.3S, -3.9,-4.7, -3.9 -- 4.3, - -. 5,-3. 9,-4.S,9-2. D,- 3.9,_4.,,_3. 9,

152 -4.-,,-4. ;'-4. 3--3.5--2. 3-3. 9-4.7s-4. 3,-4.-.--3.94,_4.7_.,2,
 
154 -4.3- -4.3,-5.0,-4.3
 
160 30 
170 -. 9.-0-.4,.4,-.9,-.9 --. 9,-.9,-.4, 0,.4,0-4-. 1p.... -. ,-.4,
172 0-.9, 0--.4--.4-i. 3--. 3,-.4,. 4. .4, 0, 0 
ISO 30190 -2,-2,-1,1.00.O-1.- ,-1.-a.,-2,•.5, 1,0-2-2.5.-2,-2,-i. 
192 0.0 .'•5,-1,-2.-1,-2.5,- . 0. 1. ,5 

200 30
 
2110
 

12 2.1.2.1,I.7, .4.-.4.0,.8,I. 3,1.,2.9.D1 

D-60 

http:3,1.,2.9.D1
http:2,-2,-1,1.00


APPENDIX E - IDATA PACKAGE Z 

"PROCEDURAL TEST DATA, SMA WITH BACK BUMPERS" 

-The data presented in this sectibn describes the performance of the 

scan mirror assembly utilizing the back bumper subassembly that was used 

on the earlier engineering dummy mirror assembly. This data was collected 

and reduced in accordance with the procedures described in the Thematic 

Mapper Breadboard Scan Mirror Test Procedure, TP 31891-350. 

The measurements taken in the procedurcal tests were in an air 

environment. Data taken of operation in helium is contained in the laboratory 

log book. 

E-I 



, SAMPLE SAMPLE, 

* : .. 21.4 
*-',4.1.2.2.S3 

Total Anlgj-millfradians) 

Driving Frequency 
(a) (7V2-, 29rE 

-
r 

) 

to 

-* 

4.1.2.2.5 

4.1.2.2.6 

4.1.2.2.7 

4.,1.2.2.7 

Scan Average Period' 

Scan Frequency 

Period Deviation (Increased Time)(Max) 

Period Deviation (Decreased Time)(Max) 

_ 

//0, T1-.z 

, _ 

/o, 5110 

1i0 3q9 

-nnSe 

,., 

W, 

(Approx. 102 ms) 

(Approx. 9.T8 Hz) 

4.1.2.2.T Attach Computer Plot to this Sheet 
(Deviations) _ 

4.1.2.2.8 

4.1.3.2.4 
4.1.4.2.4 

Standard Deviation 

Start Up Time 

Turn Around Time "A" (Average) 

6-Y<"y 

/0- q(M7 

elt 

- x, see 
(Less than 30 Seconds) 

(Approx. 8.0 ms.) 

n 

4.1.4.2.4 

4.1.4.2.5 
4.1.4.2.5 

Turn Around Time "C" (Average) 

"A" Maximum 
"A" Minimum(,. 

tg. -71/-67 

to,.t '? 
'U.

7-, Sa. (Approx. 8.0 s.) 

6; .
*gn -to 

S 

4a.4.2.6 

4.1.4.2.6 
4.1.4.2.7 

"0"~ maximum 

"C"Minimum 
Attach Computer Plot to this Sheet 

to -7q I71'_O, '7qL 
______ 

_ 

4.1.4.2.8 

0- ,a.29 

K 1~:.1.1.2.10 

(Deviations) 

Attach Computer Plot to this Sheet 
(Deviations) 
Standard Deviation "A" 

Standard Deviation " 

__ 

.. 
,.-9. 
, q I 

,_ 5_l _ __ 

ti 

W 

S.i.5.2.6 
S4a.5.P6center Scan Angle 
Cener cSan Angle (mr) (Y) 

,r) 
_ _ _ _ 

, .. 5 - Total Angle Recheck (mr) (a) _ _ 

Figure 5. Data Sheet - Type "A" 

le'-iS 
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4. 
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4. 

4. 

4. 

4. 

4. 

4

4. 

4. 
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4. 
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4@ 
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4. 

4. 
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SAMPLE SAMPLE 

4.1.6.2.1.3 Ten Hz Clock Signal Frequency . (Hz) 

P*4.1.6.2.1.8 Time for Angle (a) (Avdge) Forward 99, C- (ms) 

4.1.6.2.1.9 Time for Angle (e) (Average) Forward . ,9 .. . (ms) 

4.1.6.2.1.10 Time for Angle (a) (Average) Reverse . L....(ms) 
4.1.6.2.1.11 Time for Angle (c) (Average) Reverse 7, 9I (ms) 

• 4.1.6.2.1.12 Angle (9) _, _ (mr) 

4.1.6.2.1.13 Angle (a) 29- -" (mr) 

4.1.6.2.2.3 Ten Hz Clock Signal Frequency . ,- (Hz) 

m<
M M 

.. 
4.1.6.2.2.8 
4.1.6.2.2.9 

Time for Angle 
Time for Angle 

(a) (Average) 
() (Average) 

Forward 
Forward 

, (ms) 
(ms) 

on 10 4.1.6.2.2.10 Time for Angle (a) (Average) Reverse Lq, (ms) 

9. 4.1.6.2.2.11 Time for Angle (a) (Average) Reverse qq ' TC (ms) 

4.1.6.2.2.12 Angle (c) (mr) 

4.1.6.2.2.13 Angle (a) _" s_ (mr) 

r 
Figure 11. Data Sheet - Type B 

a,, LI 

Lln: 



-~I 

SAN=L SAMPL
 

tnt, 4.1.6.2.3.3 Ten Hz Clock Signal Frequency ,- (Hz) 
4.1.6.2.3.8 Time for Angle (a) (Average) Forward 4/9, c (ms) 

w 4.1.6.2.3.9 Time for Angle (f) (Average) Forward 3. c2/o m(Os) 

5 4.1.6.2.3.10 Time for Angle (') (Average) Reverse 9 C4 . (ms) 

4.1.672.3.11 Time for Angle (c) (Average) Reverse (ns) 

4.1.6.2.3.12 Angle (c) Jjj (mr) 

4.1.6.2.3.13 Angle (a) ;.& 'C11 .. (nr) 
OCCor 
02-o 

4,1.6.2.4.3 Ten Hz Clock Signal Frequency 9, I- (Hz) 

mn t
I- 'm 

4.1.6.2.4.8 Time for Angle (a) (Average) Forward LIq. -6 (ms)\ 

z4 4.1.6.2.4.9 Time for Angle (.) (Average) Forward , / (ns) 
. r ..4 

4.1.6.2.4.10 Time for Angle (a) (Average) Reverse 4'' $6 (is) 

4.1.6.2.4.11 Time for Angle (e) (Average) Reverse OZ, (s) 
4.1.6.2.4.12 Angle (c) .7 . (mr) 

4.1.6.2.4.13 Angle (a) .: (mr) 

.2 Figure 12. Data Sheet - Type C 

- I 

C? 



W SAMPLE SAMPLE 

- 4.1.6.2.5.3 Ten Hz Clock Signal Frequency It (Hz) 

4.1.6.2.5.8 Time for Angle (a)(Average) Forward __, ____ (s) 

4.1.6.2.5.9 Time for Angle (()(Average) Forward 3C .Q (ms) 
4.1.6.2.5.10 Time for Angle (a)(Average) Reverse q,/ 7 (ms) 

w 4.1.6.2.5.11 Time for Angle (c)(Average) Reverse 30. 9 (ms) 
4.1.6.2.5.12 Angle (e) VOO, (ir) 

4.1.6.2.5.13 Angle (a) 95 (Dr) 

nfl S) 

a rC 

r.n 

z5Wr

0 4 

SFigure 
0,J'7 ,It 

13. Data Sheet -Type D 



rn Attach ten computer 

Location 
Diode 

•o.'7?o 

R 

generated graphs here. 

1 2 

ti" Sg7, 1a39 

o, 173t7 o,2007 

3 

o, 2.-

0, 'O,29 

4-

o, 6o64' 

5 

0, 777 

o,6 roo 

CC 

.6MW 

Standard Deviation Values: 

Location 
Diode 1 

Nd -
I.03t AIjj7/102 

2 3 

V( 

- 14 

4(0 

5 

c

x Figure 14. Data Sheet Type "Ell 

LITfle
(D 

j_______________ 

.7~' /Ot~ ~ /'Y i~ / r(J. 

____ 

M C 



LINEARITY COHPUTFIDN~S 
FOP DATA $ET 1 

,LFOPIAAPD) : 

RELATIVE flIOD1E POS-ITIOH= 0.177614 

AVERAGE YALUE= 0.177018 

£_-TANDFIRf DEVIATIOf= I.0S17E-5 

RrH3LE nEV'IATIOI ZCAH TO "-c~ri 

-5:I'EMA 
I ........ 

-2ZEI3PA 
......... 

-IGM3A 
I....I..... 

MEArN 
I......... 

+lEIGIR 
I......... 

±?21GMR 
I.......I........ 

+3: IGMA 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

DEF :CRALE - 'X,.Y'=' 13 . 0.17704'3 
+ 

+ 

+ 

4

..)

+ 

++ 

++ 

+ 

++ 

4-+ 

++ 

++ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+" 

4-

++ 

I ...... I.......I......... ......... I.........I. ......... ........ 

E-1O 



RELATIVE DIODE PUSTIONM= 0.301104
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RELATIVE DIOD)E PUSITION= 0.605865-
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LINEARITY COIMPUTATIMr -PEVEPE,: 
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q . 6 ,2- 6 -

FOP DlATA :ET- 5 5(?s6 
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"AiGUJLRR POMIWn3 = p <5 = 
1.22748E-3 X"3+-8.72910E-3 XA2+ 1.0075 X
 

,.scAN PATE = PDOT'X= 

3.68245E-3 :'2+-1.74582E-2 :%+ 1.0075 

CAN PRTETIME 	 Po[]ITIDN -

o 	 o 1.0075 

0.05 	 5.03534E-8 1.00664 
0.100664 	 1.00579
0.1 


0.15 	 0.150933 1. 00497 

0.2 	 0.201161 1.00416 
0.25 	 0.251349 1.00337 
0.3 	 0.301499 I. ooac TUN 
0.35 	 0.51t09 1.00l,4 1 OOOPi 

gi0.4 	 0.401683 1.00111 . pE POO1.0 00390.45172
0.45 
0.5 	 0.501722 i.9999?
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0.6 	 0.6016E4 0.9,??35E 
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4.1.9.1.1 

4.1.9.1.1 

4.1.9.1.1 

4.1.9.L.1 

4.1.9.1.2 

4.L.9.1.2 

4.1.9.1.1 

4.1.9.1.2 

4.1.9.1.3 

4.l.9.Z.1 

n4.1.9.2.1 

a -W 4.1.9.2.1 

4.1.9.2.2 

4.1.9.2.2 

4.A.9.Z.Z 

4.1.9.2.3 
.h 

| 

'L&,-

Average Ratio Value - Forward: 0, 17"7ie 

= :D 

Ojb (SM. DEV.): 3.03 ,uyrN 

Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet , 

Average Ratio Value - Reverse:. ,

-T oRZ L~ -,wr 
9m (SMn. IV.: . . 

Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet_ /....
 

TOTL Deviation: rS - j,
 

Average Ratio Value - O;L _?"7
Forward: F 

:: g-. a: I t 

Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet v 

Average Ratio Value - Reverse:- .3 00713 

GRR (SD.D7)) 

Attac.WDevation Plot to this Sheet__ 

TOTAL Deviation: 6 rA, 4 

Figure 26. Data Sheet - Type "K" 



REPEATABILITYJ CALCULATIOM?'_- FOPI,'RDl FUP DATA &'ET
 

RELATIVE DIO1DE PO:ITION= 0.177614
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REPEATABILITY CALCULATIONCRPEVEPtE F1P DATA ET 
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PPEATRBILITY CRLCULATIOH: ,FOPIliPT- FOP DATR -ET -b 
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RPEAtRILITY CALCULATIONtStPE'ER-E) FOP DATA SET 2
 

'RELATIVE DIODE PMtITioHi= 0.301104
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4.1.9.3.1 Average Ratio Value - Forward: 0. , 2 0? 

4.1.9.3.1 = W 54FMk~n~ 
4.1.9.3.1 FWD (STD. DEV.): ,,,w d 

4.1.9.3.1 Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet 

4.1.9.3.2 Average Ratio Value - Reverse: 0, T2 /07 

4.1.9.3.2 
~~4..1.9.3.2 

WREV = QREV 
(STD. DEV.) 

: 
: 

/C L/, 
/ --

nt..tz -tY 
" 

-REV 

4.1.9.3.2 Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet 

4.1.9.3.3 TOTAL Deviation: -, / 9 ,n 

4.1.9.4.1 Average Ratio Value - Forward: 0, f33 
act 
M S' 4.1.9.4.1 IZ7 iFW9 

z"; 4.1.9.4.1 oFWD (STD.DEV.): 3.19 r.,,,c 

on 4.1.9.4.1 Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet.__ 

" r 
p 4.1.9.4.2 Average Ratio Value - Reverse: 0. 

z 
o 

4.1.9.4.2 
4.1.9.4.2 

0 REV 
-REV(STD. 

: 
1EV.): 

7REvgS S 93 
3. // /V-tZCt 

-WS,-23 

M 4.1.9.4.2 Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet 

4.1.9.4.3 TOAL Deviation; ,, 

C Id 

0o Figure 27. Data Sheet -Type "L" 
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4,REPEATABILITY CALCULATIONS (FORIRD, FOR DATA SET 


RELATIVE DIODE PO:ITION= n.522859
 

AVEPRAGE ANGLE= 154. 018 MILLIPADIAN
 

:-TANDARD DEYIATION= 3.09589E-3 r,ILLTPFDIAN:
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FEPEATAfILITY CILCULATIO_4: PEVER;E FOP DFRTA ET 3 

tELRTIVE DIODE PELITIOt,= 0.52 ,q9 
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(REPEATABILITY CALCULATION! rFOPbiAPDa FOR DATA "ET 4 
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P'EPER3Tt3131LtT, ceiLcL'LfvTIOrc'PEvEF'-E" FOPF JYYA :ET 4 

'WEPJ'T.4E RtiD3LIr C'3. ,9 Q+ 3 ' :j 
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- " tzi 4.1.9.5.1 Average Ratio Value - Forward. . . 27 7 .

4.1.9.5.1 AwtzhDeva/97.lo toths See 

4.1.9.5.1 ' (ST. 1EV.): ,3./,0 77 

4.1.9.5.1 Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet v/ 

4.1.9.5.2 Average Ratio Value - Reverse: 0. 6TOo57 

-- 4.1.9.5.2 = QRE : Z0. 77 

4.1.9.5.2 A (SrD. DEV.): W A -

4.1.9.5.2 Attach Deviation Plot to this Sheet t

4.1.9.5.3 TOTAL Deviation: 'L A77AH) 

F 4.1.9.6.1 Average Standard Deviation:. .2 'e 

n n 

xnt 4.1.9.6.2 Attach Plot of Standard Deviation vs Angle. 

p4lno 

Z s 

r.Figure 28. Data Sheet -Type 'i 
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PEPEATRBILIT'' CALCULATIOr"- ,FOP-FARD FOP I'ATA -ET 5 

RELATIVE DIODE PO-ITIOti= 0.679454 
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REPEATABILITY 'CALCULATION-,PEVEP'E' FOR DATA SET 5 
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FriD PEVEP:E_PEPERThPILITY fIALULPTIOr: fFOPIIRRIP 

- E.22I68E-J MILLIPPfTli;-RYG -T EEV OVEP 5 -ET" OF DATA 
DnE- rOT i'_TI -F7 PEOUIPEI1IET 
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-Tjo ia24-

V.I.., Photo #L Photo #2 Photo #3 

2 -.6 -2.2 -.7 -).4 -7 -3.! -- -2.6' '. - JAq -a' - 3..S... 

4 -.7 -3.1 -3 -1.3 -. --. c I 
5 -s -3.5 -2- .7 -6 - 2.G 

6 -S -3. - -.5 - 2.2 -.L 
. 

-L'g 
7 - 9 -q.0 --4 - 2.6 -,2 .9 
8 -7 -3.1 -.9 - 2.6 -.3 - . 
9 -.3 - /63 -. 7 -3. -3 ).3io -.2 - -.9 --7.- 3.1 -.C" 2.6 

11 - 1+ - 1-A -.5' -2.1 --; 2-. ,7
12 -. 9 -_,o-._ - _ _ _ ._ -7 _ -_-.
13 44 -.2- .9 -.7- 3.1 
14 -___-_3._ -5 - 2.2 -. _- -2.2
15 -. - 4 _._- _.0 - 2,2 -_2 .16 -. _ - __4-._-1,_
 
17 9 -. 
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Figure 42. Data Sheet Type "t"
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= 
4.2.3.5 
4.2.3.5 

Measure angle "": 

Measure angle "a": 
E
DD 

IL OD 
1 F7777] 

4.2.3.5 Measure distance "e": .incbl 

4.2.3.5 Measure distance "a": (inche4 

DDWEIDDDDEE 
0 cn . 7 

V- F-77 
_ __ ....... 
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D(I -V vroa 7 

Dul ta 
Value Photo '#1 

£.-/3 d,,:3."7,,,i,,,-.5.041  -/.0 
Photo #2 

-' 3.7 
Photo #3 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
1 
12 

1.3_.-__ 

14 
15 
16 
17 

18 

19 
20 

21 
2 

23 

-,7 
-.5' 

-" 
, 

-1.2 
-111 

-i! 
-9 
-. 
-,_ 

-27 
-1.0 
-13 
-1,3_ 

LO 
-.7 
-
-. 5 
-. 4 
-. 0 

-2,7 -II 
- 1.9 -LI 
-2.7 -/I 
- 1. -1, 
-2.-3 -27 
-jf, -,O 
-5.14 -,7 
-'+.3 -. 
-3.__-,7 
-2.3 -/.2 
-2.3 
- .__ I. 
-2,3 -. , 
-3.3 -- C-
-5.0 -. " 
-___._ 
-33.7 -. 7 
-2.7 /4-2.7 

3,-4. 
-1.2 -. 2 
-2.3 -. q 
- X7 -. 7 

- t3 
- 43 
-43 

q.3 
- 2.7 
- 1.9 
-2.7 

- 2.3 
-2.7 
-

- L,3 
-3. 

2.3 
- Z.3 
-5 .9 
-2.7 

3j 
-5.0 
- .7 
-kG3. 
-2.7 

__._ 

_.1 

_- _._ 

24 

5 
26 
27 
28 
9 
30 
31 
32 

-. 
-1.2 
-1.0

.9 
i-, $ 
-19 
-,1, 
-. 9 
".9 

,e -, 
-3.! -. 
-3.7 7.7 - 3 -5" _u. 
-2.3 -12 
-2-3 -W, 
-3./ -1.0 
-31 - .-
-3,-5 , -

-3.1 
- 2.3 
-2-7- 4,3 
- '7 
- 4.3 
- 3.7 

3.7 
2.3 

33 
34 
35 

-I.L+ -F 
-q,7 

-. 
-72.7 

- 1.5 
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37 

38 

39 

40 

Figure 41. Data Sheet Type "V" 
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o 4.2.3.5 Measure angle "e": (mm) 

4.2.3.5 Measure a n "" __________________ _nn) 

4.2.3.5 Measure distance "": (inches) 

4.2.3.5 Measure distance "a": (inches) 

a[ rl,: 2r J_ ]z - ,s r 

DDD"r DDEt 7GDDD 
7 17 j F 7IRL=27 

z 

DFigure 38. Data Sheet Type "D" 
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Delta
Value • Photo #1 A, ( Photo #2 Photo #3
 

-6. __ - l,,x . ,€.,= . 0 = ._ __ 

2 -,. +.7 ,.0 .,0 _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 

3 -tt tJT, -t2 .! 

4 ,0 ,0 .1 ,0 
5 'iI -,, .0 
6 +."7 +.- -,7 
7 .0 .0 .0 ,0 

9 t.1,I" -,7 
10 + 1 + .7 

10 -4-4 +.7 ",1 *,7
1 -. I -7 .! ,0 

13 -t. +-2 -r' .
14 .- .7 -I-d .7
 
15 -LI t7 .0 .
 

16 4,74- +-7 +,7
 

17 +,7 ,0 ,
 
is i- 4,.7 tj 4-j
19 * .0 
20 .Q ,0 .n .0
 
21 *.f1LftI .7
 
22 +.7
 
23 .0 ,-t_,1 .7 
24 -,t +,-7 +J +,7 
25 -. I ",7 + . -+.-?
 

26 ++ 7 +,J +,7
 
27 + -*1 .. 7
 
28 +. +,7 ,0
 
29 4,( + ,7 t2 - g_._
 

30 0 +D +4._
 

31 47 .0 .0 

32 .1 4.7 ,/ +.:z 

33 "1 "t.7-. 

34 +,- 4 , 0 .0
 
35 _ +7
 
36 -1.7
 
37
 

38 

39 

40
 

4' 
Figure 40. Data Sheet Type "U" 
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P1.3 

S4.2.3.1 

4.2.3.1 Measure angle "I": 

4.2.3.1 Measure angle "":(r) 

I esr dsac "":(nce)% 

Mdeasure distance Ile": 

Attach three polaroid photographs to this sheet: 
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ftc in £.c.At.' 7 t A ~ r - * p:' I) (9/./ c.,/n~ A
 
-

-) /Teiw vst025tmJ1(K-L) 
-j(s5#!.2;h) 

-I-.-; 
.4- .7 

I

-t SI 

I" C""I ~-0- 2. 7 5 / 5 3 

-t ~) 

-q 
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f."2,A,3.7k2,,.?,v)--±,'7.,ab, +.2 
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+ .7 _ _ 
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#3 

_ _ _ _ _ 

2 
3 

4 
+-tl 

4--

p 
~ 
-

.0 
-. 9 

14 
.0______ 

+2.2 
5 

6 

+.g 
-t.-i-

+3.o 
+3.0 ________ 

7 

8 
9 

10 

11 

. 
.

t3 

3.0 
2.,G 

+,S* I, 
1/. 

t .7 

+3 
.2 

+3 
-f.2 
t.2 

+ I 
7a7 

+ .7 
* .7 
*r.7 

_'_ 

12 .. L 45 -t ,5" 
13 .. +. .9 

14 

15 
16 

17 
is1 

-l.Q 
-t.9 
11 
-t,2 

43.0 
+3-7 
4-3.3 
4 .7 
.7 

+4 
.1_ 

- I 

3.0* 

..2.2 
-1 .57 

t__ 
,i 

_ 

_,_ 

19 

20 .? 
+ 4.1 + 

+ 
,L 

21 

22 
23 

t.3 

+ 
t2.2 +.9 

t /19 

4 2.C 
+ 2 

24 -. +-3.0 -.

25 

26 

27 

t1-
+.4 
t.2 

-2.2 
+ /. 
+ 

t3 
.2 

- l,_ 
4 .7 

.7 
28 

29 

30 

31 
32 

. 

t.4 
G 

+ 
.t 

.0 

+1." 
4+2.2 
t3.0 
43.0 

0 
t,3 

-' 
C 

,0 

i-+I 
+ 3.0 
+ 3.0 

-.t 2.2 
33 

34 

35 
36 

37 

1.4 
1".3'-+14 

-4,3 

-,t 1.? 
-+ Is 
4 .5 

t /__ 
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+,-ft.2 
4-A 
-4-.2 

4 "7 
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-I- I.I 
4- .7 
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C 4.2.3.5 

4.2.3.5 

4.2.3.5 

4.2.3.5 

Measure angle "": 

Measure angle "a": 

Measure distance "c": 

Measure distance "a": 

(ra_) 

(m) 

(inches) 

(inches) 

n 
7 K77_ 

0 
| i -L.Jr-"- -Jr i _LJ_ .ji,, LJC.... . 

a r 

-7l 

C-

LO 

r LE 
I - r ILL' 

--JILL__ 
r 
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Figure 38. Data Sheet Type i 
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(6 
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Sarr,57- (I ,YC/,Xo~v/s, 1 - 3.z.A o/sv 	 ] 
VI 	 PlhopItLo 1 

_,3 r /7?. ._, R 
2 +.4 +1.5 
3 4 +27-
4 + 7 *2.6 
5 t -1 3.C7 
6 -t 2,2 
7 t+, t/,5 
8 -'2 I .7 
9 .c 	 .0 

10 1.7 i .7 
11 	 .-. 
12 	 1 .2. 
13 3.o 
14 +-9 + 3.0 
15 -+ '2.1 
16 -. + 1." 
'7 	 ±+-7 .7 
18
 
19
 

21
 

22
 
23
 

24
 

25
 
26
 

27
 

28
 

29
 

30
 
31
 

32
 

33
 

Photo #2 

.3 4-II/ 
+./ + .-
.0 	 .0 

-t'2 + .7 
+.4- -PI. 
4.6 	 + 2.2 

t 3.0 
+r + .2.2 
+5 + 1., 

.	 -* I 
- t 
+ 


.	 -4.1 
-6 + 2.2 
+j 4 3.0 
+-7 	 + 2.G 

+.6 	 2.2. 

Photo 
 3 

-7 +2,6
 
,7 7." 

+7 4+ ,. 
t. + 1.9 
-t.2 1 .7 
.o 	 .0 
,o 	 .0 

+. "s3.0 
t. 	 - 2.2 

3.0
 
+ 2.2
 

+. 	 + If 
.0 	 -0
 
, I + 
+.3 + 1.I 
-. - 1.5 

Figure 42. Data Sbeet Type 
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0~ll fill EF 7,,r, 

_ 

I;~1o 4.2.3.5 Measure angle "ell: ___________ (mm) 

4.2.3.5 measure angle a: - , .
 
Vj4.2.3.5 Measure distance 'Y":__________(inch 
 e4 7Z]] ~ 1 

(i___________nche atd4.2.3.5 Measure distance "a"l MfI'XuV jTL~ M 2-

------ mm -." " , :" z, , L Wl- t ' -- -"- -p, . "-L i.-.n .-.-
_._.
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in Figure 38. Data Sheet Type "T" 7-tE. 
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4.2.4.6.4.1 

S 4 6PM: 

4.2.4.6.4.2DC 4.2.4.6.3.2 

• -j 4.2.4.3.4.1
F) tz 4.2.4.6.3.1

2v 

144.2.4.6.4.2 

4-'.4.u.5.1I 

n n or 4.2.4.6.5.2 
m'<" 
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CPOSC-ECAN COMPUTATIONtS:-


FOP DATA CET 1
 

PELATIVE DIODE POUfTION = 0.169014 

MEAN DEVIATION =-2.913P-3 MICROPADIANt 

DEVIATION = 3.09742 MICPOPADIANE 

FOP DATA :ET 2
 

PELATIVE DIODE PO!lITION = 0.301,859
 

MEAN DEVIATION =-3.29:33 MICROPRDIAN: 

PM: DEVIATION = 0.4686 MICPOPADIANC 

FOP DATA :ET 3 

PELATIVE DIODE POUITION = 0.4574
 

MEAN DEVIATION = 0.513333 MIOIDIN 

PM- DEVIATION 
 0"-"= "'=
 

FOP DATA :ET 4
 
- IPPIIN 

PELATIVE DIODE POCITION = 0.59154q 

MEAN DEVIATION = 1.54 MICPOPADIAN_ 

RMtF DEVIATION 
= 1.85616 MICPOPADIANH 

FOP DATA .ET 5 

FPELATIVE DIODE PO'ITION = 0.732--394 

MEAN DEVIATION 1.4666-1 MICSOPADIA 

RM- DEVIATION 1.79,29 MICPOF'ADIAN7 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

http:4-'.4.u.5.1I


PMS DE'EIATIOm FORWAP TO PEVEPSE 'MICPOPADIAtS) 
V: DIODE POITION ;D2-EI1,. ,D3-DI' 

t a 

[dD OFF XPiLE- ,.Y'=- 0.16'9014 3.09742 

LA
Nj 

"4 nDOFF zCRLE 0,0. 09853,8_,9 
. 

LI + 

-4* 


